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Dennis V. Perepelitsa
High-pT processes in proton- and deuteron-nucleus collisions at TeV energies are the best presently
available way to study the partonic structure of the nucleus in a high-density regime. Jet production
over a wide range of phase space can significantly constrain the current knowledge of nuclear parton
distribution functions (nPDFs), which are substantially less well understood than the corresponding
PDFs in protons and which have only recently begun to be treated in a spatially-dependent way.
An accurate knowledge of nPDFs is crucial for a definitive control of perturbative processes in a
cold nuclear environment, since high-pT probes are used to quantitatively investigate the hot QCD
matter created in ultrarelativistic nucleus-nucleus collisions. Furthermore, jets from low Bjorken-x
partons can probe the transition from the dilute to saturated nuclear regimes.
Jet production is investigated in d+Au collisions at
√
s = 200 GeV with the PHENIX detector
at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC), and in p+Pb collisions at
√
s = 5.02 TeV with
the ATLAS detector at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). The measurements shown here utilize∫ Ldt = 23 nb−1 and 0.2 pb−1 of 200 GeV d+Au and pp data, respectively, recorded in 2007-8 at
RHIC and
∫ Ldt = 31 nb−1 and 4.1 pb−1 of 5.02 TeV p+Pb and 2.76 TeV pp data, respectively,
recorded in 2013 at the LHC. Jets are reconstructed using the σ = 0.3 Gaussian filter and R =
0.4, 0.6 anti-kT algorithms.
Inclusive, centrality-dependent jet yields within |η| < 0.35 and 10 GeV < pT < 40 GeV in
200 GeV d+Au and pp collisions are presented. The jet yield in d+Au collisions relative to the
geometric expectation is found to be slightly suppressed (≈ 0.9) in central events and moderately
enhanced (≈ 1.3) in peripheral events, with no modification when averaged over all d+Au events.
Separately, inclusive, centrality-dependent jet yields within |y∗| < 4.4 and 25 GeV < pT < 800
GeV in 5.02 TeV p+Pb and 2.76 TeV pp collisions are presented. The event centrality in p+Pb
collisions is determined by the sum of the transverse energy in the Pb-going forward calorimeter,
ΣEPbT , and the mean number of participating nucleons 〈Npart〉 is estimated using the Glauber and
Glauber-Gribov models of semiclassical p+A collisions. The jet yield in p+Pb collisions relative to
the geometric expectation is found to be suppressed in central events and enhanced in peripheral
events. The modifications are found to be stronger at higher-pT and at more forward (downstream
proton) rapidities. Furthermore, it is observed that for each centrality selection, the modification
at all rapidities is consistent with a simple function of the total jet energy only. The implications
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Once more unto the breach, dear friends, once more;
Or close the wall up with our English dead.
In peace there’s nothing so becomes a man
As modest stillness and humility:
But when the blast of war blows in our ears,
Then imitate the action of the tiger;
Stiffen the sinews, summon up the blood,
Disguise fair nature with hard-favour’d rage;
Henry V, Act III, Scene I
Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is a theory based on a remarkably small number of principles
such as local gauge invariance and the preservation of a few key symmetries. Despite this, the emer-
gent phenomena of the theory, such as confinement and dynamical chiral symmetry breaking, are
rich, complex and not obvious from a first-principles reading of the QCD Lagrangian. Compellingly,
QCD can be studied under the extreme conditions of high temperature and density through the
use of ultrarelativistic hadronic and nuclear collisions. In the present era, proton-nucleus (p+A)
collisions at RHIC and the LHC are a promising laboratory in which to study conventional and
novel QCD effects in a high parton density environment.
At high momentum transfer (Q2), measurements of jets in p+A (and, similarly, deuteron-
nucleus, or d+A) collisions serve as a test of perturbative QCD (pQCD) approaches based on
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Figure 1.1: Event display of a high-pT dijet event recorded by ATLAS during the 2013
√
sNN = 5.02
TeV p+Pb data taking at the LHC.
collinear factorization. In this framework, measurements of inclusive jets in a large rapidity and
transverse momentum range can significantly improve knowledge of nuclear parton distribution
functions (nPDFs) over a wide kinematic (x,Q2) space. nPDF’s are known with much less accuracy
than their counterpart in protons, with large uncertainties in the gluon PDFs and tension between
nPDF sets in several places. A careful study of jet production as a function of the colliding proton’s
position in the nucleus can even provide information about the impact-parameter dependence of
nPDF modification.
At lower, more intermediate Q2, jets are sensitive to the higher twist corrections to hard pro-
cesses which are enhanced by the presence of the nuclear medium. These cold nuclear matter effects
include initial and final state energy loss of the hard scattered partons, nuclear shadowing of low-x
partons and transverse momentum broadening of the parton towards mid-rapidity. Furthermore,
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hard probes in p+A collisions provide information about the initial state in heavy ion (A+A)
collisions, which needs to be understood separately and systematically to give proper context to
the dramatic final state effects attributed to the formation of the deconfined quark-gluon plasma
(QGP). As the phenomenon of jet quenching moves from the discovery to the measurement stage at
the LHC, quantitative constraints on the cold nuclear effects before formation of the QGP become
crucial.
At sufficiently low-Q2 (and Bjorken-x), jets may even be sensitive to beginning of nonlinear
changes in the partonic structure of the nucleus. At low x, the proton wavefunction is characterized
by a steep rise in the gluon parton distribution function (PDF). Since a naive application of the
QCD evolution equations implies that the cross-section at high-energy should grow so large as to
violate unitarity bounds, it is generally thought that the gluon densities cannot increase without
limit and non-linear dynamics must become important. When probed at higher and higher energy
(lower x), the number density of gluons increases until they begin to overlap in phase space. Here,
recombination effects are expected to become important, resulting in a saturation of the gluon
density at some scale Q2sat. In heavy nuclei, the longitudinal overlap of gluons in neighboring
nucleons is expected to increase the saturation scale by a factor ≈ A1/3.
These nuclear effects can be best explored in a thorough and systematic way through measure-
ments of fully reconstructed jets. Only the large kinematic reach of full jets can probe the transition
from a dilute nuclear regime to a high-density regime of possibly novel QCD effects in such detail.
Since the development of background subtraction procedures in hadronic jet reconstruction and
related jet technology, modern jet algorithms have become a standard tool in relativistic nuclear
physics. Thus, the subject of this dissertation is an exploratory measurement of jet production in-
tended to map out the partonic structure of the heavy nucleus. It is the first centrality-dependent
measurement of jet yields in d+A collisions at RHIC and the first such triple-differential measure-
ment (in centrality, rapidity and transverse momentum) in p+A collisions at the LHC.
This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes the theoretical and experimental
background on QCD, jets and the role of the cold nuclear medium. Chapter 3 describes the modern
design of hadron colliders, including RHIC and the LHC. Section 4 describes the instrumentation
of the PHENIX detector at RHIC. Chapter 5 describes the instrumentation of the ATLAS detector
at the LHC. Section 6 describes the measurement of full jets in d+Au collisions at RHIC. Section 7
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describes the determination of the p+Pb event centrality and extraction of geometric quantities.
Section 8 describes the measurement of full jets in p+Pb collisions at the LHC. Section 9 discusses
the physics implications of the results.




Quit presently the chapel, or resolve you
For more amazement. If you can behold it,
I’ll make the statue move indeed, descend
And take you by the hand; but then you’ll think–
Which I protest against–I am assisted
By wicked powers.
Winter’s Tale, Act V, Scene III
2.1 Quantum Chromodynamics
Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is the Yang-Mills quantum field theory with gauge group SU(3)[1;









µDµ −mf )ψf (2.1)
where C is the color index that runs from C = 1 to N2C − 1 = 8, corresponding to the dimen-
sionality of SU(3), the index f runs over the fermions (in the Standard Model, these are the six
quark flavors) with bare mass mf and Dirac spinor ψf , and γ
µ are the four Dirac matrices. The
fermion fields have a color index ψ
(A)
f that runs from A = 1 to NC = 3 but it is suppressed in the
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ν − ∂νAAµ − gfABCABµACν (2.2)
where fABC are the structure constants of SU(3) defined by [tA, tB] = ifABCtC for the eight
3× 3 generators tA of SU(3), and g is the QCD coupling constant (more commonly referred to by
αs = g
2/4pi. The covariant derivative is defined as
Dµ = ∂µ − igtCACµ (2.3)
The gluon field in the covariant derivative reflects local gauge symmetry. Consider an SU(3)
color transformation









The fermion fields are fundamental representations of SU(3) and transform like
ψf → eiψf (2.5)
ψ¯f → ψ¯fe−i (2.6)
Then the quantity ψ¯f (∂µ −m)ψf (the non-covariant derivative) is not gauge invariant by itself,
since
ψ¯f (∂µ −m)ψf → ψ¯f (∂µ −m)ψf + iψ¯f (∂µ)ψf (2.7)
But the gauge field transforms as
Aµ → Aµ + i
g
(∂µ) (2.8)
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Figure 2.1: Diagrams corresponding to the three terms in the QCD Lint.





µ ) would violate gauge invariance, the gluons are massless. This is true for the U(1)
theory of QED as well and is reflected in the fact that photons are massless. (It would be true for
the full SU(2)×U(1) electroweak Lagrangian as well, but for the presence of the Higgs field and the
resulting spontaneous symmetry breaking at low temperatures, which gives masses to the W± and
Z bosons.)
However, it is the non-abelian nature of the SU(3) gauge group that will prove to have important
consequences for the theory and distinguish it from the U(1) theory of QED in a number of ways,
as we will see when renormalizing the theory in Section 2.1.1.













µAνC)− (∂µACν )(∂νAµC) (2.9)
where the first term gives rise to the Nf = 6 fermion propagators and the second term gives

























where the first gAψ¯ψ term is a fermion-gauge boson vertex, the second gAA∂A term is appar-
ently a three gauge boson vertex and the third g2AAAA term is a four gauge boson vertex. The
Feynman diagrams for these are shown in Figure 2.1.
Actually, there is one more term which must be introduced into the Lagrangian as a consequence
of gauge fixing. Since the path integral formulation does not implicitly know about SU(3) gauge
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symmetry, a Fadeev-Popov ghost term Lghost is added to the Lagrangian as a computational tool
that ensures that physically equivalent solutions related by a gauge transformation are not double-
counted. The ghost term is
Lghost = ∂µc¯CDµcC (2.11)
where cA is the ghost field. Ghosts only show up as virtual particles in loops, and the ghost
term gives the Feynman rules for a ghost propagator and a ghost-ghost-gluon vertex.
By contrast, consider the theory of quantum electrodynamics (QED), an abelian gauge field















the structure constants f in Equation 2.2 vanish since the generators of U(1) commute trivially.
In QED, only the fermion-fermion-boson (gAψ¯ψ) interaction vertex exists and there are no pure
boson interaction terms. Unlike gluons, photons themselves do not carry the charge that they
couple to and do not interact with each other.
2.1.1 Asymptotic freedom and confinement
It is a general feature of renormalizable quantum field theories that the effective strength of the
coupling changes as a function of the momentum scale Q2 with which they are probed. The
fields and physical quantities which appear in the QCD Lagrangian in Equation 2.1 are “bare”
quantities, which do not include the corrections from higher-order diagrams containing virtual
particle loops. In order for the coupling constant to have a meaningful value at some scale Q2, it is
necessary reformulate the Lagrangian in terms of a physical part and a “counter-term” Lagrangian
which is chosen to exactly cancel the divergences in the physical parameters order by order. As a
consequence of this, the strength of the coupling constant g (or equivalently, αs) changes with Q
2
in a way dictated by the counterterms.
The running of the coupling with energy is encoded in the renormalization group (RG) equation
for αs, in which the β function is typically expanded in powers of αs,
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= β(αs) = −α2s (β0 + αsβ1 + . . . ) (2.13)
Once β(αs) is known, then Equation 2.13 can be solved to find the coupling at a scale Q
2 given





1 + b0α(µ2) log(Q2/µ2) +O(α2s)
(2.14)
That is, Equation 2.14 describes how the coupling “runs” from µ2 to Q2. The β function can
be determined to lowest order by considering the divergences in one-loop corrections to the tree
diagrams for each term in the Lagrangian.
By analogy, we begin with QED. In QED at the one-loop level, there are three one-loop diagrams
which contribute to the running of αQED = e
2/4pi, shown in Figure 2.2. These are the electron
self-energy, the QED vertex function and the photon propagator. It turns out that the first two
cancel exactly to all orders due to the Ward identity, which reflects the underlying gauge invariance






Combining this with Equation 2.14, the QED coupling constant increases with increasing Q2.
This is consistent with the explanation of electric charge screening: the closer you probe an electric
charge, the less it is “screened” by fermion-antifermion pairs with opposite charge.
In contrast, there are seven such diagrams in QCD. The diagrams with a QED analogue (albeit
with the complication of color factors) are shown in Figure 2.3 while those which include the 3-boson
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Figure 2.3: One-loop diagrams contributing to the running of the QCD coupling constant, which
have QED analogues.

Figure 2.4: One-loop diagrams contributing to the running of the QCD coupling constant, which
have no analogues diagrams in QED.
and 4-boson vertices and thus have no QED analogue are shown in Figure 2.4. Taken together, the
one-loop beta function is
β0(α
2
s) = (33− 2nf )/12pi (2.16)
where nf is the number of fermion flavors, the positive term in Equation 2.16 comes mainly from
the non-Abelian diagrams and the negative term comes from fermion loop diagrams. This result,
which can be readily calculated from the first principles of quantum field theory, was first done by
David Gross, David Politzer and Frank Wilczek in 1973[5; 6], which earned them the Nobel Prize
in 20041. In our universe, there are few enough fermion flavors that β0 > 0, which has phenomenal
implications for the physical consequences of QCD. At high Q2, αs tends asymptotically to 0. This
is called asymptotic freedom and implies that at sufficiently high Q2, perturbative calculations of
QCD processes should be well behaved. This can be understood as color anti-screening: since
1Actually, a sign error in the first calculation of the β function almost convinced Wilczek et. al.[7] that Yang-Mills
theories were not asymptotically free, as expected at the time!
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gluons carry the color charge, probing at long distance scales (small Q2) actually increases the
effective coupling from the gluon cloud surrounding the color source being probed. Interestingly,
it can be shown that only non-Abelian gauge theories can have β > 0 in Equation 2.14 and be
asymptotically free.












which implies that there is a momentum scale ΛQCD, which ≈ 200−400 MeV depending on the





become large. Below or even near this scale, perturbative expansions of QCD are not possible and
the Feynman diagram approach does not apply. The only first principles calculations in this regime
come from lattice QCD, in which the action of the QCD Lagrangian is numerically computed on a
discretized lattice.
This also sets the scale for the sizes of light hadrons, ~c/ΛQCD ≈ 1 fm, roughly the distance
free partons in the hadron can move away from each other before the attractive potential brings
them back together. Calculations show that this potential rises linearly with distance.
A summary of the Q2 dependence of αs from experiments and lattice calculations is shown in






= 0.1184± 0.0007 (2.18)
2.1.2 Particle content
In the Standard Model of particle physics, there are six spin-1/2 fermions and six anti-fermions which
carry color charge and transform as 3 and 3¯ representations of SU(3), respectively. The lightest
three of these, the up, down and strange quarks share an approximate SU(3) flavor symmetry due
to their small masses.
After the discovery of the muon in 1936[8], a large number of strongly-interacting particles
were produced in laborities throughout the following decades. There were too many of them
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Figure 2.5: Summary of experimental data on αs(Q
2), from [1].
for all to be fundamental, so it was thought that their mass and other properties were caused
by a much smaller number of elementary particles. In 1961, Gell-Mann and Ne’eman argued[9;
10] that all mesons and baryons of the same spin and parity could be arranged in a (Y, T3)-plot
(where Y is the hypercharge and T3 is the isospin) in a way analagous to representations of SU(3).
The baryons could be arranged according to 3⊗3⊗3 = 1⊕8⊕8⊕10 and the mesons according to
3⊗ 3¯ = 1⊕ 8. One baryon in the 10 decuplet – the Ω−, with spin-3/2, charge −1, strangeness +3
particle – had not yet been observed. It was finally observed in a bubble chamber at Brookhaven
National Laboratory[11], with an experimentally measured mass, quantum numbers and even decay
modes corresponding very neartly with Gell-Mann’s prediction.
In 1964, Gell-Mann[12] and Zweig[13] proposed that was an SU(3) flavor symmetry and the ob-
served hadrons were composed of three quarks, elementary spin-1/2 fermions which are fundamental
representations of the symmetry. This SU(3) symmetry was not exact (since the light quark masses
are non-vanishing) as can be seen from the mass splitting in the decuplet, (mΣ −mN ) / (mΣ +mN ) ≈
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12%. The SU(2) isospin symmetry is a much stronger, but still inexact one, with (mn −mp) / (mn +mp) ≈
0.2%. Murray Gell-Mann was awarded the 1969 Nobel Prize, but it was for his contributions to
the theory of the strong interaction generally, since the quark model and its ramifications had not
yet been fully experimentally ratified.
One major puzzle remained. There were spin-3/2 baryons which in the quark model were com-
posed of the same flavor quark with a symmetric spin configuration, such as the Ω− (sss), the
N∗− (ddd) and the N∗++ (uuu). In these ground state baryons, the quark wavefunctions had zero
angular momentum and were thus totally symmetric. Thus, the overall wavefunction appeared to
be completely symmetric, violating the connection between fermion spin and antisymmetric statis-
tics. It was proposed that quarks were fundamental representations of a separate SU(3) symmetry,
and carried a quantum number called color. Thus, with “red”, “green” and “blue” quarks, an
antisymmetric color wavefunction (e.g. |rgb〉− |rbg〉+ |gbr〉− |grb〉+ |brg〉− |bgr〉) keeps the overall
wavefunction antisymmetric. Unlike the approximate SU(3) flavor symmetry used to phenomeno-
logically explain the observed hadron spectrum, the SU(3) color symmetry was an exact symmetry
of the underlying strong nuclear interaction. This solution actually opened another puzzle – why
only color singlet states were observed in Nature – answered only with the discovery of confinement
and the identification of QCD as the theory of the strong interaction.
Five years later the fourth quark, called charm, was discovered. It had been predicted to
exist on a number of theoretical grounds, such as lepton-quark generation symmetry[14]. The
charm quark was observed in the form of the J/ψ particle, which is the first excited cc¯ bound
state with mJ/ψ = 3.1 GeV/c
2, through the J/ψ → e+ + e− decay mode simultaneously at the
alternating gradient synchotron (AGS) at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) [15] and at
the Stanford Positron Electron Accelerating Ring (SPEAR) at the Stanford Linear Accelerator
Center (SLAC)[16] in 1974. Samuel C.C. Ting and Burton Richter shared the 1976 Nobel Prize
for this discovery. A number of charmed mesons were soon discovered (cu¯, c¯u, cd¯, dc¯, etc.), with
properties well described by the quark model (albeit within the increasingly approximate SU(4)
flavor symmetry).
In 1973, two more quarks were predicted to exist[17] as a way of explaining the observed indirect
CP violation in neutral kaon decays[18] in 1964. The authors reasoned that no realistic models of
CP violation existed within a “quartet” (four-quark) model but showed that with a third quark
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generation it is possible to introduce a CP-violating phase in the 3 × 3 unitary matrix which
described the mixing between weak force interaction eigenstates and the mass eigenstates. For
predicting the third generation of quarks, Makoto Kobayashi and Toshihide Maskawa shared the
2008 Nobel Prize (shared with Y. Nambu, above).
The bottom quark b was discovered in the form of the Υ meson, the lowest energy bb¯ state
with mΥ = 9.6 GeV/c
2, through the Υ → µ+ + µ− decay mode by the E288 Collaboration at
Fermilab[19] in 1977. Over the next 18 years, long searches at SLAC, DESY and the SPS failed
to find the top quark t, indicating that it must be subtantially more massive than the b. It was
finally discovered in 1995 through the decay of the top-antitop quark pair tt¯ → W+bW−b¯, with
particular emphasis on the subsequent W± → l±νl decay channel, at the Collider Detector at
Fermilab (CDF) [20] and D0 [21] experiments. Unlike the other heavy quarks, the mass of the top
is so large (mt = 174 GeV/c
2[1]) that it decays, almost always t→ W+b with total width Γ = 2.0
GeV, before it can hadronize and form any tq¯ meson or t-containing baryon.
Conclusive evidence for the existence of gluon was found in the form of 3-jet events (e+ + e− →
qq¯g, where each of the three partons fragments into a jet) at the Positron-Electron Tandem Ring
Accelerator (PETRA) at the Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (German Electron Synchotron;
DESY), with results from the MARK-J[22], PETRA[23] and PLUTO[24] experiments. Since the
scattered electron and positron have zero baryon number, the quarks must be produced in quark-
antiquark pairs. The third jet is necessarily caused by very hard final state radiation in the form
of a gluon. A more detailed analysis[25] of the angular correlations between the produced jets
confirmed that the third jet is consistend with a spin-1 particle, exactly as required for the QCD
gluon.
No further quarks have been discovered within the energies available to experiments. It is
thought, however, that the stringent limits on the number of neutrino types[1] from e+e− colliders
and cosmology, along with the parsimony of requiring equal numbers of lepton and quark genera-
tions may imply that there are only six flavors. There were efforts to name the third generation of
quarks beauty and truth, respectively, but the terms bottom and top, first introduced in [26], have
become the most popular usage.
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2.1.3 Factorization and Deep Inelastic Scattering
Factorization[27] is the separation of hadronic cross-sections into short-scale (high-Q2) partonic
processes and long-scale (non-perturbative) processes such as hadronization. Factorization allows
us to meaningfully apply calculations involving partonic cross-sections to physically measurable
hadronic cross-sections. Under the factorization scheme, the single particle inclusive cross-section
in proton-proton collisions (pp → h + X, where h is the particle of interest and X denotes a sum












where fa/p is the probability of finding a parton of type a inside the proton p, c is the parton
produced in the hard-scattering that eventually fragments into final-state hadron h carrying z of its
energy, and Dc/h is the probability for c to fragment in this manner. σˆ is the partonic a+ b→ c+d




all incoming and outgoing parton species in the 2→ 2 QCD scattering (obviously, some choices of
parton flavors, such as gg → qq, do not occur at leading order and thus do not contribute to the
total sum).
The individual elements in Equation 2.19 also implicitly depend on the the factorization scale
µf (not the same as the renormalization scale µ) which serves as a collinear cutoff below which all
QCD behavior is collected into f and D. Roughly speaking, corrections with internal lines of the
order µ2f should be included in the “hard” part of the factorized cross-section, while those below it
will be grouped into f and D. The partonic cross-section does not depend on µf to leading order,
but does depend on it logarithmically at higher-orders. For real calculations, the factorization scale





sensitivity of the calculation to the factorization scale. One of the earliest successful uses of the
factorization theorem was to compute the cross-section of inclusive pi0 production in pp collisions
and find a good agreement with measurements taken at the CERN ISR[28].
As an illustrative example of the factorization theorems, consider a high energy lepton-hadron
(e.g. e+p) scattering in the center of mass frame. The internal configuration of the partons
(including any normally short-lived virtual partonic states) in the hadron are time dilated and
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
Figure 2.6: Lepton-hadron scattering diagram.
“frozen” for the duration of the collision. We can think of each parton as having some definite
momentum fraction x of the hadron’s total momentum in this frame. In this regime, as the lepton
traverses the hadron, we can neglect the parton-parton interactions which occur before and after,
but nor during, the collision. Thus, it makes sense to describe the collision as a lepton interacting
with a (particular) free parton of definite momentum.
In fact, high-Q2 lepton-hadron scattering, called deep inelastic scattering (DIS), was historically
used to probe the partonic structure of hadrons. Lepton-hadron scattering is shown diagrammati-
cally in Figure 2.6 and is the reaction
l(k) + h(p)→ l′(k′) +X (2.20)
where l and l′ are the ingoing and outgoing lepton with four-momenta k and k′, respectively,
h is the hadron with four-momentum p and X is the final hadronic state. Because of the clean
initial and final state of the lepton, the kinematics of the underlying lepton-parton interaction can
be reconstructed exactly, via
q2 = (k − k′)2 ≈ −Q2 as ml/Q→ 0 (2.21)
To calculate the structure of the cross-section, we can perform an integral over all final hadronic
states, as long as we are only interested in measuring the scattered lepton and not in the X system.
The hadronic states cannot be calculated perturbatively, but this is a theoretically sound procedure
since we are interested in an inclusive cross-section – the details of the hadronization are irrelevant
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where E = k0, E′ = (k′)0 and α is the QED coupling constant. All details of hadron structure
are encoded in W1,2(p, k). We can rewrite this in a way that collects the common energy scale by
introducing the dimensionless variables






2M(E − E′) (2.24)
where x is the fraction of the hadron’s momentum carried by the parton and y is the fraction






















In 1968, e−+p experiments were performed for the first time at the Stanford Linear Accelerator
with 7-10 GeV electrons on a hydrogen target, probing F1 and F2 as a function of x for a range
of Q2 values[29; 30]. Since then, µ + p and e + p experiments at CERN and DESY have signifi-
cantly expanded the explored phase space. A representative summary of world data on the proton
structure function is shown in Figure 2.7. For an intermediate range of x values, the structure
functions are largely independent of Q2, a phenomenon referred to as Bjorken scaling[31]. This
means that changing the energy of the probe does not resolve any more detail about the structure
of the proton, and that it is composed of point-like particles with no further substructure. Bjorken
scaling validates the parton model and introduces the notion that, for sufficiently high-Q2 probes,
the partons are asymptotically free inside the proton. In this regime, the “inelastic” lepton-hadron
collisions are really incoherent elastic lepton-parton collisions. This discovery means that for a wide
range of Q2, the lepton-hadron scattering cross-section can be written as
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Figure 2.7: Representative data on the proton structure function F2 measured in DIS experiments,
from [1].










where σB is the Born cross-section for lepton-quark scattering. Equation 2.26 is the inspira-
tion for the more complicated form of the factorization theorem for hadronic collisions shown in
Equation 2.19.
Surprisingly, DIS experiments also revealed that a relatively small (∼ 50%) fraction of the total
proton momentum was carried by the partons visible to lepton scattering. (The rest, as it turned





which is a consequence of the spin-1/2 nature of partons (on the other hands, if partons had
spin-0, F1 = 0). The structure functions can be constructed at a more basic level from the parton
distribution functions (PDFs), fi(x,Q
2), which encode the probability, at scale Q2, of finding a





Various momentum and quantum number sum rules give relationships between the fi such that
the total momentum, valence quark number, strangeness, isospin, and other properties of the quark,
antiquark and gluon distribution functions add up to the total value in the hadron in question. An
example application of this is the ratio F ep2 /F
en
2 of the structure functions in the proton and
neutron, respectively, which can be extracted from proton and deuteron DIS experiments. At low
x, sea quarks dominate the distributions, making protons and neutrons “look” the same to the
electromagnetic probe and resulting in F ep2 /F
en
2 → 1. At high x, valence quarks dominate. Since
the up and down quark pdfs in protons and neutrons are related by an isospin transformation (e.g.




2 → 4 essentially from the fact that Q2u = 4Q2d. In fact, the data
show exactly this[32].
On the other hand, for very higher-Q2 or at low-x, Bjorken scaling is broken. That is, the
proton has more (low-x) constituents as it is probed on finer and finer distance scales (higher-
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Q2). As it turns out, this evolution of the parton distribution functions with Q2 can be described
quantitatively in QCD, as discussed in the next section.
2.1.4 Parton distribution functions
The parton distribution functions defined in Equation 2.19 evolve as a function of Q2, according
to a set of equations that encode the probabilities for quarks and gluons to split or merge into
other partons (for example, through a quark radiating a soft gluon or a gluon turning into a quark-
antiquark pair). These are called the Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi (DGLAP)[33; 34;
35] equations and are applicable in the regime where Q2 and x are relatively large. For quark,
antiquark and gluon densities qi(x,Q
2), q¯i(x,Q
2) and g(x,Q2), the full coupled set of equations at






























































ξ ) functions describe the probability density to find a parton of type α and
momentum fraction x in a parton of type β and momentum fraction ξ. Equation 2.29 are actually
renormalization group equations, and are used to calculate f(x,Q2) given some initial starting
point f(x,Q20).
A good knowledge of PDFs is critical for precision tests of QCD. There exist several PDF sets
which are constructed from global fits to data at various (x,Q2) and using next-to-leading or even
next-to-next-to-leading order solutions to the DGLAP equations to connect the results at different
Q2 scales. They have been experimentally measured approximately within the phase space of
2× 10−5 < x < 0.9 and 1.69 < Q2 < 3× 105 GeV2. Two recent comprehensive set of functions are
the NLO CTEQ-Jefferson Lab 2012 (CJ12)[36; 37] or the NNLO CTEQ 2010[38] sets.
Parton distribution functions have a few general features. At fixed Q2 they decrease with
increasing x (it is harder to find a parton with a larger momentum fraction than it is a smaller
one). Figure 2.8 shows the CJ12 light quark and gluon PDFs at an example Q2 along with their
uncertainties. Notice that the gluon PDF is divided by a factor of 10 on the right plot, and the gluon
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Figure 2.8: CJ12 light quark and gluon PDFs at Q2 = 100 GeV2, with linear (logarithmic) x-scale
on the left (right), from [36].
PDF dominates over all quark PDF’s below x . 0.2 (at least, at Q2 = 102 GeV2). Furthermore,
as Q2 increases, the low-x parts of the PDF grow faster than the high-x parts.
Experiments at HERA[39; 40] first observed a large increase in the structure function F2 for
decreasing x below < 10−2, prompting speculation as to whether the DGLAP formalism could
successfully describe this behavior in a high gluon density regime. Naively, at leading order the
gluon splitting function Pgg ∝ 1/x becomes singular as x→ 0. Thus it is thought that at very high
energies, a separate treatment must be applied. The DGLAP formalism resums contributions to




. However, at large
√
s (or, equivalently, small







become the dominant ones and linear DGLAP
evolution may not be appropriate. In this regime, it is thought that the Balitsky-Fadin-Kuraev-
Lipatov (BFKL)[41; 42] equations must be used to describe the evolution in x instead. A more
detailed discussion of the nonlinear QCD behavior of partons at very low-x is deferred to Section
Section 2.2.
When appropriate, the parton distribution function formalism has been generalized in ways
that are relevant to other physics scenarios. For example, the factorization picture does not apply
in the case of multiple parton interactions (if > 2 partons in the hadron-hadron collision paticipate
in hard scatterings), and a new formalism using double parton distribution functions would have to
be introducted. For example, these distribution functions would depend on the scales Q21, Q
2
2 and
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momentum fractions x1 and x2 and even, in principle, the transverse distance between the partons
b[43]. Another example is the generalized parton distribution functions (GPDFs)[44], which include
the full phase space description of partons in the nucleon instead of just the Bjorken-x. Integrating
out the relevant coordinates results in the transverse-momentum-dependent (TMD) PDFs, which
are important for the understanding of the spin structure of nucleons.
2.1.5 QCD jets
One of the most straightforward QCD observables is the inclusive spectrum of jets, collimated
streams of hadrons from the end stage of a parton shower. This concept of a jet, which is loosely
associated with the shower of an originating hard parton that has undergone hadronization, must
be made more specific before it is a useful experimental or theoretical concept. Jets are basic
QCD objects as well as the dominant final state object in hadronic collisions. Thus, developing the
technology for measuring jets in a variety of collision systems has been a subject of much interest.
In a leading order picture, a jet is a fragmenting parton. Jet reconstruction is a procedure by
which the momenta of the fragments are resummed back to that of the original parton, in effect
undoing the fragmentation process. Unfortunately, QCD does not allow an unambiguous separation
of the final state hadrons into those originating from the hard-scattered parton and those that do
not. Thus the definition of a jet requires a resolution parameter, typically denoted R or σ, which
defines the angular scale of what radiation is included in the jet. This resolves the ambiguity, in the
case of a high-energy quark radiating a hard gluon, between when the gluon should be considered
its own jet and when it should be included as part of the quark jet (e.g. when the jT of the gluon
is < pT sin ∆R, it stays in the jet). Furthermore, observables in QCD are only well-defined at all
orders of perturbation theory if they are insensitive to the collinear splitting of partons (“collinear
safety”) and the emission of very soft radiation at large angles (“infrared safety”).
Although jets can be picked out by the human eye in an event display, it is complicated and
not necessarily straightforward to develop a good procedure for identifying where the collimated
energy flow in an event goes that is subject to the requirements of infrared and collinear safety. For
example, early methods of quantifying the presence of a jet involved calculating the quadrupole
moment tensor of hadron momenta in the event, the “sphericity” parameter (which categorizes
events on a continuum between purely isotropic and dijet-like) or the “thrust” of the event which
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further characterized the topology of the energy flow. In modern usage, jet reconstruction is the
process of turning a set of measured hadrons, clusters or other energy deposits {pµ}hadron into
a unique set of jets {pµ}jet through the use of a jet reconstruction algorithm. The requirements
of collinear and infrared safety can be defined in this notation. Let f be the jet reconstruction
procedure which maps f ({pµ}hadron)→ {pµ}jet.
Collinear safety is the requirement that if pµn || pµn+1 and (pµ)′n = pµn + pµn+1, then
f(
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And infrared safety is the statement that in the limit pµghost → 0,
f(
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) = f({pµ1 , . . . , pµn}) (2.31)
The history of modern algorithms begins with the Snowmass Accord[45], which motivated the
need to standardize jet algorithms and described the desirable experimental and theoretical features
of a useful algorithm. One of the earliest jet definitions is the cone algorithm with radius R. The
set of n hadrons in the event is described by {ET, η, φ}. For a given cone position (ηC , φC), the





where ∆R2 = (ηi− ηJ)2 + (φi−φJ)2, that is, only hadrons within R of the jet axis are included













The procedure is repeated with the updated cone position at (ηc, φc) = (ηJ , φJ) and continues
until (ηJ , φJ) converges, resulting in a final jet. This algorithm, while serving as a prototype for
later developments, suffered from numerous technical deficiencies, including the need to “seed” an
initial guess (ηc, φc), instability with the addition of an infrared particle near the edge of the jet
axis, and non-convergence of the iterative procedure.
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Since then, many improved and more sophisticated algorithms have been proposed and used
in experiments. In this work, two modern jet algorithms are used, the Gaussian filter, a seedless
cone-like filtering algorithm, and the anti-kT algorithm, a sequential recombination algorithm.




δ(η − ηi)δ(φ− φi)(pT)i (2.35)
then for a possible jet position (ηJ , φJ), the jet pT is given by




dφρ(η, φ)h(η − ηJ , φ− φJ) (2.36)
where h(∆η,∆φ) is the kernel which controls the contribution the jet energy from the energy flow
in the event as a function of angular separation. For example, in the traditional cone algorithms,
h(∆η,∆φ) = θ(R2 −∆η2 −∆φ2), e.g. only particles within ∆R2 = ∆η2 + ∆φ2 < R2 are included,
but contribute 100% of their energy when they do. In the Gaussian filter, the kernel is chosen
so that the energy weighing is a smoothly decreasing function of ∆R withour the hard angular
cutoff that has historically caused problems for earlier algorithms. Thus, for the Gaussian filter
algorithm, h = exp(−∆R2/2σ2) where σ is the parameter that controls the angular-dependent
energy weighing (and thus, the angular resolution).




(pT)J(ηJ , φJ) (2.37)
Notably, this avoids the problem of needing to seed any initial starting location. The algorithm
searches the entire phase space and simply finds the points (ηJ , φJ) at which the convolution (pT)J
is a local maximum.
The Gaussian filter algorithm was originally developed for use in heavy-ion collisions and in the
small-acceptance PHENIX detector, where several key properties of the algorithm were thought to
give it an advantage over other algorithms in an environment with large underlying event and with
respect to pathological effects introduced near the edges of particle acceptance.
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Additionally, since the algorithm selects the jet direction to align with the peak energy flow, it
may be less sensitive to energy from the periphery of the jet lying outside the acceptance.
The Gaussian filter algorithm was shown to have good experimental behavior and the ability to
successfully reproduce NLO predictions for the pp cross-section in 200 GeV collisions at RHIC and
then used to measure jet suppression in central Cu+Cu collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV[47]. The
present work extends the use of this algorithm to d+Au collisions at 200 GeV, the third collision
system in which it has been used.
The anti-kT algorithm[48] is a member of a larger family of sequential recombination algorithms.
Sequential recombination algorithms work by operating on a list of four-momenta {pµ}, iteratively
combining pairs of them in a specified way until a certain point where the procedure terminates and
returns the set of jets. A sequential recombination algorithm is fully specified when the method for
deciding which particles to combine, the scheme to be used to combine the momenta of the particle
pair, and the criterion for stopping the iteration are given. In anti-kT terminology, the working list
of four-vectors are all termed “protojets” until the algorithm terminates, at which point they are
“jets”.
For each step of the iteration, construct the protojet-protojet distance dij and protojet-beam














where p is a parameter defined by the algorithm and ∆R2ij = (φi − φj)2 + (ηi + ηj)2. Find
the lowest d. If it is a diB, remove this protojet from the list and call it a final jet. If it is a dij ,




k , and insert it back in the
list. Since every iteration decreases the list of protojets by one, the procedure will terminate after
|{pµi }| iterations.
For p = 1, this algorithm is known as the kT algorithm, first developed for use in e
+ + e−
collisions. The behavior of the kT algorithm can be intuited somewhat by the form of Equation 2.39.
Because p > 0, the minimum function in dij will cause the algorithm to cluster very soft particles
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are the transverse momenta with respect to the other fragment. Thus, the kT algorithm collects
fragments with successively larger jT with respect to one another. Although the kT algorithm has
been successfully used in experiments at e+− e− colliders, it is not well-behaved in the presence of
a hadronic underlying event.
On the other hand, the counterintuitive choice of p = −1 leads to the anti-kT algorithm which
has a substantially different behavior. Consider the behavior of the algorithm in the presence of a
hard particle with pThard. The 1/pT




algorithm will successively cluster the nearest fragment (regardless of pT, as long as pT < pThard)
with the hard fragment. In the absence of other high-pT particles, this will continue while dij < diB,
or ∆R2 < R2, meaning that all particles within a radius R will end up in the jet. This gives anti-kT
jets their famously cone-like shape.
This sequential recombination family of algorithms is implemented efficiency in the package
FASTJET [49; 50]. Na¨ıve implementations of the anti-kT algorithm have a time complexity of
O(N3) for an input of N initial hadrons, since for each of the hadrons, every other hadron must
be examined to form every possible dij (N
2 combinations) and these must be remade repeated at
each step of the N iterations. Such a runtime is completely prohibitive for jet reconstruction in
high-multiplicity pp or HI events. However, this can be reduced using nearest-neighbor algorithms
from computational geometry[51] to an O(N2) procedure which implements the algorithm exactly
or an O(N logN) procedure which finds a good approximate solution.
With the notion of a jet definition in hand, it is now possible to construct theoretical predictions
about jet cross-sections. Following the factorization formula in Equation 2.19, we can expand the












(n) (x1, x2) (2.40)
where the renormalization and factorization scale dependence has been suppressed. Since the
PDFs (and any further fragmentation functions, in the case of a non inclusive cross-section) are
universal, all process dependence in Equation 2.40 is contained in the dσˆ(n).
With a lot of bookkeeping and care, it is not too hard to write out the Feynman graphs which
contribute to the leading order term dσˆij→kl2 for 2 → 2 QCD scattering. The master formula for
generic 2→ N processes in the center of mass frame is












· (2pi)4δ4 (pA + pB − Σpi) · |M (pA, pB → {pi})|2 (2.41)
where the (Ei, ~pi) are the outgoing 4-momenta of the N particles andM is the invariant matrix




|M (pA, pB → pC , pD)|2 (2.42)
where dΩ points in the direction of ~pC (which is constrained in this limit by four-momentum
conversation to be = −~pD). The diagrams for the four possibilities (qiqj → qiqj with distinct i 6= j,
qiqi → qiqi, qiq¯i → gg and gg → gg) are shown in Figure 2.9. The matrix element for the remaining
processes (such as qg → qg, gg → qq and qq¯ → qq¯) can be obtained by applying crossing symmetry
to qq¯ → gg or qq → qq. Averaging over incoming and summing over outgoing spins and colors, the
results can be summarized as
∑
|Mqjqk→qjqk |2 = 1
4N2C
[a(s, t, u)] (2.43)∑
|Mqjqj→qjqj |2 = 1
4N2C
[a(s, t, u) + a(s, u, t) + b(s, t, u)] (2.44)∑
|Mqiq¯i→gg|2 = 1
4N2c
[c(s, t, u)] (2.45)∑
|Mgg→gg|2 = 1
4(N2C − 1)2
[d(s, t, u)] (2.46)
where at leading order the a, b, c and d functions are





































Calculating the NLO terms includes the addition of many more diagrams and was first performed
in [52]. The general form of the next-order term is
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
(a) Feynman graph for qiqj → qiqj for i 6= j

(b) Feynman graphs for qiqi → qiqi (identical quark flavors)

(c) Feynman graphs for qiq¯i → gg


(d) Feynman graphs for gg → gg
Figure 2.9: Diagrams corresponding to the matrix elements needed to evaulate LO QCD partonic
cross-sections.
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where dσˆ2→2,virtual3 includes the virtual corrections to the 2→ 2 diagrams with one internal loop
and dσˆ2→3,real3 are the real 2→ 3 diagrams, of which one example each is shown in Figure 2.10.





















(x1, x2) is the partonic cross-section for producing a parton with (ET, y)




s/2, respectively. This was first computed to
NLO order (n = 2 and n = 3) in [53].
Note that because the PDFs cannot be written in a closed form, neither can the cross-section.
For an interesting comparison, consider the analogous calculation of e+e− → hadrons. There is only
one diagram at leading order, which corresponds to the QED photoproduction of a quark-antiquark
pair. In the high-energy, massless quark limit, the LO matrix element is almost identical to that for
e+e− → µ+µ−, save with the addition of SU(3) color factors, proper accounting for the fractional
quark electric charges, and a sum over allowed quark flavors. Even the NLO cross-section, which















where Qf is the charge of quark flavor f . Clearly the initial hadronic state significantly
complicates the situation. Although there are QCD processes for which the full NNLO cal-
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culation is known, they are very specialized electroweak processes, such as Higgs or W-Higgs
production[1], and NLO is the best order to which the inclusive jet (really, parton) cross-sections are
known. A popular code for computing NLO cross-sections in hadronic collisions is NLOJet++[54;
55]. Even in a LO parton picture, the jet at the hadronic (“truth”) level does not fully match
the kinematics of the parton. In the literature[56; 57], the major reasons for the mismatch are
sometimes separated into three categories.
The first is out of cone radiation (sometimes called “splash out”), which is the possibility that
for a given resolution parameter R, some of the parton shower’s energy may fall outside the area
in which the jet energy is measured. This is a perturbative effect and calculations show that the
energy difference in the hadronic jet with respect to the initial parton goes as ∼ αspT log(1/R), i.e.
a larger jet radius recovers more of the energy. Although the values depend on the jet energy and
resolution R, the typical energy difference for R = 0.4 is of the order 5-10%, with a larger effect for
gluon jets (which have a softer, more diffuse fragmentation pattern) than for quark jets.
The second is the non-perturbative effects of hadronization, in which during the transition from
parton shower to final-state hadrons the system loses some transverse momentum. This scale of this
effect cannot be calculated from first principles, but ansatz calculations and MC implementations
of hadronization models indicate that the energy loss is of the order ∼ 0.5-1 GeV /R, where the
smaller (larger) value is for quark (gluon) jets.
The third effect only applies to hadronic collisions and is from the presence of the underlying
event (UE) from the partonic remnants in the hadrons which did not participate in the hard
scattering. Actually, due to the nature of QCD, it is impossible to separate this effect from the
hadronization discussed above, since it is ambiguous whether any given hadron in the final state
came from the UE or the parton shower, but they are often discussed separately. The susceptibility
to the underlying event is directly proportional to the jet area ∼ R2. Very generally, this effect
necessitates an experimental procedure to subtract the additional energy. Taken together, these
imply that there are a range of value of R which are not so small that the out of cone and
hadronization corrections are large but not so large that the effects of the underlying event cannot
be controlled. For jets in pp collisions at LHC energies, some studies have shown that R ≈ 0.4-0.6
is ideal[57], depending on the composition of quark and gluon jets. For high-µ (number of mean
interactions per crossing) pp collisions such as that delivered by the LHC towards the end of Run
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I, the UE is largely from uncorrelated additional collisions. The procedure in recent ATLAS jet
results[58] is to subtract a mean transverse energy for each additional reconstructed vertex in the
event taken from that observed in minimum bias pp collisions, but the details are 〈µ〉, NPV and jet
radius dependent.
On the other hand, the UE in ion-ion collisions is a dramatically different phenomenon. In
√
s = 2.76 TeV Pb+Pb collisions, the mean ET at mid-rapidity can reach ∼ 250 GeV per unit
dηdφ[59]. Furthermore, the UE is ion-ion collisions is extremely correlated from point to point,
making naive UE subtraction proposals unworkable. The systematic subtraction of the underlying
event pedestal from jets in a way that respects the correlation and minimizes the bias on the
reconstructed jets is a major issue in heavy ion physics. ATLAS has developed a procedure which
subtracts an azimuthally-modulated background in a rapidity-dependent way while being careful
to exclude the jet energy from the determination of the UE[60]. The procedure used in the p+Pb
jet analysis implements this procedure, which is described in detail in Section 8.3.1.
Now consider the kinematics of dijets in the leading order 2 → 2 picture of a parton-parton
scattering with momentum transfer Q2, where the partons have momentum fraction x1 (e.g. p
µ
part =
xpµhad) and x2 and the hadron-hadron center of mass energy is
√
s. In the laboratory frame (hadrons
have pµhad = (
√



















⇒ (x1pµ1 + x2pµ2 )2 = x1x2s (2.55)
At leading order, the partons exchange momentum Q2 and come out azimuthally back-to-back
with ET = Q. In the parton-parton center of mass frame, the partons have rapidity y
∗ and −y∗,
where ET cosh (y
∗) =
√
x1x2s. This parton-parton COM frame is related to the hadron-hadron
COM frame (also the lab frame) via a boost β = (x1 − x2)/(x1 + x2) which can also be written
as the rapidity of the dijet system ydijet = tanh−1 (β). It follows that in the lab frame, the dijets
appear with y1 = +y
∗ + ydijet and y2 = −y∗ + ydijet. Finally, one can relate the rapidities and
transverse energies of the dijet system to the original x1 and x2 of the hard-scattering,















In reality, as discussed above, higher order contributions as well as initial and final state radiation
must be taken into account, which results in event-by-event variations in the angular and transverse
momentum balance of the partonic jets.
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Figure 2.11: Double-differential dijet cross-section as a function of mass and y, as measured by
ATLAS in 7 TeV pp collisions, from [58].
A recent measurement which compares the current best available NLO jet cross-sections and
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experimental techniques in hadronic jet reconstruction is the measurement of R = 0.4 and R = 0.6
anti-kT dijet pairs in 7 TeV pp collisions by ATLAS[58]. The dijet mass spectrum is shown in
Figure 2.11, demonstrating excellent agreement with theory over almost 9 units of rapidity and
nine orders of magnitude in the cross-section.
2.2 QCD at high densities and high temperatures
2.2.1 Geometry of nuclear collisions
Early p+A experiments were motivated, among other reasons, by the observation that hadronic
showers in h+p collisions develop over a longer distance scale than the mean free path for h-nucleon
interactions in a dense nucleus[61]. Thus, the showers could be studied in the early stages of their
development by comparing h+A collisions to a h+p baseline. For hadron-nucleon (for definiteness,
and in the case of QCD interactions where isospin is a good symmetry, we can take the nucleon
to be a proton) cross-section σhp, and hadron-nucleus cross-section σhA on a nucleus of size A, the
mean number of interactions ν¯ is assumed to given by
ν¯ = Aσhp/σhA (2.58)
In early fixed target h+A experiments without the ability to trigger, only the mean number
of interactions was seen. Varying ν¯ was typically performed by varying the probe hadron (for
example, pi+, K+ and p in some Fermilab experiments[62]) and the target nucleus A (ranging from
light elements like Be (A = 9) to heavier targets including Au (A = 197) or Pb (A = 208)).
Very generally, the basic observable for investigating nuclear effects on particle production is
the ratio of yields
RA = 〈n〉hA / 〈n〉hp (2.59)
The mean multiplicity 〈n〉hA was typically measured for different identified particles and also
characterized in terms of its dispersion, D =
√
〈n2〉 − 〈n〉2.
Since then, much work has been done to determine the collision geometry on an event-by-event
basis. Before RHIC, it was common to determine a relationship between ν and the observed number
of grey tracks Ngray, which were consistent with slow forward protons and deuterons knocked out of
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the nucleus[63; 64], and the number of black tracks Nblack, consistent with even slower evaporated
particles produced by the cooling nucleus but which were less correlated with ν. (The names grey
and black were historically from emulsion experiments, where the difference in color came from
the difference in grain density between tracks of different momenta.) For example, this was done
at the E910 experiment at the BNL AGS[65]. Thus, selecting on Ngrey would select different
configurations of the p+A geometry.
Following this, heavy ion experiments at colliders (RHIC and the LHC) all determine the ge-
ometry of p+A and A+A collisions in each event by examining some measure of the soft underlying
event which is correlated with the global geometry. This is done through a non-relativistic formu-
lation of nucleus-nucleus collisions called the Glauber model.
The Glauber model[66; 67; 68] formulates nucleus-nucleus collisions as the superposition of
many smaller nucleon-nucleon collisions between the individual nucleons in the colliding nuclei.
It assumes that each nucleon continues on a straightline path through the opposing nucleus, is
not substantially deflected by any interactions and has the same probability for interacting with a
nucleon at the beginning of the nucleus as it does when it comes out the other end. The model needs
only two external inputs to specify the geometry: the density profile of the relevant nuclei ρ(~r) as
a function of the distance ~r from the center of mass and the inelastic nucleon-nucleon cross-section












R is the nuclear radius parameter, a is the “skin depth” and w describes non-spherical distortions
of the nucleus. The relevant heavy nuclei in this work, with densities measured by elastic electron
scattering experiments, are 197Au (R = 6.38 fm, a = 0.54 fm, w = 0) and 208Pb (R = 6.62 fm,
a = 0.546 fm, w = 0)[69]. The deuteron is parameterized with a Hulthen wavefunction, with the









where α = 0.228 fm−1, β = 1.18 fm−1[70; 71], and ρ0 is set by the normalization requirement
on the probability distribution.
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Figure 44.10: Total and elastic cross sections for pp and pp collisions as a function of laboratory beam momentum and total center-of-mass
energy. Corresponding computer-readable data files may be found at http://pdg.lbl.gov/current/xsect/. (Courtesy of the COMPAS group,
IHEP, Protvino, April 2012)
Figure 2.12: World data on p+p total and elastic cross-sections, from [1].
Obtaining an accurate value for the nucleon-nucleon inelastic cross-section σNNinel can be compli-
cated by several factors. Direct measurements of the cross-section are complicated by the fact that
the observed cross-section must be extrapolated to a region of diffractive mass below what a given
detector can measure. For example, in the recent ATLAS measurement[72] of the proton-proton
cross-section at
√
s = 7 TeV, σppinel = 69.4 ± 2.4(exp) ± 6.9(extr) mb, a non-trivial 10% error from
the extrapolation, although a very recent TOTEM measurement[73] of σppinel = 72.9 ± 1.5 mb at
this energy was performed using a promising method based on the optical theorem. Unfortunately,
the cross-section may not even be measured at the desired
√
s; for example, the widely assumed
σppinel = 42 mb at 200 GeV in RHIC Glauber analyses has never been published. In this case, it must
be extracted from fits to world data on the total and elastic cross-section via σinel = σtot − σelastic,
shown in Figure 2.12. For example, one may use the methodology based on [74]. In any case, the
σNNinel used in the Glauber model is varied to generate a systematic uncertainty which is typically
the dominant source of uncertainty for many geometry-related observables.
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With external information about ρ and σinel, we can describe the rest of the Glauber formalism.
In the following derivations, we assume that ρ is normalized so that
∫
d3~rρ(~r) = 1. TˆA(~s) is the




Then TˆAB(~b) is the nuclear overlap function (or thickness function) for nuclei A and B separated




TˆAB can be thought of as a nucleonic luminosity. (The notation above is slightly different than
used in some other derivations, where TˆAB may not have the AB factor and is instead a probability




is the effective number of nucleon-nucleon collisions. Alternately, Equation 2.64 can be rewritten
as the expectation value of AB throws of the probability P1+1(~b) of a nucleon drawn from each
distribution to collide,







Going further, we build the probability P (n;~b) of n collisions by considering a combinatoric











Then the A+B inelastic cross-section σA+Binel at fixed impact parameter
~b is the probability of










and the total (b-integrated, or minimum bias) A+B inelastic cross-section is








Finally, by analogy to Equations 2.64 and 2.66, we can construct the nucleon-nucleus inelastic





















In principle, the integrals defined above can be evaluated analytically or numerically in what is
called the optical form of the Glauber model. The optical Glauber model thus gives (not necessarily
integer) values of the impact parameter dependent and mean Npart and Ncoll, as well as the total
inelastic cross-section σABinel. A limitation of the optical model is that it does not encode any
information about the correlations of nucleon positions (e.g. their locations are independent of one
another) or their fluctuations event by event (e.g. Npart is always the same for a given |b|). This
is actually a larger deficiency in the model than might at first appear, since the optical Glauber
model always gives perfectly symmetric collisions along the plane perpendicular to ~b and thus has
no way to generate odd anisotropy moments v3, v5, etc.
To include all of these effects, it is much more common to use an MC procedure[75; 76] to
simulate a large number of individual A+B collisions, each of which has its own Npart, Ncoll and
~b, and then look at the distributions of these values and the correlations between them. (On the
other hand, every event with impact parameter b looks exactly the same in the optical model.)
In the Glauber MC, instead of a smooth density distribution, the nuclei are populated event-
by-event with discrete nucleons whose positions are drawn randomly according to P (x, y, z) =
4pi(x2 + y2 + z2)ρ(r =
√
x2 + y2 + z2). (In practice, a nucleon position is only populated if it some
minimum distance dmin away from all other nucleons.) After the nucleons have been placed, the
nuclei centers are separated by impact parameter b in the transverse plane, with b drawn from
P (b) ≈ b. The straight-line trajectories of all nucleons are considered. Inelastic nucleon-nucleon
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collisions are treated semiclassically, in that a pair of nucleons from the different nuclei are said to






Then, Npart is total number of nucleons (on either side) which underwent ≥ 1 collision, and Ncoll
is the number of nucleon-nucleon collisions. For an A+B collision with at least one interaction,
2 < Npart < A + B and 1 < Ncoll < AB (in practice, Ncoll is far smaller than this limit, since
only in an extremely pathological geometry is it possible for a nucleon in A to collide with every
nucleon in B). Thus, by statistically sampling many simulated events, Npart and Ncoll distributions
can be determined as a function of b. In addition, many other important geometric quantities can
be calculated, such as the eccentricity of the struck nucleon positions in the transverse plane as a
function of impact parameter, but these are not discussed here.
Figure 2.13 shows an example of an MC Glauber simulation of a Au+Au collision. The nuclei
are represented as a superposition of nucleons with an effective transverse area pir2AB = σ
NN
inel , and
the nuclei are displaced via an impact parameter b between their centers of mass. The struck
nucleons (those contributing to Npart and Ncoll for this event) are shaded more darkly than the
non-participating (spectrator) nucleons. Generally, simple geometric arguments show that for A+B
collisions,
〈Ncoll〉 ∼ AB/(RA +RB)1/3 (2.72)
where RA ∼ A1/3 is the typical dimension of the nucleus. Thus for p+A collisions, 〈Ncoll〉 ∼ A1/3
while for A+A collisions, 〈Ncoll〉 ∼ A4/3.
Experimentally, Npart, Ncoll and b cannot be measured directly. Instead, events are ranked by
some measurement of the soft underlying event (hereafter generically referred to as ET, though it
could also be a multiplicity) which characterizes the size of the underlying event (generally related to
higher-Npart collisions). The Glauber description of the collision geometries must then be associated
with the ET distribution observed in data. Let P (ET;Npart) be the probability density function of
an event with Npart participants resulting in a signal of ET. Then the total observed distribution
dN/dET can be related to the Glauber distribution dN/dNpart via
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Figure 2.13: Example of an MC Au+Au Glauber event with b = 6 fm, shown in the plane
perpendicular to the beam direction (left) and in a plane which includes the beam direction (right).
The circles represent the positions of nucleons with effective radius rAB. Different colored nucleons










where (ET) is the detector trigger efficiency, which is necessary to properly deal with possible
inefficiencies in the peripheral part of the inelastic A+B cross-section. The challenge then rests
on finding a reasonable description of soft particle production P (ET;Npart) and efficiency  that
Equation 2.73 matches the data well. In the past, it has been common to describe P with a negative
binomial distribution (which is discrete but usable since ET will very likely use discrete binning)
with mean µ and parameter k,
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or with a continuous Gamma distribution described by a shape parameter k and scale parameter
θ,




where the mean of the distribution is kθ and variance is kθ2. Both the NBD and the Gamma
distribution have the useful property that the N -fold convolution of the function are the functions
with a simple scaling of their parameters,
PNBD(x; k, µ)
∗N → PNBD(x;Nk,Nµ) (2.77)
PGamma(x; k, θ)
∗N → PGamma(x;Nk, θ) (2.78)
From here on out, we will use the Gamma distribution as an example.
To model the changing signal distribution with increasing Npart, the function parameters (k, µ
or k, θ) are themselves allowed to vary with Npart, and the model of particle production typically
makes the assumption that the distribution of ET scales in some simple way with Npart.
The simplest possibility is the wounded nucleon (WN) model[77], in which the mean particle





θWN (Npart) = θ0 (2.80)
where the Gamma distribution with k0 and θ0 describes the soft particle production in pp
collisions.
Generally, the application of the Glauber model to data requires choosing P (ET;Npart) (for
the Gamma distribution case, k(Npart) and θ(Npart)) in a way that is well motivated and satisfies
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Equation 2.73. The details of how this is performed in the present work is deferred to the relevant
experimental sections (Section 6.2.3 for d+Au collisions in PHENIX and all of Section 7 for p+Pb
collisions in ATLAS).
After this, events in data are assigned a centrality, which is their ET percentile among all events.
For example, 0-10% centrality events are those with ET in the highest tenth of all events. Then









× P (ET;Npart) (2.81)
where (ElowT , E
high
T ) define the limits of the centrality range. Similarly, events in a given cen-
trality category are also assigned a mean Ncoll and TAB = Ncoll/σ
NN
inel .
The cartoon in Figure 2.14 illustrates the relationship between the geometric Glauber quantities
and the signal observed in data. The left side of the axes corresponds to events with a larger impact
parameter b, a smaller number of participant nucleons Npart, a smaller value of the soft underlying
event observable (here denoted Nch) and a larger event centrality (e.g. a higher centile when events
are sorted in order of decreasing Nch). On the other hand, the right side of the axes correspond to
events with a smaller b, a larger Npart, larger typical values of Ncm and small event centrality.
With this formalism it is possible to define a more sophisticated version of Equation 2.59 which
compares the yield of particles in a given centrality of A+A (or A+B, or p+A) collisions to the
yield observed in pp collisions, scaled by the number of nucleon-nucleon collisions Ncoll
cent in that
centrality bin. This is called the nuclear modification factor, styled RAA for symmetric A+A






where (1/N centevt )(d
2N cent/dpTdη) is the per-event yield of particles in the centrality bin, 〈TAB〉cent
is the mean value of nuclear overlap function in the bin, and d2σpp/dpTdη is the cross-section in
pp collisions. Since 〈TAB〉 can be thought of as a nucleonic luminosity, 1/ 〈TAB〉 × d2N/dpTdη is
effectively the per-nucleon cross-section for events in the given centrality class. Generally, RAA < 1
is referred to as suppression, indicating fewer produced particles at the given (pT, η) than would
be expected in comparison to naive geometric-scaled cross-section in pp collisions, while RAA > 1
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Figure 2.14: Cartoon illustrating the relationship between the impact parameter b, the number of
participants Npart, the geometric orientation of the nuclei, the distribution of the soft underlying
event observable and the event centrality cuts, in A+A collisions, from [68].
is referred to as enhancement, and indicates the opposite.
In lieu of a pp cross-section reference, or to examine the differences in particle production
between the different centralities more directly, the nuclear modification factor can be constructed
as the central to peripheral ratio RCP,
RCP(pT, η) =
(1/ 〈TAB〉central)(1/N centralevt )d2N central/dpTdη(pT, η)
(1/ 〈TAB〉peripheral)(1/Nperipheralevt )d2Nperipheral/dpTdη(pT, η)
(2.83)
The methodology above describes the most basic version of the application of the Glauber
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model to data. Other variants have been investigated, such as modeling the particle production
as a function of Ncoll instead of Npart. Another popular variant is the two-component model[78;
79], in which the mean multiplicity is taken to scale with
(1− x)Npart/2 + xNcoll (2.84)
where 0 < x 1 describes the contribution to the total multiplicity from hard scattering events.
Additional extensions of the model have been proposed in which the participating particles are the
constituent quarks of the nucleons instead of the nucleons themselves[80; 81]. In this model, three









where rm = 0.811 fm is the RMS charge radius of the proton. In an analogue of Equation 2.71,






of one another, where the σinelqq is the “inelastic constituent quark-quark cross-section” and is
set by requiring Glauber simulations of pp collisions to reproduce the correct total σinelNN .
Furthermore, there are extensions to the Glauber model called the Glauber-Gribov model which
are based on the principle that the nucleon-nucleon cross-section right at the moment of interaction
must surely fluctuate from event to event[82; 83; 84]. In proton-proton collisions, this effect is
already baked into the definition of the average cross-section. However, in p+A collisions, the
particular configuration of quarks and gluons present in the proton when it reaches the nucleus
is frozen for the duration of the proton’s trajectory through the nucleus. Thus, a particularly
“strong” proton configuration would have a higher than average cross-section for collisions with
all the nucleons in its path, and vice versa. The effect is likely not pronounced in A+A collisions,
where the color fluctuations among the ≈ 200 participants / nucleus are likely to cancel each other
out on average. But in p+A collisions, where the cross-section is controlled by the configuration
of the proton, the effect is potentially large. A simple way to model this phenomenon within the
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Glauber MC framework is to introduce a probability distribution for the nucleon-nucleon inelastic
cross-section P (σNN), which is sampled every event.
In this work, the centrality determination in p+Pb collisions is performed using the standard
Glauber procedure as well as the Glauber-Gribov model with two different parameterizations of
the size of the event-by-event fluctuations.
2.2.2 Cold Nuclear Matter effects and pQCD
Perturbative QCD (pQCD) calculations should be applicable to hard processes in collisions involv-
ing nuclei. However, the distributions of nucleons inside nuclei and their interactions with one
another do not appear explicitly in QCD. Naively, one could imagine the extreme model in which
p+A collisions as a simple superposition of individual proton-nucleon collisions. In this view, nu-
cleons don’t “know” that they are in a nucleus and the short-range physics of the partonic hard
scattering and long range physics of the parton shower and hadronization are not affected by the
presence of additional nuclear material.
In that case, it is possible to imagine that the partonic structure of the nucleus is simply the
equivalent to the partonic structure of its nucleon constituents, convoluted by the Fermi motion
of the nucleons inside the nucleus[85]. Thus, the nuclear parton distribution function fq/A(x)
can be written as the convolution over the standard parton distribution function fq/p(y) and the






where the delta function picks out partons with energy x = yz. Thus, the only effect is
that parton momentum fractions in nuclei are “smeared” by the relative motion of the nucleons.
Experiment has shown that at least for low and moderate values of Q2, this is not the case.
Modifications to the rates and details of hard scattering processes due to the nuclear envi-
ronment are generally called cold nuclear matter (CNM) effects. There are many CNM effects
observed or predicted to be present in data, including partonic energy loss, shadowing, the trans-
verse momentum broadening of partons, the decorrelation of back to back jet pairs and even the
modification of fragmentation functions. These are discussed below. There are also the so-called
“isospin effects”, which are the trivial effect that the up and down quark content in nuclei (which
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have Z protons and A−Z nucleons) is different than that in protons. Thus, calculations of the the
production of direct photons in nuclear collisions (at leading order, through the qg → qγ diagram,
but with a different magnitude of the matrix element for Q = +2/3 up quarks and Q = −1/3 down
quarks) must take this into account. In the present analysis, where isospin-blind QCD diagrams
dominate the production of jets, these are ignored.
There are several theoretical approaches in trying to understand the origins and observable
effects of cold nuclear matter effects. First, there are approaches to casting cold nuclear matter
effects in a factorization and pQCD formalism, in which the various effects arise from the multiple
scattering of hard partons on the background partons inside the nucleus[86]. Second, there are
approaches in which the nuclear modification is assumed to be universal in nuclear-x and Q2 and
are folded into a set of nuclear parton distribution functions (nPDFs). Third, there are approaches
which focus on the non-linear evolution of QCD at low-x and attempt to explicitly construct the
partonic wavefunction in the nucleus. The latter two are discussed in the subsequent subsections.
At high-Q2, it is possible to characterize the contributions to the QCD scattering diagrams by
the twist of the operator[87; 88], where the twist t = d−m is equal to the dimension of the operator
minus its spin. The leading term is t = 2 (leading twist) which describes the contributions from
single scatterings. However, there are corrections from multiple scatterings of the partons involved
with other (soft) partons in the hadrons. These are called the higher twist terms, t = 4, 6, . . . ,
are generally suppressed by powers of Q2−t. In nuclei of mass number A, the leading twist matrix
elements are naturally proportional to ≈ A, since there are more partons available for scattering.
However, the next higher-twist term includes not only the effects of multiple scatterings within
the same nucleon, but of multiple scatterings on partons in neighboring nuclei. Thus, the higher
twist term has a different dependence and grows as ≈ A4/3[89; 90; 91]. Thus, in nuclei the relative
contribution of the t = 4 elements is enhanced and the ratio to the t = 2 leading twist elements is
≈ αsA1/3/Q2 (2.88)
The greater role of these terms in collisions involving nuclei can be tested experimentally in
p+A collisions. However, it is important to note that all higher twist effects should decrease with
increasing Q2. The phenomenon of very energetic partons from high-Q2 scatterings being unaffected
by the nuclear environment is called color transparency. In this regime, only the effects of the Fermi
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motion (in Equation 2.87) should remain. The broadening of a parton distribution function which
is steeply falling in x would therefore result in an increase in the rate of hard processes at fixed x.
Historically, one of the most recurring and visible CNM effects is the Cronin effect, after a
series of fixed target experiments at Fermilab[92; 93]. Cronin et al. compared the invariant cross-
section Ed3σhA/d
3p in h+A collisions for a variety of different A, to the invariant cross-section
for a hydrogen target (A = 1), and modeled the ratio as a power of the nuclear number Aα.




= ν¯ σhAσpA = A, e.g. α = 1. On the contrary, α > 1 for pT > 2 GeV charged particles,
reaching as high as α ≈ 1.3 for protons and antiprotons. There competing explanations for the
origin of the effect[94], but a popular one is that it is caused by the soft multiple rescattering of
a high-pT particle with other soft particles in the nucleus[95]. This results in a broadening of the
transverse momentum, in which the partons are pushed closer to mid-rapidity. Jet broadening can
be well explained within a higher twist formalism[96].
Recent data[97; 98] seem to show that at fixed pT the Cronin enhancement is larger at smaller
collision energies, which could support this idea, since the particle spectra are steeper at lower
√
s.
Historically, the stronger Cronin enhancement in baryons as opposed to mesons (for example, as
measured by PHENIX[99]) has also been a topic of much interest.
Another historical idea is that of energy loss, where a high-energy parton escapes the nucleus
with less energy than it would have in a simple pp collisions. At a basic level, a colored parton
traversing the nuclear medium should be expected to lose energy similar to the way in which
an (electrically) charged particle passing through ordinary matter loses energy through collisional
modes (where the charged particle ionizes or interacts with the atomic medium) and radiative
modes (bremmstrahlung radiation in the vicinity of atoms). This was first observed in the α < 1
dependence of fixed target p+A collisions with multiple nuclear targets[100]. Since then, there has
been a large body of work attempting to quantitatively describe energy loss in the initial or final
state[101; 102; 103], even relating it to medium-induced changes in the fragmentation function[104]
and using effective theories to describe the effects[105]. Predictions of energy loss in p+A collisions
at the LHC[86], such as in Figure 2.15 suggest there could be modifications of the jet yield at the
25% level at mid-rapidity and as much as 30-40% at very forward rapidities.
Depending on the Q2 of the hard scattering, the fragmenting parton could be sensitive to the
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Figure 2.15: Predictions for the RpPb at high-pT from energy loss in a pQCD calculation, from
[86].
nuclear medium in different ways. At high-Q2, where the parton hadronizes outside the nuclear
medium, it may be that only initial state energy loss effects are important. On the other hand,
parton showers undergoing the hadronization process in the nuclear medium could be subject to
a variety of interesting effects[106] for which the A dependence is not wel known[107]. Thus,
information on jet production over a wide range of Q2 is important.
At lower Q2, as the distance scale of probe becomes larger and more of the nucleus is seen by the
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Figure 2.16: Predictions for the RpPb at the LHC, variants of the HIJING Monte Carlo, from
[108].
parton, the role of coherence effects between multiple soft scatterings should become important[109;
110]. Desctructive interference between competing terms results in a suppression of the cross-
section at small values of nuclear x (also called shadowing), small constructive interference might be
manifest at somewhat higher x (anti-shadowing). Additionally, this could result in the azimuthal
decorrelation of back to back jets[111], as the ∆φ ≈ pi balance of dijets becomes broadened by
successive rescatterings on soft gluons.
Data at LHC energies is badly needed to distinguish between models. For example, Figure 2.16
shows a prediction for the RpPb [108] using the HIJING MC[112] event generator with variations
on pQCD-inspired models of shadowing.
2.2.3 Nuclear parton distribution functions
As described above, the partonic structure of the nucleus can be significantly affected by the
high-density environment. This section describes the nuclear parton distribution functions, which
parameterize the modifications observed in experiments. In the perturbative regime, the modifica-
tion of parton i density in a nucleus of size A are quantified through nuclear parton distribution




2) = fAi (x,Q
2)/A · fprotoni (x,Q2) (2.89)
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Importantly, the nPDF’s assume that all modifications in the jet (or photon, heavy quark,
etc.) rate are universal – that is, they are only functions of x and Q2 in nuclei of a given A.
Unlike in simpler hadron-hadron collisions, the factorization theorems have not been rigorously
proven in collisions involving nuclei and are assumed to hold. Any modification of the parton
structure in nuclei are encoded in the nPDF’s. (Indeed, if factorization were broken, the effects
would be formally “parameterized” by the nPDFs.) The accurate determination of the nPDFs is
absolutely critical for the interpretation of all measurements of QGP effects on hard probes in A+A
collisions[113; 114]. In particular, understanding the b dependence of nPDF modification can allow
























































Figure 2.17: EPS09 results for the nuclear parton distribution functions in Pb, from [115].
Several nPDF sets exist, with some of the more popular ones including the HKN[116] and
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Figure 2.18: Gluon nPDF and uncertainty as described by different nPDF sets, for Q2 = 1.69
GeV2 (left) and Q2 = 100 GeV2 (right) in Pb nuclei, from [114].
EPS09[115] parameterizations. The nPDF sets describe the RAi with some functional form deter-
mined using DGLAP evolution and a global fit to a combination of DIS l+A, fixed-target p+A and
RHIC d+Au data. The phase space of available data for nPDFs is significantly smaller than that for
PDFs in nucleons, meaning that nPDF’s are known much more poorly in some regions than their
proton pdf equivalents. Figure 2.17 shows the next-to-leading order EPS09 nPDF modification
factors for valence quarks, sea quarks and gluons, at two values of Q2. The gluon nPDF at low Q2
is particularly underconstrainted. Additionally, there are tensions between different nPDF’s sets,
particularly in the nuclear modification of the gluon distribution function, in Figure 2.18. Clearly,
more information is needed.
The general pattern of nPDF modification vs. x are typically categorized into four distinct
regions. Note that unlike the previous section on higher-twist pQCD effects on the production of
hard probes in p+A collisions, the nPDF formalism is agnostic about the physical origin of the
modification – it just seeks to describe it self-consistently within a DGLAP framework.
 Shadowing region. The dominant effect at low-x (. 0.1) is the suppression of the nuclear
structure functions relative to their A-scaled free nucleon equivalents. This is possibly the
most interesting of the four regions. Experimental data on shadowing first came from µ+A
DIS experiments with the E665 detector at Fermilab[117] and the New Muon Collaboration
(NMC) spectrometer at CERN[118]. The E665 results show that the strength of shadowing
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generally increases with increasing nuclear size and with decreasing x. On the other hand,
it appears to have a weak Q2 dependence, decreasing slowly with x < 0.1 and no noticable
dependence for x > 0.1. More recently, it has also been observed in d+Au collisions at
RHIC[119; 120], although the precise extraction of the kinematics is complicated by the
hadronic initial state. Shadowing is not yet comprehensively understood, but is generally
thought to arise from effects related to the changes in partonic density in the nucleus[121]
(but see the sections before and after this one).
 Antishadowing region. The NMC experiment has demonstrated a small but significant excess
(≈ 2%) in the bound to free nucleon structure function in the region 0.1 .< x <. 0.2, with
the most convincing demonstration of this effect coming from µ+Sn and µ+C[118] DIS data.
This effect has been interpreted as the consequence of multiple scattering of anti-quarks[122]
or also as the trivial consequence of the momentum sum rule, which requires that a suppression
in the shadowing region be compensated by an enhancement somewhere else[123].
 EMC effect region. It was first observed in µ+Fe scattering by the European Muon Collab-
oration (hence the name of the “EMC” effect)[124] that at intermediate 0.2 . x . 0.8 the
nuclear PDFs are actually suppressed relative to the free nucleon PDFs. This effect has been
verified down to very small nuclei[125] and is at most a weak function of Q2. The origin of the
EMC effect is not yet generally understood, and remains a topic of active research (includ-
ing, for example, new ideas relating the strength of the effect to short range nucleon-nucleon
correlations[126]).
 Fermi motion region. The dominant effect at high-x (& 0.8) comes from the Fermi motion of
the nucleons inside the nucleus[127]. The additional motion smears out the kinematics of the
partons, and since the parton distribution functions fall rapidly at high-x, this results in an
apparent enhancement in the bound to free nucleon ratio.
The d+Au system at RHIC was crucial for understanding the jet suppression observed in Au+Au
collisions. One of the most studied results in this vein (shown in Figure 2.19) is the RdAu for high-
pT pi
0 and η mesons measured in PHENIX[97]. At the time, these data were interpreted as showing
a very moderate pT dependence and all points consistent with RdAu = 1 within statistical and
systematic uncertainties. Thus, nPDF effects were judged to be small and the data is regularly
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Figure 2.19: Centrality-dependent nuclear modification factor for neutral pions and eta mesons at
mid-rapidity in d+Au collisions, from [97].
included in nPDF global fits. Recently, there has been progress in developing an impact-parameter
dependent extension to the EPS09 sets[128]. The b dependence is mostly derived by considering





2b ∼ A1/3 ) but also considers the centrality-dependent PHENIX mid-rapidity pi0
data[97]. The b dependence is judged to be very small in the kinematic range shown. In fact,
it can be seen that the two most peripheral bins trend to RdAu > 1 at high-pT and RdAu < 1
in the most central collisions, but the statistical errors are too large to make a strong claim. By
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Figure 2.20: Nuclear modification factor for charged particles in minimum bias p+Pb collisions,
from [98].
looking at reconstructed jets instead of single particles, the results presented in this work allow for
a significantly extended measurement of the RdAu in the different centrality bins.
There are also nPDF-inspired predictions for the RpPb for pions at the LHC experiments[129]






















































































































Figure 2.21: Example of prediction of the jet cross-section in p+Pb collisions at attainable LHC
energies, from [98].
over a large pT and rapidity range. In these calculations, overall effects are expected to be modest,
at least at mid-rapidity. The nPDFs, along with NLO calculations of the hard processes, can be
used to predict the overall jet cross-section in p+Pb collisions, shown for a putative upgraded LHC
run in Figure 2.21.
The first RpPb measurement at the LHC was performed by ALICE in a narrow pseudorapidity
range (|ηLAB| < 0.3) for minimum bias p+Pb collisions[98], shown in Figure 2.20. Above pT > 3
GeV, the minimum bias RpPb ≈ 1.1, but is consistent with unity when the systematic uncertainties
are taken into account. The results presented in this work will show the RpPb within a much large η
range, impact parameter dependence, and for fully reconstructed jets instead of inclusive hadrons.
Finally, a recent preliminary CMS measurement of the high-pT (> 100 GeV) dijet systems in
different p+Pb centrality selections[130] may probe nPDF modification. The η∗ distribution of the
dijet system, which is correlated with the nuclear x distribution, appears to narrow with centrality
in a way that is qualitatively consistent with shadowing and the EMC effect (suppression at the
edges of the η∗ distribution) and antishadowing (enhancement in the center of the distribution).
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However, a more detailed (or directly related to x) treatment is required to quantitatively extract
the extent of nuclear effects.
2.2.4 Saturation
HERA results on the lepton-proton scattering[131] revealed a steep rise at fixed Q2 in the proton
structure function F2 down to values as low as x > 10
−5. The derivative














but generally in the range ≈ 0.25-0.30. At these small values of x, the proton
structure function is dominated by the gluonic contribution. Thus, an application of the BFKL[41;
42] evolution equations to determine the gluon density at ever lower x would imply that it rises
without limit as a power law,
xg(x) ∝ x−λ (2.91)
This increase in the gluon density has implications for the high-
√
s behavior of the pp cross-
section, resulting in a power-law growth at high-energy via
σ ∝ s+λ (2.92)
This would unavoidably violate the Froissart bound[132], which limits the growth of hadronic
cross-sections in QCD to no faster than σ ∝ log2 (s). Thus, it is generally thought that other
mechanisms must become important which slow the growth of the gluon density.
As the gluon density increases, the gluons begin to overlap in phase space. Whereas the BFKL
evolution had previously been dominated by 1 → 2 g → gg gluon splitting, at sufficiently high
density, the 2→ 1 gg → g gluon recombination, or gluon fusion, processes become important[133].
The resulting evolution in log(1/x) therefore becomes non-linear. In the large number of color
(NC) limit, it is described by the Balitsky-Kochegov (BK)[134; 135; 136] evolution equations.
Schematically, the BK evolution is the solution to equations of the form




(N −N 2) (2.93)
where N is the gluon number density, ωN is the linear (BFKL) term from gluon splitting and
ωN 2 is the non-linear term from gluon recombination. It is easily observed that Equation 2.93
has fixed points at N = 0 and, due to the non-linear term, N = 1 (in the high-log(1/x), or
low-x, limit). The generalization of the BK equations to a more realistic number of colors are
known as the Jalilian-Marian-Iancu-McLerran-Weigert-Leonidov-Kovner (JIMWLK)[137; 138; 139;
140] equations, which have the structure of renormalization group equations in the variable Y =
log(1/x). Furthermore, while the original BK equations were a leading order (LO) calculation
with a fixed coupling constant αs, the running coupling BK (rcBK)[141; 142] equations extend the
calculation to NLO accuracy. Figure 2.22 summarizes the regimes in which the DGLAP, BFKL
and BK/JIMWLK evolution equations are appropriate.
For a given value of x, the momentum scale at which non-linear QCD effects are expected
to affect the available amount of gluons is called the saturation scale, Qs[144] which grows with
decreasing x,
Q2s ∝ (1/x)+λ [GeV2] (2.94)
For sufficiently high
√
s (e.g. low-x), the saturation scale may even be in the non-perturbative
regime Qs  ΛQCD. Now consider how the gluonic structure in affected inside colliding nuclei. By
fairly general arguments, the gluon wavelength is longer than the longitudinal size of the Lorentz-
contracted nucleus, causing all the gluons in the transverse plane to overlap and increasing the
density by a factor A1/3. With the approximation of λ = 1/3, the saturation scale in heavy nuclei
can be written as
Q2s ∝ (A/x)1/3 [GeV2] (2.95)
Equation 2.95 reveals the advantage of probing saturation phenomena with heavy nuclei. To
increase the saturation scale by as much as the presence of a gold (Au) or lead (Pb) nucleus, the
center of mass energy would have to increase by a factor of A ≈ 200! Furthermore, it is possible
that saturation effects could be probed differentially as a function of impact parameter, since the
saturation scale could be related to local nucleon density, via










































Figure 2.22: Diagram of (x,Q2) evolution of PDFs, from [143].
Q2s ∝ (Ncoll)(1/x)+λ [GeV2] (2.96)
The color glass condensate (CGC) framework is a unified treatment of the non-linear gluon evo-
lution as an effective classical field theory based on the McLerran-Venugopalan (MV) model[145].
In the CGC formalism[146; 147], the dynamics of the large-x and low-x (“wee”) partons are sepa-
rated. On the time scale of the wee partons, the large-x partons are essentially “frozen” by Lorentz
dilation and are treated as static color charges. The wee partons behave as classical Yang-Mills
gauge fields sourced by the (random) static color charges. In large nuclei and at sufficiently high
energy where the color charge per unit area is  ΛQCD, the effective theory is a weakly coupled
one. Color refers to the SU(3) of the theory, Glass refers to the “frozen disorder” of the static
color sources and Condensate to the high occupation numbers of the small-x gluons. The CGC
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Figure 2.23: BRAHMS experiment measurement of the central-to-peripheral nuclear modification
factor of charged hadrons in d+Au collisions, from [119].
framework aims for a comprehensive description of the initial state of low-x partons in p+A and
A+A collisions. Many saturation calculations take place within this framework.
There are several proposed consequences of low-x saturation which could be measured experi-
mentally in d+Au collisions at RHIC and p+Pb collisions at the LHC. The most straight-forward
one is the decreased amount of gluons at a given (low) x in nuclei, which would result in a de-
creased rate of low-x gluons jets relative to that in protons. As shown in Section 2.1.5, the nuclear
x is generally related to the transverse momentum and rapidity of the hard-scattered partons, via
x ∼ pTe−y. Furthermore, in such a saturated regime, gluons cannot be regarded as independent
for the purposes of collinear factorization, and collective interference effects may become impor-
tant. Four historical putative signals of saturation, the suppression of forward hadrons and the
appearance of forward monojets (at RHIC), and the suppression of the total multiplicity and the
appearance of the ridge (at the LHC) are discussed here.
Fits to DIS data [148] predict the saturation scale in d+Au collisions at RHIC to be Q2s ≈ 1.5-2
GeV2. Unfortunately, this scale is right at the interchange of hard and soft processes, which are
difficult to separate. Thus, saturation effects are better probed with measurements in the very
forward (d-going) direction. The first such measurement is by the BRAHMS experiment[119],
shown in Figure 2.23, which observed an η-dependent suppression of charged hadrons qualitatively
consistent with the behavior ofQs as inferred by measurements in HERA. In fact, such a suppression
had been predicted at large rapidities within the CGC[149; 150; 151] for some time. It was even
argued that the shadowing from higher-twist effects could not explain the full magnitude of the
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Figure 2.24: PHENIX experiment measurement of the central-to-peripheral nuclear modification
factor of charged hadrons in d+Au collisions, from [120].
suppression[152]. The PHENIX experiment confirmed this suppression[120], shown in Figure 2.24,
but also showed an surprising small enhancement at backward rapidity, qualitatively consistent
with antishadowing in the large nuclear-x region. However, more detailed treatments revealted
that the RdAu could potentially be sensitive to other effects not necessarily related to the change
in partonic structure. In fact, the data could also be sensibly explained as the result of energy
loss[153], nuclear enhanced power corrections to the structure functions (shadowing)[154] and even
as the breakdown of QCD factorization for high-x partons (in this case, the high x in the deuteron,
since the nuclear x is very small for very forward production)[155].
In addition to the suppression of single particles in the very forward direction, di-hadron corre-
lations are thought to be a potentially more sensitive probe of saturation effects, since measuring
the pT and y of both partons (or, in this case, high-pT fragments from the original parton) bet-
ter reconstructs the original nuclear x (see Equation 2.57). PHENIX has measured the back to
back correlation of hadrons at mid-mid, mid-forward and forward-forward rapitidies[156]. As seen

















Figure 2.25: Nuclear modification factor if pair yields in d+Au collisions for two centrality selec-
tions, from [156].
in Figure 2.25, the results show a suppression in central d+Au collisions relative to the pp base-
line that is systematic with decreasing x. On the contrary, the peripheral collisions show a much
weaker effect. Similarly, the STAR experiment has shown that in central d+Au collisions, the
amplitude of the away-side (∆φ ≈ pi) yield in di-hadron pairs is suppressed and broadened[158;
157] relative to the same signal in peripheral d+Au collisions and pp collisions (see Figure 2.26). The
disappearance of the away-side correlation is sometimes referred to as the monojet phenomenon.
These effects are able to be reproduced within CGC calculations[159], but other arguments stressed
the role of multiple parton interactions and energy loss[160] in influencing azimuthal correlations
at large rapidities.
Additionally, the total particle multiplicity (extrapolated to pT = 0) could be very sensitive to
saturation effects, since the number of gluons available for particle production would be modified.
The ALICE Collaboration has recently measured the pseudorapidity density (1/Nevt)(dN/dη) for
charged particles in |ηLAB| < 2, for a sample of p+Pb events corresponding to 96% of the non-
single diffractive p+Pb cross-section and limited contamination from other events[161], shown in
Figure 2.27. The data are compared to several models of particle production. In particular, the
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Figure 2.26: Coincidence probability between two pi0’s with 〈η〉 ≈ 3.1-3.2 in pp (left), peripheral
d+Au (middle) and central d+Au (right) collisions, from [157].
strength of the forward-backward asymmetry is examined, since saturation effects would generally
have a y dependence. Currently, saturation calculations seem to overpredict the slope of the dN/dη
distribution.
Another novel feature of p+A collisions with possible relevance to saturation is the observation
of long-range, rapidity separated correlations in the production of soft particles in very high mul-
tiplicity p+A collisions, referred to as the ridge. The history of the ridge in A+A, high-multiplity
pp and then finally p+A collisions is somewhat complicated, but the p+A results admit several
interpretations. All three large LHC experiments observed a ridge in p+Pb collisions[163; 164;
162], with the ATLAS analysis showing that the excess near-side yield contributes equally to the
away-side in a way that is monotonic with event activity (as measured by the sum of the energy
in the Pb-going forward calorimeter), shown in Figure 2.28. In the CGC framework the nearside
and awayside (rapidity separated) peaks come from a combination of “back to back” QCD graphs
contributing to the away-side and “glasma graphs”, strongly enhanced by high powers of α−1s in
the saturation regime, which contribute to both the near- and away-sides[165]. On the other hand,
the ATLAS analysis suggests that the ridge could have an origin as a collective final-state, instead
of initial-state, effect.
While the RHIC data on forward single hadrons and monojets, and the early LHC ridge results,
could be said to be tentatively consistent with saturation effects in the Au or Pb nuclei, they
can also be individually explained by other models. Thus, more definitive tests are needed. For
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Figure 2.27: Measurement of charged particle multiplicity in minimum bias p+Pb collisions, from
[161].
example, there are saturation models based on a high-energy factorization[166] treatment of p+Pb
scattering with a non-linear gluon density at low-x that predict a substantial modification in the
azimuthal correlation of low-pT central-forward dijets at LHC energies[167]. Furthermore, if the
forward hadron suppression at RHIC energies is a saturation effect, a naive application of the
Y = log(1/x) dependence of the saturation scale would imply that the effects seen at y ≈ 3.5 at
RHIC energies would be visible at y ≈ 0 at the LHC! Indeed, saturation calculations within the CGC
framework[168] predict very strong effects in the RpPb for single particles out to high-pT and over
a wide range of rapidity, in stark contrast to collinear factorization approaches[169] which predict
more modest effects from the nuclear parton distribution functions. Figure 2.29 illustrates that (for
the models and
√
sNN pictured there) the difference between pQCD and saturation calculations can
have a factor of 2 difference in the RpPb even at mid-rapidity.
Thus, experimental control over jets for a wide range of forward rapidities and at as low a pT
as can be experimentally achieved are crucial for distinguishing between models. This work is the
first measurement of forward jet production at LHC energies.
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Figure 2.28: a) Two-particle ∆η,∆φ correlation functions in low-activity p+Pb events, and b) the
same in high-activity p+Pb events. c) Rapidity-separated yields vs. ∆φ in low- and high-activity
events. d) Integrated near- and away-side yields vs. event activity, from [162].
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Figure 2.29: Comparison of predictions for the RpPb at LHC energies between conventional pQCD
and saturation calculations, from [114].
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Chapter 3
Hadron and Ion Colliders
But, as we often see, against some storm,
A silence in the heavens, the rack stand still,
The bold winds speechless and the orb below
As hush as death, anon the dreadful thunder
Doth rend the region
Hamlet, Act II, Scene II
3.1 Principles of a hadron synchotron
In the present era, the study of high-energy physics relies crucially on the capability and perfor-
mance of particle accelerators. High energy collisions probe distance scales far smaller than the
size of the typical hadron and have enough center of mass energy to create heavy, unstable par-
ticles. The electroweak bosons (W±, Z0 and now the Higgs), the heavy quarks and leptons were
discovered, and QCD and the Standard Model in general were ratified through the analysis of high-
energy collisions of elementary particles. For practical reasons, the highest energy machines that
exist today are hadron synchotron colliders. Complementary to these, lepton-lepton colliders (such
as the active BEPC II or the decomissioned LEP) and lepton-hadron colliders (such as HERA) are
critical to having a full experimental understanding of the field. However, these have somewhat
different design concerns and considerations. Though many aspects of their operation are similar,
we will focus on the details of hadron colliders here.
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One of the major motivations behind colliding beams of particles with the same energy instead
of one beam onto a stationary target is the efficient increase of the center of mass energy with the
increasing energy of the beams. In a fixed target experiment where the beam has energy E (for
simplicity, we consider situations were both particles in the collision have the same mass m), the
kinematics can be described by
pµ1 = (E, 0, 0, p) , p
µ
2 = (m, 0, 0, 0) (3.1)
s = (p1 + p2)





m2 + Em (3.3)
whereas for two beams colliding head on with energy E, the center of mass energy is
pµ1 = (E, 0, 0, p) , p
µ
2 = (E, 0, 0,−p) (3.4)
⇒ √s =
√
4E2 = 2E (3.5)
Thus, a
√
s = 10 TeV = 104 GeV pp collision would require an achievable 5 TeV beams in
a collider, and an exceedingly large 50 × 103 TeV in a fixed target experiment of protons on a
hydrogen target.
Another major reason is the fact that any detector arrangement in a fixed target experiment
has an acceptance in the center of mass frame which depends on the incident energy and the target
mass. This can lead to potentially burdensome systematics when comparing measurements with
different targets or at different beam energies. In a collider experiment the laboratory and center
of mass frames coincide, so the acceptance is exactly the same, regardless of the beam energies.
(Unfortunately, what colliders gain in center of mass energy over fixed target linear accelerators,
they trade in luminosity, as discussed below.)
The early precursor to modern synchrotrons is the cyclotron, first developed in 1934 by Ernest
Lawrence[170]. The basic cyclotron design is two “D” shaped electrodes held at opposite oscillating
potential (geometrically, this can be thought of a short cylinder with a strip along a diameter
removed) that lie in a constant magnetic field perpendicular to the electrode plane. Charged
particles injected near the center of the apparatus with be accelerated by the potential in the
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plane of the cyclotron while also curving along a circular trajectory due to the magnetic field.
The frequency of the electrode potential oscillation (called the radiofrequency or RF) must be
synchronous with the revolution frequency which is given classically by
f = qB/2pim (3.6)
so that as the particle passes between the electrodes it always sees an accelerating (not deccel-
errating) field. In this way, the energy of the particle is successively increased until they reach the
largest radius supported by the cyclotron, at which point the energetic particles may be directed
as a beam outside the device.
In practice, this simple design cannot work for very high energy particles, for which the oscil-
lation frequency becomes velocity-dependent,
f = qB/2piγm (3.7)
and can thus become out of sync with the oscillating potential. There are improvements to
this design which change the frequency of the electric potential to match the changing revolution
frequency (called a synchocyclotron) or which keep the frequency constant but change the B field in
a radius-dependent way such that the revolution frequency is also constant (called an isochronous
cyclotron).
The modern implementation is the synchrotron, in which the radius of the trajectory is fixed and
the magnetic field is increased in step with the increase in momentum. In a synchrotron, the beam
is controlled by a number of specialized sections, including radiofrequency cavities which accelerate
the beam as it passes through them and also keep it together longitudinally, and magnet systems
which keep the beam along the required trajectory and contain the slow transverse expansion of the
beam. Thus, unlike the early cyclotrons where the magnetic field permeates the entire apparatus,
a synchotron uses a very strong magnetic field at select positions.
The beam itself is contained in a small pipe held in very high vacuum and consists of radiofre-
quency bunches, small localized groups of very many (typically 108-1011) hadrons. The bunches
are enforced by the oscillating radiofrequency field. The center of the bunch sits in synch with the
falling edge of an RF oscillation. Charged particles closer to the crest feel more of a force, pushing
them to the center, and particles closer to the minimum feel less of a force, also pushing them to the
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center of the bunch. Thus, the bunches and their spacing are naturally guided by the RF period.
In linear accelerators, charged particles typically go through a series of RF cavities to accelerate,
while in a synchotron the particles go through the same RF cavities with every revolution.
The dipole magnets are simple electromagnets with a single North/South pole pair that creates
a uniform transverse field between them. As the beam passes through the magnet, it is bent in
the other transverse direction according to the Lorentz force law. The dipole magnets in effect
define the beam momentum, since particles with a slightly different momentum will not follow
the reference trajectory and be lost. The strength of the curving can be characterized by the
magnetic rigidity Bρ = p/q, where ρ is the gyroradius and p and q are the momentum and charge,
respectively. Beginning with the Tevatron, the high beam energy has required magnetic fields so
strong that they cannot be produced by conventional metals which saturate at ≈ 1 − 2 Tesla.
Thus, superconducting magnets and the cryogenic systems required to keep the cool are necessary
in modern colliders.
The transverse sizes of the beams are kept from growing through the use of focusing quadrupole
magnets. Such a magnetic configuration might have a field proportional to the displacement from
the nominal center, ~B ∝ (y, x, 0), which results in a force ~F ∝ (−x,+y) that is restoring in the x
direction but anti-restoring in y (particles exactly in the nominal center feel no force). By analogy
with optics, they function as an optical lens which is convex along one transverse axis and concave
along the other. When the beams are heavy ions, the intrabeam scattering increases by a factor
Z4/A2 and more attention must be paid to the focusing capability.
Generally, a sequence of quadrupoles with alternating restoring planes can be built in such a
way that the net effect is a focusing of the tranverse beam size one in both planes. This sequence
is interspersed with dipole magnets (and possible other, more specialized sextupole or octopole
magnets which provide finer corrections described below) and is called the FODO (focusing-orbit-
defocusing-orbit) pattern or the accelerator’s alternating gradient lattice. The basic unit of magnets
in sequence which is repeated throughout the collider is called a FODO cell. The net focusing effect
was revolutionary when first introduced in 1952[171] and is now the principle on which all modern
synchotrons are built[172].
The beams are generally kept in separate but adjacent chambers and share the same vacuum
chamber only in the interaction regions. To minimize the amount of beam-beam interactions that
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can occur from two beams sharing the same chamber for a long stretch, the beams are often collided
at a very small crossing angle. A counterexample to this is the Tevatron, in which protons and
antiprotons circulate in the same chamber but are separated when not in the interaction region
through additional electrostatic elements. After the bunches are injected, they are accelerated to
the desired energy, in a procedure called a ramping, then brought into collision (called cogging).
For optimal operation, it is important to understand the transverse dynamics of the beam
bunches. The oscillation of the bunch particles in the transverse plane is characterized by the
betatron amplitude β(s), and the beam emittance  is defined as the region of d3~xd3~p phase space
which contains some nominal fraction (for example, 95% or a 1σ contour) of the bunch particles.
Formally, the equation of motion for a beam particle relative to the beam bunch center in one
of the transverse dimensions is given by the differential equation,
x′′ +K(s)x = 0 (3.8)
where s is a longitudinal coordinate. K is periodic in s and is given by the details of the
accelerator lattice. Equation 3.8 is called Hill’s equation[173] and is known to be solvable using
Fourier methods. The homogenous solution is
x(s) =
√
βx(s) cos (µ(s) + µ0) (3.9)
which corresponds to betatron oscillation around the nominal center with a longitudinal position-





Strictly speaking, Equation 3.8 only holds for particles with no longitudinal displacement from
the bunch. Any difference in the longitudinal momentum ∆p from the nominal p results in addi-
tional dispersion terms in the differential equation of the form D(s)(∆p/p), where D(s) is set by
the lattice, and thus results in a slightly different trajectory in phase space. This effect is called
chromaticity. To mitigate the resulting chromatic abberations, synchotrons use the sextupole and
octopole magnets described above to keep the longitudinal expanse of the bunches small.
Another crucial quantity is the tune Q which is the number of total oscillations of the phase
incurred during a single synchrotron revolution,




A particle having precisely the same phase each time it sees a given focusing or steering magnet
will exhibit resonant behavior. Thus it is necessary to avoid integral values of Q.
In the longitudinal center of the bunch, the transverse extent of the beam at position s can




Because the instaneous luminosity from two crossed beams (see below) depends inversely on the
transverse size L ∝ 1/σxσy, it is important to minimize the betatron function at the IP, denoted by
β∗ = β(s = sIP ). Thus, near any interaction region that requires a high instantaneous luminosity,
a specialized set of magnets squeeze the beam to decrease the β∗ by a factor of ten or more.
3.1.1 Luminosity
One of the primary measures of collider performance is the luminosity L. It has the units of inverse
area and is quoted in a range of units from µb−1 (small luminosity) to fb−1 (large luminosity),
where the conversion to natural units is 1 barn = 2568 GeV2. Luminosity can be thought of as a
measure of the amount of data recorded, corresponding to a number of events Nevt for a process
with cross section σ via
Nevt = Lσ (3.13)
For example, when searching for rare events (such as the production of the Higgs boson or var-
ious conjectured beyond the Standard Model particles) with a known cross-section, the luminosity
conveys information about how many events are expected to have occured. The instantaneous
luminosity L = dL/dt is measured in cm−2s−1 and relates the cross-section of a given process to
the rate (in events/second),
Revt = Lσ (3.14)
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The instantaneous rate can also be rewritten in terms of the revolution frequency fr of the ma-
chine and the mean number of interactions per crossing µ, R = frµ. The instantaneous luminosity
in a collider with revolution frequency fr, and nb bunches with intensities n1 and n2 in beams 1




where Σ2 ≈ σ2beam−1 + σ2beam−2 are the convolved beam overlap profiles. In the case where all
bunches have the same intensity, Σn1n2 = nbn1n2. Equation 3.15 can also be written in terms of
the normalized emittance N = βγ but the exact form depends on the choice of what fraction of
the phase space  encloses (see above).
To monitor the instantaneous luminosity and determine the overall integrated luminosity for a
set of data, a luminosity calibration is needed. This is done by determining the visible cross-section
σvis for some detector (or coincidence of detectors) and then inverting Equation 3.14 in a way that
instantaneous luminosity depends on the visible mean number of interactions per crossing µvis:






When the mean number of interactions is low µ can be approximated by the probability P of
firing the luminosity counter, which is simply the ratio of the number of observed counts divided
by the number of bunch crossings P = n/nBC . When µ is high, a more sophisticated relationship
must be used which relates the (Poisson) probability distribution of at least one event occuring to
the observed rate.
In principle, σvis can be determined for different sets of luminosity detectors, each of which
report a different luminosity rate and can give a cross-check on L. Thus, the problem reduces to
determining the visible cross-section for the luminosity detector(s) in question. This is done via
the method of Simon van der Meer[174]. In a van der Meer scan (also called Vernier scan), the
transverse separation of the beams is varied in one plane while held constant in the other, and µvis
is recorded as a function of the separation (δX or δY , depending on which is the scan plane). It
can be shown that the beam overlap profiles are determined by








µvis(δX) is called the luminosity curve and is proportional to the overlap of beam densities∫
d3xρ1(x−δX/2, y, z)ρ2(x+δX/2, y, z). For µvis(δX) described by a gaussian function, Σ is simply
the width of the distribution (although in general the transverse density of bunches produced by
real colliders are not precisely gaussian). Furthermore, it should be remembered that for two beams
each with gaussian width σ, Σ =
√
2σ.) The luminosity curve for a bunch during horizontal and











where 1/Σ = (f/σ1 +(1−f)/σ2). For beam profiles that are similar to, but not quite, gaussian,
the double gaussian function is a popular choice. Recent vdM analyses at ATLAS[175] have also
investigated a “gaussian× polynomial” function which models the deviations from a purely gaussian
envelope with a fourth-order polynomial (excluding the linear term):
µvis(δ) = A
(




Once the product ΣXΣY in the van der Meer scan has been determined, Equations 3.16 and







In reality, the analysis of van der Meer scans is complicated by many additional factors, such
as the contribution of beam-gas and afterglow (long-lived activation of materials in the IR) to
the measured rate, the possible transverse coupling and non-factorization of the transverse profile
into independent x and y profiles, the uncertainty in the measurement of the beam intensities, the
slow growth of the emittance and decay of the beam during the scan itself, the time-dependent
uncertainty in the assumed beam positions, and other effects.
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Figure 3.1: Example of beam profile overlap curves from horizontal (left) and vertical (right)
separation scans performed during an ATLAS vdM scan, from [176].
3.2 The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider
The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC)[177; 178; 179] is one of two operating heavy ion colliders
in the world (the other being the LHC), the second highest energy proton-proton collider and, since
the closing of the Tevatron, the only operating hadron collider in the United States. It is also the
only spin-polarized proton collider in operation[180], an important capability for studying the spin
structure of the proton. RHIC is located in Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) in Upton,
New York, about 60 miles East of New York City.
Of the four original detectors at RHIC, PHOBOS and the Broad RAnge Hadron Magnetic
Spectrometers Experiment (BRAHMS) have completed operations after finishing their scientific
mission, while the Pioneering High Energy Nuclear Interaction eXperiment (PHENIX) and the
Solenoidal Tracker at RHIC (STAR) continue to operate.
RHIC had its first collisions in 2000 and has been operating at design energy since 2001. The
machine has provided collisions in a wide variety of systems (including unpolarized pp, ↑ p+↑ p,
Au+Au, d+Au, Cu+Cu and more recently Cu+Au and U+U) and collision energies (as high as
√
s = 500 GeV for pp running and as low as
√
sNN = 7.7 GeV in Au+Au running for the beam
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energy scan program). One of the charges of RHIC experiments was to verify the formation of
the quark-gluon plasma and study its properties. In 2005, the four experiments published review
articles summarizing their experimental perspective on the QGP[181; 182; 183; 184].
3.2.1 RHIC Accelerator Chain
The RHIC injection and accelerator chain is pictured in Figure 3.2.
A major difference between RHIC and proton-proton collider designs is that RHIC is able to
provide collisions between beams of different species. Each ring must accomodate Z/A values from
1 (protons) to ∼ 0.4 (gold ions) while maintaining the same frequency. Additionally, while proton-
proton machines may only be interested in operation at the highest reachable energy, RHIC was
designed to operate at a number of energies for experimental reasons.
RHIC itself is an intersecting storage ring with two independent rings, called yellow and blue,
each 3834 m in circumference. The RHIC rings are hexagonally shaped with rounded corners and
cross each other at six points so that the total distance seen by each ring is the same. The RHIC
radiofrequency is 28 MHz, which defines 360 RF buckets of approximately 35.7 ns. In normal
RHIC operation, at most every third RF bucket is used, allowing for 120 distinct bunches. The
superconducting magnets are cooled by liquid helium to 4 K to operate.
RHIC utilizes 396 dipole (shown in Figure 3.3) and 492 quadrupole magnets in both rings, with
a dipole field of ≈ 3.5 Tesla for 100 GeV Au ions and quadrupole gradient of 71 T/m, and over 900
smaller sextupole and corrected magnets. Inside the RHIC interaction regions, both beams share
a single beam-pipe. Figure 3.5 shows the betatron function as the beam is squeezed in preparation
for collisions in the IPs. β∗ is the lowest for IP’s 6 and 8 (the PHENIX and STAR interaction
points) and somewhat higher in the other four. At injection, β ≈ 10 m.
The injection sequence for Au and Cu ions is,
Tandem
HITL−−−−→ Booster → AGS ATR−−−→ RHIC
in the following description, we focus on Au ions specifically. The sequence is pictured diagra-
matically in Figure 3.4.
The Tandem Van de Graaf generates negatively charged ions (Au−1) from a sputter ion source,
which are then accelerated and run through a stripping foil which removes many of the outer
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bunch contained in a bunch area of o0.5 eV s/u
and in a normalized emittance of 10pmmmrad.
Operation with the heaviest ions imposes the most
demanding requirements on the collider design
and operation of gold-on-gold represents the
prototypical example. At the other end of the
periodic table, proton bunches withB1 1011 per
bunch produce luminosities of B1 1031 cm2 s1.
Even though the number of particle differs by two
orders of magnitude from gold to proton beams, it
is to be noted that the electric current differs by a
factor less than two, a fact that simplifies RF and
beam observation equipment. Although the exist-
ing accelerator facilities at BNL with the injector
chain consisting of Tandem van de Graaff
pre-accelerator, the Booster Synchrotron, the
Fig. 1. Layout of the RHIC complex.
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Figure 3.2: Diagram of the RHIC complex, from [178].
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Figure 3.3: Cross-section drawing of a RHIC dipole.
electrons, leaving it in the state Au+12 (QT = +12). The ions are then accelerated back to ground,
having gained an energy of 1 MeV/nucleon in the process.
They then move through an 850 m transfer line called the Heavy Ion Transfer Line to the
Booster Synchotron, along the way becoming further ionized to the charge state Au+32. There are
two tandems that can work in parallel, with the second serving as a redundant backup (in the case
of A+A collisions) or the source of the second specie (in the case of asymmetric A+B collisions.
A new Electron Beam Ion Source (EBIS) was comissioned in 2011 and has taken over from the
Tandem in providing ions to the Booster. The EBIS is able to provide new species of ions entirely,
such as the uranium used in 2012 running.
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warm magnets and brings the injected beam into a
plane 48mm above the RHIC median plane. Final
injection is performed by a sequence of vertical
pitching magnet, horizontally deflecting Lambert-
son iron septum, and four vertical kicker magnets,
each 1.12m long providing 1.86mrad at
Br ¼ 81:114Tm.
Beam injection is done in box-car fashion, one
bunch at a time. The AGS cycle is repeated 14
times to establish the 56 bunches in the 360 RF
buckets of each ring. Four buckets remain empty
for the abort gap. Minimizing the filling time is
important in order to prevent bunch area dilution
due to intrabeam scattering, with a bunch area of
0.3 eV s doubling in about 7min. The overall filling
time of each ring needs to be done within about
1min to prevent difficulty in transition crossing.
The estimated transverse growth is estimated to be
low for the RHIC injection parameters. At the end
of the injection cycle, there is a total of B6 1010
ions in each ring. For polarized protons and the
lightest ions, deuterium, two orders of magnitude
more ions are stored in the rings. However, the
electrical current, per bunch as well as for the
entire ring, is essentially the same for all species,
simplifying beam observation and beam control.
The adoption of beam transfer from the AGS to
RHIC in the single bunch mode allows consider-
able freedom in the filling pattern. The minimum
number of bunches is six, if collisions at all
interaction points are wanted. The nominal case
with 60 bunches corresponds to a bunch spacing of
63.9m. The bunch length of the incoming beam is
B20 ns so that the injection kicker rise time must
be less than 195 ns. Increasing the number of
injected bunches is a possibility only limited by the
need to avoid stray collisions and long-range
beam–beam effects. The existing kicker has a rise
time of B110 ns and allows nominally 72 and 90
bunches per ring. Doubling the number of bunches
to 120 will require new units with 95 ns rise times.
The bunches are captured in stationary buckets
of the so-called acceleration RF-system operating
at 28.15MHz, corresponding to a harmonic h ¼
6 60: This frequency was chosen to match the
bucket shape to the bunch shape determined by
the AGS RF system so as to avoid bunch area
dilution. The matching voltage of 215 kV is
obtained from two accelerating cavities in each
ring. Matched transfer at the highest available
voltages minimized intrabeam scattering during
injection. This RF system performs the capture of
the injected beam, its acceleration, and bunch
shortening at top energy in preparation for
transfer to the storage RF system. To satisfy these
functions, the system requires great flexibility with
Fig. 2. Acceleration scenario for gold ions.
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Figure 3.4: Diagram of the Au injection sequence in RHIC, from [178].
The Booster Synchotron is a compact hadron synchotron which accepts long ion pulses from
the tandem and accumulates them into 6 bunches, which are accelerated to 95 MeV/nucleon and
then injected into the AGS. A foil at the Booster strips almo t all of the r mai ing electrons xcep
the two most tightly bound 1s pair, leaving the ion in a Au+77 state.
The AGS is filled with 24 Au bunches from 4 Booster fills which are then rebunched into four
Au bunches to be used in RHIC and ccelerated to 8.86 GeV/nucleon. I n exit into the AGS-
to-RHIC (AtR) transfer line, becoming full stripped (Au+79) on the way out. After injection into
the Alternating Gradient Synchotron (AGS), the last two electrons are stripped, resulting in fully
ionzed Au+79, and gold nuclei are accelerated to 8.9 GeV/nucleon. At this point, they are injected
into th yellow o blu rings via th AGS-to-RHIC transf r line. The ighest ac ievable energy for
ions at RHIC has been 100 GeV.
For protons the injection sequence is slightly different,
Linac → Booster → AGS ATR−−−→ RHIC
Protons are generated in the linear accelerator (Linac) f om a hydrogen ion source and accel r-
ated through nine RF cavities in a 140 m tunnel to an energy of 200 MeV, reach an energy of 1.5
GeV in the Booster and 25 GeV in the AGS. The highest achievable proton energy is 250 GeV.
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The optical requirements at the interaction
point with regard to amplitude functions, bH; b

V;
and dispersion, ZH ¼ 0; ZV ¼ 0; are satisfied in the
insertions. Five half-cells in the insertions, Q10–
Q5, with reduced bending due to short dipoles
serve as the dispersion suppressor. A residual
dispersion due to D0 and DX is taken out by the
subsequent quadrupoles. The low-beta function at
the interaction point is obtained from an ensemble
of five quadrupoles on either side of the IP, divided
into two groups: a compact triplet (Q1, Q2, Q3)
nearest the crossing point and a doublet (Q4, Q5),
separated by a 35m warm region. These quadru-
poles act as a telescope to tune the crossing point
to a waist with b ranging from 10m
down to about 1m, for which Fig. 6 displays the
lattice functions. The lattice is adjusted to
b=10m for injection, and during acceleration it
is brought to b=6.5m which is optimal for
transition crossing.
At the end of the acceleration, that is at the
beginning of storage and collision, those regions
with experiments will be tuned to a low value of b
to reach the desired luminosity. The beta function
in these quadrupoles increases to 667m at b=2m
and 1318 at b=1m from the 146m at b=10m
which represents the optical match to the arc
magnet aperture. Hence the aperture of the triplet
quadrupoles and of the D0 magnet was enlarged
to 13 and 10 cm, respectively, but in spite of this
enlargement, it follows that operation with low-
beta configurations is limited to energies above
30GeV/u and requires local magnetic error cor-
rectors. The schematic layout of the triplet
cryostat assembly with the DO dipole, the Q1,
Q2, Q3, quadrupoles and the triplet correctors is
shown in Fig. 7. In order to achieve the highest
luminosity field quality in these elements sophis-
ticated compensation techniques were developed,
including error correction with tuning shims,
Fig. 6. Insertion functions at b ¼ 1m.
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Figure 3.5: RHIC betatron β(s) function in the vicinity of the IP, from [178].
In d+Au collisions, the magnetic rigidity at injection is different between the two beams (86
T·m for Au+79 and 69.48 T·m for d) such that the frequency is the same. Deuterons and gold ions
were provided separately by the two Tandems.
3.2.2 Performance for 2007-2008 d+Au and pp runs
RHIC Run 8 ran between November 2007, when cryogenic cooling of the RHIC magnets began, to
March 2008. The machine ran in three modes, the third of which was a low energy Au+Au mode
which is not relevant for this work.
The first mode[185] was 100.7 GeV / nucleon d on 100.0 GeV / nucleon 197Au+79 collisions, with
deuterons and gold ions in the blue and yellow rings, respectively. The highest luminosity achieved
fill scheme onsisted of 95 bunches with 1011 deuterons and 109 ions per bunc and β∗ = 0.7
m, corresponding to a peak instantaneous luminosity of Lpeak = 31 × 1028 cm−2s−1. Over 63
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Abstract
This year (2008) deuterons and gold ions were col-
lided in the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at
Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) for the first time
since 2003. The setup and performance of the collider for
the 2008 run is reviewed with a focus on improvements that
have led to an order of magnitude increase in luminosity
over that achieved in the 2003 run.
INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
Since the 2003 operating period (Run 3) with d-Au col-
lisions [1], there have been two runs with Au-Au collisions
(Runs 4 and 7) in 2004 and 2007 [2], a run with Cu-Cu col-
lisions (Run 5) in 2005 and two consecutive polarized pro-
ton runs (Runs 5 and 6) in 2005 and 2006. Over this period
the luminosity in RHIC has steadily increased, providing
impetus for another run with d-Au collisions. This report
summarizes the d-Au portion of Run 8, the FY2008 operat-
ing period. During this run, there were 9 weeks of physics
operations with d-Au collisions at 100 GeV/nucleon. This
was followed by a four-week run with polarized proton col-
lisions and a two day run with low-energy Au-Au colli-
sions. Throughout the run, Accelerator Physics Beam Ex-
periments (APEX) occurred every Wednesday and sched-
uled maintenance occurred every other Wednesday.
The “yellow” and “blue” rings of RHIC have two low
beta-star interaction regions (IRs), IR6 and IR8, for high-
luminosity experiments, and four larger beta-star interac-
tion regions (IRs 2, 4, 10, and 12). d-Au collisions were
provided in IR6 and IR8, for the STAR and PHENIX ex-
periments respectively. Gold ions were accelerated to 100
GeV/nucleon in the yellow ring and deuterons to 101.957
GeV/nucleon in the blue ring. These energies give equal
revolution frequencies in the two rings. Fig. 1 shows the
d-Au integrated luminosity (in units of nb−1) delivered to
STAR and PHENIX during Run 8 together with the most
conservative (Lmin) and optimistic (Lmax) pre-run projec-
tions as a function of time. The lowest curve in the fig-
∗Work performed under contract No. DE-AC02-98CH10886 with the
auspices of the DoE of United States.
† cgardner@bnl.gov
ure gives the integrated luminosity delivered during Run 3.
Fig. 2 shows the integrated luminosity by week. Here alter-
nate weeks with lower integrated luminosity are the weeks
during which there was a scheduled maintenance period.
The fraction of calendar time at d-Au store was 58%.
The chronology of the d-Au run is summarized in
Table 1. Note that having kept the RHIC rings at liquid
nitrogen temperature during the shut-down period prior to
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Figure 1: Run 8 d-Au Integrated Luminosity.
Figure 2: Run 8 d-Au Integrated Luminosity by Week.




Figure 3.6: I tegrated luminosity in the PHENIX Run 8 d+Au running as a function of time, from
[185]. Luminosity delivered to PHENIX is shown in blue.
days of physics data-taking, PHENIX collected 238 nb−1 of data, about ten times more integrated
luminosity than the Run 3 d+Au data in 2003[186], which occured with a β∗ ≈ 2.5 times as large,
half as many bunches and half the physics days. The integrated luminosity as a function of time is
shown in Figure 3.6.
served in this configuration. Bunch intensities of 1.6 · 1011
protons/bunch were routinely injected and accelerated; the
maximum achieved bunch intensity reached 1.8 · 1011 pro-
tons/bunch. This resulted in typical peak luminosities of
30 · 1030 cm−2sec−1 at the beginning of physics stores,
and average store luminosities around 3·1030 cm−2sec−1,
as shown in Figure 1. The delivered integrated luminosity
Figure 1: Peak (vertical bars) and average (red squares) lu-
minosity vs. store number during Run-8 polarized protons
operations. The blue dots indicate the average beam emit-
tance as calculated from measured luminosity and beam in-
tensities, assuming round beams of equal emittance.
reached about 18 pb−1, close to the maximum projection.
As Figure 2 shows, this is more than twice the integrated
luminosity delivered during the same initial period of the
Run-6 polarized protons run. This faster build-up of inte-
Figure 2: Integrated delivered luminosity for the two exper-
iments PHENIX (blue) and STAR (red) during the course
of the run. For comparison, the integrated delivered lumi-
nosity during the same period in Run-6 is included (green
line). The minimum and maximum projections for Run-8
are indicated by the two smooth lines.
grated luminosity was due to reloading a high-performing
machine configuration from the end of the Run-6 polarized
protons operations period, as well as due to a higher av-
erage time in store, which reached 59.52 percent of total
calendar time. As Figure 3 illustrates, the latter constitutes
a new record in RHIC operations.
Figure 3: Average time in store for all runs since 2001, as
fraction of the total calendar time.
Polarization
The relevant figure-of-merit for collisions of transversely
polarized protons is L · PBlue · PYellow, where L is the lu-
minosity, and PBlue and PYellow denote the polarization of
the “Blue” and “Yellow” beam, respectively. In Run-8 the
integrated figure-of-merit reached 3.9 pb−1, which is well
above the projected minimum of 2.5 pb−1, as shown in
Figure 4. On the other hand, the achieved integrated figure-
of-merit falls short of the projected maximum of 7.7 pb−1
by a factor of two, in spite of the integrated luminosity be-
ing close to the projected maximum. This is due to the
rather low polarization of typically 50 percent in the “Blue”
and 40 percent in the “Yellow” ring (Figure 5), compared
to 60 percent in Run-6.
There are multiple reasons for the low polarization. First
Figure 4: Integrated delivered figure-of-merit L · PBlue ·
PYellow for the two experiments PHENIX (blue) and STAR
(red) during the course of the run, together with the mini-
mum and maximum projections (smooth lines).
of all, the beam polarization at the source reached only
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Figure 3.7: Integrated luminosity in the PHENIX un 8 pp running as a function of time, from
[187]. Luminosity delivered to PHENIX is shown in blue.
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The second mode[187] was 100.2 GeV on 100.2 GeV polarized proton-proton collisions. The
highest luminosity achieved fill scheme consisted of 109 bunches with 1.5 × 1011 protons/bunch
and β∗ = 1 m, corresponding to a peak luminosity of 35× 1030 cm−2s−1. Over 24 days of physics
data-taking, PHENIX collected 19.2 pb−1 of data, about half as much data as was taken in 100
GeV pp operation in Run 6. The average store polarization (predominantly vertical in PHENIX)
was 50% (40%) in the Blue (Yellow) ring, although for the purposes of this work, the polarization
is not relevant. The integrated luminosity as a function of time is shown in Figure 3.7.
3.3 The Large Hadron Collider
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is a proton-proton collider designed to answer the foremost open
questions in high-energy physics, such as the existence of the Higgs boson and beyond the Standard
Model particles predicted by supersymmetry that could serve as viable dark matter candidates. It
is the largest and highest-energy collider ever built. The LHC is located at CERN (originally the
Conseil Europe´en pour la Recherche Nucle´aire, now stylized in English as the European Organi-
zation for Nuclear Research), on the outskirts of Geneva, Switzerland, although the underground
LHC tunnel falls along the Swiss-French border.
There are seven detectors at the LHC. The two largest are A Toroidal LHC Apparatus (ATLAS)
and the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) which are large, general-purpose detectors capable of
exploring new physics that could be reached at LHC energies. A Large Ion Collider Experiment
(ALICE) was originally designed as the detector dedicated to exploring proton-nucleus and nucleus-
nucleus collisions at the LHC. However, as the theoretical understanding and experimental focus
of ultrarelativistic heavy ion physics has evolved since the original designs of ALICE, ATLAS and
CMS, it has turned out that the latter two are equally suited to explore these collisions. There are
four other, more specialized detectors: the Large Hadron Collider beauty (LHCb) detector, which
focuses on CP violation in the bottom quark sector; the TOTal Elastic and diffractive cross section
Measurement (TOTEM) detector shares an intersection point with CMS and measures the different
types of proton-proton cross-sections; the Large Hadron Collider forward (LCHf) detector shares
an interaction point with ATLAS and measures physics processes in the very forward direction as
a way to understand cosmic ray astroparticle physics; and the Monopole and Exotics Detector At
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the LHC (MoEDAL) shares a cavern with LCHb and searches for rare, new physcs objects such as
magnetic monopoles.
The first proton beams circulated in the LHC in September 2008 but later that month an
electric fault caused a magnet quench and the explosive expansion of liquid helium, resulting in
substantial damage to the LHC magnet and cryogenic systems. Operations were restored and the
first collisions at 450 GeV per beam occured in November 2009. Since then, the LHC has collided
protons at a number of energies including 1.38 TeV, 3.5 TeV and 4 TeV, as well as lead beams at
1.38 GeV/nucleon (= ZA3.5 TeV) and lead ions on protons at 1.58 TeV/nucleon on 4 TeV.
On July 4th, 2012, coincidentally the author’s 26th birthday, both ATLAS and CMS announced
the observation of a new particle with a mass of 125 GeV[188; 189]. Further studies[190; 191] of
the couplings and quantum numbers of the particle have so far showed that it is consistent with a
Standard Model Higgs boson.
3.3.1 LHC Accelerator Chain
The LHC[192; 193; 194; 195] sits in the 26.7 km long former Large Electron Positron Collider (LEP)
tunnel at a depth ranging from 70 to 140 m. Construction began in 2001 after the shutdown of
LEP. The LHC rings are octagons with rounded edges, consisting of eight arc regions with strong
dipole fields and eight straight regions, with an interaction region in the middle of each. IR1 is the
Southern most and the location of ATLAS. The remaining IR’s are numbered clockwise, with the
injection into ring 1 at IR2, the injection into ring 2 at IR8, and beam dumps at IR6. The beams
switch inner/outer position at IR1, 2, 5 and 8, so that both beams see the same total distance.
The LHC RF system is composed of 8 RF cavities per beam and operates at 400 MHz. This
defines RF buckets of 2.5 ns. However, the fill structure of the SPS generally limits the bunches to
multiples of 25 ns apart, resulting in a total of (26.7 km/3 × 108 m/s)/25 ns = 3560 buckets that
can be filled with beam. These are enumerated with a bunch-crossing identifier (BCID). The Run
I bunch spacings have been 50 to 200 ns long, with high luminosity 25 ns fill schemes planned after
the long shutdown.
To steer the 3.5 GeV beams, the superconducting LHC dipole magnets must produce an 8.3 T
field, which requires a temperature of 1.8 K. The two counter-rotating beams, which lie in separate
vacuum chambers, are each rotated by the same magnets as shown in Figure 3.8. Each arc contains
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Figure 3.8: Drawing of LHC cryodipole.
392 main quadrupoles and 1232 main dipoles and over 6000 smaller multipole corrector magnet.
In the ATLAS IR, the crossing plane is typically the vertical plane with a crossing angle of ≈ 280
µrad. β at injection is typically ≈ 10 m, but the LHC design calls for squeezing to β∗ as low as
0.55 m at the high luminosity IPs (see Figure 3.9).
The beam is dumped with a septum magnet which redirects the beams vertically into two dump
blocks 700 m away which consist of an 8 m-deep graphite absorber, a low-Z material which spreads
the resulting hadronic shower over a large transverse area. The dump blocks are surrounded with
concrete shielding.
The injection sequence for protons is
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Figure 3.9: Cartoon of β(s) near an LHC interaction point.
Linac 2 → PS Booster → Proton Synchrotron
→ Super Proton Synchrotron → LHC
Protons are produced from an ionized hydrogen source and accelerated to 50 MeV in the Linac
2, then transferred to the Proton Synchrotron Booster (PSB) where they reach 1.4 GeV. Then,
proton bunches are accelerated to 26 GeV in the Proton Synchrotron (PS) and up to 450 GeV, the
LHC injection energy, in the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS). After injection into the LHC, the
beams are brought to the desired energy, 4 TeV in the case of the p+Pb data considered here. The
entire sequence is illustrated in Figure 3.10.
The injection sequence for lead ions begins in a different way,
Linac 3 → Low Energy Ion Ring → Proton Synchrotron
→ Super Proton Synchrotron → LHC
Lead ions with charge state Pb+27 are generated in the Linac 3, where they are stripped to
Pb+42 via carbon foil and accelerated to 4.2 MeV/nucleon. They reach 72 MeV/nucleon in the
Low Energy Ion Ring (LEIR), and 6 GeV in the PS. The lead beam is fully stripped with an
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Figure 3.10: Diagram of LHC injection chains.
aluminum foil to Pb+82 as it is transferred from the PS to the SPS, and then accelerated to 177
GeV/nucleon, the LHC injection energy.
3.3.2 Performance for 2013 p+Pb and pp runs
The ATLAS p+Pb and pp running took place in January and February 2013.
The first run mode was 4 TeV p on 1.58 TeV/nucleon 208Pb+82. The successful p+Pb running
followed a failed attempt at a short p+Pb run in November 2011 and a short, few hour pilot run
in September 2012 resulting in a small 1 µb−1 of data. The kinematics of the p+Pb running are
dictated by the requirement of equal magnetic rigidity, corresponding to 4 TeV per unit charge.
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Figure 3.11: Integrated luminosity in the ATLAS 2013 p+Pb running as a function of time.
This results in a center of mass energy (neglecting the mass) of











s = (1 + Z/A)2E2 − (1− Z/A)2E2 = 4(Z/A)E2 (3.22)
⇒ √s = 1.255E = 5.02 TeV (3.23)
The center of mass system (pp+pPb)
µ = (+5.58 TeV, 0, 0,+2.42 TeV) is related to the laboratory
frame by a boost β = 0.434 (or rapidity shift y = tanh−1(β) = 0.465) in the proton direction.
The highest luminosity fill scheme was 296 bunches colliding in ATLAS (338 bunches total),
1.6 × 1011 and 12 × 107 protons and ions per bunch, and β∗ = 0.8 m. The peak instantaneous
luminosity of 1.1 × 1029 cm−2/s−1. All of these were a dramatic improvement over the pilot run,
which featured an L of 103 smaller, a β∗ more than an order of magnitude larger and only 8 colliding
bunches. After taking approximately 18 nb−1 the species in the rings were flipped, resulting in 13
nb−1 of collisions with the reversed Pb+p kinematics. Of the total 31 nb−1 delivered by the LHC,
≈ 30 nb−1 was recorded by ATLAS.
The integrated luminosity as a function of time is shown in Figure 3.11.




These eyes are not the same I wore in Rome.
VIRGILIA
The sorrow that delivers us thus changed
Makes you think so.
CORIOLANUS
Like a dull actor now,
I have forgot my part, and I am out,
Even to a full disgrace
Coriolanus, Act V, Scene III
The Pioneering High-Energy Nuclear Interaction eXperiment (PHENIX)[196] is a general-
purpose detector designed to explore nuclear matter under extreme conditions and explore the
spin structure of the proton, with particular strengths in the detection of rare high-pT and elec-
tromagnetic probes. The PHENIX project originally began as the merger of four failed proposals
for detectors at RHIC (called the TALES, SPARC, OASIS and DIMUON detectors). The initial
detector was designed and built through 2001, when collisions at RHIC began, and has been under-
going detector upgrades and the installation of entirely new subsystems ever since. Most recently,
the silicon vertex tracker (VTX)[197] was installed at mid-rapidity in 2011 and the forward vertex
tracker (FVTX)[198] was installed in 2012.
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Figure 4.1: Diagram of the PHENIX detector systems during d+Au and pp data-taking in 2008.
Cross-section looking down the beam-axis, in the xˆ-yˆ plane (top) and in the zˆ-yˆ plane (bottom).
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PHENIX consists of four major spectrometer arms and a number of global or forward detectors.
The detector subsystems are shown in Figure 4.1. Two of the four arms are the North and South
muon arms, which sit at forward and backward rapidity on either side of the collision point. They
are not used in this work.
In the immediate future, an extension to the muon-piston calorimeter (MPC-EX)[199] is due
to be installed in time for a putative p+Au run in 2015. The MPC-EX is designed to separate
photons from pi0’s in the forward region and add significant experimental capability for probing
the gluon nPDF, among other physics. On a longer timescale, PHENIX has proposed a redesign
of the detector as sPHENIX[200], a dedicated jet detector featuring hermetic hadronic calorimetry
and other improvements.
4.1 PHENIX Central Arm Detectors
Two of the major original design goal of the PHENIX central tracking system are the ability
to reliably reconstruct the trajectory of a charged particle as it passes through the central arm
spectrometer from detector to detector over a wide range of momenta in a high-multiplicity Au+Au
collision and the rejection of hadron backgrounds from measurements of electron tracks by a factor
of 104. These are achieved through a combination of drift and pad chambers which allow for the
measurement of the particle trajectory, particle identification detectors and a calorimeter capable
of shower shape analysis.
The PHENIX Central Magnet (CM)[202] consists of two sets of inner and outer circular coils
which provide an axial field parallel to the beam axis, with total field integral ranging from 0.43
to 1.15 T·m depending on the trajectory of the charged particle. The final design of the CM was
guided by several physics motivations, such as a minimal field integral past R > 200 cm where
the Drift Chamber begins and dense material near the collision zone to serve as hadron absorbers
for the muon arms. The field was mapped using a number of techniques (including a conventional
measurement of the field components on a large grid filling the volume, an analytic method which
numerically solved Laplace’s equation under the boundary conditions of the surface enclosing the
field, and a detailed 3D simulation program) with an accuracy of 1 in 103. During 2008 d+Au
running, the inner and outer coils were switched from a “++” to a “−−” polarity, indicating a
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position information must be related to secondary
targets.
DC and PC1 can be separated electrically
from each other, but experience showed that
the best common performance was achieved if
the DC (being most sensitive) and PC1 were
grounded together. The PC1 chambers have
the ROCs on the outer surface, away from the
DC due to safety and noise considerations. A
flame-proof vinyl window protects the RICH in
case of a component failure causing overheating
on a ROC.
4.5. PC2/3 chamber mounting
Two PC3 (or PC2) chambers were mounted
together to form a 22:51 sector, separated at the
z ¼ 0 plane. The two chambers were held together
with an H-frame construction using an aluminum
I-beam. The H-frame does not extend into the
active area of the chambers as it covers only the
chamber frames. The H-frame serves like a pair of
rails, allowing the PC2/3 chambers to be slid into
the frame. The H-frame is held together at z ¼ 0
by a pair of stainless steel threaded rods which
keep the two rails from separating in the center. At
the outer edge, the H-frame is bolted directly to
the PC3 chamber. This gives the H-frame rigidity.
The entire package of two PC3 chambers in
their H-frame were mounted on the outer
surface of a TEC sector. The H-frame is bolted
to the TEC at each of the four corners, and at the
middle of the two rails. This keeps the inner
surface of the PC3 chambers spaced a uniform
2:5 mm away from the TEC frame. The PC3
chambers also serve to keep the thin TEC window
from ballooning out because the window is pressed
up against the PC3 panel by the slight gas
overpressure in the TEC.
PC3 is mounted with the ROCs facing
away from the TEC for safety and noise reasons.
The TEC and PC3 can be operated isolated from
each other but the best common noise perfor-
mance has been achieved by grounding them
together. The EMCal situated next to the ROCs
has been shown to be insensitive to possible digital
noise from PC3.
In the west arm, both PC2 and PC3 are present
but there is no TEC, an aluminum box construc-
tion constitutes a mockup for the TEC and
provides a structure for PC mounting.
Like PC1, there are survey marks on the PC3
chambers which allow the PC3 positions to be
determined relative to survey marks on the TEC.
No survey of the PC3 chambers is possible after it
has been installed on the east arm.
Fig. 8. PC1 chambers mounted on a drift chamber.
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Figure 4.2: Photograph of a Drift Chamber / Pad Chamber 1 assembly in one PHENIX arm, from
[201]
complete inversion of the field in the central region, and were kept in the “−−” configuration
throughout the pp running.
In the PHENIX coordinate syste , the West and East arms are in the +xˆ and −xˆ directions
from the interaction region, respectively, the +zˆ direction points North and the +yˆ direction points
away from the Earth. The detectors in the PHENIX central arms used in this work are described
bel w in order of increasing radial distance from the beamline.
The central arms extend from z = −90 cm to z = +90 cm and begin at ρ = +246 cm in a














Or, equivalently, the pseudorapidity limits as a function of z-vertex are:




















At the nominal vertex position zvtx = 0 cm, these equations give (η
−, η+) = (−0.358,+0.358),
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which is the nominal PHENIX acceptance. At zvtx = ±20 cm, the pseudorapidity ranges are
(η−, η+) = (−0.433,+0.281) and (−0.281,+0.433), respectively. (The size of the pseudorapidity
range is ∆η = 0.715 in all cases.)
The azimuthal acceptance of the East arm is φ ∈ (4160pi, 7160pi) (the West arm, which is not used
in this analysis, is φ ∈ (−1160pi, 1960pi)) with a total range of ∆φ = 3060pi.
4.1.1 Drift chamber and pad chambers
covering 4.5o in φ. There are six types of wire modules stacked radially in each
sector: X1, U1, V1, X2, U2 and V2. Each module contains 4 sense (anode)
planes and 4 cathode planes forming cells with a 2-2.5 cm drift space in the φ
direction.











Fig. 2. Construction of DC frame.
The X1 and X2 wire cells run in parallel to the beam to perform precise
track measurements in r-φ. These wire cells are followed by two sets of small
angle U,V wire planes used in the pattern recognition. U1, V1, U2, and V2
wires have stereo angles of about 6◦ relative to the X wires and measure the
z coordinate of the track. The stereo angle was selected to minimize track
ambiguities by matching the z resolution of the pad chambers.
Each of the X- and U,V-stereo cells contain 12 and 4 anode (sense) wires,
respectively. As a result, there are 40 drift cells in the DC located at different
radii. The layout of wires within one DC sector is shown in Fig. 3. The stereo
wires start in a sector on one side and end in a neighboring sector on the other
side of the DC.
To satisfy the requirement of efficient track recognition for up to 500 tracks,
each sense wire is separated in the center into two halves. Each half of a sense
wire is then read out independently. To electrically isolate the two halves of
5
Figure 4.3: Schematic of the PHENIX Drift Chamber, from [203].
The PHENIX Drift Chamber (DC)[203] is the closest detector to the beampipe, ith mirror
images of it in each arm. Each DC is a cylindrical volume sitting between approximately 2 to 2.4
m from the beampipe, covering ∆φ = pi/2 and ±1.25 m in the zˆ direction. The rˆ-φˆ and rˆ-zˆ planes
are defined by a titanium frame, while the φˆ-rˆ planes (the ones traversed by charged particles from























Wire orientations, top view
Fig. 3. The layout of wire position within one sector and inside the anode plane
(left). A schematic diagram, top view, of the stereo wire orientation (right).
a single sense wire, the wire was attached to a low mass central support. The
support was made with kapton of 100 µm thickness and introduces only very
little additional mass in the fiducial volume of the chamber. Each wire plane
in a cell has it’s own kapton strip in the center to which the anode wires were
attached and then cut in the middle. In total, the DC system contains roughly
6500 anode wires and thereby about 13,000 readout channels.
The wire configuration of the DC is similar to the controlled geometry drift
chamber described in[2,3]. The focusing geometry eliminates the left-right am-
biguity and reduces the number of potential tracks seen by each wire. At the
same time it narrows the sampling length of primary electrons and improves
two-track separation by decreasing the pulse width.
The anode wires are separated by Potential (P) wires and surrounded by Gate
(G) and Back (B) wires. P wires form a strong electric field and separate sen-
sitive regions of individual anode wires. G wires limit the track sample length
to roughly 3 mm and terminate unwanted drift lines. This minimizes the time
spread of drifting electrons from a single track and thereby decreases the pulse
width. The B wire has a rather low potential and terminates most of the drift
lines from it’s side, essentially eliminating left-right ambiguity and decreasing
the signal rate per electronics channel by a factor of two. There remains right-
left ambiguity in the region ±2 mm from the anode wire. Extensive numerical
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Figure 4.4: Wire arr ngement in a PHENIX Drift Chamber mo ule in the φˆ-rˆ plane (l ft) and
φˆ-zˆ plane (right), from [203].
the interaction point) are 0.5 mm thick aluminum-mylar windows. Each arm consists of twenty
sectors (also called keystones) stacked azimuthally (visible in Figure 4.3), with each sector covering
pi/40 = 4.5◦. Each sector consists of six wire modules, stacked radially (shown in the φˆ-rˆ plane on
the left side of Figure 4.4). Each module consists of four cathode wire planes alternating with four
anode wire planes, which lie in the rˆ-zˆ plane. The X1 (first radially) and X2 (fourth radially) wire
modules have twelve wires per plane and run along the beam axis. The U1 (second), V1 (third),
U2 (fifth) and V2 ( ixth) modules hav four wir s per plane and are slanted at a 6◦ angle with
respect to the X1/X2 wires. Thus, while the X1 and X2 wires begin and end in the same sector,
the U and V wires terminate n a secto adjacent to the on in which they b gin (show on the
right side of Figure 4.4).
The DC is a multiwire proportional chamber (MWPC) filled with an ethane-argon mixture.
Charged particles traversing a MWPC ionize the gas medium, resulting in the positive ions and
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electrons drifting towards the anode and cathode wires, respectively, causing an avalance of other
ionized particles as they get closer to the high electric field region of the wire. Since a constant
drift velocity is necessary for resolving the position of the initial charge ionization, the electric field
in the MWPC should be as constant as possible.
The PHENIX DC design includes some additional features beyond the basic MWPC concept.
The inset in Figure 4.4 shows the wire configuration in the vicinity of the sense (anode or cathode)
wires. Two gate wires and one back wire straddle each anode wire and the anode wires are separated
by potential-shaping wires in the rˆ direction. This “controlled geometry” design resolves the left-
right ambiguity in each anode wire (since the back wire prevents charged particles drifting to it
from that side), focuses drifting charge onto the sense wires (by shaping the field with the gate
wires, thus decreasing the drift time) and ensures that the individual sense wires are isolated
(by interspersing them with potential wires). In practice, a left-right ambiguity still exists for
tracks that pass through the ±2 region between the back wire and sense wire planes. In addition,
to improve the performance of the pattern recognition in the expected high-multiplicty Au+Au
collisions, the sense wires were cut in half, with each half able to read out separately.
The electric field in the drift chamber is modeled using the gas detector simulation code
GARFIELD[204; 205]. The nominal single wire efficiency is > 95% with back wire efficiency (the
efficiency for charge leaking past the back wire onto the sense wire) of ≈ 5%, and the single wire
position resolutions were determined to be 165 µm and 2 mm in the rˆ- ˆphi plane and z direction,
respectively.
The PHENIX central arms also contain three pad chambers (PC1, PC2 and PC3)[201]. They
are multiwire proportional chambers filled with an argon-ethane gas mixture. PC1 and PC3 lie 2.5
m and 4.9 m from the interaction region, respectively, sandwiching the particle ID detectors (such
as the RICH, see below) between them. The PC2, which due to financial considerations was only
built in the PHENIX West arm, is not used in this analysis.
The PC1 in each arm is divided along the φˆ direction into eight 49.5 cm-wide sectors, each 1.975
m long in the zˆ direction and consisting of (in order of increasing radial distance), a cathode plane,
an anode wire plane and a pixel pad plane, shown in Figure 4.5. The 58 anode wires are spaced at
8.4mm intervals along the φˆ direction. To provide fine position resolution, save on readout channels
and suppress hits from electronic noise, every 8.4× 8.2 mm2 cell in the pad plane is segmented into
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The scale for the acceptable amount of material
in PC1 is set by the Dalitz decay p0-eþeg which
has a branching ratio of 1.2%. The goal of the PC1
design was to keep the photon conversion rate
comparable to, or below, the Dalitz decay rate.
The largest source of conversions would normally
be the copper cladding (usually 36 mm thick) on
each side of the (FR4 fiberglass) circuit boards.
This is unacceptable and in cooperation with the
manufacturer [10] the copper cladding was re-
duced to only 5 mm for the ð0:5 2 m2Þ PC1
boards. The amount of glue used in the construc-
tion was carefully measured so as to minimize its
contribution to the overall radiation budget of the
chambers.
The boards with etched pixel pattern also have
copper plated feedthrough holes bringing the
signals to the opposite face of the board (named
spider board due to the spider-like, etched trace
pattern). The copper plating process would by
standard methods add about 30 mm copper to each
face of the board. After refining the plating process
by the manufacturer [10], the additional copper
deposit was reduced to 1–2 mm; with maintained
quality of the electrical connection through the hole.
PC1 is subdivided into 2 8 sectors, each one
with a trapezoidal profile in order to follow the arc
shape of the Drift Chamber with a minimum of
dead areas. Special care was taken in the
tolerances of the global dimensions allowing the
mounting of the 8 sectors on each of the two
central arms with only 1 mm clearance between
two adjacent sectors. Fig. 5 shows a vertical cut
through a Pad Chamber and Fig. 6 shows an
exploded view of the individual parts of PC1.
Each sector is an independent chamber
1974 mm long, 495 mm wide at the middle plane
of the trapezoid and 58 mm thick. It is made
out of two flat panels, the pixel panel and the
cathode panel, and an anode wire electrode
between them.
Each panel consists of two 0:25 mm thick
FR4 facesheets glued to a 25:4 mm thick honey-
comb core. The solid cathode panel has a copper
layer on its inner side, which serves as ground
electrode. Gas is fed through recesses made in the


















Fig. 6. Exploded view of a PC1 chamber.
K. Adcox et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 497 (2003) 263–293 271
Figure 4.5: Schematic of the PHENIX Pad Chamber, from [201].
three pixels, all of which must sense an avalance from an anode wire to make a valid hit in the cell.
Nine pixels from a 3× 3 array of cells are ganged together in a common readout channel so that no
pixel shares a readout channel with each of its neighbors, shown in Figure 4.6. The end result is a
z position resolution of ±1.7 mm. In total, each PC1 sector is 5.8cm thick in the radial direction,
with the material inside corresponding to a total 1.2% of a radiation length. PC3 has a similar
design but all dimensions in the φˆ direction roughly twice as large since it is roughly twice as far
away from the interaction region as PC1 (e.g. the anode wires are 16 mm apart and the cells are
four times larger in area).
The pad chambers are the only non-projective elements of the central tracking system and
thus critical for fully reconstructing charged particle trajectories. Although the DC provides a
weak determination of the z position of a charged track due to the angle of the stereo wires, the
measurement provided by PC1 is considered the definitive one. Similarly, although PC1 has some
ability to resolve the φ position, this is more accurately determined by the DC. Together, the DC
and PC1 provide direction vectors through the particle ID detectors and the PC3 is used to resolve
ambiguities in the trajectories of particles landing in the outer calorimeter and can reject secondary
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3.1 Pad Chamber Design
Several performance and spatial constraints drove the design of the PC’s. A
low occupancy, in spite of the expected high charged particle multiplicity,
dictated the pixel granularity of the cathode plane. The size of the pixels was
governed by the need for good position resolution in the z direction, while for
the purpose of pattern recognition, position resolution was not the main issue,
but rather high efficiency and reliable hit information. This was accomplished
by a readout design where the cathode is segmented in small cells which have
a size similar to the required position resolution. Reading out the information
with the simplest possible digitization and comparing the measured signal
with a discriminator threshold is sufficient to achieve the required position
resolution.
A special pad design was invented, where each cell contains three pixels and
an avalanche must be sensed by all three pixels to form a valid hit in the cell.
By the triple coincidence requirement, electronic noise is unlikely to produce
a false hit, which is a known problem of discriminator readout. However, this
arrangement is costly in terms of electronic channels. Thus, the interleaved
pixels were ganged together (Fig. 6), nine by nine and connected to a common
readout channel, such that the three pixels in a cell are always connected to
different but neighbouring channels and each cell is defined by its unique










Fig. 6. The pad and pixel geometry (left). A cell defined by three pixels is at the
center of the right picture
This solution saves a factor of nine in readout channels compared to readout
of every pixel and a factor of three compared to a readout pad geometry
where a cell is the actual electrode connected to an electronics channel. The
design goals for the position resolution were ±4mm. This motivated an anode
wire spacing of about 8 mm. For geometrical reasons, a spacing of 8.4 mm
was chosen. Desiring a square cell geometry, a cell area of 8.4× 8.4mm2 was
12
Figure 4.6: Diagra of the ganged pixel layout, from [203].
tracks produc d by late decays and conversions.







and is multiplicity independent over the range of multiplicities observed in d+Au collisions.
In PHENIX, the quality of reconstructed tracks is related to which of the six DC modules the
track has hits in, whether or not there is a matching PC1 hit, and if these hits are shared between
other reconstructed tracks. The six quality bits are:
 20 : hit in an X1 module
 21 : hit in an X2 module
 22 : hit in the UV modules, possibly shared
 23 : unique hit in the UV modules
 24 : PC1 hit, possibly shared
 25 : unique PC1 hit
Typically, 4-6 of the quality bit are required for a good reconstructed track with possible addi-
tional requirement on a match to hits in the PC3. This results in a final track efficiency somewhat
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lower than the single wire efficiency. Additionally, a small number of X1, X2, U and V wires are
known to be broken during the d+Au and pp running. So as not to create localized regions of
extremely poor efficiency, a detector position-aware set of quality cuts were ultimately used in this
analysis (see Section 6.1.2).
4.1.2 Ring-imaging Cˆerenkov detector
Each of the PHENIX central arms includes a Ring-imaging Cˆerenkov (RICH) detector[206], which
sits behind the pad chambers and in front of the electromagnetic calorimeter. The RICH detec-
tors are crucial for providing e±/pi± discrimination capability, which is used to reject stiff drift
chamber tracks from decay or conversion electrons masquerading as charged hadrons with a well-
reconstructed momentum. The RICH is pictured in Figure 4.7.
Fig. 1. A cutaway view of one arm of the PHENIX RICH detector.
Simulations of the RICH response using GEANT show that the gas which
provides the best compromise between photon statistics and pion threshold
for heavy ion collisions is ethane. In addition, ethane is transparent down to
a wavelength of 160 nm, it is not a bright scintillator, and it has a reasonably
low mass. Ethane has a pion Cherenkov threshold of 3.71 GeV/c, and produces
an average of 20 photons per ring for a β = 1 particle, for a path length of 1.2
m. The ring diameter is about 14.5 cm. Since no other gases perform nearly as
well, ethane was chosen as the radiator gas for the PHENIX RICH. There are
some non-flammable gases that have comparable Cherenkov thresholds and
photon yields to ethane. Examples are freon 22 and freon 13. However these
gases are very thick (2.1% of a radiation length for freon 22, 2.4% for freon 13).
Aside from increasing the thickness of the RICH by a factor of two relative
to ethane, simulations show that the electron/pion separation is poorer by a
factor of two, due to increased background from photon conversions in the
thicker gas.
An alternative radiator gas, most suitable for use in p-p running or in light
A-A running, is CO2. It has a pion Cherenkov threshold of 4.65 GeV/c and
produces an average of 12 photons per ring for a β = 1 particle, for a path
length of 1.2 m. The ring diameter for CO2 gas is about 11.8 cm. Simulations
show that the e/pi separation is poorer by a factor of two for CO2 relative to
ethane, because of the lower photon yield. CO2 is to be used as the radiator
gas during the first several years of operation.
Based on simulations, a reflection angle error of ±1.5 milliradian was chosen
as the specification for the RICH mirrors. This sets the large scale accuracy
requirement for the mirror shape, and is not a very stringent requirement.
4
Figure 4.7: Schematic of the Ring Imaging Cˆerenkov detector, from [206].
Each detector has a volume of 40 m3, and contains 48 composite mirror panels which form two
intersecting spherical surfaces with a total reflecting area of 20 m2. The mirrors focus Cˆerenkov
light onto two arrays of 1280 PMTs, which are located on either side of the RICH entrance window.
The RICH is filled with carbon dioxide (CO2) gas, though it is also designed for operation with
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ethane (C2H6) which has slightly different pi/e separation capabilities but the disadvantage of being
flammable. CO2 has an index of refraction n = 1 + 41× 10−5, and a charged particle moving faster
than the speed of light in the CO2 medium, c/n, will emit Cˆerenkov radiation which is reflected
by the mirrors and collected in the PMTs. This correspond to γ > 35 particles, which is p > 18
MeV/c for e± but only p > 4.8 GeV/c for pi±. When filled with CO2, the Cˆerenkov rings have a
diameter of 11.8 cm and consist of 12 photons on average. Thus, searching for PMT’s within this
nominal radius of a charged track can distinguish electrons from other hadrons below ≈ 4.8 GeV/c.
In addition to the RICH, PHENIX also includes the Time of Flight (TOF) detector, which
provides additional particle identification. The TOF sits 5.1m away from the collision vertex and
consists of 10 panels of 96 segments, each with a scintillator slat and PMT. It follows the central
arms in its pseudorapidity coverage (∆η = 2 × 0.35) and subtends ∆φ = pi/4 in azimuth, just in
front of the lead-glass calorimeter sectors in the East arm. The TOF has a design timing resolution
of σTOF ≈ 100 ps and, in conjunction with information from the BBC and the tracking systems,
can distinguish pi± from K± up to 2.4 GeV/c and K± from p/p¯ up to 4.0 GeV/c. Due to this
capability, the TOF is used to calibrate the tracking momentum scale in the PHENIX.
4.1.3 Electromagnetic calorimeter
The PHENIX electromagnetic calorimeter (EMCal)[207; 208] complements the charged particle
measurements performed by the DC and PCs with measurements of electromagnetic energy from
photons and electrons. Two major design requirements of the EMCal were the ability to reconstruct
the 2γ decays of highly Lorentz boosted pi0’s (where the resulting photons can “merge” into an
undistinguishable single energy deposit), and to discriminate hadronic from electromagnetic energy
on the basis of the transverse shape of the shower.
The EMCal is comprised of a separate lead-scintillator (PbSc) and lead-glass (PbGl) calorime-
ters, two very different technologies with somewhat different capability. Historically, using both
sections has served as an important systematic cross-check on the energy scale of key PHENIX
results. The EMCal consists of eight sectors, six of which are PbSc and two (the bottom half of
the East arm) are PbGl, situated just outside the PC3 at approximately 5 meters away from the
interaction region. The performance of both technologies was evaluated with e− test beams at the
AGS at BNL (0.5-5 GeV) and the SPS at CERN (10-80 GeV). In both detectors, each individual
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tower is optically isolated from the rest.
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Abstract 
We have recently completed the production of the 15552 
channel Lead-Scintillator Electromagnetic calorimeter for the 
PHENIX experiment at RHIC. Our design features a single 
4 tower module which is repeated throughout and which was 
produced with a number of quality control steps designed 
to achieve consistent, large light yields in all channels. We 
present results on the uniformity of the calorimeter, accuracy 
of a cosmic muon based precalibration scheme and test beam 
performance. 
I. INTRODU TION 
The Physics of heavy ion collisions has as a major goal 
the detection of the Quark-Gluon Plasma. The PHENIX 
experiment at RHIC [1] is optimized for the detection of 
electromagnetic probes (e, y, p) of this new form of matter and 
the electromagnetic calorimeter plays a decisive role in these 
measurements. The calorimeter is used to measure electron 
and photon production in relativistic heavy ion collisions at 
RHIC, and will be an integral part of the particle identification 
and trigger system for PHENIX. In addition, the calorimeter 
will be used to measure high PT photon production and other 
electromagnetic processes in high energy polarized proton 
collisions as part of the spin physics program at RHIC. 
The EMCal covers the rapidity range +-0.35 units and 
an azimuthal angle of 180 degrees. It is subdivided into 8 
equal coverage sectors. Six sectors are lead-scintillator (PbSc) 
sampling calorimeters custom developed and built for PHENIX 
in Russia [2], [3]  , and the rest is covered by two lead glass 
Cherenkov Sectors imported from the WA98 experiment at 
CERN. 
The PbSc electromagnetic calorimeter is a shashlik type 
detector consisting of 15552 individual towers and mwrs 
an area of approximately 48 m2. The calorimeter has a 
nominal energy resolution of 8%/@(GeV) and a timing 
resolution of 5 100 ps for electromagnetic showers [2]. An 
extensive precision calibration and monitoring system has 
been developed to achieve a predetermined absolute energy 
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calibration of less than 5% for day one operation at RHIC, and 
to maintain an overall long term gain stability of better than 
1%. 
11. DESIGN AND PRODUCTION PERFORMANCE 
The PbSc EMCal is built of optically independent readout 
towers containing 66 sampling cells, 1.5" of Pb and 4mm 
of injection molded Sc, ganged together by penetrating 
wavelength shifting fibers for light collection. An important 
feature of this light collection technique is that it gives a large 
photon yield and good uniformity. The short distance the light 
travels to the WLS fibers eases the requirements on the light 
attenuation in the scintillator and allows the consideration of 
alternative scintillator production technologies. Four towers 
are mechanically grouped together into a singIe entity called a 
Module, as shown in Fig. 1. 
Fig. 1 Interior view of calorimeter module showing stack of scintillator 
and lead plates, wavelength shifting fiber readout, and leaky fiber 
inserted in central hole 
Thirty six modules are attached to a backbone and held 
together by welded stainless steel skins on the outside to 
0018-9499/98$10.00 0 1998 IEEE 
Figure 4.8: Cut-away drawing of PbSc tower, showing alternating tiles, wave-length shifting fibers
and fiber used for laser monitoring system, from [208].
Each PbSc sector is an array of 36 × 72 (in the φˆ × zˆ directions, corresponding to a ∆η ×
∆φ = 0.01 × 0.01 segmentation) calorimeter towers, one of which is shown in Figure 4.8. The
towers are “shashlik” style sampling calorimeter calorimeters composed of 66 alternating lead and
scintillator tiles in which scintillation light is read out via wavelength shifting fibers[209] running










where the first value is the stochastic term and the second value is from intrinsic nonuniformities
in the detector such as tower boundaries and variations in the amount of light leaking out of either
end of the tower. The likelihood of a given reconstructed cluster in the PbSc calorimeter coming
from an electron or photon instead of a hadron is determined through a χ2 parameter that compares
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the topology of the deposited energy to reference data of real electromagnetic clusters. The timing
resolution for > 500 MeV particles is ∼ 120 ps for electrons and protons and ∼ 270 ps for pions,
and the position resolution for > 1 GeV particles is ∼ 7 mm.
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Fig. 4 Laser light distribution and monitoring system 
Under normal conditions the EMCal monitoring system 
system permits following the system gain variations to better 
then 1%. If a phototube is replaced, variations in the system 
gain could reach few %. The latter limitation is due to the leaky 
fiber being effectively coupled to very few wave-length shifting 
fibers near the corner of the scintillting tiles. 
Construction of the calorimeter is now nearing completion. 
A precalibration scheme was developed which is based upon 
simultaneously recording the calorimeter response to cosmic 
p’s penetrating the supermodule in the direction nearly 
orthogonal to the tower axis and the response due to laser 
exitation. A leg0 plot of the energies deposited by a penetrating 
1-1 inside the supermodule towers is shown in the bottom left 
corner of Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5 Uniformity of the Light Yield in the PHENIX EMCal. Inserts: 
(top) - Energy distribution in the EMCal tower exposed to laterally 
penetrating cosmic p’s; (bottom) - Leg0 plot of energies deposited in 
the EMCal towers by laterally penetrating cosmic p .  
The top left corner in the same figure is the energy spectrum 
in one tower exposed to laterally penetrating p’s. It peaks at 
38 MeV and has a nearly gaussian shape with a ( E ) / E  -30%. 
On average the EMCal towers produce 12500 y’s per 1 GeV 
of deposited electromagnetic energy. The distribution of the 
light yield (normalized to an average value) for -8000 towers is 
also shown in Fig. 5.  The original light yield measurements are 
performed with a “standard set” of phototubes, whose quantum 
efficiences (QE) and gains differ from the actual tubes used in 
the final assembly. We use the laser light amplitude to correct 
for QE and gain differences. 
The calorimeter will run with a common high voltage 
applied to groups of 48 photomultiplies. While randomly 
chosen PMT’s may have factor of 10 difference in their gains at 
the same voltage, the triple product System Gain = Light Yield 
x PMT Gain x PMT Quantum Efjciency is expected to differ 
by no more then 5% over the whole EMCal. This matching is 
done primarily to achieve uniform triggering conditions, with 
the goal of equalizing the system gains to better than 10%. 
To achieve this goal, gain curves for all PMT’s are measured 
and stored in a data base. The data base is then independently 
scanned for every group of 48 counters in an attempt to find the 
match satisfying the trigger requirements. However, the final 
gain tuning will be made using a Variable Gain Amplifiers built 
into our readout chain. 
The distribution of laser amplitudes (normalized to the 
average value) for the gain-balanced calorimeter is shown in 
Fig. 6. The data for different supermodules were combined 
together assuming that the amount of the light delivered to 
individual supermodules was tuned to compensate for the 
differences in the average efficiencies of the 1:37 splitters (see 
Fig. 4). The predicted intrinsic nonuniformity of the light 
delivery system is below 13% . While it is not necessary to 
have a uniform system response to monitoring laser pulses, 
reaching this goal will help to minimize the amount of time 
data for monitoring purposes. 
! 
Relative Spread in Response to Laser Pulses 
Fig. 6 Uniformity of the EMCal response to Laser pulses. Dashed 
distribution is for the uniform 1: 19 light split (see Fig. 4), top histogram 
and a Gaussian fit are for the optimized 1:19 split. 
Figure 4.9: Daigram of PbSc laser monitoring system, from [207].
During the experimental run, the PbGl is monitored by a laser light distribution system (dia-
grammed in Figure 4.9) which supplies light at regular intervals to each calorimeter sector, which
is then optically split onto a 2 mm diameter fiber which pentrates the center of each individual
2× 2 tower module. The fiber is grated such that light exits in a way simulating the depth profil
of a 1 GeV electromagne ic shower.
Each of the two PbGl sectors is an array of 48×96 (corresponding to a ∆η×∆φ = 0.008×0.008
segmentation) calorimeter towers which were originally used in the WA80 and WA98 experiment
at CERN, shown in Figure 4.10. The PbGl towers are Cˆerenkov detectors homogenously co po ed
of a lead, glass and lead-oxide (51%) medium which both serves as the Cˆerenkov radiator (n =
1.648) and produces the secondary particles in proportion to the incident particle energy, which are
measured by the PMT at the end of the module. Each tower is ≈ 14 radiation lengths long with
nominal energy resolution,
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calibration system (see Fig.10). Steel sheets 0.5 mm in thickness were used
to house the phototubes and bases. The sheets were incorporated during the
gluing process. An aluminized plastic foil on the front of the SM contains a
hole for each Pb-glass module which allows entry for the LED light used for
gain monitoring. A polystyrene reflective dome encloses the LED system on











Fig. 10. Exploded view of a lead-glass detector supermodule.
Each Pb-glass module is read out with an FEU-84 photomultiplier. The high
voltage for each photomultiplier is generated in a Cockcroft-Walton type pho-
tomultiplier base [11]. The high voltage for each module is individually con-
trolled and read out with a custom VME based control system (HIVOC).
Each HIVOC VME control module can control up to 2048 photomultipliers.
Six PbGl SMs, 2 SM wide by 3 SM high, (144 individual Pb-glass modules) are
read out with a single Front End Electronics (FEE) motherboard. The physical
parameters of the Pb-glass detector system are summarized in Table 2.
3.1.2 Calibration and Monitoring System
Each Pb-glass supermodule (SM) has its own gain monitoring system based
on a set of 3 LEDs which are viewed by all 24 Pb-glass modules within a
SM [12]. Three LED’s with different characteristics are employed. They are a
fixed amplitude avalanche yellow LED with pulse shape most like real showers
14









Like the PbSc, the PbGl can also discriminate between electromagnetic and hadronic showers
on the b sis of the shower shape (although hadrons deposit only a small fraction of their energy,
due to the much larger interaction length). The timing resolution for > 500 MeV particles is ∼ 200
ps, although hadronic showers have their apparent arrival time shifted by ≈ 800 ps since they reach
the end of the tower before the Cˆerenkov radiation they produce at the front of the module. The
position resolution is ≈ 10 m for > 1 GeV p rt cles.
The PbGl has a separate gain monitoring system from the original WA98 experiment which
utilizes an LED system with pulse shapes resembling that of real electromagnetic showers[210].
For readout and fast trigger logic purposes (see Section 4.2.2), 12× 12 groups of towers in each
sector are collected in an EMCal SuperModule (SM), corresponding to 3 × 6 and 4 × 8 SM’s per
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PbSc and PbGl sector, respectively.
Although the shower shape and time of flight information is used to reject hadronic showers in
most PHENIX analyses, in the present work it was found that the standard methods of rejecting
these was causing a serious bias in the ability to properly reconstruct high-pT jets which fragmented
to a high-pT pi
0. In MC simulations, merged clusters originating from high-pT pi
0 decays had poor
efficiency for the χ2-based cuts, resulting in a bias on jet energy scale at high pT. This, and the
fact that the neutral hadron contamination fell with increasing cluster pT, motivated the inclusion
of all clusters, even if they are hadronic in origin. Even though this is not normally done, PHENIX
has previously studied[211] how well the MC simulation describes the response of the EMCal to
hadrons.
The offline energy scale for the PHENIX calorimeters has been traditionally investigated by the
position of the invariant mass peak of pi0 → γγ decays. However, following the method of [47], in
this analysis the EMCal is calibrated sector-by-sector and run-by-run by considering the energy-to-
monmentum ratio (E/p) of selected electrons (a PHENIX experimental strength) associated with
energetic clusters in the calorimeter. This has the advantage of anchoring the EMCal energy scale
to the overall tracking momentum scale, which is well-determined and well-modeled in MC.
4.2 PHENIX Data and Trigger systems
Since the highest luminosity pp fills to date have reached BBC-firing rates as high as ∼ 10 MHz
and the maximum PHENIX data-acquisition (daq) rate is ∼ 6-7 kHz, the daq cannot record every
crossing and prescaling of events is required. PHENIX uses a Level 1 (LVL1) online trigger to
select which events to read out in real time. For the purposes of this analysis, there are two
triggers of interest: the online Minimum Bias trigger and the EMCal/RHIC Trigger (ERT), a
trigger for selecting rare probes and high-pT physics by triggering on clusters in the EMCal. In
PHENIX convention, a scaledown s means that s events are prescaled for every one that is taken,
e.g. 1/(s+ 1) of triggered events are eventually recorded.
Signals from the PHENIX subdetector systems are digitized in Front End Modules (FEMs)[212;
213], which are typically attached to each detector in the IR. A Level-1 trigger system processes
information from a subset of detectors (namely, the EMCal, the ZDC’s, the BBC, the RICH and
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parts of the muon system) and accepts or rejects the events depending on the Level-1 triggers fired
and the prescale rotation. In some subsystems, digitization occurs as soon as the analog signals
are receives by the FEMs, while in other the signals are stored in analog memory units and are
only digitized upon the receipt of an accept signal from the trigger. The FEMs can pipeline up to
40 beam crossings while waiting for the trigger decision to arrive. The timing is synchronized by
a Master Timing Module (MTM), which communicates with the RHIC ring clocks, and Granule
Timing Modules (GTMs) under its control which interact with the FEMs.
After digitization by the FEMs, all detector-specific signals have been repackaged in a uniform
manner. Data is sent along fiber to the Data Collection Modules (DCMs), which are grouped into
Partition Modules (PMs) and are located in the server rack room of the PHENIX Counting House
(CH). The DCMs perform zero suppression and basic error and data integrity checks before sending
blocks of events to the Sub-Event Buffers (SEBs), each of which buffers many event fragments with
the same subdetector information. The DCM to SEB data transfer is accomplished through the
use of the JSEB (“Jack’s Sub-Event Buffer” card, named after the original developer of the FPGA
code)[214] PCI card which uses direct memory access (DMA) to copy the event data coming in
over fiber to SEB memory. The SEBs are connected through a 10-gigabit switch to the Assembly
and Trigger Processors (ATPs), which assemble the full events. The Event Builder (EvB) brokers
the assignment of event fragments from all the SEBs to individual ATPs. After assembly, the data
is stored locally in six buffer boxes at the CH before being transferred to the RHIC Computing
Facility’s High-Performance Storage System (HPSS) tape.
The entire setup is controlled by the PHENIX Online Computing System (ONCS), which uses
an implementation of the Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA)[215] standard
to communicate with the various components of the daq. The original design of the overall system
in shown in Figure 4.11.
The original PHENIX design, which operated with a constraint of 20MB/s on the tape writing
rate, included an additional Level-2 trigger in the ATPs which would further select interesting
physics events and prescale uninteresting ones. However, a huge increase in the available data
rate (writing to the buffer boxes can reach ≈ 1400 MB/s in 2013) and the implementation of
zero-suppression and data compression methods in the ATPs themselves made the Level-2 trigger
ultimately unnecessary.
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2 The PHENIX On-Line Com-
puting System (ONCS)
The PHENIX On-line system[10] is
a hierarchical, distributed system
containing 12 varieties of custom
front-end modules and 120 DCM’s
reporting to 26 Sub-Event Buffers
(SEB). Event fragments in the SEB’s
are pulled through an ATM switch to
a set of Assembly and Trigger Pro-
cessors (ATP). This heterogeneous
mixture of custom elements, crate
controllers and commodity PC’s run-
ning a variety of operating systems
and communicating via several net-
work protocols must be configured
and controlled by the PHENIX On-
line Computing System (ONCS).
In order to function properly, a large
number of individual components
have to work together and need to
be configured properly. These com-
ponents, which are described in more
detail elsewhere in this issue[7], are
controlled by a number of individual
computers and other processors. A
schematic view of the DAQ front-end
is shown in Fig. 1.
2.1 Control of the System
PHENIX has developed a software
package which controls the data tak-
ing function of the detector. This
software package is called Run Con-
trol (RC) and provides a graphical
user interface which allows one to op-
erate one of the configured partitions
of the DAQ system to enable it to
collect data to a file. It also provides
Fig. 1. Schematic view of the DAQ
front-end.
a server which places all the detector
DAQ components in the appropriate
state to start and stop the collection
and storing of data onto disk. The
development of this client-GUI front-
end and server back-end architecture
was necessary due to the distributed
nature of the PHENIX DAQ system
The 5 main components of the
DAQ system are the timing system,
the front end modules (FEM), the
DCM’s, the EvB and the data logger.
RC orchestrates the control com-
mands to each of these systems in
order for data to flow properly. This
process begins when an accept signal
from the level 1 (LVL1) trigger is sent
to the front-end electronics (FEE)
through the timing system. Next RC
tells the FEM’s to send data up to
the DCM’s, then through the EvB’s
and onto the data loggers where the
data is recorded to disk files. Flex-
3
Figure 4.11: Diagram of front-end electronics, timing and event assembly systems, from [213].
4.2.1 PHENIX BBCs and the Minimum Bias Trigger
The beam-beam counter (BBC) detectors[216; 217] are located along the beamline at ±114 cm
from the nominal collision vertex, subtending a full 2pi in azimuth and covering 3.0 < |η| < 3.9
(2.4◦ < θ < 5.7◦). The BBCs are used for the minimum bias event triggers in pp and d+Au
c llisions and t m asure the position of the collision vertex. Additionally, they are one of the
detectors used to characterize the event centrality in PHENIX (see Section 6.2.3). Each counter is
composed of 64 quartz Cˆerenkov radiators each on top of a photomultiplier tube (PMTs), which
hav a dynamic range spanning 1 to ≈ 30 minimum ionizing particles (MIPs) per PMT. The tubes
convert the Cˆerenkov radiation of fast (β > 0.7) charged particles to a total charge on the order of
40 pC r MIP depending on the gain. The BBC is sh wn in Figure 4.12.
The arrival time in each BBC is taken to be the average of the time in each fired PMT, and
can be related to the collision vertex through zvtx = c(tN − tS)/2, where tN and tS are the North
and South BBC times, respectively. T e ti i resolution σt ≈ 50 ps allows the determination of
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voltage is set to obtain 75 pC output charge for a MIP particle from each BBC
element.
Fig. 1. (a) Single Beam Beam counter consisting of one-inch mesh dynode photo-
multiplier tubes mounted on a 3 cm quartz radiator. (b) A BBC array comprising
64 BBC elements. (c) The BBC is shown mounted on the PHENIX detector. The
beam pipe is seen in the middle of the picture. The BBC is installed on the mounting
structure just behind the central spectrometer magnet.
The temperature inside the BBC is a problem for BBC operation since 64
PMT’s are confined to a very small space. With no cooling the temperature
can exceed 75C◦ which may cause electric shortage of the cable inside the
breeder circuit. To avoid this problem an air flow of 200 l/min is used to cool
the BBC. Moreover, 32 thermocouples are installed inside the BBC to monitor
the temperature. Flow meters are also installed to measured the air flow rate.
The information from the thermocouples and flow meters is connected to the
BBC high voltage interlock system so that if the temperature inside the BBC
exceeds 50C◦, or no air flow is detected in the BBC cooling system, the high
voltage system for the BBC is shutdown immediately by the interlock system.
Fig. 1(c) shows the BBC installed in the mounting fixture on the central
spectrometer magnet. Fig. 2 in the PHENIX Overview article [1] gives a view
of the BBC in relation to the rest of the PHENIX detector.
2.2 BBC Readout Electronics and PMT Gain Adjustment
The BBC readout electronics chain consists of discriminators, shaping ampli-
fiers, time-to-voltage converters (TVC) and flash ADC’s (FADC). The time
4
Figure 4.12: Photographs of the BBC: (a) a single BBC element, (b) fully assembled 64-tube BBC
detector, (c) the BC installed around the beamline in the PHENIX xperimental hall, f om [216].
the event vertex to within ≈ 1cm.
The online minimum bias vent definition for d+Au collisio s consists of the the coincident
firing of each BBC (≥ 1 one PMT fired in each) within a 20 ns window, corresponding to an
(online) reconstructed vertex position within |zvtx| < 30 cm of the nominal collision point. From
the most recent van der Meer analysis of Run 4-6 data in PHENIX[218], the BBCLL1-firing cross-
section is 24.5 mb ±10% in pp collisions (which correspond to ∼ 55 − 60% of the nominal though
unofficial σinel = 42 mb). The BBCLL1 fires on ≈ 88% of the d+Au cross-section. In both cases,
an additional offline cut is imposed, requiring |zvtx| < 20 cm.
4.2.2 EMCal/RHIC Triggers
Since the tracking reconstruction algorithms run on a timescale smaller than the trigger decision
time, the main trigger for rare and high-pT probes is implemented in the EMCal. The ERT is
implemented by considering the energy (really the ADC sums, since it is before the final offline
calibration) in 2× 2 tiles of calorimeter towers, in sliding 4× 4 windows of four adjacent 2× 2 tiles,
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and by the presence of RICH light from electrons. In line with the PHENIX design, these trigger
naturally select events with high-pT electromagnetic probes (in the case of the calorimeter energy
sums) or the presence of heavy flavor decays (in the case of the RICH). Only the 4× 4 triggers are
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Fig. 17. Schematic of the EMCal fast trigger summing operation
of a high-energy shower in the EMCal detector. Electromagnetic showers with
a large energy deposit (generally taken as above several GeV) are natural
indicators of several kinds of interesting rare events, including high-energy
photons and neutral mesons as well as high-energy electrons from heavy-flavor
decays.
A traditional approach for a high-energy cluster trigger in a laterally seg-
mented calorimeter is to make a fast analog sum of a group of towers and
discriminate that sum against a threshold. In the simplest scheme each tower
contributes to only one sum leaving the summed trigger groups disjointed.
This arrangement has the drawback that the effective threshold is position
dependent since showers which spread across more than one group need to
have a much higher energy than those contained within one group.
The PHENIX EMCal fast trigger avoids this problem by summing over non-
disjoint overlapping groups of towers. The design is illustrated in Fig. 17.
Groups of 2× 2 towers are served by one ASIC chip described above. Within
each ASIC the four analog PMT signals are summed creating an array of dis-
joint 2×2 sums. To negate the influence of “hot” PMT’s, each channel in each
ASIC can be masked out of the sum individually by remote ARCNET con-
trol. Each ASIC relays copies of its signal generated by summing the current to
three immediate neighbors. These are relayed between FEM’s at supermodule
boundaries making the trigger circuitry effectively seamless. Each ASIC also
receives three signals from its neighbors and combines them with its own to
form a 4×4 sum. The entire circuitry then produces 36 overlapping 4×4 sums
in each FEM. Within each ASIC the 4 × 4 sum signal is compared to three
separate thresholds, each remotely programmable, to provide extra flexibility
for different physics processes.
23
Figure 4.13: Diagram of sliding window tiles in Electromagnetic/RHIC trigger, from [207].
The analog PMT signal from each 2×2 tower group is summed by an ASIC chip and transmitted
to its three nearest neighbors[207]. Logic circuitry in every sector then considers the values in any
four adjacent 2×2 tiles in a 4×4 arrangement and compares them against three different thresholds,
as diagrammed in Figur 4.13. In order of increasin threshold in the d+Au running these triggers
are called the 4× 4c (& 2.1 GeV in the PbSc, & 1.6 GeV in the PbGl), 4× 4a (& 2.8 GeV in the
PbSc, & 2.1 GeV in the PbGl) and 4× 4b (& 3.5 GeV in the PbSc, & 2.8 GeV in the PbGl). The
ASIC logic connects them across SM, but not sector, boundaries. The other two triggers consider
just the energy in 2× 2 windows and a minimum number of photoelectrons in a sliding indow of
adjacent RICH PMTs, respectively, but they are not used in this work.
In the pp running, the 4 × 4c was turned off in the PbGl and the thresholds in the other two
were systematically decreased: thus, only the 4 × 4a (& 2.1 GeV in the PbSc, & 1.6 GeV in the
PbGl, corresponding to the 4× 4c in d+Au running) and the 4× 4b (& 2.8 GeV in the PbSc, & 2.1
GeV in the PbGl, corresponding to the 4× 4b in d+Au running) triggers were used. As a rule, an
event that fired a trigger with a higher threshold always fires the lower-threshold triggers as well,
although due to differences in prescales, an eve t may only have the live and not the scaled trigger
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bits set for the other triggers.
The 4× 4c and 4× 4a triggers required the coincidence of a BBCLL1 trigger to fire, while the
4 × 4b did not. This makes the 4 × 4b the only trigger which can independently check the bias
factor (the enhancement above minimum bias trigger efficiency that a pp event with a high-pT jet
will fire the BBCLL1 trigger).




That, if my speech offend a noble heart,
Thy arm may do thee justice: here is mine.
King Lear, Act V, Scene III
The ATLAS detector[219] is one of two large, general purpose detectors at the LHC. Design
requirements for the ATLAS detector are strongly driven by the desire to measure new TeV-
scale physics signatures, such as the Higgs boson, dark matter, light supersymmetric particles,
excitations from unification theories and other exotics. These signatures require the ability to
reconstruct photons, jets, all leptons, displaced vertices and even large missing transverse energy.
To this end, ATLAS has been built with several key principles in mind, including a large acceptance
in pseudorapidity and full azimuthal coverage, good charged particle momentum resolution and
secondary vertex identification, precise and segmented electromagnetic calorimetry (for photons
and electrons), hermetic hadronic calorimetry (for jets), muon capabilities and efficient triggering,
all in a high-luminosity, high-radiation environment. This chapter describes the major features of
the ATLAS detector used in this analysis.
ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system centered at the nominal interaction point. zˆ
is coincident with the beam axis, with +zˆ pointing towards the “A” side of the detector and −zˆ
towards the “C” side. The +xˆ axis points towards the center of the LHC ring, which is roughly
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North-East, and the +yˆ axis points skyward. Thus the +zˆ direction points counterclockwise when
the ring is seen from above. The pseudorapidity η is defined η = − log tan(θ/2) where θ is the polar
angle in the coordinate system. For a particle with mass m and transverse momentum pT, this is
related to the rapidity y through
y = log
√
m2 + pT2 cosh
2 η + pT sinh η√
m2 + pT2
(5.1)
which is ≈ η in the limit pT  m.
Figure 5.1: Cut-away view of the ATLAS detector indicating some of the major detector systems,
from [219].
ATLAS is nominally forward-backward symmetric. Figure 5.1 shows the position of some major
ATLAS detectors and magnets. The various muon-specific detectors, instrumentation and triggers,
while critical for the overall physics goals of the experiment, are not used in this work.
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5.1 ATLAS Central Solenoid
Figure 5.2: Diagram of ATLAS solenoid. a) Solenoid position in rˆ-zˆ plane along with the iron of
the hadron calorimeter. b) Magnetic field lines. Figure from [220].
The ATLAS magnet system consists of a central solenoid (CS)[220] which provides the magnetic
field for determining the momentum of primary vertex particles, and three toirodal magnets for
the muon systems. The CS produces an axial magnetic field of 2 T throughout the inner detector
(ID) tracking volume, which is shown in Figure 5.2. Some of the major design criteria included an
axially symmetric, reversible field, minimum total radiation thickness, integration into the detector
between the ID and EM calorimeter with minimal additional support or vaccuum structures, and
stable, maintenance-free operation for up to nine months out of the year, when the solenoid is
generally inaccessible inside the ATLAS detector. The superconducting cable consists of 12 strands
of niobium-titanium (NbTi) filaments in a copper (Cu) matrix, housed in a pure aluminum (Al)
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sheath, and residing in a high-strength aluminum alloy cylindrical coil.
The solenoid was installed just within the EM calorimeter volume, directly in front of its first
layer and with a 2 mm thin heat shield separating it from the cryostat wall. It extends between 1.23
m < r < 1.28 m radially and z ∈ ±2.9 m along the axis. Having the two detector elements share
a cryostat significantly reduces the extra material that would be needed to form two additional
vacuum walls (one to close the solenoid cryostat, and one to enclose the EMCal). A further choice
was made to limit the coil thickness (despite the consequently large stored energy-to-mass ratio
E/m) to as small as is reasonably safe. Thus, the CS material thickness corresponds to a radiation
lenth of 0.64X0 and nuclear interaction length of 0.13λI . Behind the EMCal, the iron in the Tile
calorimeter and the Tile support structure serve as the return yoke for the magnetic field. Figure 5.2
shows the position of the solenoid and iron yoke elements, as well as the magnetic field lines. The
CS is near to an “ideal” solenoid, which is defined as one with constant double field integral
I2 =
∫ r=L sin θ
r=0
∫ l=r/ sin θ
l=0
∣∣∣ ~B × ~dl∣∣∣ dr (5.2)
over the pseudorapidity range it covers. For the ATLAS CS, deviations of I2 at the 5-10% level
only appear near the edges at η = ±1.6 and are well understood. The solenoid is cooled from room
temperature to 100 K using helium gas, and from 100 K down to the operating temperature of 4.5
K using supercritical helium from the main refridgerator (MR) of the cryo system.
In 2006, the solenoid field was mapped with a Hall probe array[221] with several different
values of the current. The solenoid and toroidal magnets were installed in their final positions
during the mapping. 20,000 data points were taken which allowed, along with a detailed simulation
of the solenoid elements, a good fit of the field strength to a functional form that obey’s Maxwell’s
equations. The fit residuals have an RMS of less than < 0.5 mT. The final systematic uncertainty
on the tracking momentum scale from the uncertainty in the magnetic field integral is 0.02% to
0.12% depending on the track rapidity.
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5.2 ATLAS Global and Forward Detectors
5.2.1 Minimum Bias Trigger Scintillator
The Minimum Bias Trigger Scintillator (MBTS)[222] detector is used to trigger on minimum bias
pp and p+Pb collisions with high efficiency while keeping the ability to reject out of time beam
background. The MBTS is a pair of 2 cm thick octagonal polystyrene scintillators positioned just
in front of the electromagnetic endcap (see Section 5.3 below) at z = ±3.56 m. The detector on
each side consists of an inner and outer layer of 8 trapezoidal wedges each covering ∆φ = 2pi/8.
The innermost layer is defined by 15.3 cm < r < 42.6 cm (3.84 < |η| < 2.82) and the outermost by
42.6 cm < r < 89.0 cm (2.82 < |η| < 2.09).
Light is collected from each wedge by wavelength-shifting (WLS) optical fibers and delivered
to a photomultiplier tube (PMT). The PMT signal is shaped and amplified by repurposed TileCal
electronics, which applies a leading edge discriminator and sends a pulse to the Central Trigger
Processor (CTP, see Section 5.5). The MBTS multiplicity is calculated for each side independently
(saturating at 16, when each of the 16 wedges in the given side have a hit above discriminator
threshold) and used to create L1 triggers of the form MBTS N, which requires a total of N hits
split either way between the detector sides, or MBTS N N, which requires N hits in each. The MBTS
operating voltage has changed over time as the understanding of the detector performance improves,
with the recent PMT high voltage of 850 V chosen so that even a single minimum ionizing particle
(MIP) signal is accepted with good efficiency. The efficiency of the various MBTS triggers has been
studied with respect to the track multiplicity and other indicators of a real pp collision[223].
The individual wedges are timing capable, and each side of the MBTS reports a time tA or tC
which is the average over the wedges that have a hit of the time relative to the LHC clock. The
time difference (tA − tC) is used as an offline cut to reject out of time background not connected
to a collision at the nominal interaction point.
5.2.2 Luminosity detectors
Many methods have been proposed to monitor the online luminosity and return an integrated offline
luminosity[176], including specialized detectors in the forward region, counting hits or reconstructed
vertices with the inner detector, and even using the production of Z bosons as a standard luminosity
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candle. In this section, we describe the two more common detectors used for this purposes in ATLAS
and the ones for which a luminosity calibration exists for the 2.76 TeV pp reference data.
The LUminosity measurement using Cˆerenkov Integrating Detector (LUCID)[224] is an ATLAS
detector designed for luminosity measurements. This design was chosen in part because the hard
radiation environment in the forward region prohibits the use of scintillator counters that have been
used for this purpose in previous generations of detectors. Other design requirements include the
need for good acceptance for minimum bias pp collisions and sufficiently good time resolution to
resolve one bunch crossing from another (25 ns).
Each LUCID detector is a cylinder of sixteen optically reflecting aluminum tubes filled with
C4F10 gas at overpressure (resulting in a Cˆerenkov threshold of 10 MeV for electrons and 2.8 GeV for
pions). The detectors are situated a radial distance of 10 cm away from the beamline, at a distance
of approximately z = ±17 m, with pseudorapidity coverage within 5.6 < |η| < 5.8. Cˆerenkov light
from fast charged particles reflects along the walls of the tubes and is collected by a PMT at the
other end, which amplifies the signal and subjects it to a constant fraction discriminator.
The sixteen signals from each detector are processed by a custom-built electronics card (LU-
minosity Monitor of the ATLAS experiment, or LUMAT). For each crossing LUMAT records the
number of phototubes on either side which fired. Currently, the luminosity is determined separately
by examining two logical conditions on the number of hits: LucidEvt OR, which requires ≥ 1 hit on
either side, and LucidEvt AND, which requires ≥ 1 hits on both. LUMAT then sends information
to the CTP, if necessary, about the presence of L1 trigger items (see Section 5.5) and is used to
monitor the instantaneous luminosity. Finally, the two LUCID event algorithms are used in the
offline luminosity determination.
The primary purpose of the ATLAS Beam Condition Monitors (BCM)[225] is to detect beam
anomalies with the potential to cause serious detector damage and provide a fast abort signal to
mitigate this. However, they are also used as luminosity detectors. The BCM consists of four
diamond sensors on each side of the interaction point, positioned at r = 5.5 cm and z = ±1.84
m (corresponding to |η| = 4.2) and arranged equidistantly in azimuth. Charged particles ionize
the 1 × 1 cm2 polycrystalline Chemical Vapour Deposited (CVD) diamond sensors when passing
through them, and the resulting charge is collected by an RF amplifier and read out. As with other
detector elements situated right by the beam pipe, the BCMs are designed to be very radiation
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hard. Furthermore, the BCM detectors have a timing resolution of ≈ 0.7 ns, and can resolve
coincident hits as coming from an event at the interaction point or from beam backgrounds. The
BCM luminosity algorithms used are BCMHEvt Or and BCMVEvt Or, which are defined as one hit on
either side in the horizontal or vertical pairs of monitors, respectively.
5.3 ATLAS Calorimeter
The ATLAS calorimeter system contains electromagnetic (in the form of the Electromagnetic Barrel
and Electromagnetic End-cap detectors) and hadronic (consisting of the Hadronic End-Cap, the
Tile Barrel and Extension and Forward Calorimeter detectors) over the range |η| < 4.9, covering
nearly ten units of pseudorapidity. These can be seen in Figure 5.1.
The ATLAS calorimeter system measures the energy of all produced particles except muons
(which leave minimum ionizing radiation in the detector until they are detected by the muon
system) and neutrinos (which can only be detected indirectly through a transverse energy imbal-
ance). A major design feature of the calorimeter system is that (with the exception of the forward
calorimeter) it is projective, in that the detector elements fit within planes of constant φ and η
from the interaction point. Furthermore, the calorimeter is designed to provide fine granularity at
mid-rapidity for precision measurements of electrons and photons and sufficiently fine granularity
over the entire pseudorapidity range for jet reconstruction. It must contain hadronic showers to
limit the rate of punch-through hadrons being detected by the muon system and also to be able
to properly reconstruct any missing energy in the event (an important signal in some beyond the
Standard Model processes).
Two important characteristics of calorimeters are the radiation length X0 and the nuclear in-
teraction length λI . Both are material dependent.
Consider electrons and photons travelling through dense matter[1]. High-energy electrons lose
energy primarily through Bremmstrahlung radiation (which rises linearly with the energy of the
electron), while low-energy electrons lose energy primarily through ionization (which rises logarith-
mically with energy and dominates in the low-energy regime) and Møeller scattering. The point
below which the energy loss is dominated by ionization is called the critical energy Ec, and is = 7.43
MeV in a lead (Pb) medium. This turning point is shown on the left side of Figure 5.3. X0 is the
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.3: Relative rates of energy loss for electrons and photons passing through matter, from [1].
a) Fractional energy loss per radiation length in lead as a function of electron energy. Curves are
shown for different processes. b) Probability that a photon interaction will result in pair-production
as a function of photon energy. Curves are shown for different materials.
characteristic length over which the energy loss, and is defined as the mean distance travelled by
a high-energy electron before its energy has been reduced to a fraction 1/e of the original energy.
X0 increases with the A of the material and decreases (that is, more energy is lost per unit length)
with increasing Z.
On the other hand, high-energy photons predominantly undergo e+e− pair production when
they interact with material. The right side of Figure 5.3 shows that even at energies as low as
E ≈ 5 MeV pair-production in Pb is still as likely as any other processes (such as the photoelectric
effect, Compton scattering and Rayleigh scattering). The characteristic length for pair-production
is 7/9X0.
A high-energy electron or photon incident on a thick target will initiate an electromagnetic
shower or cascade, with the electrons producing bremmstrahlung radiation (photons) and photons
undergoing pair production (electrons and positrons), and the products of those processes under-
going their own bremmstrahlung and pair production processes, etc. Thus, a single high-energy
electron or photon eventually ends up as a large number of low-energy electrons and photons, called
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Figure 5.4: a) Developing electromagnetic shower. b) Longitudinal profile of electromagnetic
shower from 30 GeV e− and γ on an iron target, from [1].
a shower. This is represented symbolically on the left side of Figure 5.4.
The shower develops with a characteristic longitudinal and transverse scale. Longitudinally, the










with a ≈ 0.5 and b ≈ 1± 1 + 2 log(E0/EC), where the sign is + for photons and − for electrons.
Examples of the longitudinal profile of 30 GeV electron and photon showers are shown on the right
side of Figure 5.4. In this example, an electromagnetic shower may need > 15 radiation lengths to
contain most of its energy.
The transverse profile of an electromagnetic shower is characterized by its Molie`re radius RM ,
which is defined as the value for which a cylinder with radius RM contains 90% of the shower










For example, RM ≈ 3X0 in lead.
Unfortunately, the hadronic showers aused by the passage of high-energy pions, long-lived kaons,
protons, neutrons, and so forth passing through dense material are somewhat more complicated.
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The energy loss through bremmstrahlang radiation is strongly suppressed by the large (relative to
the e±) hadron mass. Generally, high-energy hadrons undergo inelastic collisions with nuclei in the
material, producing many light hadrons (mostly pions) and/or knocking out nucleons. Of the pions,
the neutral pi0’s decay electromagnetically and initiate their own electromagnetic showers. Some of
the energy may be invisible entirely if the products are captured by nuclei, or if there is significant
recoil of the nuclear target. In general, there are large fluctuations both in the electromagnetic
component fraction of hadronic showers and also in the measurable shower energy. Furthermore,
hadronic showers have a somewhat broader transverse development than electromagnetic ones.
In any case, the characteristic longitudinal scale for a hadron losing energy is the nuclear
interaction length λI , which is the distance at which the hadron energy has dropped to 1/e of
the original. λI scales with the A of the material (∝ A1/3) and is independent of Z. Typically,
it is much larger than the radiation length in the same material – in Pb, λI ≈ 30X0. For this
reason, the ATLAS electromagnetic calorimetry is placed before the hadronic calorimetry. The EM
calorimeters precisely capture most of the electromagnetic shower, leaving the hadronic calorimeters
to measure the rest of the hadronic energy.
Pseudorapidity


































Figure 5.5: Cumulative number of radiation lengths as a function of pseudorapidity, in units of
X0, for the ATLAS calorimeter system, from [219].
The total integrated X0 and λI for the ATLAS calorimeters (and material before and after
them) are shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 as a function of η. The segmentation of the detector into
projective, longitudinal (η, φ) cells is summarized in Table 5.1.
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Layer η Coverage ∆η ×∆φ Absorber/Medium
EM Barrel







Presampler (EME0) 1.5 < |η| < 1.8 0.025× 0.1 LAr / -
EME1
1.375 < |η| < 3.2
0.03125-0.05× 0.025 (|η| < 2.5)
LAr/Lead
0.1× 0.1 (|η| > 2.5)
EME2
0.025-0.05× 0.025 (|η| < 2.5)
0.1× 0.1 (|η| > 2.5)














HEC0, 1, 2, 3 1.5 < |η| < 3.2
0.1× 0.1 (|η| < 2.5)
LAr/Copper
0.2× 0.2 (|η| > 2.5)
FCal
FCal1
3.1 < |η| < 4.9 ≈ 0.2× 0.2 (non-projective)
LAr/Copper
FCal2, 3 LAr/Tungsten
Table 5.1: Summary of ATLAS electromagnetic and hadronic detector elements.
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Figure 5.6: Cumulative number of nuclear interaction lengths as a function of pseudorapidity, in
units of λI , for the ATLAS calorimeter system, from [219].
5.3.1 Electromagnetic calorimetry
All ATLAS calorimeters are sampling calorimeters, which alternate absorber and an active material.
High-energy electromagnetic particles (e± and γ) and hadrons initiate showers through interactions
in the absorber material which are then measured through ionized charge or scintillation light in
the active material. Absorber and sampling regions are alternated for enough interaction lengths
that a large fraction of the energy in most showers is sampled. With the exception of the hadronic
Tile calorimeter discussed later, all ATLAS calorimeters use liquid Argon (LAr) technology as the
active medium. The LAr detectors are contained in three separate cryostats, one for the barrel
and two for each end-cap, kept at 80 K (the melting point of Argon is ≈ 84 K) with nitrogen
refrigeration.
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Figure 5.7: Segmentation of readout cells in an EM Barrel module, [219].
The EM calorimeter[226; 227] consists of a cylindrical barrel detector centered at η = 0 and
two end-cap detectors on either side of it, which can be seen in Figure 5.1. The EM Barrel (EMB)
extends radially between 1.25 m < r < 2.05 m and along the beam axis according to |z| < 3.1 m
(|η| < 1.475). The EMB is situated in a cryostat which also contains the ATLAS central solenoid
and is separated into two half-barrels symmetric around η = 0. The detector is divided into three
radial layers. The first layer has very fine pseudorapidity segmentation (∆η×∆φ = 0.003125×0.1)
to measure the developing electromagnetic shower in detail over a radiation length of 4.3X0. The
second layer is coarser in pseudorapidity but finer in azimuth (∆η × ∆φ = 0.025 × 0.025) and
captures a large fraction of the remainder of the shower over its 16X0 radiation lengths. The third
layer captures the remainder of the energy (1-10X0 depending on η) with coarser segmentation
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(∆η ×∆φ = 0.05× 0.025). The layer-by-layer segmentation in the barrel is shown in Figure 5.7.
The EM End-caps (EME) are at the same radial position but are centered at z = ±3.7 m,
covering a region 1.375 < |η| < 3.2. The EME is divided into two coaxial endcaps called wheels. The
EME is also split into three longitudinal layers, the third of which only exists from 1.5 < |η| < 2.5.
The segmentation follows the same general pattern (fine segmentation in η at the expense of coarse
segmentation in φ in the first layer, ∆η × ∆φ = 0.025 × 0.025 in the second layer, etc.) but the
situation is more complicated than in the EMB. Table 5.1 lists the details of the η- and layer-
dependent segmentation in the End-Cap.
The fundamental geometry of the EM calorimeters is an azimuthally stacked series of accordian-
shaped lead absorber plates interleaved with readout electrodes. The accordion waves zig-zag in
the rˆ-φˆ plane and the folding angle decreases with radial depth. This choice of geometry makes
the amount of material seen uniform in azimuth and provides a finely segmented readout. The
absorber plate thickness ranges in the Barrel from 1.53 mm in the |η| < 0.8 part to 1.13 mm for
|η| > 0.8 (to keep the sampling fraction from rising), and in the end-cap from 1.7 mm in the region
|η| < 2.5 to 2.2 mm beyond this. Each half-barrel and each end-cap consist of 1024 absorbers each.
The electrodes[228] are three layer Cu-polyimide printer circuit boards, with the outer layers
held at high potential and the inner layer serving as the readout. In the barrel, the LAr gap is a
constant 2.1 mm (really, this is width of the half-gap between the inner layer and each outer layer)
and the potential is +2000 V. In the End-Cap, the gap size and potential increase with radius to
keep the response constant. The electrodes are actually quite large (∼ 1-2 m2 before accordion
folding), with the barrel and end-cap each covered by two types of electrodes. They are etched
into readout cells in a way projective with η, and result in the final granularity listed in Table 5.1.
The projective segmentation of the four electrode types (before folding) can be seen in Figure 5.8.
For example, in the top-left electrode which covers |η| < 0.8, the different ∆η segmentation of the
three layers can be clearly seen.
Finally, the EM system is instrumented with an EM Presampler situated just in front of the EM
detector within |η| < 1.8 (covering all of the Barrel and part of the End-Caps). The Presampler
is a 1.1 cm (in the Barrel) and 0.5 cm (in the End-Cap) layer of LAr and helps correct for losses
from interactions upstream of the EM calorimeter.
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Figure 5.8: Segmentation of readout cells in an EM Barrel module, from [219]. Left to right, top to
bottom, these are Type A (Barrel |η| < 0.8), Type B (Barrel, 0.8 < |η| < 1.475), Type C (end-cap
inner wheel, 2.5 < η < 3.2) and Type D (end-cap outer wheel, 1.375 < η < 2.5) electodes.
5.3.2 Hadronic calorimetry
ATLAS is also instrumented with hadronic calorimetry. Starting from η = 0 and going out
to η = 4.9, the hadronic calorimeter system consists of the tile barrel and extention detectors,
which complement the barrel electromagnetic calorimeter (EMB), the hadronic end-cap calorime-
ter (HEC), which complements the electromagnetic end-cap calorimeter (EME), and the forward
calorimeter (FCal), of which the first and last two layers function as an electromagnetic calorimeter
and hadronic calorimeter, respectively.
The Tile calorimeter[229], which complements the EM Barrel at mid-rapidity with hadronic
calorimeter capability, and consists of Barrel and Extended elements. The Tile detectors are the
only component of the ATLAS calorimeter system which is not LAr based. Both detectors are
sampling calorimeters with alternating layers of steel absorber and polysterene plastic as the scin-
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tillating medium. The Tile Barrel is situated directly outside the EM barrel cryostat envelope
between r = 2.28 m to 4.25 m and extending symmetrically across η = 0 with |z| < 2.9 m
(|η| < 1.0). The Extended Tile barrels sit at the same radial position, but are separated from the






Figure 5.9: Tile calorimeter module showing the radial layers, unique orientation of scintillator
and absorber tiles, and readout, from [219].
The Tile detectors consist of 64 azimuthally-segmented segments, each composed of 11 radially
stacked layers of alternating tile and steel. One of the modules is shown in Figure 5.9. Unlike in
other sampling calorimeters, the tiles are oriented so that their largest dimensions lie in the rˆ-φˆ
plane rather than the zˆ-φˆ plane. This design allows for an almost seamless azimuthal coverage,
with just 1.5 mm azimuthal gaps between the segments. The polysterene scintillator tiles are 3 mm
thick (in the zˆ direction) and vary in their radial and azimuthal extent from ∆r× r∆φ = 97× 200
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nm2 to 187 × 400 nm2 depending on which layer they are in. The absorber tiles are 5 mm thick
steel plates with 4 mm spacer plates on each side. Overall, there are 460,000 individual tiles in the
barrel and two extensions.
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Figure 5.10: Schematic of the segmented tile-calorimeter modules, along with the trajectories of
particles with varying η, from [219].
Readout fibers from the tiles are grouped in a way that forms projective detector elements called
modules. Figure 5.10 illustrates the location of the Tile modules. The modules define longitudinal
layers with nuclear interaction lengths 1.5λI , 4.1λI and 1.8λI in the closest to farthest radial layers,
respectively. The first two layers have modules with a granularity of ∆φ × ∆η = 0.1 × 0.1, with
the pseudorapidity granularity rising to ∆η = 0.2 in the last layer. The tile extension has slightly
different longitudinal segmentation (1.5λI , 2.6λI and 3.3λI in the three layers). Readout PMTs
and other electronics are contained in a steel girder at the far radial end of the detector, which is
also used as the flux return for the ATLAS solenoid (see Section 5.1).
As can be seen in Figure 5.6, the total nuclear thickness in the Tile-instrumented region, in-
cluding the EM barrel and endcaps, is 9.7λI at η = 0, falling to ≈ 8λI at η = ±0.8 where coverage
is weakest as the hadrons pass from the barrel to the extended barrel and rising to ≈ 17λI at
η = ±1.3, when hadrons traverse the diagonal of the extended barrel. These geometric considera-
tions are easier to visualize with the aid of Figure 5.10, which shows the detector elements traversed
by high-pT hadrons as a function of η.
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In addition, three sets of calorimeters at z ≈ ±2.9 m provide instrumentation in the region
between the EM/Tile barrel and the End-cap cryostat/Extended tile detectors. They are read out
either independently or as part of the Tile electronics. In Figure 5.10, these are the modules denoted
D4+C10 (the plug tile calorimeter, which is a reduced section of a standard Tile module), E1+E2
(the “gap scintillators”, which cover 1.0 < |η| < 1.2) and E3+E4 (the “cryostat scintillators”, which
cover 1.2 < |η| < 1.6).
Electromagnetic end-cap calorimeter
Forward calorimeter
Feed-throughs and front-end crates
Hadronic end-cap calorimeter
Figure 5.11: Cut-away view of the end-cap cryostat, showing the orientation of the Electromagnetic
end-cap, Hadronic end-cap and Forward calorimeters, from [219].
The hadronic end-cap (HEC) calorimeters sit directly behind the EME calorimeters and within
the same cryostats, which are also shared with the FCals, as seen in Figure 5.11. Each HEC
detector is segmented into two wheels, which are further segmented into two longitudinal sections.
Radially in to out, they are referred to as the HEC0, HEC1, HEC2 and HEC3 layers and their
contribution to the total nuclear interaction length is shown in Figure 5.6. The HEC covers the
region 1.5 < |η| < 3.2 (or 4.3 m < |z| < 6.1 m).
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Figure 5.12: Schematic of the hadronid end-cap (HEC) absorber plates in the front and rear wheels,
along with the trajectories of particles with varying η and segmentation of the pad readout, from
[219].
Unlike the EM calorimeter accordian design, the HEC is a straightforward sampling calorimeter
with alternating absorber and active material layers. The front wheel is made up of 24 ∆z = 25 mm
thick copper plates with a ∆z = 12.5 mm thick front plate, while the rear wheel has 16 ∆z = 50mm
thick copper plates and a half-thickness front plate. Radially, the plates extend from r = 0.372 m
for the first nine plates in the front wheel or r = 0.475 m for the remaining plates to r = 2.03 m.
This slight difference in inner radii can be seen in Figure 5.11, where it is clear that the additional
length of the nine plates sits longitudinally just before the FCal. Figure 5.12 shows the layout
of the HEC wheels and plates in relation to the trajectories of high-pT hadrons at varying values
of η. The 8.5mm-sized regions between the plates are structurally supported with a honeycomb
sheet kept in place with longitudinal support rods, and are filled with four 1.8 mm LAr drift zones
alternated with three electrodes, shown in Figure 5.13. The electrodes are kept at a voltage of
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Figure 5.13: Absorber plate, LAr gap and electrode/readout structure in the hadronic end-cap
(HEC) calorimeter, from [219].
+1800 V, with the middle electrode containing a segmented readout pads. Figure 5.12 shows how
the readout segmentation varies from ∆η×∆φ = 0.1×0.1 in for the parts of the HEC traversed by
|η| < 2.5 to ∆η ×∆φ = 0.2× 0.2 for |η| > 2.5. The hadronic coverage is weakest in the transition
region from the HEC to the FCal (3.0 < |η| < 3.2), as can also be seen in Figure 5.6.
The two Foward Calorimeters (FCal)[230] share cryostats with the end-cap calorimeters (see
Figure 5.11) and are situated symmetrically at 3.1 < |η| < 4.9, approximately z = ±4.9 m from the
nominal beam interaction point. The FCal is segmented longitudinally (at this large η, zˆ rather
than rˆ is the longitudinal direction) into three ∆z = 45cm-long layers called FCal1, FCal2 and
FCal3. Like most other elements of the calorimeter system, the FCal layers use LAr as the active
material. Each FCal layer consists of a hexagonal array of electrodes embedded in an absorber
matrix with an electrode nearest neighbor distance of d = 7.5 mm in the first layer and increasing
in the second and third layers. In the first layer, the absorber matrix is a series of longitudinally
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Figure 5.14: Tungsten slug absorber and electrode structure of the second and third hadronic FCal
layers, from [219].
stacked copper plates, with holes drilled in them to hold the electrodes. In the second and third
layers, the absorber matrix has copper front and end plates but is filled with tungsten slugs as
shown in Figure 5.14. The electrodes consists of an outer copper cathode tube held at ground,
an intermediary layer of LAr serving as the active material, and an inner anode rod made of the
absorber material held at a voltage of +250 V (FCal1) to +500 V (FCal3). A radiation hard fiber
helix is wound between the cathode and anode to keep them structurally and electrically separated.
The structure of the electrode (cathode + LAr gap + fiber + anode) is shown in Figure 5.15. Note
that the Molie`re radius (r = 17 mm) of the material, which defines the characteristic transverse
area containing 90% of the electromagnetic shower, spans several electrodes and ensures that the
response is reasonable uniform.
The LAr gap width (the width of the annular cylinder between the anode and cathode) ranges
from 0.269 mm in the first layer to 0.508 mm in the third layer, where it can be bigger due to the











Figure 5.15: Electrode structure of the first FCal layer, with Molie`re radius for comparison, from
[219].
decreasing ionization density. This small gap width helps prevent the build-up of LAr ions and
keeps the drift time small. The first layer uses copper as the absorber material and functions as
an electromagnetic calorimeter (with total radiation length 27.6X0 and nuclear interaction length
2.66λI), while the second and third layers use tungsten as the absorber material and function as
hadronic calorimeters (with nuclear interaction lengths 3.68λI and 3.60λI , respectively).
Test beam measurements at CERN[231] have measured the energy resolution of electrons in the
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5.4 ATLAS Inner Detector
The goal of the ATLAS Inner Detector (ID) design is to provide hermetic and accurate measure-
ments of charged tracks to low pT (> 0.5 GeV by original design but as low as > 0.1 GeV in
ongoing performance studies) within five units of pseudorapidity (|η| < 2.5) and full 2pi coverage
in azimuth, as well as electron identification and secondary vertex reconstruction capabilities. In
addition to these physics motivations, the high-radiation environment (the nearest ID element is
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Figure 5.16: Schematic of the ATLAS inner detector showing the positions and dimensions of the
Pixel, SCT and TRT components, from [219].
The ID is contained in a z ∈ ±3.512 m× r < 1.15 m cylindrical envelope in an axial magnetic
field of 2 T and consists of three distinct but complemenrary subsystems: the silicon pixel detector,
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Figure 5.17: Drawing of ID detector elements traversed by 10 GeV charged particles that are close
to mid-rapidity (η = 0.3, top) and in a more forward direction (η = 1.4, 2.2, bottom), from [219].
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the silicon microstrip sensors (SCT) and the transition radiation tracker (TRT). The layout of
the major detector components is shown in Figure 5.16. All three subsystems have “barrel” and
“endcap” region, where the “transverse” plane sis considered the zˆ-φˆ and rˆ-zˆ plane, respectively.
To this end, the components are situated differently in these two regions, as demonstrated in
Figure 5.17. The semiconductor-based subdetectors (the Pixels and the SCT) are kept cooled to
−10◦ C < T < −5◦ C by a C3F8 gas cooling system, while the TRT operates at room (really,
cavern) temperature.
Taken together, the tracking system uses high-precision measurements close to the interaction
point and lower-precision measurements farther out to best reconstruct the particle trajectories.
The general performance goals of the tracking systems are to achieve a pT resolution of
σpT
pT
= 0.05%× pT[GeV]⊕ 1% (5.7)
In recent measurements of the charged particle multiplicity in
√
s = 0.9, 2.36 and 7 TeV pp
collisions[232], reconstruction efficiencies for charged particles of ≈ 85% for > 10 GeV particles and
50-78% for > 100 MeV particles depending on the track η have been achieved.
5.4.1 Silicon pixel detector
The Pixel detector[233] consists of thee concentric cylindrical detectors in the barrel region (situated
at |z| < 40 cm and with the layers at r = 5.05, 8.85, and 12.25 cm) and three endcap disks in each
forward region (each is an annulus with radial extent 8.88 cm < r < 14.96 cm and coaxial with
the beam, with the six disks situated along the beamline at z = ±49.5, 58.0, 65.0 cm). In terms of
pseudorapidity kinematics, the barrel detectors are positioned such that a high-momentum track
with η ≈ ±1.9 from the nominal interaction point just passes through all three barrel layers, and
tracks with |η| & 1.7 will traverse at least one disk.
The Pixels are semiconductor detectors with sensors made from n+-implants in an oxygenated
n-bulk material (near the readout), with the p-n junction on the opposite end of the wafer sur-
rounded by a guard ring structure which controls the potential drop. This design was chosen
because it allows good charge collection efficiency and increased radiation tolerance. The layout of
the active detector element is illustrated in Figure 5.18. The bias voltage for initial operation is
150 V, but expected to rise to as high as 600 V along with the accumulated radiation damage.
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ATLAS Pixel Detector
Technical Design Report May 31, 1998
46 4   Pixel Sensors
The outer module dimensions depend on the module concept, between 21.4 mm x 62.4 mm for
´chips-down´ modules including electronics and 21.4 mm x 67.8 mm for ´MCM-D´ modules (see
Chapter 6). Additional scribe lines, located 400 m m outside the default ones, allow the devices to
be cut to larger dimensions if this should be necessary. The pixel length in the final production
sensor will be reduced to 300 m m while the small pitch of 50 m m in r- f  and the overall dimen-
sions are kept. In the regions which are not accessible by the read-out chip (i.e. between chip
boundaries), the sensor pixel cells are enlarged to 500 m m in the z-direction (long pixel direc-
tion). In the short direction the sensor cells are routed to a neighbouring pixel using additional
metal lines (see Figure 4-i). The thickness selected for the prototype sensors is 300 m m because of
the better availability of such wafers. The thickness of the final sensors will be 250 m m, 200 m m
in the B-layer, in order to reduce their full depletion voltage and to decrease the amount of ma-
terial in the Inner Detector.
First prototype wafers were delivered in November 1997 by two vendors (see Section 4.4). Each
wafer contains two tiles, 17 (15 for one of the vendors) pixel detectors of the size of one read-out
chip (so called single chip sensors), three sensors for the radiation hard prototype chip (MARE-
BO), and a large variety of other test structures (e.g. for process monitoring) as listed in
Table 4-4. The single chip sensors cover a number of possible design options. Different n-side
isolation techniques and implant geometries in the given small pitch are evaluated. Among the
options a decision, to be taken in autumn 1998, will be based on the high voltage stability after
irradiation, the performance of irradiated and un-irradiated sensors in a beam test, and the test-
ability of the devices prior to bump bonding. The full design of the devices on these wafers was
provided to the vendors in GDS-2 format. Figure 4-7 shows the placement of all devices on the
prototype wafer. Special attention in the design of the ATLAS-pixel was given to survivability
in the harsh radiation environment (see Section 4.2.2). Further important issues were fault toler-
ance and a good testability before assembly to ensure a cost effective mass production of mod-
ules. To meet these requirements a concept was followed in which the pixel cells are
n+-implants placed in n-bulk material while the p-n junction is located on the back side and is
surrounded by a multiple guard ring structure. In comparison with standard p+/n detectors
this choice requires double-sided processing and n-side inter-pixel isolation. The reason for this
adoption is that during the later stages of the experiment the full depletion voltage of 250 m m
thick sensors reaches very high levels and strongly underdepleted operation may become nec-
essary (see Section 4.2.3.2). For this reason the n-side (junction side after type inversion) is struc-
tured.
Double-sided processing of n+/n sensors also
allows a guard ring concept which provides
good high voltage stability for the whole en-
semble of sensor and read-out electronics (see
Figure 4-8). Due to the small gap between sen-
sor and electronics, given by the bump height
of less than 20 m m, even a small potential dif-
ference between them could exceed the break-
down field in air of roughly 1.2 V/m m [4-17]
and sparks could harm the electronics serious-
ly. The whole outer region of the sensor’s
n-side is therefore covered by an n+-implant
held at ground externally. A controlled poten-
tial drop towards the cutting edge on the
p-side is ensured by a multiple guard ring structure consisting of 22 rings designed according to
[4-18] with an increasing pitch of between 20 m m and 50 m m (see the colour photo in 4-ii). This
Figure 4-8 Cross section of a sensor connected to a
front-end chip demonstrating the guard ring concept.
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Figure 5.18: Cross-section of a pixel sensor, from [233].
The Pixels consist of 1744 24×63 mm2 modules divided among the barrel layers (1456 modules)
and endcap disks (288 modules). Each module is a stacked set of read-out electronics, bump bonds
connecting the electronic channels to the pixel sensor output, the actual sensor tile, and a flex-
hybrid circuit board. In the barrel layers, the modules are oriented so that the read-out electronics
are the furthest radially, and the sensors see the smallest amount of material. During production
and testing of the sensor-electronics assembly, the best performing modules were specially selected
for inclusion in the layer-0 barrel region (the layer closest to the beampipe). Each sensor tile
contains a 328×144 array of pixel cells, which are 50×400 µm2 pixel cells (slightly larger in special
areas such as near the front-end chips, where a special ganged-pixel arrangement is also required),
resulting in a total of 80.4 million individual pixels (and slightly fewer distinct readout channels).
The pixel position resolution is 10 µm in the rˆ-φˆ cylindrical plane and 115 µm in the zˆ direction.
5.4.2 Silicon microstrip detector
The SCT detector[234; 235] consists of four cylindrical barrel layers (situated from r = 29.9 cm to
51.4 cm and within z < ±80.5 cm) and nine radial disks in the endcap region (of varying annular
dimensions, but generally r = 27.5 cm to r = 56.0 cm, with positions along the beam axis from
z = ±81.0 to ±279.7 cm). The inner radius on the outermost four disks increases such that a
particle with η = 2.5 just touches their inner radius. In general, particles with |η| . 1.2 traverse
only the barrels, particles with |η| & 1.7 traverse only the disks, and particles with an intermediate
pseudorapidity traverse some layers in both.
Unlike the Pixels, the SCT is a traditional p-strip in high-resistivity n-bulk detector design.
The SCT sensors operate at a bias voltage of 150 V but this is expected to slowly rise as high as
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450 V over the lifetime of the detector, depending on the proximity to the interaction point and
variations in the integrated radiation dose.
The SCT detector is composed of 4088 individual modules (2112 of which are in the barrel
layers, ranging from 384 in the first to 672 in the fourth layers). Each barrel module consists of a
pair of 6.4 cm long stereo strips daisy-chained together, with a pitch of 80 µrad and an angle of
40 mrad between them. The sensors are 285 µm thick in the transverse direction and consist of
770 individual readout strip (2 of which are non-functioning and serve to define the edges of the
sensor). In the barrel, the strips are oriented near parallel to the beam axis, while in the endcap
disks the are trapezoidal in shape and are arranged radially.
The SCT position resolution is 17 µm in the rˆ-φˆ cylindrical plane and 580 µm in the zˆ direc-
tion. The stability of the absolute position of the SCT elements is monitored through a frequency
scanning interferometry (FSI) method[236]. This technique allows for possible shape changes to be
detected in a high radiation, inaccessible environment.
5.4.3 Transition radiation tracker
The TRT is fundamentally a drift chamber detector. Like the Pixel and SCT detectors, the TRT
detector consists of a cylindrical barrel component, situated at z ∈ ±71.2 cm and 56.3 cm < r <
106.6 cm, and an endcap disk component situated at ±84.8 cm < z < ±271.0 cm and 64.4 cm
< r < 100.4 cm. The basic element of the TRT is the straw tube, which are 4 mm diameter
hollow cylinders. The straw exterior in a 0.2 µm Al shell which serves as the cathode, coated with
≈ 25 µm of graphite, polyimide and polyurethane layers for protection. A 31 µm diameter W wire
coated with 0.5-0.7 µm of Au runs through the center of the straw and serves as the anode. The
wires are kept at ground and connected directly to the front-end electronics while the cathode is
kept at −1.53 kV. The straws are filled with a 70% Xe, 27% CO2, 3% O2 mixture. The interstitial
region outside the straws but inside the modules is filled with CO2 gas to prevent the accumulation
of xenon, which would absorb transition radiation, and high-voltage discharges. Additionally, the
CO2 conducts heat from the straws to the module shells, which is further dissipated through a
C6F14 gas cooling system.
Since the transition radiation from charged particles passing between different media is logarith-
mically proportional to the Lorentz factor of the particle and the frequency of produced photons
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is more readily absorbed by the Xe in the gas mixture, electrons (which have a Lorentz factor
mpi/me ≈ 270 higher than pi± of the same pT) passing through the TRT leave a large transition
radiation signal in the detector. In fact, two different gains are used in the front-end electronics
for signals arising from transition radiation and that from energy deposited by charged particles.
In this way, the TRT allows for electron identification within certain kinematic ranges.
The TRT barrel consists of three concentric collections of modules stacked radially, where the
modules have a triangular cross-section in the rˆ-φˆ plane and extend along the zˆ direction. In the
barrel region, the straws are oriented in the zˆ direction inside the modules and are 144 cm long
(and electrically split into two ≈ 71 cm active halves). Depending on the region of the barrel (the
innermost 9 layers have only the 31.2 cm wire sections closest to the edges are active), there are 64
or 73 straw tube layers available to be crossed by charged particles. Each layer is rotated by 3/8ths
of the straw diameter in φ to ensure that no φ position falls consistently on straw edges and thus
has no acceptance.
In the TRT endcap, the straws are 37 cm long and oriented in the rˆ direction. The detector is
segmented into annular modules staggered along the zˆ direction. There are twenty endcap modules,
with the 12 nearest and 8 farthest from z = 0 being approximately ∆z = 7 cm and 12 cm thick.
Each endcap module holds 8 layers (which are spaced farther apart in the last 8 modules) ordered
in zˆ, for a total of 160 straw tube layers in the entire endcap assembly.
Charged tracks with pT > 0.5 GeV and |η| < 2 typically traverse at least 36 straws (with
decreased acceptance in the small barrel-to-end-cap transition). The intrinsic straw position reso-
lution is 130 µm in the rˆ-φˆ direction and provides essentially no z-discriminating information.
5.5 ATLAS Trigger and Data Acquisition
ATLAS selects which events to record based upon three levels of successively more detailed trigger
decisions, narrowing the full 40 MHz crossing rate to a 100-200 Hz selected event rate. The guiding
design principles of the trigger system include a fast trigger decision, good trigger efficiency for rare
physics processes and an appropriate rejection factor for the final, limited bandwidth. The three
levels are the Level-1 (L1), the Level-2 (L2) and Event Filter (EF), of which the first is implemented
in hardware and the last two are grouped together into the software High-Level Trigger (HLT)
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system. A trigger chain is an accepted sequence of L1→ L2→ EF triggers. A trigger “menu” is a
defined set of trigger chains to be used in data-taking, with instaneous luminosity-dependent sets


















Figure 5.19: Diagram of the ATLAS Level-1 trigger decision system, from [219].
The L1 trigger system is managed by the Central Trigger Processor (CTP) and makes the
fastest and therefore most basic decision from a combination of information from the calorimeter,
ZDC, MBTS and muon subsystems. For example, the L1Calo system processes information from
reduced-granularity ∆η×∆φ = 0.1× = 0.1 EM and Hadronic calorimeter towers, which are sent to
the Cluster Processing (CP) and Jet/Energy-sum Processor (JEP) subsystems. The JEP identifies
ET sums in varying tower window sizes and compares these to pre-defined jet energy thresholds,
resulting in L1 items of the form L1Jx (in the barrel) and L1FJx (in the FCal). While the event
data fragments await the L1 trigger decision, they are pipelined in custom electronics near their
detectors of origin. A schematic of the L1 operation is shown in Figure 5.19.
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Overall, the L1 system can be programmed with up to 256 distinct items, each composed of
specific requirements on the detector signals, and returns a trigger decision within 2.5 µs (or 100
bunch crossings), nearly 1 µs of which is cable delays rather than actual data processing. Due to
the limited time allowed to make an L1 trigger decision, no tracking information from the inner
detector (which requires a longer timescale for the full pattern recognition) can be used to form L1
trigger objects. The maximum L1 trigger accept rate is 75 kHz, a factor of > 500 smaller than the
bunch crossing rate.
The CTP is also responsible for incrementing the luminosity block number (lumiblock, or lbn)
every 120 seconds. Lumiblocks are the quanta used in offline data quality checks, and the subset of
lumiblocks in each data-taking run which have stable detector performance is known as the Good
Run List (GRL). Only events which fall in the GRL are used in a physics analysis. Lumiblocks are
the smallest amount of time during which the luminosity detectors (see Section 5.2.2) can return a
prescale- and deadtime-corrected integrated luminosity which is systematics rather than statistics
limited. Finally, the CTP serves as the master timing system and is responsible for distributing the
LHC clock information to all relevant subsytems. The timing information and trigger decisions are
transferred from the CTP to the detector front-end and readout systems using the Trigger, Timing
and Control (TTC) system over an optical-broadcast network.
Upon L1 acceptance by CTP, the event data is transferred to the DAQ/HLT in 1574 detector-
specific fragments over Readout Links (ROL) and stored in the Readout System (ROS), to be used
upon request in the two subsequent HLT stages. The L1 system also provides the Region of Interest
(RoI), the specific region of the detector which actually fired the L1 trigger.
The L2 trigger stage examines the detector information in the RoI in more detail (for example,
including the full calorimeter granularity and sampling information) and can apply more stringent
and detailed trigger requirements than what is possible in the L1. Events selected by the L2 are
tagged for full reconstruction before analysis by the EF, and are built in the one of the 48 event filter
input nodes (SFI’s). Somewhat analogous to the PHENIX Event Builder system (see Section 4.2),
event fragments residing in the ROS are sent to the SFI for assembly in a process brokered by Data
Flow Manager (DFM) nodes. For events not selected by the L2 trigger, the DFM informs the ROS
that they can be safely expunged from memory. Overall, the maximum L2 event rate is 3.5kHz (a
factor 20 smaller than the maximum L1 rate) with an average event-processing time of 40 ms.
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The EF is the third and final stage of trigger processing. During this stage, the EF analyzes
fully built events and can make sophisticated and detailed trigger decisions. The EF can consider
the calorimeter information with full granularity, fully reconstructed jets (including multiple cone
sizes and subtraction procedures), and even reconstructed tracks in the inner detector. The events
selected by the EF are written out by the DAQ to the 6 event filter output nodes (SFO’s), which
buffer the data locally until they can be transferred to CERN’s central data recording service.
The SFOs can push a sustained output bandwidth of 300 MB/sec (with an instantaneous but not
sustainable peak rate of 600 MB/sec). The typical event size in L = 1034 cm2/s pp running is 1.3
MB, which corresponds to an event rate of 200 Hz for events of this size. Overall, the EF trigger
stage has a maximum output rate of approximately 400 Hz (another factor of ≈ 10 reduction from
the maximum L2 rate), with the typical time to process an event ranging from one to four seconds.
The HLT also associated each event with one or more data streams. In the present work, the
two relevant streams are the MinBias stream, which contains basic variations on the minimum
bias trigger (e.g. MBTS 1 1, MBTS 2 2, ZDC and space-point triggers, etc.) along with specialized
triggers such as those selecting empty and unpaired bunches, and the HardProbes stream, which
contains jet, photon, muon and other rare physics signature triggers.
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Chapter 6
Direct jet reconstruction in d+Au
collisions
I have no spur to prick the side of my intent
Macbeth, Act I, Scene VII
This chapter describes the measurement of inclusive jet production in 200 GeV d+Au and pp
collisions. The single particle selection and jet reconstruction procedure are described in Section 6.1.
The data selection and checks on the stability of jet yields are described in Section 6.2. The trigger
selection and efficiency determination are described in Section 6.3. The Monte Carlo simulation,
determination of the detector response and correction for underlying event effects are described in
Section 6.4. The results are shown in Section 6.5. Systematic uncertainties are tabulated and a
few additional cross-checks are considered in Section 6.6.
6.1 Jet reconstruction
In this work, electromagnetic clusters in the EMCal, arising from photons, electrons, decaying
neutral pions and neutral hadrons, and charged tracks in the Drift Chamber, arising from charged
hadrons and electrons, are reconstructed into full jets using the Gaussian filter algorithm with
σ = 0.2 and σ = 0.3. Jets originating from clusters and tracks in the East arm only are used for the
final result, whereas both East and West arms are used for several studies and checks. Reconstructed
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σ = 0.3 jets are used for the final jet results, and σ = 0.2 are retained as a systematic control against
the influence of the d+Au underlying event.
The gaussian filter is a seedless, infrared-safe algorithm which looks for local maxima in the
energy density of an event to reconstruct a jet. Formally, it constructs a pT density in η/φ space:
pT(η, φ) = Σparticle i pT
i δ(η − ηi) δ(φ− φi) (6.1)






dη′ pT(η′, φ′)h(η − η′, φ− φ′) (6.2)
Where the filtering kernel h is a Gaussian distribution with parameter σ:
h(∆η,∆φ) = e−(∆η
2+∆φ2)/2σ2 (6.3)
The final jet positions are the ηjet, φjet for which Equation 6.2 is a local maximum. The pT of
the jet is given by
pjetT = p˜T(η
jet, φjet) (6.4)
The gaussian filter is described in more detail in Section 2.1.5 and its performance is bench-
marked against other algorithms in [46]. Previously, it has been successfully used in PHENIX in
200 GeV p+p and Cu+Cu collisions[47].
The pT bins are chosen to grow slowly with pT to compensate for the falling statistics at high-
pT and to aid in the interpretation of the data as possible nPDF effects (which are more easily
visible on a logarithmic pT-scale). There are 25 bins between 5 and 50 GeV/c, with widths that
are constant in logarithmic pT-space. Specifically, the 26 bin edges and 25 bin centers are defined
by
pT
edge = 5× 10n/25, n ∈ 0 . . . 25 (6.5)
pT





, n ∈ 0 . . . 24 (6.6)
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Since 101/25 ∼ 1.1, a handy rule of thumb is that the width of a bin is about ∼ 10% the central
bin pT value.
6.1.1 Strategy in PHENIX
(gaussian-weighed) fraction of jet energy




















Figure 6.1: Mean contribution to the final truth jet energy, by particle species.
To calibrate the strategy for a successful jet reconstruction with the PHENIX detector, and to
have a ballpark understanding of how to best capture the fragmenting jet energy, we perform a
toy PYTHIA study with pT
truth > 10 − 15 GeV/c truth jets (although the results were found to
hold broadly across the entire accessible pT
truth range). The truth jets are statistically examined
for the relative contributions of different final-state particles to the total energy. Figure 6.1 and
Table 6.1 show the mean contribution to final truth jet energy from different sources, broken down
by final state particle species (pi0’s, ρ’s and other short-lived neutral mesons are considered to have














Table 6.1: Summary of mean contribution (with RMS) to the final truth jet energy, by paticle
species.
decayed into photons in this analysis). Although the fluctuations in particle composition on a jet
to jet basis are very large due to different fragmentation scenarios, it can be seen that on average
charged hadrons contribute an average of 62% of the jet energy, while electromagnetic energy
sources (“EM”, above) and neutral hadrons contribute 26% and 12% of the energy, respectively.
There is also a very small muonic (and invisible neutrino) contribution from rare heavy flavor jets.
The strawman best jet performance using PHENIX instrumentation can be estimated by assum-
ing a pT-independent ∼ 80% efficiency for h± reconstruction, ∼ 100% efficiency for reconstructing
γ’s and a ∼ 0% efficiency for reconstructing neutral h0 (since PHENIX has no hadronic calorime-
try). Furthermore, the energy resolution on the individual particles is substantially smaller than
the resolution on the total jet energy due to fluctuations in the fragmentation, so the individual
cuts on the particle level can be relatively looser. In this scenario, the PHENIX detector would
typically capture 80% × 62% + 100% × 26% ∼ 75% of the jet energy. Thus, good reconstruction
performance can be achieved by designing tracking and cluster reconstruction cuts that are as ef-
ficient as possible while still rejecting backgrounds. This is the philosophy with which the cuts in
Sections 6.1.2 and 6.1.3 were developed, and their performance is quantified in Section 6.4.2.
The approximations above are rough. For example, there will always be losses of photons in
the cracks between EMCal sectors, and the efficiency of the tracking reconstruction in PHENIX
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is a geometry-dependent quantity due to differences in acceptance. Although the EMCal response
to neutral hadrons is not good, a study[211] has investigated the ability of the EMCal to measure
neutral hadronic energy and of PISA to properly model the interactions, and so special restriction
on the contribution from neutral hadrons is attempted with the single particle cuts.
6.1.2 Electromagnetic cluster selection
Electromagnetic clusters are reconstructed as lightlike (massless) four-vectors. The direction vec-
tor (with arbitrary normalization) is (x, y, z − zvtx), with x, y and z being the absolute recon-
structed cluster coordinates. Note that the z-component of the direction is relative to the colli-
sion point at (0, 0, zvtx). Since the electromagnetic calorimeter is used primarily to collect neu-
tral electromagnetic energy (from direct and fragmentation photons), the “core” cluster energy
(emcClusterContent::ecore()) is used. The kinematics are summarized by









 η = − log (tan ( θ2))
 pT = ecore · sin θ
Reconstructed clusters must then pass a series of cuts to ensure that they arise from the depo-
sition of real energy.
First, only clusters with energy above 400 MeV are kept:
 pT > 400 MeV
Next, clusters from towers which have pathologically bad behavior are discarded. Each calorime-
ter tower is assigned one of four statuses:
 Normal. Clusters in these towers appear to be well-calibdation and have a time of flight
distribution consistent with a Gaussian.
 Dead. These towers have no counts at all or only very few counts at very low ET. These
towers are masked off. (In principle, they can be allowed to contribute low-ET clusters, but
they are masked off in both data and MC to ensure the same acceptance.)
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 Hot. These towers have many fake clusters from electronic noise that are impossible to
distinguish from real (light-speed) particles. These towers are masked off.
 Hot at low ET. These towers appear to be hot at low ET but normal at high ET. Treated as
Hot for clusters with ET < 1 GeV, but Normal for clusters with ET > 1 GeV.
The status of a tower and its time of flight calibration are run-independent. The number of





































































































Figure 6.2: Tower statuses for the East arm. The histogram values 1, 2 and 4 correspond to Dead,
Hot at low ET and Hot towers, respectively. All unmarked towers are Normal.
Furthermore, clusters in Normal or Hot at low-ET towers must have a time of flight consistent
with that of a light-speed particle originating from the collision vertex. The time of flight is
measured by the EMCal and calculated relative to the BBC-reported t0 in the collision:
 ToF [ns] = emcClusterContent::tof() - t0
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Sector
Total Normal Dead Hot Hot at total active
towers towers towers towers low ET area %
E0 (PbGl) 4608 4532 49 8 19 98.35%
E1 (PbGl) 4608 4495 95 15 3 97.55%
E2 (PbSc) 2592 2576 14 1 1 99.38%
E3 (PbSc) 2592 2570 19 1 2 99.15%
all East 14400 14173 177 25 25 98.61%
Table 6.2: Summary of hot/dead tower masks per sector.
The mean ToF µ and the resolution σToF are determined by a gaussian fit to the ToF distribution
for ET > 400 MeV clusters in each of the ≈ 21k towers. For most towers, a fit in the range −20 ns
< ToF < +20 ns is sufficient, whereas a small number of towers have a displaced peak and thus
require special treatment.
To be deemed consistent with a light-speed particle, a cluster must have a time of flight that
is ±5σToF within the tower mean, where σToF is the time of flight resolution in the tower. Some
towers have a hot spot at a localized time of flight value within the ±5σToF window; these have
their lower or higher ToF limit adjusted manually to exclude the noise. Thus, the cut is
 −5σToF + µ < ToF < µ+ 5σToF
 for select special towers, ToF low < ToF and/or ToF < ToF high
Low and high time of flight limits are shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.4. It was found that the mean
ToF slews at high-ET, but that the ±5σToF window is large enough that no clusters are erroneously
rejected.
Finally, the set of good clusters is compared with the set of good tracks to see if any of the
two were associated during PHENIX event reconstruction, which arises from charged hadrons and
electrons depositing energy in the EMCal in addition to being reconstructed as charged tracks.
In these cases, the clusters are rejected and only the tracks are kept, since the DC has better
momentum resolution and the EMcal only captures a small part of the full hadronic energy.
Therefore, we apply the cluster-track association cut,




























































































E3 lower ToF limits
Figure 6.3: Lower time-of-flight limits in towers. Clusters with a time of flight below this value are
excluded.
 after all cuts are performed, discard any good cluster which is associated with a good charged
track
The resulting good clusters are packaged into a four-vector (pT, φ, η,m = 0) and used in jet
reconstruction.
6.1.3 Charged track selection
The spatial direction and total momentum of the charged tracks is given by the θ0, φ0 and p from
the Drift Chamber reconstruction. Tracks must pass several quality cuts, which are traditionally
divided into “single track” cuts (cuts that are applied track by track) and “pair track” cuts (cuts
which are checked against every combinatoric pair of tracks in the same event).

































































































E3 higher ToF limits
Figure 6.4: Higher time-of-flight limits in towers. Clusters with a time of flight above this value
are excluded.
Tracks that are so ill-defined due to being composed of a small number of wire hits often do not
have a definite zDC or φDC assigned to them (instead these variables have the PHENIX “magic
number” of -9999 instead). These are rejected,
 −100 cm < zDC < +100 cm and φDC ∈ [0, 2pi)
The remaining tracks have enough longitudinal information to calculate the transverse momen-
tum,
 pT = p · sin θ0
As with the clusters, we require a minimum pT cut of 400 MeV. However, the track measured
pT spectrum above 25 GeV is completely dominated by mis-measured stiff tracks, so tracks also
have a pT maximum.
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 pT > 400 MeV
 pT < 25 GeV
φDC range zDC range comment
2.40 < φDC < 2.60 zDC < 0 cm X1 mask
3.00 < φDC < 3.12 zDC < 0 cm X1 mask
2.40 < φDC < 2.60 zDC > 0 cm X1 mask
3.00 < φDC < 3.12 zDC > 0 cm X1 mask
3.20 < φDC < 3.34 zDC > 0 cm X1 mask
2.61 < φDC < 2.67 zDC < 0 cm X2 mask
2.91 < φDC < 3.02 zDC < 0 cm X2 mask
3.34 < φDC < 3.40 zDC < 0 cm X2 mask
2.91 < φDC < 3.02 zDC > 0 cm X2 mask
2.10 < φDC < 2.20 zDC < 0 cm UV mask
2.30 < φDC < 2.45 zDC < 0 cm UV mask
2.70 < φDC < 2.80 zDC < 0 cm UV mask
3.65 < φDC < 3.80 zDC < 0 cm UV mask
2.10 < φDC < 2.20 zDC > 0 cm UV mask
2.65 < φDC < 2.75 zDC > 0 cm UV mask
3.65 < φDC < 3.80 zDC > 0 cm UV mask
Table 6.3: Broken wire masks, East arm
In addition to these minimum cuts, only relatively high-quality tracks according to the quality
bit scheme in Section 4.1.1 are accepted. Due to the presence of broken X1, X2 and UV wires in the
DC, the quality requirements are slightly loosened in areas near these broken wires, as summarized
in Table 6.3. The same set of masks are used for the d+Au and pp runs. Of the four types of
quality bits (X1, X2, UV, PC1), we require the quality bits q to be:
 X1 wire hit (q & 1 = 1) unless the track is in a region of weak X1 acceptance (Table 6.3)
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 X2 wire hit (q & 2 = 2) unless the track is in a region of weak X2 acceptance (Table 6.3)
 Good PC1 and UV information. One of the following:
– Ambiguous PC1 hit (q & 16 = 0) and unique UV wire hit (q & 12 = 12), or
– Unique PC1 (q & 32 = 32), and unique UV wire hit (q & 12 = 12) unless the track is in
a region of weak UV acceptance (Table 6.3).
As further evidence that a track corresponds to a real charged particle, and not noise in the Drift
Chamber, we require that it is associated with a hit in the PC3 or (since the PC3 has numerous
dead or inefficient region) a cluster in the EMCal. The expected distance between hits in the
DC and hits in the PC/EMC is described by a normalized distribution in terms of the number of
standard deviations σ in the z and φ directions. A so called “radial 3σ” cut is used, such that each
track must be:




PC3,∆z < 3.0, or





After the application of the previous single tracking cuts, it was observed that there are pairs of
tracks that are extremely close together in (φDC, zDC) space. Furthermore, this phenomena tended
to be associated preferentially with high-pT tracks and also with tracks falling in or near a DC
guard wire region. These tracks are dominated by “ghosts”, which are multiple copies of the same
hadron being reconstructed by the software, and conversions, the result of a photon converting on
the face of the drift chamber and turning into two stiff tracks not affected by the magnetic field
which the software erroneously determines must be extremely high-pT to bend so little.
As it turns out, ghosting phenomena is easily observed in Monte Carlo (where two reconstructed
tracks have the same McSingleEvalList ancestry, and matching to truth-level PYTHIA confirms
that they come from the same single primary charged hadron). However, cuts on reconstructed
tracks could confuse them for track pairs arising from a combinatorial overlap of two different
charged particles. In fact, because of the segmentation of the PC1 in zDC and the PC1 hit sharing
that can happen during PHENIX charged tracking reconstruction, combinatoric pairs of tracks
are often forced to be close together in zDC. The Monte Carlo allows us to distinguish these two
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cases and derive a cut which identifies ghosts with only a small amount of false positives from
combinatoric hadron pairs.
The ghost-pair selection cuts are:
 close together in phase space: |φDC| < 0.05 rad, |zDC| < 0.02 cm
 close to an X1 or X2 guard wire region or in broken wire region: one of the following:
– both tracks have min. X1 distance < 0.3 cm, or
– both tracks have min. X1 distance > 3 cm (e.g. no X1 hits), or
– both tracks have min. X2 distance < 0.3 cm, or
– both tracks have min. X2 distance > 3 cm (e.g. no X2 hits)
In jet-triggered Monte Carlo samples, these criteria select over 90% of identified ghost pairs,
with a false positive rate corresponing to 0.1% of real jets having combinatoric track pairs selected.
Since the ghost track pair really does correspond to a real charged hadron, we should keep the
track with more wire hits, since these tend to have the better approximation of the original hadron
pT. The criteria for selecting the good track are phenomenologically driven from observations in
MC and are based on the number of X1 and X2 hits (nX1, nX2):
 If one track has nX1 < 3 or nX2 < 3 while the other has nX1 ≥ 3 and nX2 ≥ 3, use the latter
 If both tracks have nX1 < 3 or nX2 < 3, keep the lower pT one.
 If both tracks have nX1 ≥ 3 and nX2 ≥ 3, then consider the product nX1nX2, where each n
is capped at 6:
– If nX1nX2 for one track is > 1.25 as much as nX1nX2 of the other track, use the first
track
– If nX1nX2 for either track are within 25% of each other, keep the lower pT track.
It has been demonstrated[237] that the effect of conversions in PHENIX can also be reduced
with a set of cuts that calculate the distance of closest approach between oppositely-signed track
pairs. Additionally, many PHENIX hadron measurements use light from the RICH as a veto
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against conversion tracks. However, doing so in the present case would have a negative effect on
the efficiency for high-pT charged pions. Therefore, in this analysis, the remaining background
from ghost and conversion track pairs is removed using cuts at the jet- rather than the single
particle-level.
The final set of tracks are then assumed to be massless hadrons, and the four-vector (pT, φ, η,m =
0) is used in jet reconstruction.
6.1.4 Stability of single particle yields
To evaluate any residual changes in the acceptance of the Drift Chamber or EMCal East arm, we
examine the φ- and z- differential yields of charged tracks and clusters at beginning and ending of
the Run 8 configurations:
 Run #246444, the first good d+Au run (the field is in a ++ configuration)
 Run #253701, the last good d+Au run (the field is in a -- configuration)
 Run #256450, the first good p+p run (the field is in a -- configuration)
 Run #259368, the last good p+p run (the field is in a -- configuration)
We examine 500,000 events in each run from the disk-resident Minimum Bias data, applying
all event and particle selection cuts. For the d+Au runs, we focus on the 60-80% centrality, which
is most like the p+p collision system in terms of Npart and Ncoll and where any strong centrality-
dependent effects are likely to be weak.
run track φDC track zDC cluster φ cluster z
246444 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
253701 0.989(9) 0.988(9) 0.983(9) 0.975(10)
256450 0.565(5) 0.565(5) 0.570(5) 0.567(5)
259368 0.559(5) 0.559(5) 0.571(5) 0.570(5
Table 6.4: Mean ratio of differential yields in selected runs to the differential yield in Run #246444.
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Figure 6.5: Differential charged track yields, 1 < pT < 2 GeV/c, in minimum bias events per φDC
(top plots) and zDC (bottom plots). Differential yields are shown in the left plots, common ratio
to the run #246444 reference are shown on the right.
Per-event dN/dφDC dN/dzDC yields for charged tracks passing all single track cuts and pair
cuts with 1 < pT < 2 GeV/c are plotted in Figure 6.5, and for clusters passing all tower masks
and time of flight cuts with 1 < pT < 2 GeV/c are plotted in Figure 6.6. A line is fit through the
distributions. Table 6.4 summarizes the results. The ratios of φ- and z-differential yields before the
beginning and end of the run appear to be consistent with statistical fluctuations. However, the
φ- and z-integrated yields are consistent with a −1± 1% systematic decrease in the charged tracks
and a −2±1% decrease in the calorimetry over the course of the Run 8 d+Au. The pp run is stable
within statistical uncertainties. However, the study above includes the ++ d+Au data, which are
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Figure 6.6: Differential cluster yields, 1 < pT < 2 GeV/c, in minimum bias events per φ (top plots)
and tower z position (bottom plots). Differential yields are shown in the left plots, common ratio
to the run #246444 reference are shown on the right.
not used in the final data. The true measure of stability is to examine the run dependence of the
per-event jet instead of particle yields, in Section 6.3.4.
6.1.5 Jet selection cuts
Reconstructed jets are also required to pass quality cuts that reject “fake” jets from combinatoric
d+Au particles and those arising from high-pT background in the charged tracking. Some of the
the cuts are defined in terms of jet-level variables used to describe reconstructed jets.
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The charged fraction of a gaussian filter jet is the fraction of the jet’s (gaussian weighted) pT
which comes from charged particles.
c.f. = (1/pT
jet) Σtracks pT
track · exp (−∆R2jet,track/2σ2) (6.7)
where σ is the Gaussian filter algorithm parameter.
The max z of a gaussian filter jet is the largest fraction of its (gaussian weighted) pT which
comes from any single track or cluster.




particle · exp (−∆R2jet,particle/2σ2)) (6.8)
The number of constituents of a gaussian filter jet is the (gaussian weighted) number of > 400
MeV particles associated with the jet.
n.c. = Σparticles 1 · exp
(−∆R2jet,particle/2σ2) (6.9)
Additionally, it is possible to define an integral number of constituents variable which is more
analogous to that used in algorithms like anti-kT, in which particles are exclusively associated with
(“are owned by”) one jet in particular.
n.c.int = Σparticles 1 · θ (0.3−∆R) (6.10)
To cut down on jets reconstructed from combinatoric particles, jets must have a minimum
number of constituents,
 n.c. > 2.5 (gaussian weighted)
Note that since the number of constituents are gaussian-weighted (e.g. each particle necessarily
contributes < 1 to the sum), a minimum of three or more real particles are required to produce a
weighted value of 2.5.
When using the integral number of constituents, this cut is instead,
 n.c. ≥ 3 (integral)
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Because of the presence of charged, high-pT jet background coming from conversions and late
decays that give rise to stiff tracks with an erroneously high measured pT, we must use additional
cuts at the jet-level.
This background is particularly pernicious in the Minimum Bias sample (the requirement of
calorimeter energy in the ERT data supresses it somewhat), which is used to construct the ERT
efficiency (Section 6.3.1), since any residual contamination will be treated as “inefficiency” and
erroneously corrected for. The rate of high-pT charged background is also higher in d+Au collisions
than in pp collisions because of the additional amount of soft photon production that might cause
a conversion.
Fortunately, the background is highly localized in the jet fragmentation space defined by the
charged fraction and max z. Figure 6.7 shows the distribution of low- and high-pT jets in c.f. /
max z space. Background jets are dominated by one very high-pT track (c.f. = max z ≈ 1) or by
two high-pT tracks with little other energy (c.f. ≈ 1, 0.5 > z > 1).
Three different jet-level cuts to reject background, shown in Figure 6.7, were defined and eval-
uated:
 most restrictive: cut out jets with c.f. > 75%
 moderately restrictive: cut out jets with c.f. > 85% or (c.f. > 75% and max z > 75%)
 least restrictive: cut out jets with c.f. > 90% or (c.f. > 75% and max z > 75%)
Figure 6.8 shows the spectrum (in counts / GeV) of reconstructed jets in pp from both datas-
treams. Before any jet-level cuts (the green points), the spectrum does not obey a power-law
behavior and has a kink around 25 GeV (where the maximum pT cut on the charged tracks is caus-
ing a change in behavior). The spectra after each of the possible cuts is shown, and they exhibit
much better behavior, with no artifical behavior through 25 GeV. Figures 6.9 and 6.10 show similar
plots for the different centrality selections in d+Au MinBias and d+Au ERT streams, respectively.
After the implementation of the new ghost cuts in the tracking, there is no evidence of residual
background using the least restrictive cut. Thus, jets are required to pass the following cut,
 cut out jets with c.f. > 90% or (c.f. > 75% and max z > 75%)
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Figure 6.7: Demonstration of high-pT charged background in triggered pp data. At low pT (left),
the fragmentation distribution shows no regions of high background. At high pT (right), the effect
of conversions and artificial high-pT tracks can be seen in the upper right of the distribution. The
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cut (c.f. > 0.75 & z > 0.75) || (c.f. > 0.85)




















cut c.f. > 0.75
cut (c.f. > 0.75 & z > 0.75) || (c.f. > 0.85)
cut (c.f. > 0.75 & z > 0.75) || (c.f. > 0.90)
p+p, ERT
Figure 6.8: Reconstructed jets (in counts per GeV) from the pp datasets (left, MinBias and right,
ERT). The effects of each of the three proposed jet-level cuts are shown.
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cut c.f. > 0.75
cut (c.f. > 0.75 & z > 0.75) || (c.f. > 0.85)
cut (c.f. > 0.75 & z > 0.75) || (c.f. > 0.90)
d+Au, 60-88%, MB
Figure 6.9: Reconstructed jets (in counts per GeV) from the d+Au MinBias stream. The effects of
each of the three proposed jet-level cuts are shown.
The final jet-level cut is a fiducial cut which removes jets near the edge of the acceptance.
From Monte Carlo, we see that the jet reconstruction peformance for jets near the edge of
the PHENIX acceptance is very bad, since many articles from the jet are outside the acceptance.
Figure 6.11 shows the difference between truth and reconstructed jet pT for jets which are ∆η,∆φ >
0.05 away from the edge of the detector compared with those that are not. Fiducial jets have a
good correlation between the truth and reconstructed pT, whereas the energy scale for edge jets
is almost completely uncorrelated. Additionally, Figure 6.12 shows that that the reconstruction
efficiency in the edge region drops 20% relative to that in the fiducial region.
Due to this poor performance, we require that reconstructed jets are at least 0.05 in pseudora-
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cut c.f. > 0.75
cut (c.f. > 0.75 & z > 0.75) || (c.f. > 0.85)
cut (c.f. > 0.75 & z > 0.75) || (c.f. > 0.90)
d+Au, 60-88%, ERT
Figure 6.10: Reconstructed jets (in counts per GeV) from the d+Au MinBias stream. The effects
of each of the three proposed jet-level cuts are shown.
pidity and pi60 ' 0.05 in azimuth away from the edge of the PHENIX acceptance.
Thus, using Equations 4.2 and 4.3 for a given zvtx, reconcstructed jets are required to lie within
a restricted phase space given by:
 η ∈ (η−(zvtx) + 0.05, η+(zvtx)− 0.05)
 φ ∈ (4260pi, 7060pi), in the East arm
The total phase space for reconstructed jets is therefore
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Figure 6.11: ∆pT between truth and reconstructed jets, comparing truth jets in the fiducial region
vs. jets near the edge of the acceptance, two different pT
truth selections.









pi ' 0.902 (6.11)
6.1.6 Fake jet rejection capability
The aim of jet reconstruction algorithms is to reconstruct the kinematics of a fragmenting high-pT
parton that has undergone a hard scattering. However, combinatoric collections of soft particles
from the heavy ion underlying event can be reconstructed as jets. These “fake jets” appear as a
low-pT excess in the reconstructed jet spectrum and are more prevalent in more central events. In
0-20% events, they can be seen as an excess of jets with pT < 10 GeV well above Ncoll scaling.
For a variety of reasons, it is not tractable to statistically subtract a yield of “fake jets” (partially
because this method relies on Monte Carlo generators being able to characterize correlations in the
underlying event that result in fake jets).
Instead, there is a way to extend the idea of the Gaussian filter in a way to preferentially select
real jets, on a jet-by-jet basis. This method was first developed for use in Cu+Cu collisions at
PHENIX, where the fake rate is substantially larger due to the larger underlying event[47]. It
introduces an inefficiency to reconstructing real jets, but provides a high (quantifiable) rejection
against fake jets.
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Figure 6.12: Reconstruction efficiency for pT = 15 GeV jets, as a function of φ (left) and η (right)
of the truth jets. The solid lines are the nominal PHENIX acceptance and the dotted lines are the
fiducial acceptance.
For each jets, we compute the discriminant g, defined by







The parameter σdis = 0.1 is chosen to be somewhat smaller than the Gaussian filter parameter
σ. This discriminant gives a high value to jets with harder fragmentation kinematics (because
of the pT
2 weighing) and to jets with an angularly tight “core” of particles (because σdis < σ).
Conversely, jets reconstructed from a combination of spread out, low-pT particles, which are very
likely to be fake jets, have a low value of g. In the PHENIX Cu+Cu reconstructed jet analysis[47],
it was found that a lower power (pT
1) does not have enough discriminating power to separate fake
jets from real jets, and that a higher power (e.g. pT
3) does not significantly improve the rejection
vs. efficiency tradeoff.
Originally, two possible fake jet cuts were tested in this analysis.
 g > 5 GeV2
 g > 10 GeV2
However, the fake rate in d+Au collisions was found to be negligible above pT > 12 GeV, with
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the fake jet rejection cut only introducing additional inefficiency. Thus, an upper limit of 5% was
set on the residual fake rate between 9 GeV < pT < 12 GeV using another method, described in
the next section.
6.1.7 Limit on residual fake rate
Although the West arm is not usable for the final RdAu and RCP results due to instability during the
pp part of the run, we can use the start of the d+Au run (as described in Section 6.2.1 section) for a
reconstructed di-jet analysis through which we can determine the fake rate before and after fake jet
rejection. This is possible because the ∆φ distribution of “fake jets” should look combinatoric while
that for real jets should exhibit a back-to-back shape with a narrow width around ∆φ = pi. For
this study, it is assumed that the energy balance of real dijets is the same in each d+Au centrality
– that is, there is no impact parameter dependent angular decorrelation within the sensitivity of
this study.
This is done by dijet ∆φ distributions in data into components that look like real dijets (called
the “signal”, obtained from Monte Carlo) and a combinatoric part (constructed from a mixed event
method). Only East arm-West arm dijets are considered, and both jets are required to pass all cuts.
Furthermore, East-arm jets are required to fire the ERT trigger, so that they have the same jet
definition as the data. The ∆φ distribution in constructed for dijets with jets in each arm binned
in four pT ranges of interest (5-6 GeV/c, 6-7 GeV/c, 7-9 GeV/c and 9-12 GeV/c), and for each
d+Au centrality. Then, all ∆φ data are normalized to 1, so the template fitting can be expressed
in terms of fractions of the total per-pair ∆φ yield.
The dijet signal distributions are constructed from
√
Q2 = 6, 8 and 12 GeV/c Monte Carlo
subsamples as described in Section 6.4.1 and combined according to their generator cross-section
weighing. Separate ∆φ are made for each possible dijet flavor (q+q dijet, q+g dijet, g+g dijet).
The three separate QCD signal distributions are used to give the template fitting method more
flexibility in describing different mixtures of quark and gluon jets in data than is generated in the
MC. (We do not, at this stage of the analysis, propose that the template fitting method can actually
separate subtle differences in quark vs gluon jet contributions).
The combinatoric ∆φ distributions are generated through a mixed event method. One jet at
random from each event in data is used, and is randomly combined with a jet in the opposite arm
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from an event of the same centrality. Any individual reconstructed jet is used only once in the
event mixing. This is done separately for each centrality.
The template fit function models the reconstructed jet distribution in data as the sum of com-
binatoric and signal jet components. Formally, the model is
dN
dφ model
= f0 · dN
dφ combinatoric
+ f1 · dN
dφ MC,q+q
+ f2 · dN
dφ MC,q+q
+ f3 · dN
dφ MC,g+g
(6.13)
f0 + f1 + f2 + f3 = 1 (6.14)
0 ≤ f0, f1, f2, f3 ≤ 1 (6.15)
Where the second to last line is a constraint from the forced normalization of the individual ∆φ
distributions. To parameterize these constraints, we use the fit parameters c0, c1, c2 ∈ (0, 1) where
f0 = c0 (6.16)
f1 = (1− c0) · c1 (6.17)
f2 = (1− c0) · (1− c1) · c2 (6.18)
f3 = 1− f0 − f1 − f2 (6.19)
That is, c0 is “the fraction of the yield from combinatoric”, c1 is “the fraction of the non-
combinatoric yield that is q+q QCD jets” and so forth.
The template function is fit to the ∆φ distributions in data in each centrality and pT bin.
The template fitting results for pEastT ∈ 9 − 12 GeV/c ⊗ pWestT ∈ 9 − 12 GeV/c are shown
in Figure 6.13. In general, the template fits do a good job of describing the data, with some
imperfections in regions of low PHENIX dijet acceptance (at ∆φ ∼ 2.5, 3.7). Additionally, we see
that in general only one or two of the QCD dijet templates dominate the distribution. This implies
that do not have sufficient control to separate the peak into qq, qg and gg components (although
we can still separate it more generally into QCD and combinatoric components).
Then, the residual fake rate for 9-12 GeV jets is estimated in two ways.
In the first method, we assume a simple model where the jet yield from a symmetric pEastT ⊗pWestT
bin in either arm has a real jet purity r and fake jet contamination fraction f (such that r+f = 1). If
these distributions were independent in each arm, the real component of the ∆φ distribution should
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Figure 6.13: Template fits to dijet ∆φ data. East and West arm jets both have 9 < pt < 12 GeV/c.
Each centrality is shown separately.
have a fraction r2 (since only two real jets will give a back to back signal), and the combinatoric
component a fraction 2rf + f2 (since a fake jet and a real jet, as well as two fake jets, should be
uncorrelated). However, selecting a trigger jet in one arm biases the distribution in the other arm
towards real jets. At worst, we can assume an away side jet is always reconstructed given a real
near-side jet. In this formulation, the real signal should take up a fraction r · 1 instead of r2, and
extracting it from the template fits gives a lower bound on the purity and an upper bound on the
fake rate.
The template fitting results for the 9 − 12 GeV/c bin in Figure 6.13 give the dijet signal
(variously) as 95±2% to 100±1% of the distribution, depending on the centrality. Thus, an upper
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pT
asoc (West arm) (GeV/c)
centrality 5− 6 6− 7 7− 9 9− 12 total
0-20% 0.152(8) 0.124(6) 0.138(7) 0.107(6) 0.521
20-40% 0.160(10) 0.112(8) 0.141(9) 0.106(7) 0.519
40-60% 0.142(12) 0.122(10) 0.141(11) 0.128(9) 0.533
60-88% 0.141(13) 0.115(11) 0.152(14) 0.114(11) 0.522
Table 6.5: Per-trigger away-side yields as given by the real component of a template fit, for pT
East ∈
9− 12 GeV/c trigger jets.
limit of 5% is derived.
The second method is to use the peripheral bin to calibrate what the away-side per-trigger
yield in central collisions should be, given 100% purity, and compare it to the real result. A smaller
per-trigger yield in 0-20% events than in 60-88% implies an impure sample of trigger jets in the
central bin.
Table 6.5 shows the away-side per-trigger jet yields for trigger jets in the East arm with 9-12
GeV in different centralities, as extracted using the template fitting. Although there are statistical
(and systematic, from the fitting procedure) fluctuations in any given pT
West bin or centrality, the
associated-pT-averaged yields are consistent between the different centralities. Thus, this method
is not sensitive to the rsidual fake rate within statistics, which are of order 5-10%.




Out of the 886 recorded runs in 2007-2008
√
sNN = 200 GeV d+Au running, data from the central
arms was read out in 847. In the
√
s = 200 GeV pp running, 267 runs were included in the central
arm production, but run 259465 has only an ERT stream without a corresponding MinBias stream.
Therefore we only use the other 266.
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An aggressive run quality procedure was applied to all runs, consisting of requirements of
good centrality behavior (d+Au only), uniform acceptance in the drift chamber and good trigger
behavior.
First, d+Au runs have to have a good centrality distribution. By plotting the fraction of
Minimum Bias events in a given centrality category for each run, we determine that the following
eleven runs have a non-flat centrality distribution:
 249127, 249128, 249129, 249130, 249131, 249132 (adjacent runs)
 249467
 249867, 249868, 249869, 249870 (adjacent runs)
These same runs were noted to be bad in the first determination of d+Au centrality in Run
8[238], and are excluded.
Next, runs must have a uniform tracking acceptance in the East arm. Because good jet recon-
struction capability requires a large and uniform acceptance (and because all of the data needs to
have the same acceptance), we discard runs in which the there are temporary holes in the PC1
acceptance or broken wires in the DC.
In the d+Au runs, the 44 excluded runs (along with a description of the acceptance loss) are:
 248165, 248166, 248167, 248170, 248171, 248171, 248174, 248175, 248177, 248178, 248182,
248183, 248184, 248287, 248288, 248289, 248291, 248293, 248295, 248298, 248302, 248304,
248305, 248308 (zDC > 0, φDC ∼ 2.3 strip)
 248353, 248355, 248359, 248363, 248364, 248365, 248367, 248368, 248380, 248382, 248383
(zDC > 0, φDC ∼ 3.5 strip)
 249858 (zDC < 0, φDC ∼ 3.1 strip)
 250837, 250838 (zDC > 0, φDC ∼ 3.5 strip)
 251857 (X2 wire at φDC ∼ 2.8)
 252123 (X2 wire at φDC ∼ 3.1)
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 252127 (zDC > 0, φDC ∼ 3.5 strip)
 252140 (zDC < 0, φDC ∼ 3.1 strip, X1 wire at φDC ∼ 3.3))
 252216 (X1 wire at φDC ∼ 3.3)
 253428 (zDC > 0, φDC ∼ 3.1 strip)
Additionally, the X1 wire at φDC ∼ 2.5 is broken for an extended period of time from runs
251969 to 252262. Due to the long duration, we integrate this region into the X1 broken-wire
masks in Section 6.1.3 instead of excluding the runs.
In the pp runs, the 47 excluded runs (along with a description of the loss of acceptance) are:
 257080, 257083, 257084, 257085 (zDC > 0, φDC ∼ 3.1)
 257473, 257477, 257478, 257479, 257480 (zDC > 0, φDC ∼ 3.5)
 258260, 258262, 258263, 258264, 258265, 258266, 258267 (thin strip at zDC < 0, φDC ∼ 3.4)
 259369, 259370, 259371, 259372, 259474 (strips at φDC ∼ 2.3, 2.5, 2.7, 2.9)
 259466, 259467, 259470, 259472, 259476, 259488, 259489, 259491, 259492, 259493, 259499
(φDC ∼ 2.5, additional wide strip at zDC > 0, φDC ∼ 3.5 from runs 259488-259499; addition-
ally, run #259465 would be excluded at this stage, were it not already excluded due to a
different problem above )
 259556, 259557, 259560, 259561, 259562, 259563, 259564, 259565, 259567, 259568, 259569,
259570, 259571, 259572, 259575 (φDC ∼ 2.5)
Because the West arm drift chamber acceptance changes strongly and in unpredictable ways
from run to run in the d+Au part of the run and because of a significant loss of uniformity of
acceptance before the pp part of the run, the West arm is not used for the final results. However,
the West arm can be used for the di-jet ∆φ analysis in Section 6.1.7, which provides an independent
data-driven estimate of the fake rate as a function of pT in different d+Au centralities. Runs used
for this study must pass the good run list based on the criteria above, and are only used until run
#249437, after which PC1 acceptance problems in the West arm begin to rapidly develop (and
unfortunately, the West arm is not usable at all in the pp runs).
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Furthermore, runs must have a consistent and well understood trigger performance. The ++
part of Run 8 d+Au is characterized by changing ERT super module masks[239] and rejection
factors[240] in the East arm[239]. In addition, several runs experienced intermittent problems with
the ERT East low voltage, as reported in the PHENIX electronic logbook (ELOG)[241]. Thus,
although the full trigger performance in this part of the run is still being evaluated, the d+Au --
runs, where the trigger performance is known to be stable, are used for the final results. This has
the additional benefit of having a consistent field configuration between the d+Au and pp runs.
Thus, only runs starting with run #250593 are used.
Finally, the Run 8 pp data contain several runs in which additional converting material was
inserted around the beampipe. Because of the increased jet background from conversions, the
following eighteen converter runs are excluded,
 257841, 257842, 257844, 257848, 257850, 257851, 257920, 257927, 257928, 257929, 257930,
257931, 257936, 257937, 257939, 257940, 257947, 257948
The final data selection corresponds to 46 × 109 minimum bias d+Au events (approximately
Lint = 23 nb
−1) and 4.7× 109 pp events (approximately Lint = 0.2 pb−1).
6.2.2 MB event requirements
The online BBC trigger is described in Section 4.2.1. The following tighter offline selection is
applied to BBC L1-firing events:
 good BBC timing: t0 > −10 ns
 narrow BBC-measured vertex position: −20 cm < zvtx < 20 cm
 (for d+Au) good centrality value: 0 < cent < 88
6.2.3 Centrality determination in d+Au
In d+Au collisions, the total charge in the Au-going BBC (BBC South in the 2008 d+Au run) is
used to define the event centrality[242; 243].
The Glauber model (see Section 2.2.1) with nucleon-nucleon cross-section σNN = 42 mb and
the default parameters for modeling the nucleon probability density in the deuteron and Au nucleus
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Figure 6.14: BBC South Charge distribution in data with the 0-20%, 20-40%, 40-60% and 60-
88% centrality selections in red, green, blue and yellow (top), and ratio of the BBC South Charge
distribution in data to the total Glauber distribution, showing the effect of the trigger eficiency,
from [242].
is used to generate a set of Glauber d+Au events, classified by their Npart and Ncoll. The signal
in the BBC from an event with given Ncoll is assumed to be a negative binomial distribution
(Equation 2.74) with parameters k = k0Ncoll and µ. The distribution in data is fit with the
Glauber Ncoll distribution dN/dNcoll convolved with the BBC signal P (BBC Charge; Ncoll), with
the fit restricted to the > 20 region where the trigger efficiency is 100%.
Figure 6.14 shows the distribution in data and the best fit Glauber distribution. It is observed
that for low values of the BBC Charge, the model overpredicts the data. This is due to the fact
that the PHENIX BBC trigger is inefficient for the peripheral part of the d+Au cross-section.
Comparing the model and data at low charge yields a trigger efficiency of 88 ± 4% (that is, the
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Figure 6.15: Distribution of Ncoll values in the different centrality selections according to the
Glauber model, from [242].
BBC fires on this fraction of the inelastic d+Au cross-section). Thus, the data is partioned into
four centrality categories consisting of the highest-20/88ths of the data, called “0-20%”, and all the
way down to the lowest-28/88ths of the data, called “60-88%”. Then, the mean Ncoll and Npart are
taken from the corresponding selection in the Glauber distribution. The distribution of Ncoll values
in each centrality bin is shown in Figure 6.15.
The final systematic uncertainties on the mean Ncoll (and other geometric quantities) are derived
from a number of sources, including variations in the Glauber MC parameters as well as repeating
the fit procedure with the mean BBC Charge parameterized in terms of Npart instead of Ncoll.
The mean number of binary collisions in each centrality category are given by
 Ncoll = 15.061± 1.013 for 0-20% collisions
 Ncoll = 10.248± 0.704 for 20-40% collisions
 Ncoll = 6.579± 0.444 for 40-60% collisions
 Ncoll = 3.198± 0.193 for 60-88% collisions
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 Ncoll = 7.590± 0.427 for 0-88% (inclusive d+Au) collisions
Finally, when measuring the centrality-dependent yields of hard processes, there is one more
factor that must be taken into account. It is known that high-Q2 processes such as the production
of a jet, heavy quark or heavy boson, occur preferentally in events with a larger multiplicity. Thus,
a centrality bias can be introduced in which jet events can be assigned an erroneously more central
centrality due to the increased multiplicity. Thus, selecting on central events according to the BBC
charge will preferentially select a larger-than-Ncoll sample of jets, and selecting on peripheral events
according to the BBC charge will result in the opposite effect.
This effect has been investigated in PHENIX pp 200 GeV data, and the additional mean BBC
charge in jet events used to calculate derive a correction to the yield which takes this into account.
These correctios are called bias factors (BF ) in PHENIX terminology and are equivalent to using
a modified 〈Ncoll〉 which takes into account the difference in P (BBC Charge;Ncoll) between events
with and without a hard-scattering. The bias factors are a multiplicative factor applied to the jet
yield and are given by,
 BF = 0.941± 0.010 for 0-20% collisions
 BF = 1.000± 0.006 for 20-40% collisions
 BF = 1.034± 0.017 for 40-60% collisions
 BF = 1.031± 0.055 for 60-88% collisions
 BF = 1 for 0-88% collisions (by construction)
In fact, there has been further work investigating the full pT depedence of the bias factors in the
Glauber fit and in HIJING events[244], but the results here include the original d+Au centrality
recommendation, which are listed above.
In Au+Au and other A+A collisions, the combined information from the BBC and ZDC can
provide a better experimental handle on the geometry of the event, since the spectator neutrons
measured in the ZDC can provide additional discriminating information. In d+Au collisions, the
ZDC North (e.g. the deuteron-going direction) can be examined for a spectator neutron signal,
and the resulting events tagged as p+Au collisions. This technique is used as a cross-check on the
Glauber results, as well as explored as a cross-check on the d+Au results in Section 6.6.2.
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6.2.4 Energy scale stability
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Figure 6.16: Run dependence of E/p peak position for selected electrons. The four East arm sectors
are shown. The mean position for the d+Au ++, d+Au -- and pp runs are shown in red, blue and
green, respectively.
The selected d+Au and pp runs were examined for the stability of the relative energy scale
between the tracking and calorimeter subsystems. The energy scale is calibrates in data by selecting
electrons with the DC and RICH which deposit energy in the calorimeter and comparing the ratio
of the reconstructed electron energy and momentum E/p, which in PHENIX ≈ 0.98.
For each of the good runs above, electrons in the ERT dataset are selected according to:
 quality > 7
 n0 ≥ 3 (at least three PMT towers fired in the RICH)
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 pT > 1.5 GeV/c
These cuts are required to cut down on the background in the E/p distribution (although we
have redone this analysis with stricter and looser cuts, and the results appear to be consistent). The
E/p distributions are calculated for each run and each sector in the East arm. If the Ep ∈ (0.7, 1.2)
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Figure 6.17: Mean pull (= (data− fit)/error) of E/p fits in the d+Au (red) and pp (blue) run for
each sector.
If there are fewer than 200 counts, we do not include the run in this study. The full run
dependence of the E/p peak position are shown in Figure 6.16. To ensure that the fit does an
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adequate job of modeling the distribution, we keep track of the residual pull (= (data− fit)/error)
of the fit and plot the mean pulls for each sector in Figure 6.17. The pattern of residuals is common
to d+Au and pp and all sectors. The typical pull at E/p ∼ 0.98 is 0.1, indicating that we are able
to model the distribution very well in that region.
sector d+Au ++ d+Au -- pp
E0 (PbGl) 0.9634(2) 0.9659(1) 0.9657(4)
E1 (PbGl) 0.9626(2) 0.9656(1) 0.9633(5)
E2 (PbSc) 0.9858(2) 0.9874(1) 0.9825(4)
E3 (PbSc) 0.9864(2) 0.9853(2) 0.9862(4)
Table 6.6: Summary of mean E/p peak position per sector in different run groups.
The mean E/p peaks for the East arm sectors in each major run group are listed in Table 6.6.
We can see that after run selection, the energy scale is stable with only a 0.5%-level residual change
in the E/p position throughout the run.
6.3 Trigger selection
The results in this work are constructed from the ERT-selected data (see Section 4.2.2) with jets in
d+Au measured with the 4x4c trigger, which has the lowest ADC energy threshold[239]. In d+Au
running, the next lowest thresholds are the 4x4a and 4x4b triggers, but since their efficiency curves
saturate more slowly, they are only used for cross-checks.
Between the d+Au and pp parts of Run 8, the ERT thresholds were lowered for all triggers. Fur-
thermore, all 18 supermodules in each PbGl sector had their 4x4c trigger bits masked off throughout
Run 8 pp, so the next lowest trigger, the 4x4a, is used for the pp results. Fortunately, because of
the change in thresholds, the 4x4a trigger in the pp runs actually has the same threshold (approx-
imately 2.1 GeV in 4x4 PbSc towers and 1.4 GeV in 4x4 PbGl towers) as the 4x4c trigger in the
d+Au runs.
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6.3.1 ERT efficiency
The ERT efficiency for jets is determined in minimum bias data.
Unlike the trigger efficiency for a single particle, which has an obvious definition, we must
define what it means for a reconstructed jet to fire the ERT. The same definition must be used in a
consistent manner to construct the efficiency (the probability that a reconstructed jet in a minimum
bias event fires the trigger) and select jets in the triggered dataset (which are then corrected by
the trigger efficiency).
To test whether a minimum bias reconstructed jet fires the trigger, we look for a nearby particle
associated with the jet that is consistent with a live trigger bit. Since the trigger bits from all 4x4
towers in a Super Module are OR’d together online, the best we can ask is if a cluster/track lies in
a SuperModule which recorded a live trigger bit. (Reconstructed clusters have an obvious Super
Module association. For charged tracks, we use the associated cluster.)
A reconstructed jet fires the trigger under the condition,
 a cluster within ∆R < 0.3 of the jet axis lies in a Super Module with a live trigger bit, or
 a track within ∆R < 0.3 of the jet axis is associated with a cluster which lies in a Super
Module with a live trigger bit
Because the energy scale at the d+Au-reconstructed level has weak centrality-dependent differ-
ences, we must construct the efficiency as a function of pT
rec for each centrality separately.
6.3.2 Efficiency fits
The trigger efficiency  is constructed by considering the fraction of jets in minimum bias events
which are consistent with firing the trigger in a nearby ERT SM as decribed above. The set of jets
tested for firing the trigger are required to pass all analysis cuts.
The errors on the efficiency are the standard binomial errors, with the exception that bins with
N counts and 100% efficiency have their error constructed as if they have N − 1 efficient counts
(the standard binomial error formula would assign these bins an efficiency of 1 ± 0 exactly). To
summarize, if a given bin has A efficient counts over N total counts (an efficiency of  = A/N),














































Figure 6.18: pp 4x4a trigger efficiency and fit (left) and residuals (right).











 if A = N = 1, we set the error on  equal to ±1
To properly model the saturation at high-pT, we use the error function erf() which has an
asymptote when the argument is large. To allow the function to describe the rise with pT, the
argument to erf is parameterized as a second-order polynomial (formally, for reasons of orthogo-
nality, the fit is performed with the three lowest-order Chebyshev polynomials). The full function
is
eff(pT
rec) = c0 · erf
(
c1 + c2 · pTrec + c3 · (2(pTrec)2 − 1)
)
(6.21)
Although the high-pT efficiency points have few counts (due to the much poorer rates for high-
pT jets in the minimum bias sample), they are important for determining the asymptotic behavior
at high-pT. Thus, we use logarithmic likelihood fits, which better deal with the small numbers of
counts.
The trigger efficiency, fit result and fit residuals are shown for the 4x4a trigger in pp collisions in
Figure 6.18. For the d+Au centralities, we use a slightly different procedure, as follows. Since the
high-pT asymptote of the efficiency should be driven by geometric factors alone (e.g. loss of trigger
“acceptance” from masked off Super Modules, etc.), the fit functions in the different centrality

















































































d+Au, 20-40%, ERT 4x4c
efficiency fit
Figure 6.19: d+Au 4x4c trigger efficiency and fit (left) and residuals (right) for 0-20% (top) and
20-40% (bottom).
bins should asymptote at the same efficiency. (This is also important for limiting systematics in
the RCP, for which the trigger efficiency at high-pT should cancel in the ratio.) Thus, we fit the
minimum bias d+Au efficiency curve and constrain the individual centrality fits to use the same
asymptote. Figures 6.19 and 6.20 show the efficiencies, fit results, and fit residuals for the 4x4c
trigger in the d+Au centralities. In general, the fits were found to describe teh data well, and the
magnitude of the fit residuals are used to assign a systematic uncertainty to the trigger efficiency.
For both the pp and d+Au cases, the efficiency asymptotes at 100% within uncertainty, indi-
cating full saturation at high-pT. This makes sense, since the total dead area from masked Super
Modules corresponds to 3.5% of the towers in d+Au (and 2% in pp), and and a high-pT jet may
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Figure 6.20: d+Au 4x4c trigger efficiency and fit (left) and residuals (right) for 40-60% (top) and
60-88% (bottom).
fragment in such a way that it fires the trigger bit in multiple SuperModules.
As a consistency check of the trigger efficiency determination and efficiency correction procedure,
we examine the ratio of the trigger-corrected yields to the Minimum Bias yields, for the pp and
each d+Au centrality. These are shown for the pp in Figure 6.21 and for the d+Au in Figure 6.22.
The ratios are 1 within statistics, which are unfortunately large.
To determine systematic errors from the efficiency fit function modeling, we examine the fit
residuals in Figures 6.18, 6.19 and 6.20 and the corrected/MinBias cross-checks in Figures 6.21 and
6.22, and quantify the maximum possible deviation suggested in data from the trigger efficiency
fitting and correction procedure. The systematic uncertainties on the trigger efficiency correction
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corrected 4x4a / MinBias
Figure 6.21: pp efficiency-corrected ERT 4x4a / MinBias yield ratio.
are:
 5% for pT < 15 GeV/c, 5% for pT > 15 GeV/c in 0-20%
 8% for pT < 15 GeV/c, 5% for pT > 15 GeV/c in 20-40%
 5% for pT < 15 GeV/c, 5% for pT > 15 GeV/c in 40-60%
 8% for pT < 15 GeV/c, 5% for pT > 15 GeV/c in 60-88%
 8% for pT < 15 GeV/c, 5% for pT > 15 GeV/c in pp
6.3.3 Prescale-corrected yields
The total per-event jet yields in d+Au and pp are constructed after all jet-level selection cuts are
applied, and it is these yields which are further corrected wtih trigger efficiency and unfolding
factors.

























































































corrected 4x4c / MinBias
Figure 6.22: d+Au efficiency-corrected ERT 4x4c / MinBias yield ratio for each centrality.
where N
(run)
MB, evt is the number of Minimum Bias events analyzed in that run and N
MB, jet is the
number of jets in those events (within the pT bin in question).














In the triggered dataset, the situation is slightly different. Each run has a Minimum Bias and
ERT scaledown sMB and sERT. The total number of Minimum Bias events recorded by the DAQ
(and thus, seen by the analysis train) is N
(run)
MB, evt. However, the total number of events that passed
























Figure 6.23: Per-event jet yields in d+Au collisions from the Minimum Bias datastream.
the MB criterion is N
(run)
MB, evt× (1 + sMB). And the total number of events seen by the ERT trigger
must be corrected for the ERT scaledown:
N
(run)
ERT, evt = N
(run)
MB, evt × (1 + sMB)/(1 + sERT) (6.24)


























MB, evt × (1 + sMB)/(1 + sERT)
(6.26)
For the centrality-selected yields, NERT, jet are NMB, evt are only measured in events with the
relevant centrality selection.


























Figure 6.24: Per-event jet yields in d+Au collisions from the ERT datastream.
The minimum bias and triggered pet-event jet yields for the d+Au centralities are shown in
Figures 6.23 and 6.24. The per-event jet yield in pp collisions is shown in Figure 6.25.
6.3.4 Stability of jet yields
To quantify an upper limit on any residual changes in the jet yields from changes in the detector
acceptance, we plot the pT-integrated jet yields in each run on the good run list. We use the
minimum bias data streams for this cross-check, since the yields in the triggered datastream will
have the effects of the changing trigger efficiency folded in (which is a separate issues from the
acceptance).
The run dependence for the d+Au centralities and pp jets are shown in Figures 6.26 and 6.27.
To quantify any possible change in the jet yields, a line was fit to the data and the change in the
yield from the beginning to the end of the run was evaluated. The residual change in yields is:
 −0.54± 0.48 for 0-20% yields
 −1.1± 0.5 for 20-40% yields
























Figure 6.25: Per-event jet yields in pp collisions from Minimum Bias and ERT datastream.
 −1.2± 0.7 for 40-60% yields
 −1.7± 0.7 for 60-88% yields
 −0.37± 1.2 for pp jets
The worst of these are consistent with < 2%. (Note that these are changes in the jet yields which
translate directly into an uncertainty on the RCP or RdAu, unlike possible changes in the energy
scale examined in Section 6.2.4 which would enter as a fifth power due to the falling spectrum.)
We quote a conservative systematic of 3% for possible residual run dependent effects, which include
this observation here.
6.3.5 BBC cross-section & trigger bias in pp
The per-event yield in pp collisions must be converted into a cross-section. Since a luminosity
calibration for Run 8 pp is unavailable to provide an integrated luminosity (in which case the cross-
section could be constructed according to dσ/dpT = (1/L)dN/dpT), it is sufficient to know the
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0-20%, Minimum Bias stream, good run list
 > 2.5)gaus(fiducial cut, c.f. < 75%, nc
change in yield: (-0.54 +/- 0.48) %
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change in yield: (-1.1 +/- 0.52) %
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 > 2.5)gaus(fiducial cut, c.f. < 75%, nc
change in yield: (-1.2 +/- 0.71) %
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60-88%, Minimum Bias stream, good run list
 > 2.5)gaus(fiducial cut, c.f. < 75%, nc
change in yield: (-1.7 +/- 0.73) %
Figure 6.26: Run dependence of jet yields in minimum bias stream, for different centralities in
d+Au runs.
BBC cross-section for jet events. At very high luminosities, when the mean number of interactions
per crossing is large, “per-event” pp yields cannot be mapped to a total cross-section. However,
for the peak luminosity in the 2008 pp running (see Section 3.2.2) it is safe to convert a per-event







The BBC cross-section has not been measured directly in Run 8 pp, but the best estimate,
which includes corrections derived in data from Run 5 and 6 luminosity scans[218], has a large
systematic uncertainty and is given by
σBBC = 24.5 mb± 10% (6.27)
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p+p, Minimum Bias stream, good run list
 > 2.5)gaus(fiducial cut, c.f. < 75%, nc
change in yield: (-0.37 +/- 1.2) %
Figure 6.27: Run dependence of jet yields in minimum bias stream in pp runs.
Thus, the BBC LL1 trigger normally fires on ∼ 60% of the pp inelastic cross-section. However,
in the presence a jet in the Central arms, the BBC is susceptible to a trigger bias and fires with an
efficiency BBC which is higher than the nominal ∼ 60% figure. The increased BBC multiplicity
in the presence of a high-pT jet is identically the same effect which gives rise to the bias factors in
Section 6.2.3. To determine this efficiency, we select pp events in the ERT stream which fire the
standalone 4x4b trigger and, if they contain a jet, ask with what efficiency they fire the BBC LL1
trigger as well.
Although some of the BBC LL1 inefficient pp events have a good reconstructed vertex (which
is either outside the online ±30 cm cut, or one that is reconstructed with the ZDC), most of the
events have no reconstructed vertex at all. The latter class of no-vertex events complicates the
determination of the BBC trigger efficiency and must be treated in a specialized manner, since the
standard jet reconstruction procedure depends on the existence of a vertex:
 Since there is no zvtx to construct the full cluster kinematics as given in Section 6.1.2, we
assume zvtx = 0. This distorts the jet energy reconstruction since the η of clusters is poten-
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Figure 6.28: BBC LL1 trigger efficiency determination in this analysis (left) and in Run 5 pp (right).
tially misreconstructed, but since the PHENIX acceptance is relatively narrow, it is not a
large effect in this study.
 Since there is no t0 to provide time of flight information to the EMCal clusters, time of flight
cuts are impossible and are disabled. Unfortunately, this invites out of time calorimetric
background that is impossible to eliminate on a cluster by cluster basis.
To mitigate the latter problem, for the determination of the BBC LL1 efficiency only, we use
two additional jet-level cuts:
 c.f. > 5%, which eliminates purely-neutral jets that are dominated by EMCal noise
 n.c. > 5.0 (gaussian weighted), which eliminates low-constituent jets potentially influenced
by EMCal noise
The resulting BBC is shown in Figure 6.28 as a function of pT. The high-pT behavior is
determined by fitting the efficiency above pT > 8 GeV/c (below this value, the sample of jets is
potentially biased becase of the high-threshold requirement of the 4x4b trigger). The observed
behavior is consistent with either a constant or linear behavior:
 constant fit: BBC = 82.9± 0.2 %
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 linear fit: BBC = (83.9± 0.6)− (0.084± 0.054)× pT [GeV] %
From a physics perspective, it is possible that the efficiency might drop at high-pT, since re-
quiring a high x in the hard-scattering can constrain the kinematics of the remaining partons in
such a way as to make the BBC firing less likely. In fact, a moderate effect consistent with this
possibility has been observed in PHENIX data.
Figure 6.28 also shows a comparison to the Run 5 pp efficiency, which is pT-independent within
statistics and has an asymptote of ∼ 88%. It also shows a comparison to the efficiency as determined
by PYTHIA and HERWIG, both of which show a slow decrease with pT. Because of the changes in
the BBC calibration and lookup tables between Run 5 and Run 8, the difference in the asymptotes
is not surprising.
For the results presented here, the pT-independent efficiency is used. However, a systematic
uncertainty is added to the data by considering the differences between the fits and the residuals
in the constant fit. The assigned uncertainty on BBC is
 2% for the pp cross-section below 15 GeV
 3% between 15− 20 GeV
 5% for > 20 GeV results
6.4 Monte Carlo simulation
6.4.1 MC datasets
To fully understand the jet reconstruction performance across the kinematic range available to
PHENIX, multiple Monte Carlo datasets with different minimum kinematic requirements on the
hard scattering are used.
The underlying event generation is performed using PYTHIA Tune “A”[245] with all 2 → 2
QCD processes turned on. A total of nine different thresholds on
√
Q2, the minimum momentum
transfer in PYTHIA between the scattering partons, are used, from 4 to 40 GeV. The values of√
Q2, as well as the total number of generator events, are summarized in Table 6.7. Every stage
of the MC simulation, from the event generation to the jet reconstruction of detector-level objects
is handled within the PHPythia/Fun4All framework.







4 4,050,000 4.81× 10−1 pTtruth > 3 GeV/c 823k
6 2,560,000 6.88× 10−2 pTtruth > 3 GeV/c 1,036k
8 400,000 1.55× 10−2 pTtruth > 5 GeV/c 136k
12 300,000 1.58× 10−3 pTtruth > 10 GeV/c 73k
16 240,000 2.65× 10−4 pTtruth > 10 GeV/c 122k
20 200,000 5.79× 10−5 pTtruth > 10 GeV/c 135k
24 200,000 1.49× 10−5 pTtruth > 10 GeV/c 151k
28 160,000 4.18× 10−6 pTtruth > 10 GeV/c 130k
32 160,000 1.25× 10−6 pTtruth > 10 GeV/c 138k
40 50,000 1.28× 10−7 pTtruth > 10 GeV/c 36k
total 2,210,000 0
Table 6.7: Monte Carlo dataset summary.
After the PYTHIA event is generated (with most short-lived unstable particles decayed by the
generator), Gaussian filter jet reconstruction is run on all pT > 400 MeV final state, non-neutrino
particles in the event record. The resulting set of jets are called truth jets with a transverse
momentum pT
truth. These are the objects of interest.
Not every generator level event with a given
√
Q2 will produce a fragmenting parton in a region
of phase space accessible to PHENIX. To save CPU time processing these empty (to PHENIX)
events, a trigger on the truth jet was implemented that requires at least one truth jet within
|η| < 0.5 above a certain threshold pTtruth which varies with
√
Q2. Table 6.7) lists the pT threshold
and the number of events which fire the truth trigger. These events are then processed through
the full detector simulation.
The detector response is simulated using a GEANT3 code adapted to the PHENIX geometry
called PISA. To properly model the full z range of the interaction point, the z-vertex is artificially
smeared in a Gaussian way around 0 with a standard deviation of 20 cm, which is close to the
width of the reconstructed zvtx-distribution observed in d+Au data.
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After this, the PISA hits are digitized and converted into a simulated datastream (simDST) for
analysis, with run # 258795 (a late, stable pp run) serving as the reference for detector calibrations
and dead maps. The run selection and broken wire masks described in Sections 6.1 and 6.2 have
been devised so that the detector setup in data matches that in the Monte Carlo as closely and in as
uniform a manner as possible. The full analysis module is then run on the simDST, implementing
the full set of track quality, track-pair, cluster time of flight, kinematic, etc., cuts and performing
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Figure 6.29: Per-event truth jet yield vs. pT in select MC subsamples, from
√




Because of the steep power law behavior of jet production from a hard scattering, no single
MC subsample can describe the full kinematic range used in this analysis. Thus, the variables of
interest (such as the jet spectrum or the reconstruction efficiency) must be combined fom multiple
MC subsamples (denoted with the index Q).
A generic variable O is constructed from a weighted average of the OQ from each MC sample,
where the weighting is generally taken to be the PYTHIA generator cross-section of the sample
scaled by the number of thrown events,
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being given a high weighing and included in the determination of O, the individual
OQ in Equation 6.28 are often pruned such that only bins with > 10 or > 20 in each
√
Q2 contribute
to the total weighted average.
The reconstruction efficiency must be constructed with a slightly different weight,




where NQjet(pT) is the total number of truth jets in that pT bin (e.g. the denominator in the
ratio Q(pT)).




Q) · wQ/ΣQwQ (6.32)
wQ = σQ (6.33)
Figure 6.29 shows the per-event truth jet yield in the
√
Q2 = 8 to
√
Q2 = 28 GeV samples,
after all pruning has been performed. At high-pT, each
√
Q2 subsample gives a yield consistent
with that of the next-highest
√
Q2 sample, as expected.
6.4.2 Single Particle Performance
Before the performance for full jets is examined, the full set of tracking and cluster cuts presented
in Sections 6.1.2 and 6.1.3 were examined in MC for their efficiency with regard to charged hadrons
and electrons and photons. Each charged hadron in the PYTHIA truth was associated with the
nearest reconstructed track within ∆R < 0.02 that passed tracking cuts. If there were no such
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Figure 6.30: Efficiency for reconstructing charged hadrons (left) and transfer matrix between
charged hadrons and the associated reconstructed track (right).
tracks within ∆R < 0.02, that charged hadron was determined to have not been reconstructed.
This was repeated for different sets of tracking cuts.
Figure 6.30 shows the reconstruction efficiency for charged hadrons as a function of pT under a
number of scenarios for the tracking cuts. Originally, reconstructed tracks were required to have a
matching hit in the PC3. However, this was found to have poor efficiency in regions of weak PC3
acceptance. Thus, the cut was adjusted to alternately require a matching hit in the EMCal, both
improving the overall efficiency to ≈ 80% at high-pT and making the efficiency much more uniform.
The same study was repeated for photons, electrons and pi0’s (which quickly decay to γs) in the
PYTHIA truth, but for matching to reconstructed electromagnetic clusters. Originally, the clusters
were required to pass a set of signal shape cuts that preferentially selected clusters from photons
and electrons over those from neutral hadrons. However, as is shown in Figure 6.31, it was found
that merged clusters from a nearby pair of photons could not be distinguished from the clusters
due to neutral hadrons, and rejecting them was causing a bias on the efficiency and energy scale
at high-pT. Thus, the signal shape cuts were dropped altogether. It can be seen from Figure 6.32
that at all cluster pT, the contribution from single photons and pi
0’s dominated over the neutral
hadrons anyway. With this set of cuts, it can be seen from Figure 6.33 that the reconstruction
efficiency is > 96% (> 98 for pT > 8 GeV) for photons.
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Figure 6.31: Scatterplot in χ2 / “prob” space for pT > 5 clusters that originate from merged γ’s
(left) and neutral hadrons (right).
6.4.3 Jet Performance
In this section, we quantify the jet reconstruction efficiency and performance in terms of the dis-
tribution of pT
rec values for a given pT
truth range.
All truth jets within |η| < 0.35 (and any φ ∈ [0, 2pi)) are taken as the denominator in the effi-
ciency. With this definition, the maximum theoretical reconstruction efficiency from the geometric
acceptance of the PHENIX Central Arms is ∼ 50%. A truth jet is considered to be successfully
reconstructed if the truth jet axis is within ∆R < 0.3 of a reconstructed jet with pT
rec > 3 GeV/c
jet. In the case of multiple matches, the closest reconstruction jet is considered to be the associated
jet.
Figure 6.34 shows that the efficiency to see any jet at all (the black poins in the plot on the left)
rises quickly with pT
truth and reaches the “theoretical” ∼ 50% by pTtruth > 20 GeV/c. The fiducial
cut (red points) changes the value at which the efficiency saturates, since it effectively removes a
part of the acceptance. The effect of a g > 10 GeV2 fake jet rejection cut was also tested (see
Section 6.1.6), and results in a substantial inefficiency below pT
truth < 15 GeV/c (blue points).
The effect of the jet-level cut on the charged fraction and max z (green points) is a constant drop
in efficiency, since the jet fragmentation space does not change significantly as a function of truth
jet pT
truth.
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Figure 6.32: Relative contribution to the cluster spectrum in MC from single photons, decayed pi0’s
and neutral hadrons.
The right plot in Figure 6.34 compares the “raw” and final reconstruction efficiencies. The best
comparison within PHENIX is the Run 5 Gaussian filter pp analysis[47], which parameterizes the
efficiency with a Chebyshev polynomial expansion of an error function. Good agreement between
the Run 5 and Run 8 efficiency is observed.
For truth jets which were successfully reconstructed, the transfer matrix d2N/dpT
recdpT
truth
is formed from matched pairs of (pT
truth, pT
rec) jets. The transfer matrix describes the range of
reconstructed jet values for a given truth jet. In this way, the transfer matrix connects the true
energy scale to the detector energy scale. Figure 6.35 shows the transfer matrix in East arm with
and without jet-level cuts. The addition of the fiducial and jet-level cuts substantially improve the
transfer matrix, making it more diagonal with and giving it a higher 〈pTrec〉 for each pTtruth slice.
Figure 6.36 shows slices of the transfer matrix for a wide range of pT
truth bins. In each case, we
see that the distribution of reconstructed pT
rec has a long tail to low-pT, reflecting that the largest
contributor to the jet energy resolution in PHENIX is the fragmentation-dependent energy “loss” in
the PHENIX detector from inefficiencies in the tracking and poor reconstruction of neutral energy,
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Figure 6.33: Reconstruction efficiency (left) and transfer matrix (right) for single photons matched
to reconstructed clusters.
rather than the resolution on the individual tracks and clusters. The pT
rec distributions are peaked
close to the value pT
rec ∼ 0.75pTtruth, which is the “back of the envelope” theoretical maximum of
75% for jets in the PHENIX detector, as derived in Section 6.1.1. (Perversely, an unfolding of the
data from the pp-equivalent energy scale to the truth scale is made somewhat easier by the fact
that tail is to lower pT values. A tail to higher pT values on a steeply falling spectrum makes the
result of the unfolding more sensitive to small changes in the resolution, requiring additional care.)
The precT distributions for this analysis are also shown compared to those in the Run 5 pp analysis.
The Run 8 pp analysis appears to better reconstruct the jet energy. This is presumably from two
major differences in particle-level cuts (both are re-posted here from Sections 6.1.2 and 6.1.3):
 In the present analysis we have taken care to not bias the cluster cuts against high-pT merged
clusters from pi0’s, which often have prob and χ2 characteristics that make them appear as if
they are neutral clusters.
 Furthermore, reconstructed tracks appear to become less efficient for PC3 matching at high-
pT, and thus in this analysis tracks may match to an EMCal hit in lieu of a PC3 hit.
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Figure 6.34: Left: Reconstruction efficiency as a function of pT
truth with different jet-level recon-
struction cuts. Right: Comparison of the reconstruction efficiency for seeing any jet at all (black),
after all cuts (blue) and comparison to the Run 5 pp jet analysis (red line).
6.4.4 d+Au Embedding
To understand the effects of the soft d+Au underlying event on the jet reconstruction efficiency
and energy scale, Monte Carlo pp jet events are embedded into real d+Au data. This is performed
by reconstructing the MC pp event, merging its tracks and clusters with that of a real d+Au event,
and running jet reconstruction on the result.
The d+Au events used for embedding are drawn from disk-resident Minimum Bias data. Each
MC pp event is embedded four times total, into a separate background event from each of the four
centrality categories. To better represent the real data (and model any residual run dependence),
d+Au events from any given run om data are only used for up to 5% of a
√
Q2-triggered MC sample.
In total, d+Au events are currently drawn from more than 180 runs which pass run selection. The
transfer matrices between the truth jet and the reconstructed jet in the d+Au environment are
shown for the four centralities in Figure 6.37.
MC events are not required to already have a reconstructed jet in the pp event before they
are embedded into the d+Au background. In this way, centrality-dependent differences in the
reconstruction efficiency can be observed. For example, it is possible that a reconstructed jet
will fail a jet-level cut (most likely the constituent requirement) in the pp system, but because of
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all jet reco cuts
 p+p→truth 
Figure 6.35: Transfer matrix for jets in PYTHIA pp events, before and after the full set of jet
reconstruction cuts.
the effect of the d+Au underlying event, the reconstructed jet in the embedded event will pass.
However, an examination of the centrality dependence of the reconstruction efficiency shows a < 1%
effect in the reconstruction efficiency and in fact, the correction factors in the next section handle
any changes in the efficiency in a natural way.
In actuality, the more important effect of the d+Au underlying event is the shift of the energy
scale to higher pT
rec from the addition of extra soft energy under the jet. This is called “pT-feeding”
and is the dominant centrality-dependent effect in the d+Au jet yields.
6.4.5 Correction factors
To correct the centrality-dependent pT-feeding effect on the d+Au jet yields, a set of first order (also
called “bin-by-bin”) correction factors are constructed as follows. The end result is a set of d+Au
jet yields which are all at the pp-equivalent reconstructed jet energy scale, and thus appropriate
for comparisons between the different centralities and to the pp cross-section.
The
√
Q2-combined total yield of truth-matched jets in different d+Au background events is
compared to the yield of jets in pp collisions (e.g. just the PYTHIA simulation). As described in
the embedding procedure, the set of truth events is the same for all yields. Then the correction
factors are simply
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Figure 6.36: Distributions of pT
reco given a narrow selection of pT
truth in pp events. Each plot
is drawn from one MC subsample. The mean of each distribution is shown and compared with a
similar slice of the transfer matrix from [47].
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Figure 6.37: Transfer matrices for jets between the PYTHIA truth jet and the reconstructed jet in








where the yields are evaluated at the same pT. These could also be rewritten as the double
















which reduces to Equation 6.34 since the underlying truth distribution is the same in both cases.
Then, the d+Au yields measured in data are corrected via
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Figure 6.38: Left: truth-matched reconstructed jet spectra from each MC subset, pp Monte Carlo
setup. Right: Truth-matched reconstructed jet spectra from pp MC events and from MC events

















Note that by construction the correction is C = 1 for pp events, since the pp energy scale is
reference for the correction.
The truth-matched spectra are shown in Figure 6.38, although the centrality-dependent dif-
ferences are difficult to see on a logarithmic scale. The correction factors Ccent(pT) are shown in
Figure 6.39. Because of statistical fluctuations in the numerator and denominator, the correction
factors were smoothed with a fit function.
Phenomenologically, the pT-feeding can be modeled as the addition of small (centrality-dependent,
but independent of the jet pT) constant ∆ to a jet’s energy. On a falling dN/dpT ∼ pT−5 spec-



















Thus, we model the first-order correction to the d+Au yields with the form c0+c1/pT+c2/pT
2+
c3/pT
3, which has the advantage of a natural high-pT asymptote. The result of the fits to the C are























































































d+Au 60-88% embedded / p+p
unfolding correction fit
Figure 6.39: Ratio of truth-matched reconstructed jet spectra in embedded events to that in pp
MC events, with first-order unfolding fits.
shown in Figure 6.39, and summarized together in Figure 6.40. The unfolding corrections follow the
expected behavior in centrality (the jet yield in more central events have larger unfolding corrections
because the increasing effect of the pT-feeding of the d+Au underlying event), and they also follow
the expected behavior in pT (larger correction at lower pT).
To determine the uncertainty on this correction, we examine the residuals in the fits to gauge
the largest possible deviation from the fit model. The systematic uncertainties are
 10% for pT < 15 GeV/c, 6% for pT > 15 GeV/c for 0-20%
 8% for pT < 15 GeV/c, 6% for pT > 15 GeV/c for 20-40%























d+Au 0-20% / p+p
d+Au 20-40% / p+p
d+Au 40-60% / p+p
d+Au 60-88% / p+p
Figure 6.40: First-order unfolding fits for each centrality.
 8% for pT < 15 GeV/c, 6% for pT > 15 GeV/c for 40-60%
 4% for pT < 15 GeV/c, 4% for pT > 15 GeV/c for 60-88%
6.5 Results
6.5.1 Per-event jet yields in d+Au
The final d+Au yields are constructed from the ERT data and corrected for the pT-dependent
trigger efficiency in Section 6.3.2 and converted to the pp-equivalent energy scale using the correction
factors in Section 6.4.5. These are normalized by d2/dpTdη and plotted in 6.41.
The 〈TAB〉-scaled yields are constructed via
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pp , with the mean number of
binary collisions Ncoll, inelastic nucleon-nucleon cross-section σNN and bias factor BF determined
according to the Glauber centrality analysis in Section 6.2.3.
6.5.2 Jet cross-section in pp
The efficiency-corrected p+p yields (which are at the pp-equivalent energy scale by definition) are












Where σBBC is the BBC-firing part of the pp inelastic cross-section and BBC is the BBC LL1
trigger efficiency for jet events, both of which are described in Section 6.3.5. The result is shown
in Figure 6.42

























Figure 6.42: pp jet production cross-section at the precT -scale.
6.5.3 Jet RdAu







T centAB · dσ/dpT
(6.40)
As a reminder, the RdAu is made from the ratio of a yield and a jet spectrum at the same
pp-equivalent energy scale. The RdAu in all four centralities is shown in Figures 6.43 and 6.45.
The RdAu for inclusive (0-88%, or minimum bias) d+Au events can be constructed from the
centrality-dependent RdAu, since they are now all at the pp-equivalent detector scale. The inclusive
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the number of binary collisions. Note that by construction the quantity in the denominator is just
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The statistical uncertainty is propagated in standard way through Equation 6.41. Since the
centrality-selected RdAu results all have a slightly different relative systematic uncertainty from
differences in how well the efficiency fit functions and unfolding corrections describe the data, the
inclusive RdAu is chosen to conservatively inherit the worst systematic uncertainty from each of the
four centrality-dependent RdAu’s at a given pT bin. Figure 6.44 shows the 0-88% RdAu.
6.5.4 Jet RCP
The RCP relative to the most peripheral (60-88%) bin is:
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The RCP is constructed from the ratio of two yields, each of which has been corrected to the
pp-equivalent energy scale. The RCP is shown for each of the three non-peripheral centralities in
Figures 6.46 and 6.47.
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Figure 6.46: RCP for reconstructed jets at the pp energy scale, different centrality selections.
6.6 Systematic Uncertainties & Cross-checks
6.6.1 Fiducial cut cross-check
Since the pp collisions at the PHENIX interaction point have a significantly wider zvtx distribution
and poorer zvtx resolution in the BBC than d+Au collisions, it is important to investigate the
kinds of jets reconstructed at a large η (relative to the apparent vertex) across both collisions. As
a systematic check, consider the ratio of jets inside |η| < 0.20 (according to Equations 4.2-4.3, at
zvtx = 0 cm this corresponds to jets within ±50cm when projected to the Central Arms) relative
to the entire jet yield. Any change in this ratio as a function of pT could be taken as a systematic
resulting from the z-vertex differences in d+Au vs. pp.
The ratio of fiducially-restricted yields to the total are shown in Figure 6.48 for pp jets and
0-88% d+Au jets. The fraction of jet yields for both types of collisions is independent of pT within
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Figure 6.47: RCP for reconstructed jets at the pp energy scale, superimposed centrality selections.
statistics: 72 ± 1% in pp collisions and 73 ± 1% in d+Au. This slight difference could arise from
a number of sources, including residual differences in the acceptance. Plausibly, it could also arise
from a slightly enhanced reconstruction efficiency in d+Au events for jets otherwise near the edge
of the acceptance. If this is the case, such effects are included in the definition of the unfolding
correction factors. In any case, the possible 1% difference is considered as part of the total 3%
systematic uncertainty from residual acceptance differences.
6.6.2 Neutron-tagged yields
As a check against potentially exotic effects in the deuteron [247; 248], we can attempt to reduce
the set of d+Au collisions to “p+Au” collisions in which only the proton interacts with the nucleus,
by observing the intact spectrator neutron. This can be done using with the PHENIX zero-degree
calorimeter in the d-going direction, as was done in a previous work[246].
Neutron-tagged d+Au events are selected by requiring a ZDC North Energy between 60 and
180 GeV. In principle, if the neutron-tagged events are “p+Au” events, the Glauber model can be
used to estimate the Ncoll in events that remain in each centrality bin after the neutron tag. These
are


















| < 0.2 jets / all jets (p+p)η|
| < 0.2 jets / all jets (d+Au 0-88%)η|
Figure 6.48: Ratio of jet yield inside |η| < 0.2 fiducial cut in pp and d+Au.
 Ncoll
p+Au = 7.20 in 0-20%
 Ncoll
p+Au = 5.40 in 20-40%
 Ncoll
p+Au = 4.04 in 40-60%
 Ncoll
p+Au = 2.52 in 60-88%
Figure 6.50 shows the ZDC North energy distribution in d+Au events, with the events selected
by the neutron tag bracketed by dotted lines. A clear peak at ≈ 100 GeV, the nominal neutron
beam energy, is observed in all centrality bins. As can be seen, the proportion of events with a
neutron peak in the ZDC decreases in the more central events. This makes sense, since p+Au
events do not have two nucleons in the deuteron to interact with the Au nucleus and thus have an
Ncoll distribution with a much smaller range than that in d+Au collisions.
On the assumption that these events are p+Au events with the given Ncoll, we can perform
a consistency check on the results by measuring the ratio of Ncoll-scaled yields in p+Au events
relative to d+Au events. Formally,
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Figure 6.49: Scatterplot of ZDC North Energy vs. FCAL North Energy in 2003 d+Au data,
illustrating the separation between d+Au, p+Au and n+Au collisions (left), and the ZDC North




















d+Au are the number of binary collisions in p+Au and d+Au col-
lisions, respectively, Nn−tagevt and NMBevt are the number of neutron-tagged events and MB events,
respectively, and Nn−tag and NMB are the yield of jets in the neutron-tagged events and MB events,
respectively. The ratio of Ncoll-scaled yields is shown in Figure 6.51 as a function of reconstructed
jet pT. A constant fit to the values of R finds,
 R = 1.48± 0.02 in 0-20%
 R = 1.23± 0.02 in 20-40%
 R = 1.07± 0.02 in 40-60%
 R = 0.924± 0.01 in 60-88%
The ratio R increases quickly in more central events. Taken at face value, the 0-20% results
indicate a 50% enhancement above the Ncoll-scaled yields in p+Au collisions, relative to d+Au
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Figure 6.50: ZDC North energy distribution in d+Au data, with each centrality shown separately.
The dotted line indicate the neutron-tagged events.
collisions! However, this is not the case. A more detailed analysis of the ZDC North energy
distribution and double interaction rate in PHENIX[243] found that the neutron-tagged events in
the 0-20% d+Au centrality selection are strongly contaminated, with 58% of them arising from
in-time pileup (two or more real d+Au interactions in the same crossing). Thus, the rise in central
events is artificial.
However, the contamination is calculated to be only 9% in the neutron-tagged 60-88% events.
In this bin, R = 92%, indicating a 8% change in the Ncoll-scaled yield in p+Au collisions relative
to d+Au collisions in this centrality bin. Of course, the full extraction of the RpAu is complicated
by several additional factors, including a proper treatment of the contamination by d+Au pileup
and the falling exponential distribution at small values of the ZDC North Energy. However, if the
scale of the effect is 8%, this cannot by itself explain the large enhancement (≈ 1.3 − 1.4) seen in



























 0.02±d+Au, 0-20%, ratio = 1.48 
 0.02±d+Au, 20-40%, ratio = 1.23 
 0.02±d+Au, 40-60%, ratio = 1.07 
 0.01±d+Au, 60-88%, ratio = 0.924 
ratio of n-tagged / all
Figure 6.51: Ratio of Ncoll-scaled yields in neutron-tagged events relative to d+Au events, with the
neutron-tagged Ncoll made on the assumption that the neutron-tagged events are p+Au events.
the peripheral RdAu.
6.6.3 Overview of systematic uncertainties
Tables 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10 give an overview of the statistical and systematic uncertainties on the
jet yields, jet RdAu and jet RCP, respectively, as a function of jet pT. The errors are categorized
following the PHENIX convention of error type “A” (statistical), “B” (uncorrelated point-to-point
systematic) and “C” (correlated point-to-point systematic). Statistical uncertainties are indicated
by vertical bars that go through the points and most systematic uncertainties are plotted as open
boxes with the data point at the center. Although the so-called “normalization” uncertainties from
sources such as the σBBC and Ncoll are often are properly classified as type “C” errors, they are
typically shown at the left or right side of the x-axis instead of being added in quadrature to the
systematic error bars on the data points.
The full set of statistical and systematic uncertainties considered in these results are:
 Statistical uncertainties, which are unavoidable in any measurement and are present in the
yield, RdAu and RCP.
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 Uncertainty on the BBC-firing pp cross-section σBBC , discussed in Section 6.5.2, is pT inde-
pendent and applies to the pp cross-section and thus the RdAu.
 Uncertainty on Ncoll, discussed in Section 6.5.1, are pT-independent, but different in the
different centrality selections. These uncertainties show up directly in the RdAu. In the RCP,
care must be taken since there the uncertainty on Ncoll is partially correlated between the
centrality selection and partially cancels in the ratio.
 Uncertainty on the Bias Factors (B.F.), also discussed in Section 6.5.1. Like the uncertainty
on Ncoll, they appear directly in the RdAu but partially cancel in the ratio in the RCP.
 Uncertainty on the BBC trigger efficiency for jets BBC , discussed in Section 6.3.5, which is
separate from the uncertainty on σBBC . This uncertainty grows with pT, and appears in the
pp cross-section and thus the RdAu.
 Uncertainty on the trigger efficiency correction, described in Section 6.3.2. This uncertainty
affects all yields, and is centrality- and pT-dependent, becoming smaller at high-pT where the
efficiency correction is smaller. This systematic uncertainty partially cancels in the ratio at
high-pT, where the efficiency in all d+Au centralities and in pp asymptote to 1.
 Uncertainty on the first-order correction factors C, described in Section 6.4.5. This uncer-
tainty decreases in magnitude at high-pT where the corrections are small, and applies to all
d+Au yields, thus affecting the RdAu and RCP as well.
 The upper limit on the residual fake rate, described in Section 6.1.7. This uncertainty applies
only to pT bins between 9-12 GeV, and is applied to the d+Au yields, and also the relative
ratios of any yields (e.g. it is not double counted in the RCP).
 Systematic uncertainty arising from differences in the z-vertex distribution between d+Au
and pp, described in Section 6.6.1. This uncertainty is pT independent and only applies to
the RdAu.
 Systematic uncertainty arising from possible changes in the acceptance and/or energy scale
between the d+Au and pp parts of the run, described in Sections 6.2.4 and 6.3.4. This
uncertainty is pT independent and only applies to the RdAu.
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source type 9-12 GeV 12-15 GeV 12-20 GeV 20+ GeV
statistical A 1% 1-3% 3-10% 6%-
trigger efficiency B 5-8% 5-8% 5% 5%
unfolding B 4-10% 4-10% 4-6% 4-6%
res. fake rate B 5% 0% 0 0
Table 6.8: Error summary for d+Au and pp yields.
source type 9-12 GeV 12-15 GeV 12-20 GeV 20+ GeV
statistical A 1% 1-3% 3-10% 6%-
σBBC C ← 10%→
Ncoll C ← 6-7%→
bias factors C ← 1-6%→
BBC B 2% 2% 3% 5%
trigger efficiency B 9-12% 9-12% 7% 7%
unfolding B 4-10% 4-10% 4-6% 4-6%
res. fake rate B 5% 0% 0 0
z-vertex dep. C ← 1%→
acceptance/E-scale C ← 3%→
Table 6.9: Error summary for RdAu results.
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source type 9-12 GeV 12-15 GeV 12-20 GeV 20+ GeV
statistical A 1% 1-3% 3-10% 6%-
Ncoll C ← 6-7%→
bias factors C ← 1-6%→
trigger efficiency B 9% 9% 5% 5%
unfolding B 4-10% 4-10% 4-6% 4-6%
res. fake rate B 5% 0% 0 0
Table 6.10: Error summary for RCP results.
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Chapter 7
Centrality determination in p+Pb
collisions
I will have such revenges on you both,
That all the world shall–I will do such things,–
What they are, yet I know not: but they shall be
The terrors of the earth. You think I’ll weep
No, I’ll not weep
King Lear, Act II, Scene IV
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we aim to to understand the composition of events in the minimum bias p+Pb
event sample, and to categorize the collision geometry of these events through a measure of soft
underlying event activity.
In Pb+Pb collisions in ATLAS, the sum of the transverse energy in both FCal is used in
the centrality determination[249], and similar measurements of the energy or multiplicity at large
rapidities has also been used at other LHC and RHIC experiments. In p+Pb collisions, the Pb-going
FCal transverse energy, ΣEPbT , is used to the measurement of soft underlying event activity. p+Pb
events are sorted according to their ΣEPbT and each p+Pb event is categorized by their centile in
the full ΣEPbT distribution. This centile is called the centrality of the event, and it ranges from 0%
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to 100%. By convention, central events have a small centrality % (and are correlated with small b)
and larger event activity, while peripheral events have a large centrality % and softer event activity
(and are correlated with larger b).
On the other hand, the possible event geometries and their relative probability are generated
by the Glauber model. Events are classified in terms of the number of participating nucleons in the
p+Pb collision (Npart, of which Npart−1 are in the nucleus, resulting in Ncoll = Npart−1 individual
nucleon-nucleon collisions). Increasing Npart is correlated with decreasing impact parameter b. The
raison d’eˆtre of the centrality analysis is to quantitatively determine the correlation between ΣEPbT
and Npart. A more detailed discussion of the the geometry of nuclear collisions and the Glauber
model can be found in Section 2.2.1.
Once the number of participating nucleons is known, the yields of jets in different centrality
selections can be compared with the superposition of Ncoll incoherent p+p collisions. Deviations
from this binary collision scaled expectation indicate the presence of nuclear effects in p+Pb colli-
sions, such as initial state energy loss or the nuclear modification of parton distribution functions,
including from the onset of partonic saturation.
A centrality analysis using the default Glauber model has been successfully used for 2010 and
2011 Pb+Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV in ATLAS. In each centrality bin, the Ncoll-scaled
pp reference was used as the baseline against which to test the rate of hard probe production.
ATLAS has shown that the rate of high-pT charged hadrons[250] and jets[60] fall significantly
below the binary scaled expectation. On the other hand, the yields of colorless probes such as
photons[251] and Z bosons[252] were shown to be consistent with the Ncoll-scaling expectation.
Taken together, these results indicate a strong final state effect in which highly energetic colored
partons are significantly suppressed in the QGP.
In p+Pb collisions in ATLAS, the application of the “traditional” centrality analysis used in
heavy ion collisions is complicated by several factors:
 The ATLAS trigger is sufficiently efficient that the peripheral part of the p+Pb cross-section
is sampled in detail. This means that inelastic events which are not described by the Glauber
model could be included in the minimum bias event sample. For example, in the Glauber
model, single diffractive excitation is treated as the incoherent sum of p-nucleon diffraction,
whereas the full set of single diffractive events may include contributions from coherent diffrac-
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tion and photonuclear dissociation of the proton. More generally, the peripheral end of the
observed p+Pb events is likely to be a mixture of these event classes, each of which will have
a different trigger efficiency. Thus, these events must be identified before a proper mapping
of the Glauber cross-section onto the data can be performed.
 It has been suggested[253] that a nucleon undergoing many inelastic scatterings with other
nuclei will result in a slow shift of the COM frame of the produced soft particles, increasing
with the number of collisions. This effectively appears as an acceptance effect, where the
centrality-measuring detector has an Npart-dependent acceptance. In Pb+Pb collisions, this
effect may cancel in the average, since a roughly equal number of nucleons on either side are
participating. However, in p+Pb collisions, where the proton can undergo many collisions at
small impact parameter, it is possible that this is a non-trivial effect.
 At sufficiently high-energies, where the nucleon-nucleon cross-section is dominated by the
low-x gluons, fluctuations in the configuration of the proton event to event could become
important[82; 83; 84]. The standard Glauber model does not account for this possibility.
Thus, Glauber-Gribov models with event-by-event fluctuations of the effective transverse
size of the proton (and thus σNN) may be necessary to properly describe the distribution of
collision geometries. In this case, changes in the configuration of the proton wavefunction
would introduce additional fluctuations into the number of participating nucleons at a given
impact parameter.
Each of these issues will be addressed here.
The remainder of this chapter is outlined as follows: the remainder of this chapter (Section 7.1.1)
introduces the basics of diffractive processes and their identification and relevance to the present
analysis. The Glauber and Glauber-Gribov models and the MC parameters used are detailed in
Section 7.2. The selection of the data and correction of the ΣEPbT distributions used in the global
centrality analysis are discussed in Section 7.3. The Monte Carlo, which is used to understand
the efficiency of p+Pb collisions and constrain the ΣEPbT from pp-like collisions, is described in
Section 7.4. The models of particle production and fits to data are described in Section 7.5. An
overview of the systematic uncertainties is given in Section 7.6. The geometric quantities are
extracted in Section 7.7.


















Figure 7.1: Schematic diagrams of single-diffractive (left), double-diffractive (center) and central
diffractive (right) pp events, from [254].
7.1.1 Diffractive events
In addition to the class of inelastic proton-nucleus collisions where an exchange of color takes place,
there are contributions to the total cross-section mediated by the exchange of vacuum quantum
numbers[255]. These “diffractive” events are indicated by the presence of a large rapidity gap ∆η
between the produced particles, and the mass of the two diffractive systems MX and MY . For





ure 7.1 illustrates the diagrams corresponding to single-, double- and central-diffraction, including
the diffractive masses of the dissociating systems. The vertical axis can be thought of as rapidity,
revealing the topology of the events in terms of the rapidity dependence of the event activity.
Thus, to identify diffractive events, pPb events are caterogized according to their topology.
Within the ATLAS acceptance, pseudorapidity gaps are constructed by examining the 49 pseudo-
rapidity intervals of size δη = 0.2 between η = ±4.9. At the MC or truth level, a pseudorapidity
interval is considered empty if it has no particles above some threshold pT > pT
cut. In data,
a pseudorapidity interval is empty if it has no calorimeter clusters or reconstructed tracks with
pT > pT
cut, where pT
cut is chosen to be the same in MC and data.
In each p+Pb event, the three types of pseudorapidity gaps considered are defined as follows
(with the pilot run / period A kinematic convention),
 ∆ηPb, the nuclear pseudorapidity gap, is 0.2 times number of sequential empty δη intervals
starting from η = +4.9 (the Pb-going pseudorapidity detector edge). Alternately, this gap is
the distance from η = +4.9 to the first particle with pT > pT
cut, rounded down to the nearest
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multiple of 0.2.
 ∆ηp, the proton pseudorapidity gap, is 0.2 times the number of sequential empty δη intervals
starting from η = −4.9 (the proton-going pseudorapidity detector edge). Alternately, this
gap is the distance from η = −4.9 to the first particle with pT > pTcut, rounded down to the
nearest multiple of 0.2.
 ∆ηF, the forward pseudorapidity gap, is defined as the largest of the pseudorapidity gaps on
either side of the detector, ∆ηF = max(∆ηp,∆ηPb). This gap variable is most useful in sym-
metric systems such as pp collisions, since in p+Pb collisions the ∆ηp and ∆ηPb distributions
are not a priori expected to be the same. However, they are still useful as an overall indicator
of diffractive activity.
In the language of pseudorapidity gaps, we can model the various diffractive components of the
p+Pb inelastic cross-section as follows:
 p+Pb → p+X, single diffractive excitation of the nucleus. This process is consistent with a
large pseudorapidity gap in the proton-going direction (∆ηp  0).
 p+Pb → X+Pb, single diffractive excitation or electromagnetic dissociation of the proton.
This process is consistent with a large pseudorapidity gap in the nucleus-going direction
(∆ηPb  0). The single diffractive excitation includes contributes from incoherent (where the
proton interacts with one of the nuclei) and coherent (where the proton interacts diffractively
with the nucleus as a whole) diffraction.
 p+Pb → X+Y , double diffraction, where both systems dissociate but there is no central
particle production. Because the beam rapidity (yB = 8.5 for 5.02 TeV nucleon-nucleon
collisions) extends for several units beyond the detector acceptance, it is possible and even
likely that the “central gap” is actually reconstructed as an edge gap. Thus, double diffractive
events are often characterized by ∆ηp  0 and/or ∆ηPb  0 in ATLAS.
Rarer processes such as central diffraction (p+Pb → p+Pb+X) are not considered here. The
diffractive portion of hadronic cross-sections at LHC energies are an important part of the total
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inelastic cross-section. For example, p+p MC generators model the single and double diffractive
contributions to be as large as ∼ 20% and ∼ 10% of the total pp inelastic cross-section, respectively.
ATLAS has previously measured the cross-section for forward pseudorapidity gaps dσ/d∆ηF
over eight units of pseudorapidity[254] in
√
s = 7 TeV pp collisions, reaching a plateau of ∼ 1
mb per unit of pseudorapidity at large ∆ηF . In that work, values of pcutT = 200-800 MeV were
considered. In this analysis, we use pcutT = 200 MeV is chosen to give the greatest discrimination
between diffractive and non-diffractive events.
7.2 Glauber models
In the non-relativistic Glauber model[67], inelastic A+B collisions are treated as an incoherent
set of individual nucleon-nucleon collisions, each of which are assumed to be independent of one
another. Each A+B event is classified by the number of binary nucleon-nucleon collisions Ncoll and
the total number of participating nucleons Npart. In p+Pb collisions, these two are related simply
through Npart = Ncoll + 1.





, is generated through a Glauber
MC[75; 76], which samples the available range of impact parameters b, populates nucleons in the
nucleus according to a description of the nuclear wavefunction, and uses a semiclassical description
of inelastic nucleon-nucleon collisions to determine how many nucleons in the Pb nucleus collide
with the proton. An example of a central collision with many participating nucleons and a relatively
small impact parameter is shown in Figure 7.3 and an example of a peripheral collision with few
participating nucleons and a relatively large impact parameter is shown in Figure 7.4.
One of the main geometric parameters in the Glauber model is the nucleon-nucleon (proton-
proton) cross-section, which is not measured at
√
s = 5.02 TeV, must be interpolated from fits to
world data[1; 74]. It is taken to be
σNN (
√
s = 5.02 TeV) = σp+pinel = 70 mb (±5 mb), (7.1)
where the uncertainty comes from the poor knowledge and model dependence of σNN. σNN is
varied by this uncertainty, and the changes in the geometric quantities are used as a contribution
to the systematic uncertainty on the results.
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Figure 7.2: P (σ) in the Glauber-Gribov models (left) and Npart distributions in the default Glauber
and two Glauber-Gribov models (right).
7.2.1 Glauber-Gribov extension
As described above, a more recent extension of the Glauber model[84; 82] known as the Glauber-
Gribov model attempts to incorporate fluctuations in the strength of the nucleon-nucleon interaction
event by event. In these models, the fluctuations in Npart at fixed b arise not only from the geometric
fluctuations of nucleon positions, but from fluctuations in the configuration of the proton (which is
frozen for all of the individual proton-nucleon collisions).
This effect is described using a per-event probability distribution of the total cross-section σtot
according to










where σ0 controls the nominal mean nucleon-nucleon cross-section 〈σtot〉, Ω is a dimensionless
parameter that describes the magnitude of the cross-section fluctuations, and N is a normalization
factor to ensure
∫
P (σtot)dσtot = 1. The inelastic nucleon-nucleon cross-section σNN is taken to be a
fixed fraction of the total cross-section σtot according to σNN = λσtot, so that P (σNN) =
1
λP (σtot/λ).
For each choice of the parameters σ0 and Ω, we choose λ such that 〈σNN〉 = 70 mb, as in the default
Glauber.
Two different choices of σ0 and Ω are considered. In the first choice, Ω = 0.55 is taken from
interpolating the results for
√
s = 1.8, 9 and 14 TeV in [82] to 5.02 TeV, and σ0 = 78.6 mb is chosen
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Figure 7.3: Example of a central collision with Npart = 16.
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Figure 7.4: Example of a peripheral collision with Npart = 4.
to reproduce 〈σtot〉 = 86 mb, which is consistent with [74]. In the second choice, Ω is taken to be
= 1.01 from [84] and σ0 = 72.5 is chosen to reproduce 〈σtot〉 = 94.8 from the recent measurement
in [73]. To give the desired 〈σNN〉, the λ are chosen to be 0.82 for Ω = 0.55 and 0.74 for Ω = 1.01.
Thus, each of the three Glauber/Glauber-Gribov models gives a different P (Npart) distribution
for inelastic p+Pb collisions.
Figure 7.2 shows the P (σNN) distributions for the two choices of Ω, and compares the Npart
distributions from the Glauber-Gribov models to that in the default Glauber model.
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Figure 7.5: Distribution of impact parameter b (left) and number of participants Npart (right) from
the default Glauber simulation.
7.2.2 Glauber MC parameters
A modified PHOBOS Glauber Monte Carlo code[75; 76] is used to simulate the geometry of p+Pb
collisions. The default parameters used to populate the nucleus with nucleons drawn from the
nucleon wavefunction are:
 Woods-Saxon parameters radius R = 6.62 fm and skin depth a = 0.546 fm to describe the
Pb nuclear wavefunction.
 Hard core radius dmin = 0.4 fm
As described above, there are three different descriptions of the nucleon-nucleon cross-section:
1. in the default Glauber model, σNN = 70 mb is fixed in each event (i.e. P (σ) = δ(σ − σNN ))
2. in the Glauber-Gribov model with Ω = 1.01, P (σNN ) in each event is given by Equation 7.2
with σ0 = 72.5 mb and λ = 0.82
3. in the Glauber-Gribov model with Ω = 0.55, P (σNN ) in each event is given by Equation 7.2
with σ0 = 78.6 mb and λ = 0.74
106 events were simulated for each model. Figure 7.5 shows the impact parameter and Npart
distribution for the standard Glauber model, and Figure 7.2 compares the Npart distributions among
the three models.
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If the p+Pb events recorded in data had exactly the same mixture of non-, single- and double
diffractive events as are implied by the Glauber model, these simulations would immediately give
the mean number of participants, 〈Npart〉 and nuclear overlap function 〈TAB〉 (= 〈Npart〉 /σNN ) (or
= 〈Npart〉 / 〈σNN〉 in the Glauber-Gribov case) for all inelastic p+Pb collisions. For this theoretical
“0-100%” event sample, which has no inefficiency and no contamination from p+Pb events not
described by the Glauber model,
 〈Npart〉 = 7.88, 8.12 and 7.98 for 0-100% events in detauls Glauber, Glauber-Gribov Ω = 1.01
and Ω = 0.55, respectively
 〈TAB〉 = 0.0983 mb−1, 0.102 mb−1 and 0.0997 mb−1 for 0-100% events in default Glauber,
Glauber-Gribov Ω = 1.01 and Ω = 0.55, respectively
It can be seen on the right plot in Figure 7.2 that although the Npart distributions between
the three models have a very different shape, for minimum bias p+Pb collisions, the mean Npart
is consistent to 3% between the models. Of course, since ATLAS is slightly inefficient for the
most peripheral p+Pb collisions, the mean Npart (TAB) in the observed data will be slightly higher
(lower) than these.
7.3 p+Pb data selection
This section describes the data reconstruction, trigger and minimum bias event selection, and
corrected ΣEPbT distribution used in the global fits. In the 2013 data, the measured ΣE
Pb
T in
each event is corrected for a vertex-dependent acceptance factor and run-dependent differences in
the energy pedestal and scale, so that the centrality selection cuts behave in a uniform manner
throughout the p+Pb run period. Since the 2012 pilot data consisted of a single short run under
different conditions, the more detailed corrections are not applied to the ΣEPbT distribution in the
pilot p+Pb data. Thus, the global fits are applied to both 2012 and 2013 datasets separately.
7.3.1 Datasets and statistics
Table 7.1 summarizes the datasets and statistics used in this analysis. In all three p+Pb run
periods, E = 4 TeV protons collided with Pb nuclei with E = 4 × ZA ≈ 4 × 82208 = 1.58 TeV per
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Description
Dataset
Runs Nevt (p+Pb MB) Nevt (diffractive analysis)
pilot run, 2012
data12 hip.00210184.physics MinBias.merge.NTUP HI.f510 m1277/
1 2.14× 106 -
period A, 2013
data13 hip.0021*.physics MinBias.merge.NTUP HI.f* m1312/
16 1.50× 107 2.65× 106
period B, 2013
data13 hip.0021*.physics MinBias.merge.NTUP HI.f* m1312/
16 2.80× 107 2.26× 106
Table 7.1: 5.02 TeV p+Pb datasets used in this analysis
nucleon, resulting in a collision system with
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV in which the center of mass frame
is shifted by ∆y = 0.465 in the direction of the proton beam. The beam orientations in the three
run periods are:
 pilot run (September 2012): Beam 1 is Pb ions, Beam 2 is protons. Protons go from +η to
−η / in the “A→C” direction, according to the ATLAS convention.
 period A (first half of 2013 p+Pb running): Same kinematics as the pilot run.
 period B (second half of 2013 p+Pb running): Reversed kinematics. Beam 1 is protons, Beam
2 is Pb ions. Protons go from −η to +η / in the “C→A” direction, according to the ATLAS
convention.
The three run periods correspond to approximately 1 µb−1, 17nb−1 and 14nb−1 of data delivered
by the machine, but an offline luminosity determination is not yet available. For more details of
the LHC performance during the 2013 p+Pb run, see Section 3.3.2.
Events were only analyzed in the luminosity blocks (lumiblocks, the quantum of time in ATLAS
data quality assurance) in which the beams were stable and all major components of the the ATLAS
detector were determined to be in good operational condition. Specifically, lumiblocks were selected
from version 60 of the official ATLAS Good Run List (GRL) for p+Pb running.
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7.3.2 Reconstruction and tracking
The p+Pb data were reconstructed with low-µ version of the Minimum Bias reconstruction, and
LowPt settings for the track and vertex reconstruction[256; 232].
However, for the final track selection, the following offline tracking cuts were used:
 Track author requirement that corresponds to inside-out tracking algorithms only (imple-
mented by requiring trk patternReco1 & 1 or trk patternReco2 & 16 ).
 pT > 100 MeV, |η| < 2.5
 ≥ 2, 4, 6 SCT hits for pT ∈ 100-200, 200-300 and > 300 MeV, respectively
 ≥ 1 Pixel hits
 At least one hit in the B-layer if one is expected.
 |d0| , |z0 sin θ| < 1.5 mm, where d0 and z0 are constructed with respect to the primary vertex.
 |σd0/d0| , |σz0 sin θ/z0 sin θ| < 3. Note that in constructing the uncertainty σz0 sin θ, the full
covariance matrix between z0 and θ is used.
7.3.3 Topological cluster selection
Cells in the ATLAS calorimeter are combined via a topological clustering algorithm[257; 258] and
corrected to the hadronic-scale energy. Only topological clusters (topoClusters) with pT > pT
cut =
200 MeV are considered. It is well known that topoClusters with low pT can be reconstructed from
nearby cells with an upward fluctuation due to electronic noise. In the diffractive analysis, noisy
clusters can disrupt long pseudorapidity gaps and cause incorrectly reconstructed ∆ηp and ∆ηPb
variables.
Thus, an additional selection is required to reject noisy topoClusters. This is done by considering
the cell significance S = Ecell,max/Enoise of the topoCluster, which is defined as the ratio of the
energy of the highest-energy cell in the cluster to the RMS of the expected noise in cells in that
region of the detector. Thus, the proper reconstruction of topoClusters depends on the correct
modeling of the electronic noise. S > 4 is required in the default reconstruction. However, this cut
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Figure 7.6: Mean number of clusters Ncl with pT > 0.2 GeV in empty events for all clusters (black)
and after the subdetector-dependent significance cuts (red), in 2012 data.
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Figure 7.7: Mean number of clusters Ncl with pT > 0.2 GeV in empty events for all clusters (left)
and after significance cuts (right), in 2013 data. Contributions from each sub-detector are shown
in different colors.
in insufficient in reducing the rate of noisy clusters to an acceptable level. Thus, a new set of cell
significance threshold cuts are determined.
These cuts are calibrated from examining empty events in data, selected by the
EF rd0 empty NoAlg trigger, in which there is no physics event activity and only topoClusters
from electronic noise are present. The mean number of clusters in each δη = 0.1 interval with
pT > pT
cut per event are plotted in Figures 7.6 and 7.7. For the default reconstruction requirement
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for S > 4, the mean number of cluster per interval in empty events is observed to be large – these
are shown as the black histogram in Figure 7.6 and the left plot on Figure 7.7, where they are
broken down by subdetector – reaching 〈Ncl〉 ∼ 0.2 in the Hadronic End Cap (HEC) in 2012 data,
and 〈Ncl〉 ∼ 0.3-0.4 at mid-rapidity in the 2013 data. Then, the minimum requirement on S is
adjusted in each subdetector region until the rate of noisy clusters per interval is 〈Ncl〉 ≈ 10−3 and
is roughly constant as a function of η.
In the 2012 data, the description of the electronic noise in the HEC was found to be substantially
smaller than what was observed in data, resulting in much larger tails in the cell significance
distribution for noisy clusters. In this data, a simplified set of cell significance cuts was used,
 S ≥ 5.0 for clusters originating in the EM Barrel, EM Endcap and Tile Calorimeter
 S ≥ 8.0 for clusters originating in the Hadronic Endcap
 S ≥ 4.0 for clusters originating in the FCal
The red histogram in Figure 7.6 shows the frequency of noisy clusters with these cuts in 2012
data.
In the 2013 data, the cuts used are
 S ≥ 5.0 for clusters originating in the EM Barrel
 S ≥ 4.8 for clusters originating in the EM Endcap
 S ≥ 4.6 for clusters originating in the Hadronic Endcap
 S ≥ 5.4 for clusters originating in the Tile Calorimeter
 S ≥ 4.4 for clusters originating in the FCal
The right plot in Figure 7.7 shows the frequency of noisy clusters with these cuts in 2013 data.
7.3.4 Trigger and event selection
Three level-1 (L1) and event filter (EF) triggers were used in the data. In the low-µ pilot p+Pb
run, the trigger menu was simple and all data were taken that fired the L1 MBTS 2 trigger, which
required ≥ 2 hits on either side of the Minimum Bias Trigger Scintillator (MBTS) detectors,
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 L1 MBTS 2, in the pilot run
In the period A and period B 2013 running, there were two dedicated triggers used for minimum
bias studies. Both were prescaled. These are:
 EF mbMbts 1 1, which required ≥ 1 hit on each side of the MBTS. This trigger was used to
select events for the final p+Pb minimum bias event definition and centrality determination.
The difference in the minimum bias triggers between the pilot and period A/B runs selects a
slightly different class of peripheral p+Pb events, which is discussed later.
 EF mbMbts 2, which is less restrictive and requires only ≥ 2 hits in the MBTS total. This
trigger was used to select an event sample within which to investigate the relative contribution
of diffractive events in p+Pb.
As a reminder, all events were required to lie within the ATLAS GRL. For the L1 MBTS 2-
selected pilot data and EF mbMbts 1 1-selected 2013 data, a further set of event selection cuts were
applied to define the class of minimum bias p+Pb events. These are,
1. Good MBTS timing, corresponding to less than 10 nanosecond difference in the time reported
by MBTS A and C; e.g. |∆t| = |tA − tC | < 10 ns, where tA, tC are non-zero values.
2. At least one reconstructed vertex.
3. At least two tracks with pT > 100 MeV, where tracks are required to pass the cuts listed in
Section 7.3.2.
4. To remove events consistent with pileup (two or more p+Pb collisions), no more than one
reconstructed vertex with Σpassoc,trackT > 5 GeV is allowed. Events with two or more vertices,
each of which has 5 GeV or more of tracks associated with it, are rejected.
One additional cut is needed to be able to perform the centrality analysis that has an important
effect on the diffractive contributions to the p+Pb cross-section. Events consistent with the diffrac-
tive excitation of the proton (recognized by a long pseudorapidity gap on the nucleus-going side)
do not deposit any energy in Pb-going FCal, and thus cannot be properly mapped to a particular
value of Npart. For this reason, we reject events consistent with diffractive excitation of the proton,
as given by:
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Figure 7.8: Forward, proton-side and Pb-side pseudorapidity gaps in period A (left) and period B
(right) data.
7. a pseudorapidity gap on the nuclear side of ∆ηPb ≤ 2.0, which corresponds to at least one
particle with pT > pT
cut = 200 MeV with η > +2.9 (in the pilot/period A convention)
In the MBTS 2-triggered period A and period B data, no additional cuts are applied after the
GRL. Any further cuts, such as the requirement of a reconstructed vertex, or in-time hits on either
side of the MBTS detectors, substantially bias the gap distribution towards non-diffractive events
and have a low efficiency for events with large gaps. Since the goal of the diffractive/gap analysis
is to learn about the full range of inelastic p+Pb collisions, the event selection is designed to fire on
a minimally biasing indication of real event activity (e.g. the MBTS 2 trigger) without any further
requirements.
Table 7.1 shows the total number of events selected for the minimum bias / centrality analysis
and for the diffractive analysis.
7.3.5 Pseudorapidity gaps in data
Pseudorapidity gaps in the MBTS 2-triggered period A and period B data are reconstructed in
with tracks and clusters that pass selection cuts and have pT > pT
cut. Figure 7.8 shows the gap
distributions for each of the three variables and for both periods.
The distributions have some intriguing features. First, all the gap variables are dominated by
events with ∆η = ∆ηp = ∆ηPb = 0, in which the majority of the detector is filled with particles
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Figure 7.9: FCal ΣEPbT for events passing the MBTS 2 trigger and GRL requirements (black)
compared to events passing all event selection cuts (red), full distribution (left) and zoom to ΣEPbT <
20 GeV region (right).
from a high-multiplicity inelastic p+Pb collisions. However, all gap distributions also have a long
tail towards ∆η ≈ 8. These are indicative of diffractive events. Intriguingly, the magnitude of the
dN/d∆η distribution only changes by a factor of ≈ 2 over the range ∆η = 2 to 8. It can be shown
from MC that events with ∆η > 8 have poor efficiency for firing even the MBTS 2 trigger. For this
reason, previous analyses[254] only measure and correct reconstructed gaps out to ∆η = 8.
Most interestingly, for gaps of ∆η > 2, the distribution of ∆ηPb dominates over ∆ηp by as much
as a factor of ≈ 4. This means that events with a gap on the Pb-going side (e.g. consistent with
the diffractive dissociation of the proton) are substantially more common than their counterpart
in which the Pb nucleus undergoes the diffractive dissociation. This effect can be seen consistently
in period A and period B data (where the orientation of the detector is flipped), and is therefore
not an artifact due to differences in the detector response. This result underlines the increased
importance of understanding and rejecting diffractive events in the centrality analysis. In fact, the
events with large ∆ηPb ∈ 2-8 comprise approximately (1/Nevt)(dN/d∆ηPb)× 6 = 6% of the p+Pb
cross-section before additional event selection cuts.






















































p+Pb pilot data, all event selection cuts
Figure 7.10: MBTS A vs. C count distributions for events passing the MBTS 2 trigger and GRL
requirements (left) compared to events passing all event selection cuts (right).
7.3.6 p+Pb ΣEPbT analysis
Figure 7.9 shows the ΣEPbT distribution in L1 MBTS 2-selected pilot data, before and after the
event selection requirements. The reconstructed vertex, timing, two-track and cut against proton
diffraction have a significant effect on the low-ΣEPbT part of the distribution.
Similarly, Figure 7.10 shows the MBTS A and C count distributions for triggered events before
and after the event selection cuts. Before event selection cuts, the MBTS distribution has contribu-
tions from events with zero or one hits on one side of the MBTS and a wide distribution of counts on
the other side. These are consistent with a single-diffractive topology. Additionally, there is a large
contribution with ≤ 1 hits on both sides, arising from low-activity events. After event selection
cuts, these are significantly suppressed and the dominant remaining feature in the distribution is
the peak at 16 hits in each MBTS detector, corresponding to large-multiplicity events typical of
inelastic p+Pb collisions.
Figure 7.11 compares the per-event ΣEPbT distribution in the pilot and period A data. At high
ΣEPbT > 10, the ratio is statistically consistent with 1, indicating that the same types of p+Pb
events are being selected during the two run periods. At low-ΣEPbT (0 < ΣE
Pb
T < 5), the pilot data
has an additional contribution that is not in the period A data sample. As mentioned above, this
is due to the slightly different trigger selection, since the Level-1 MBTS 2 trigger is somewhat more
permissive for peripheral p+Pb events than the EF MBTS 1 1 triggered events.
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period A 2013 data / pilot 2012 data
Figure 7.11: FCal ΣEPbT distributions in the 2012 pilot data and 2013 period A data, comparison
(left) and ratio (right).
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p+Pb period A data
first in bunch train
second in bunch train
Figure 7.12: FCal ΣEPbT distribution in the first and second bunches in bunch trains, in a selection
of 2013 period A data, demonstrating the presence of out of time pileup in the 2013 data.
An additional feature in the 2013 data which is not present in the 2012 pilot run is the presence
of out of time pileup from the significantly higher µ in 2013 p+Pb running. Figure 7.12 shows the
FCal ΣEPbT distribution for the first and second bunches in each bunch train. The bunches at the
very beginning of each bunch train have a steeply falling tail at ΣEPbT < 0, from the falling edge of
the electronic noise. On the other hand, every subsequent bunch (the second bunch in the bunch
train is shown here) has a significant tail to large negative values of ΣEPbT . The BCID dependence
indicates that this is caused by the presence of out of time pileup. The tail from out of time pileup
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Figure 7.13: FCal A ET distribution in empty events in 5.02 p+Pb data, fit to a Gaussian
distribution in pilot data (left) and a period A run (right). (The x-axes have a different range in
the two plots.)
is actually somewhat worse in the higher mean-µ period B data. Because of this fact, although the
full ΣEPbT distribution is used to determine the centrality cuts, the global fits are performed to the
subset of the 2013 data which is obtained by selecting on the first BCID in each train. In this way,
the tail from out of time pileup (which is not present in the MC and difficult to model) does not
unduly influence the global fits in the low-ΣEPbT part of the minimum bias distribution in data.
In the 2013 data, the raw ΣEPbT is corrected in each event for a slowly changing electronic
pedestal, the vertex dependence of the acceptance, and (in period B) an overall energy scale dif-
ference between the Pb-going FCal (FCal A in period A but FCal C in period B). In addition, the
electronic noise term σnoise in data is also determined.
First, the pedestal in FCal A in each period A run and in FCal C in each period B run is
determined by examining empty crossings, which are selected with the EF rd0 empty NoAlg trigger.
The left side of Figure 7.13 shows the FCal A ET distributions in empty events in the pilot
data, along with a Gaussian fit to the data. The electronic noise is statistically consistent with
σnoise = 1.00 GeV, and the pedestal is µ = 240 MeV. Both of these are incorporated into the global
fit to the data in a way that is described in Section 7.5.3. Using the same procedure, the electronic
noise and pedestal is extracted in each run from the period A and B 2013 running. The right side
of Figure 7.13 shows an example of this for a run in period A. In this particular run, the electronic










































































period B runs (FCal C is Pb-going)
Figure 7.14: Electronic noise-induced width of ΣEPbT distribution in empty events, as a function








































































period B runs (FCal C is Pb-going)
Figure 7.15: Pedestal in the ΣEPbT distribution in empty events, as a function of run number for
period A runs (left) and period B runs (right).
noise term is similar to that in the p+Pb pilot run, but the pedestal is different. Additionally, one
can see the presence of a long tail to very negative ΣEPbT values, caused by out of time pileup (in
filled bunches just before the empty crossings selected by this trigger).
Repeating this procedure for every period A and period B run, Figures 7.14 and 7.15 show the
run-dependent electronic noise and pedestal. The electronic noise is close to constant in period
A (FCal A, σnoise = 1 GeV) and period B (FCal C, σnoise = 0.85 GeV), but the pedestals show
a significant run dependence on the order of 100-200 MeV. These values of the electronic noise
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Figure 7.16: Mean ΣEPbT as a function of vertex position in minimum bias events, period A (left)
and period B (right).
are used in the global model that describes the data. The first step in correcting the raw ΣEPbT
measured in each event is to subtract out the contribution from the electronic pedestal in that run.
Second, the data were found to depend on the z-vertex of the event. That is, while the nominal
acceptance of the Pb-going FCal (in period A convention) is +3.1 < η < +4.9 for events at the
nominal interaction points, the part of the dET/dη distribution which makes it into the FCal surely
changes with the position of the vertex.
Figure 7.16 shows the mean ΣEPbT in period A and period B data as a function of the vertex
position. It can be seen by eye that the mean ΣEPbT is statistically correlated with the vertex
position. The mean ΣEPbT decreases as the vertex position moves closer to the Pb-going FCal (FCal
A in period A, located in the +η direction), and increases when it moves farther away. In period
B (where the FCal C is the Pb-going one and is located in the −η direction), the relationship
is reversed. This relationship is the result of two competing effects: as the vertex moves closer
to the detector, the average dET/dη rises as η moves closer to zero. However, the interval ∆η
corresponding to the FCal acceptance becomes smaller. The net effect is apparently a decrease in
the total energy as the vertex moves closer to the FCal.
Fits to the vertex dependence reveal that this effect can me modeled as on the overall shift of
the energy, with a magnitude of −0.010533% per mm for the FCal A and +0.011299% per mm
for the FCal C. Thus, the pedestal-subtracted data is corrected by a scale factor 1 + 0.00010533vz
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in period A and 1 − 0.00011299vz in period B events (where vz is measured in mm). After this
correction, no statistically significant vertex dependence is observed in the mean ΣEPbT .
Third, the FCal A and the FCal C were found to have a small but significant energy scale
difference. The pedestal-subtracted, acceptance-corrected period A and period B distributions were
compared with 0.1%-sized changes in the energy scale. From this, it was determined that a 1.7%
energy scale difference existed between the two FCals, in which the FCal C had a systematically
higher ΣEPbT . Thus, an energy scale correction of 0.983(1) was applied to the ΣE
Pb
T measured in
period B to bring the total distribution in line with that in period A.




1 + αacceptance · zvertex
) (
(ΣEPbT )





raw is the raw FCal ET
 (ΣEPbT )
pedestal is the run-dependent pedestal in empty events
 αacceptance is the vertex-dependent correction factor, which is +1.0533×10−4 mm−1 for period
A runs and −1.1299× 10−4 mm−1 for period B runs
 βscale is the FCal A/C energy scale factor, which is 1 for period A runs and 0.983 for period
B runs
Figure 7.17 compares the fully corrected ΣEPbT distribution for minimum bias events in a selec-
tion of period A and period B data. The ratio for the ΣEPbT > 0 part of the distribution (where
there are no long tails introduced by the out of time pileup) is consistent with 1. The close agree-
ment between the two distributions allows us to treat the corrected period A and period B data in
the same manner in the centrality analysis.
Finally, the reconstructed pseudorapidity gaps in data are used to select real p+Pb data events
to be used as a model of the ΣEPbT distribution for additional diffractive excitations of the nucleus
not described by the Glauber model. Events that pass the minimum bias selection cuts are selected
by requiring a large pseudorapidity gap on the proton side, ∆ηp ≥ 3.0. Figure 7.18 shows the
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Figure 7.17: Corrected ΣEPbT distributions in period A and period B data, comparison (left) and
ratio (right).
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Figure 7.18: FCal A ET distribution in p+Pb data consistent with diffraction of the Pb nucleus,
selected with a large pseudorapidity gap on the proton side.
resulting distribution in the p+Pb pilot data. This distribution is later used directly in the global
fit as a floating term which allows for the inclusion of residual difractive/photonuclear events.
7.4 Monte Carlo
Monte Carlo simulations of pp events with the same kinematics as the p+Pb data are used to
understand the event selection efficiency and understand the ΣEPbT signal from single nucleon-
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Description Nevt σPYTHIA
Dataset
PYTHIA 8, 5.02 TeV inelastic 105 67.9 mb
mc12 5TeV.147713.Pythia8 A2MSTW2008LO minbias inelastic pPb5TeV
.recon.NTUP HI.e1722 s1614 s1506 r4251/
PYTHIA 8, 5.02 TeV single diffractive 105 12.1 mb
mc12 5TeV.147714.Pythia8 A2MSTW2008LO minbias SD pPb5TeV
.recon.NTUP HI.e1722 s1614 s1506 r4251/
PYTHIA 8, 5.02 TeV double diffractive 105 7.73 mb
mc12 5TeV.147715.Pythia8 A2MSTW2008LO minbias DD pPb5TeV
.recon.NTUP HI.e1722 s1614 s1506 r4251/
PYTHIA 6, 5.02 TeV inelastic 105 67.8 mb
mc12 5TeV.147710.Pythia AMBT2BCTEQ6L1 minbias inelastic pPb5TeV
.recon.NTUP HI.e1722 s1614 s1506 r4251/
PYTHIA 6, 5.02 TeV single diffractive 105 13.4 mb
mc12 5TeV.147711.Pythia AMBT2BCTEQ6L1 minbias SD pPb5TeV
.recon.NTUP HI.e1722 s1614 s1506 r4251/
PYTHIA 6, 5.02 TeV double diffractive 105 8.71 mb
mc12 5TeV.147712.Pythia AMBT2BCTEQ6L1 minbias DD pPb5TeV
.recon.NTUP HI.e1722 s1614 s1506 r4251/
Table 7.2: Monte Carlo sets used in this analysis
nucleon collisions so that it can be extrapolated to p+Pb collisions with many binary collisions.
7.4.1 Datasets
The Monte Carlo sets used throughout this analysis are listed in Table 7.2. They consist of six
data sets, broken into PYTHIA 6[259] and PYTHIA 8 p+p events at the 5.02 TeV p+Pb period
A kinematics, and further split into equal amounts of inelastic, single- and double-diffractive event
samples. (The inelastic sample include appropriately weighed fractions of non-, single- and double-
diffractive, and provide the capability to identify the non-diffractive events at the generator level.)
The PYTHIA 6 sample was produced using version 6.426 of the generator with the AMBT2[260]
tune with the CTEQ6L1[261] pdf set. The PYTHIA 8 sample was produced using version 8.170 of
















































PYTHIA 8, 5.02 TeV, Non-Diffractive

















































PYTHIA 8, 5.02 TeV, Single-Diffractive
Figure 7.20: MBTS A count vs. C count correlation for PYTHIA 6 (left) and 8 (right), Single-
Diffractive events only.
the generator with the A2 tune[262] and the MSTW2008LO pdf set.
At the generator level, the PYTHIA 8 inelastic cross-section is composed of 71% non-diffractive,
18% single diffractive and 11% double diffractive events. The PYTHIA 6 inelastic cross-section is
composed of 67% non-diffractive, 20% single diffractive and 13% double diffractive events. PYTHIA
8 has been found to better describe the minimum bias physics observed in ATLAS (see, for example,
[254]) and is used as the default MC reference. PYTHIA 6, which has a softer description of
minimum bias collisions, especially in forward directions, is used as an extreme alternate description
















































PYTHIA 8, 5.02 TeV, Double-Diffractive
Figure 7.21: MBTS A count vs. C count correlation for PYTHIA 6 (left) and 8 (right), Double-
Diffractive events only.
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Figure 7.22: FCal A ET distributions, normalized per-event, for PYTHIA 6 (left) and PYTHIA 8
(right), with Non-Diffractive (black), Single-Diffractive (red) and Double-Diffractive (blue) contri-
butions shown separately.
of the minimum bias physics to determine the systematic uncertainty from the choice of model.
7.4.2 Pseudorapidity gaps in MC
The pseudorapidity gap distributions have been examined in MC at the truth and reconstructed
levels. For the sake of consistent notation with data, the gaps on the C-side / η < 0 and A-side
/ η > 0 edges of the detector are still referred to as ∆ηp and ∆ηPb, respectively, even though the
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Figure 7.23: Forward pseudorapidity gaps ∆ηF at the generator level (left) and detector level
(right) in pp MC, with contributions from non-, single- and double-diffractive events shown in
different colors.
 (truth)Pbη∆







































Figure 7.24: Pb-going pseudorapidity gaps ∆ηPb at the generator level (left) and detector level
(right) in pp MC, with contributions from non-, single- and double-diffractive events shown in
different colors.
MC consists of pp collisions. The truth gaps are constructed with final-state PYTHIA particles
with pT > 200 MeV, while the reconstructed gaps are made with the same track and topoCluster
selections as in data.
Figure 7.23 shows the forward gap distributions dN/d∆ηF at the truth (generator) and recon-
structed levels in the PYTHIA 8 MC. In the generator-level distributions, the contribution from






































PYTHIA 8, 5.02 TeV
Figure 7.25: Transfer matrices for forward pseudorapidity gaps (left) and Pb-going pseudorapidity
gaps (right) at the generator level (y-axis) to detector level (x-axis). The matrices are normalized
so that columns sum to 1.
inelastic events has its most likely value at gapF = 0 and falls off exponentially, reflecting fluctu-
ations in the hadronization process of particles produced in a real non-inelastic collision. On the
other hand, the single- and double-diffractive contributions are nearly flat with ∆ηF, overtaking
the non-diffractive part of the distribution past ∆ηF > 2. The detector-level distributions are not
as smooth, reflecting differences in the detector response as a function of pseudorapidity, but the
general separation of non-diffractive from diffractive events around ∆ηF ≈ 2 remains. Figure 7.24
shows the distributions of ∆ηPb at the truth and reconstructed level, with similar conclusions.
The fact that the non-diffractive and diffractive events distributions intersect near ∆ηapprox2
is what motivates the cut against diffractive excitation of the proton in the event selection cuts (see
Section 7.3.4), where ∆ηPb ≥ 2 is required. Furthermore, it is also what motivates the selection of
nuclear diffractive events via ∆ηp ≥ 3 in the data.
Figure 7.25 shows the response matrices P (∆ηF
,reco|∆ηF,truth) and P (∆ηPb,reco|∆ηPb,truth).
It can be seen that the increase in the reconstructed gap distributions at ∆ηF
,reco ≈ 1.8 comes
from small truth gaps reconstructed at systematically higher values of ∆ηF, presumably from the
imperfect efficiency for single particles in the FCal. Fortunately, this bin migration is mostly
restricted to small gaps with ∆η < 2, and thus do not significantly effect the efficiencies of the gap
cuts on the reconstructed level.
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7.4.3 Event selection efficiency
In this section we derive the efficiency for the p+Pb event selection cuts in MC.
Some of the MC events generated cannot normally be detected within ATLAS. For example,
single diffractive events with an extremely small system mass, or double diffractive events with a
pseudorapidity gap ∆η > 9.8 larger than the entire ATLAS acceptance. Since they leave no signal
of any kind and have no efficiency for passing event selection cuts, it is meaningless to include these
in the model description of the ΣEPbT distribution (to do so would require the centrality analysis to
map zero signal to a range of Npart values). Thus, in order to have an MC reference for inelastic p+p
events which is meaningful in a centrality analysis, we require at least one PYTHIA truth particle
with pT > 200 MeV within the nominal Pb-going FCal acceptance (+3.1 < η < +4.9). This has
the added benefit of mirroring the last event selection cut in Section 7.3.4. In this way, the event
sample in data and the MC reference have equivalent requirements at the truth and reconstructed
level.
Figures 7.19, 7.20, and 7.21 show the MBTS count distributions for PYTHIA 6 and PYTHIA
8 Non-, Single- and Double Diffractive events, respectively. These are important for evaluating the
efficiency of the different events for passing the event selection cuts in data. Figure 7.22 shows
the FCal A ET distributions for the different event classes in PYTHIA 6 and 8, before any event
selection cuts are applied.
The efficiency  for passing the basic event selection cuts (which require a reconstructed vertex
and good MBTS timing) as well as the event selection cuts plus the additional cut against pseudo-
rapidity gaps on the nuclear-going side (∆ηPb ≤ 2.0) are determined and shown in Table 7.3. The
efficiency is shown for all inelastic MC events, as well as for individual components of the inelastic
pp cross-section (non-, single- and double-diffractive).
The results have several interesting features. As expected, it can be seen that non-diffractive
events, where the multiplicity is higher, are much more efficient than single- and double-diffractive
events. Thus, most of the inefficiency for inelastic events comes from the diffractive part of the
inelastic cross-section. Additionally, all PYTHIA 8 MC subprocesses are systematically more effi-
cient than their PYTHIA 6 counterparts. It is not too surprising that single and double diffractive
events have similar efficiency, since many double diffractive events have a gap so large that one of
the diffractive systems is outside the ATLAS acceptance, causing the event to have an observed
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MC events  for event selection  for event selection + ∆ηPb cut
PYTHIA 6 inelastic 76.7% 72.4%
PYTHIA 6 non-diffractive 97.5% 95.5%
PYTHIA 6 single diffractive 33.3% 25.1%
PYTHIA 6 double diffractive 34.9% 25.8%
PYTHIA 8 inelastic 81.5% 78.3%
PYTHIA 8 non-diffractive 98.7% 97.4%
PYTHIA 8 single diffractive 38.0% 30.8%
PYTHIA 8 double diffractive 39.3% 31.7%
Table 7.3: Event selection efficiency with and without the pseudorapidity gap cut, in PYTHIA 6
and 8 MC events.
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Figure 7.26: FCal A ET distribution in 5.02 TeV PYTHIA 8 (left) inelastic events that pass event
selection cuts analogous to those used in the p+Pb data, and efficiency (right).
topology similar to single diffractive events. Furthermore, the gap cut removes an additional 20-
30% of the diffractive events remaining after the event selection cuts (presumably from the single
particle reconstruction inefficiency in the Pb-going FCal).
The efficiency for the event selection cuts is assumed to depend only on ΣEPbT , and the MC
reference is used to determine this efficiency (ΣEPbT ). Figure 7.26 shows the FCal ET distribution
for pp MC events which pass the full event selection cuts and a fit to the data as a function of
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Figure 7.27: FCal A ET distribution in empty events in 5.02 TeV PYTHIA 6 inelastic events, fit
to a Gaussian distribution.
ΣEPbT . The efficiency is modeled as
(ΣEPbT ) = 0.557 + 0.443 · erf
(
0.113 · ΣEPbT [GeV] + 0.614
)
(7.4)
where the error function erf is chosen phenomenologically and for the feature that it saturates
at high ΣEPbT . The efficiency is ≈ 80% at ΣEPbT ≈ 0 and rises monotonically, reaching > 99% at
ΣEPbT = 10 GeV and eventually asymptoting at = 1 in the MC.
Furthermore, an important component of the FCal response to inelastic p+p-like collisions is
the electronic noise. To quantitatively understand the contribution to the FCal resolution from
electronic noise, the FCal distribution in events with no generator-level activity in the FCal A
pseudorapidity range is examined, as shown in Figure 7.27. The electronic noise is evaluated as
σnoise = 1.72(2) GeV. In MC, no electronic pedestal is found within sensitivity.
7.4.4 Npart = 2 Reference
Since a direct p+p 5.02 TeV reference at the shifted center of mass is unavailable, the MC is used
to describe the dN/dΣEPbT distribution for Npart = 2 p+Pb events, which are hypothesized to be
similar to pp events with the same
√
s = 5.02 TeV kinematics.
Figure 7.28 shows the distribution dN/dΣEPbT ) for inelastic pp MC events. We model this as
a Gamma distribution with k0 and θ0. Generally, the signal in the Pb-going FCal for a p+Pb
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Figure 7.28: Left: FCal ΣEPbT distribution for pp inelastic events in MC (black). The best-fit
Gamma distribution (with electronic noise contribution) in ΣEPbT is shown in red. PYTHIA 8 (6)
is shown on the left (right).
collision with Npart participants is modeled as a Gamma distribution with parameters that depend
on Npart, k(Npart) and θ(Npart). The MC is used to constrain this behavior for Npart = 2, such
that k(Npart = 2) = k) and θ(Npart = 2) = θ0.
These parameters are determined by a fit to a Gamma function, which describes the underlying
particle production as a function of the true transverse energy in the FCal ΣEPbT
truth
, and then
convoluted with the electronic noise in MC to give the measured distribution ΣEPbT . The model




















; k0, θ0) exp
(
−(ΣEPbT
,truth − ΣEPbT )2/2σ2noise
)
(7.6)
Where A sets the overall normalization and σnoise = 1.7 GeV is the electronic noise in MC. The
results of the fit to the PYTHIA 8 and PYTHIA 6 reference are shown in Figure 7.28, and the fit
parameters are
 k0 = 1.40(1), θ0 = 3.41(2) for the PYTHIA 8 reference
 k0 = 1.23(2), θ0 = 2.67(5) for the PYTHIA 6 reference
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The fits do a good but not perfect job of describing the ΣEPbT distribution in MC, with some
residual tension in the shape of the high-ΣEPbT tail, but with a remarkably good description of the
electronic noise in the negative-ΣEPbT tail.
7.5 Global fits to data
This section describes the global fits that map the Npart distribution generated in the Glauber
model of inelastic p+Pb events onto the ΣEPbT distribution observed in data.
7.5.1 Global models
The model to which the ΣEPbT distribution in data is fit consists of the sum of the ΣE
Pb
T distributions
from Glauber p+Pb events described by a number of participants Npart, weighed by the relative
probability of having Npart participants in the full set of Glauber p+Pb events. Let P (Npart) =
(1/NMC,evt)(dN/dNpart), where NMC,evt is the total number of Glauber events. Furthemore, let
P (ΣEPbT |Npart) be the probability distribution of ΣEPbT values from events with Npart participants.





= CΣNpartP (Npart)P (ΣE
Pb
T |Npart) (7.7)
where C is a constant chosen to match the total number of counts in the data. In fact, fitting
Equation 7.7 to the data is complicated by several factors. First, peripheral events may have some
inefficiency for the minimum bias event selection criteria, which will decrease the observed ΣEPbT at
low ΣEPbT . Second, if P (ΣE
Pb
T |Npart) describes the distribution of ΣEPbT values at the truth level,
the measured ΣEPbT distribution will surely be smeared by the electronic noise in the FCal σnoise.
Third, we must account for any residual events in the minimum bias sample not fully described by
the Glauber or Glauber-Gribov picture.
Thus, the full model is























where (ΣEPbT ) is the event selection efficiency as a function of ΣE
Pb
T , fdiff is the relative
contribution from extra diffractive events not normally modeled by Glauber, Pdiff(ΣE
Pb
T ) is the
distribution of FCal energy for these processes, C is an overall normalization factor to the total




,truth − ΣEPbT )2/2σ2noise
)
(7.9)
where σnoise was determined above from empty events in data to be ≈ 1 GeV. (ΣEPbT ) is taken
from MC, while Pdiff(ΣE
Pb
T ) and σnoise are taken from data, and fdiff is treated as a free parameter
in the fit.
The signal from Npart = 2 (“pp-like”) p+Pb events, P (ΣE
Pb
T |Npart = 2) is determined using the
5.02 TeV inelastic pp MC. However, an additional model is needed to describe how P (ΣEPbT |Npart)
evolves with increasing Npart. In this analysis, P (ΣE
Pb
T |Npart) is modeled as a Gamma Distribution.
A Gamma distribution is defined by parameters k (the “shape parameter”) and θ (the “scale
parameter”), and for non-zero numbers x > 0 has the probability density function







z−1e−tdt(= (k − 1)! for integer values of k) is the Gamma function. Note
that the Gamma distribution is normalized so that
∫ +∞
0 GammaDist(x; k, θ) dx = 1. A useful fact
is that the mean and variance of the distribution are kθ and kθ2, respectively. Since the Gamma
distribution is completely described by its k and θ parameters, the different fit models therefore
describe the Npart dependence of k(Npart) and θ(Npart).
7.5.2 Models of Npart dependence
Two main models of the Npart dependence in the Gamma distribution parameters were used, plus
an alternate third model as a check on the results.
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 Fit model #1. Linear-k with θ Acceptance Term
– k(Npart) = k0 + k1(Npart − 2)
– θ(Npart) = θ0 + θ1 log(Npart − 1)
This model includes a term in k that is linear in Npart. This is the “wounded nucleon” term,
resulting in the behavior that the distribution corresponding to Npart is simply the Npart − 1
distribution convoluted with a Gamma distribution with the same parameter θ but k = k1.
Additionally, this model includes an acceptance term in θ which varies with the logarithm of
Ncoll(= Npart− 1). This term is motivated by the observation that additional proton-nucleon
collisions after the first one may systematically shift the center of mass of the system in the
direction of the nucleus[253]. Since the dN/dy distribution is downward sloping in the region
of the FCal, boosts in the nuclear direction actually increase the mean energy falling within its
acceptance. The logarithmic term has the proper behavior at Ncoll = 1 (there is no correction
since log 1 = 0). The logarithm is motivated by MC studies which show that the energy of
truth particles within 3.1 < ηlab < 4.9 increase, with good approximation, as a logarithm of
the number of successive boosts.
 Fit model #2. Quadratic-k with Constant θ
– k(Npart) = k0 + k1(Npart − 2) + k2(Npart − 2)2
– θ(Npart) = θ0
This model is closer to “traditional” Glauber approaches, in which the Npart dependence is
contained entirely in the k parameter, with a quadratic term k2 which allows for non-linear
corrections at higher Npart.
In both cases, k0 and θ0 are held fixed so that k(Npart = 2) = k0 and θ(Npart = 2) = θ0 reduce
to the distribution P (ΣEPbT ) in MC pp events.
A key difference between these two models is the size of fluctuations in P (ΣEPbT |Npart) at high-
Npart. The mean of a Gamma Distribution is µ = kθ, and the variance is σ
2 = kθ2. Thus, the
size of the relative standard deviation / mean is σ/µ = 1/
√
k. In fit model #2, k(Npart) must
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account for all of the shift in the mean of P (ΣEPbT |Npart) (since θ is constant with Npart) and grows
substantially with Npart. Thus, the relative fluctuations decrease at high Npart. However, in fit
model #1, the Npart dependence in θ can account for some of the growth in the mean ΣE
Pb
T and
k can remain much smaller as a function of Npart. Thus, in fit model #1 the relative fluctuations
can remain relatively large, even at high Npart.
Alternate models were attemped, but ultimately these two models were found to give a good
description of the extremes of the possible parameter space. However, as an additional systematic
check on the results, we consider one additional fit model:
 Fit model #3. Wounded Nucleon with Non-Linear Terms
– k(Npart) =
k0
2 Npart + k2(Npart − 2)2
– θ(Npart) = θ0 + θ1 log(Npart − 2)
This model explicitly enforces as a wounded nucleon scaling by setting k1 = k0/2, but then
allows for the possibility of non-linear terms both in k (the k2 term seen in fit #1) and θ
(the θ1 term seen in fit #2). This fit model was used see if the data could be reproduced
by enforcing the wounded nucleon behavior with either the non-linear behavior in k or the
acceptance term in θ (or a combination of both).
7.5.3 Application to data
This section describes the fit of the model described by Equation 7.8 to the ΣEPbT distribution
in data. The fit is performed for each of the three versions of the Glauber model (each of which
provide a different P (Npart)) and for each fit model (which have different descriptions of k(Npart)
and θ(Npart) in the Gamma distribution P (ΣE
Pb
T |Npart)). Additionally, the fits are performed to
2012 and 2013 data separately as a cross-check.
In the 2012 data, where the µ was low, all good minimum bias events are used in the global
fit, providing a total of 2.1 × 106 events. In the 2013 data, since the model cannot reproduce the
effects of out of time pileup, the global fits are performed only to data from the first bunch in
each bunch train, corresponding to ≈ 1 × 106 minimum bias triggered events. The 2012 results
are shown and discussed in detail here. The 2013 results are extremely consistent with the 2012
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model k1 k2 θ1 fdiff total eff.
fits to 2012 data
standard Glauber, fit #1 0.425(2) - +1.32(1) 0± 0.01% 98.1%
standard Glauber, fit #2 0.70(12) +0.025(6) - 0± 1.7% 98.2%
standard Glauber, fit #3 0.701 (fixed) +0.020(26) +0.08(46) 0.4± 1.0% 98.2%
Glauber-Gribov Ω = 1.01, fit #1 1.139(3) - -0.209(2) 1.83± 0.04% 98.3%
Glauber-Gribov Ω = 1.01, fit #2 0.994(1) -0.00457(7) - 1.08± 0.04% 98.2%
Glauber-Gribov Ω = 1.01, fit #3 0.701 (fixed) -0.0101(1) +0.689(3) 0± 0.01% 98.1%
Glauber-Gribov Ω = 0.55, fit #1 0.901(3) - +0.074(4) 1.31± 0.05% 98.2%
Glauber-Gribov Ω = 0.55, fit #2 0.929(1) +0.00227(9) - 1.40± 0.04% 98.2%
Glauber-Gribov Ω = 0.55, fit #3 0.701 (fixed) -0.0057(1) +0.564(4) 0.40± 0.04% 98.2%
fits to 2013 data
standard Glauber, fit #1 0.435(5) - +1.30(2) 0± 0.01% 98.0%
standard Glauber, fit #2 0.712(3) +0.0250(2) - 0± 0.01% 98.0%
standard Glauber, fit #3 0.704 (fixed) +0.0196(6) +0.094(10) 0± 0.01% 98.0%
Glauber-Gribov Ω = 1.01, fit #1 1.146(6) - -0.200(4) 1.22± 0.09% 98.1%
Glauber-Gribov Ω = 1.01, fit #2 1.003(3) -0.0043(1) - 0.43± 0.09% 98.1%
Glauber-Gribov Ω = 1.01, fit #3 0.704 (fixed) -0.0103(1) +0.713(7) 0± 0.01% 98.0%
Glauber-Gribov Ω = 0.55, fit #1 0.90(16) - +0.092(20) 0.6± 1.7% 98.1%
Glauber-Gribov Ω = 0.55, fit #2 0.937(3) +0.0027(2) - 0.76± 0.09% 98.1%
Glauber-Gribov Ω = 0.55, fit #3 0.704 (fixed) -0.0056(2) +0.575(7) 0± 0.01% 98.0%
Table 7.4: Summary of fit results.
results, with typical changes in the geometric observables on the order of < 1%. Thus, the 2013 fits
and results are relegated to Appendix A, and are mentioned only when they are different enough
from the 2012 results to mention.
Table 7.4 shows the fit parameters for global fits using each of the three fit models, each of
the three Glauber models, and to 2012 and 2013 data. Generally, the 2012 and 2013 data give
very similar results in terms of the fit parameters, with slight differences reflecting the different
treatment of the uncorrected ΣEPbT . However, a consistent feature is that fits to the 2012 data
find a higher residual diffractive contribution (an additional ≈ 1% of the total observed event
sample) than do the corresponding fits in the 2013 data. This is consistent with what is described
in Section 7.3.6 when comparing the low-ΣEPbT region of data from the two run periods. Table 7.4
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Figure 7.29: Fits to 2012 p+Pb data using the default Glauber model, showing fit model #1 (first
row), fit model #2 (middle row) and fit model #3 (bottom row). The left column shows the model
prediction and ΣEPbT distribution in data, and the right column shows the data/model ratio.
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Figure 7.30: Fits to 2012 p+Pb data using the Glauber-Gribov Ω = 1.01 model, showing fit model
#1 (first row), fit model #2 (middle row) and fit model #3 (bottom row). The left column shows
the model prediction and ΣEPbT distribution in data, and the right column shows the data/model
ratio.
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Figure 7.31: Fits to 2012 p+Pb data using the Glauber-Gribov Ω = 0.55 model, showing fit model
#1 (first row), fit model #2 (middle row) and fit model #3 (bottom row). The left column shows
the model prediction and ΣEPbT distribution in data, and the right column shows the data/model
ratio.
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also shows the event selection efficiency for the full inelastic Glauber cross-section, which is defined
below in Equation 7.11.
Figures 7.29, 7.30 and 7.31 show the best fit models to 2012 data. Figures A.1, A.2 and A.3
in the Appendix show the fits to 2013 data. Fits to the 2012 data using PYTHIA 6 to model
the efficiency and set the P (ΣEPbT ) for Npart = 2 are shown in Figures A.4, A.5 and A.6 in the
Appendix. The fit models with different PYTHIA references and Glauber models vary in how well
they describe the data. Generally, the best fits are able to describe the data to within < 5% over
three orders of magnitude, typically with slowly divergent behavior in the very high-ΣEPbT tail in
data. No fit is able to describe to describe the data perfectly, and fit functions #1 and #2 with
the PYTHIA 8 reference are seen being equally plausible descriptions of the data.
Since the efficiency is a function of model ΣEPbT , the total efficiency for the p+Pb model ΣE
Pb
T




















The fits find a 98% efficiency for the inelastic p+Pb Glauber cross-section and a 0-2% residual
contaminant, depending on the details of the fit. (As a reminder, since the contaminant contribu-
tion is modeled using p+Pb data events with a large proton-side pseudorapidity gap, it is consistent
with residual diffractive events passing event selection cuts or photonuclear dissociation of the Pb
nucleus. Although this component is often referred to as “residual diffraction”, it is also consistent
with the presence of residual photonuclear events.) On the other hand, the PYTHIA6 reference
shows a systematically lower total efficiency (97%) and also less diffractive contribution. Thus,
conservatively considering the full variation of fit models, the total efficiency plus residual ineffi-
ciency is taken to be 98 ± 2% (comprised of 97-98% efficiency for the total Glauber cross-section
and a 0-2% residual contaminant). The ΣEPbT cuts in data will be drawn according to this 98%
figure, but 96% and 100% total efficiency+contaminant will be used to determine the systematic
uncertainties on the results.
As can be seen in the first two rows of Table 7.4, in the standard Glauber model, the Npart
dependence is very sensitive to the choice of fit model. Both models have a significant non-linear
term (θ1 in the case of fit model #1, k2 in fit model #2) in the best fit to data. In fit model #1,
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a significant portion of the Npart dependence of P (ΣE
Pb
T |Npart) is contained in the θ1 parameter.
On the other hand, fit model #2 gives a k1 close to the wounded nucleon expectation of k0/2
along with a statistically significant k2. In the default Glauber model (Figure 7.29), fit model
#1 gives a substantially better fit to the data. On the other hand, in the two Glauber-Gribov
models (Figures 7.30 and 7.31), the fit models do an approximately equal job. In fact, the fit
results for both Glauber-Gribov models have smaller non-linear terms and are thus less sensitive
to the details of which fit model is used. In particular, the Ω = 0.55 model finds very similar
values for k1 in fit models #1 and #2 and very small but statistically significant non-linear terms.
Additionally, both fit models agree on a 1.5% residual diffractive contaminant. This implies that
the Glauber-Gribov variants (especially the Ω = 0.55 model) can describe the ΣEPbT distribution
in data with a much simpler assumption about how the ΣEPbT distribution grows in events with
increasing Npart. Furthermore, in the default Glauber model the best fits do not find a statistically
significant residual contamination from diffraction fdiff , while the Glauber-Gribov models see a
possible role for a residual diffractive component.
Another interesting way to characterize the fits is to examine the the mean and standard

































Npart as a function of Npart in the two
fit models and three Glauber models. In the default Glauber model, it grows substantially faster








. Furthermore, it increases much more quickly
in fit model #2 than fit model #1. In the Glauber-Gribov model with Ω = 1.01, the mean ΣEPbT
per Npart has a different behavior, with the mean energy growing faster than linear at low-Npart
and then turning over and growing more slowly than linear at high-Npart. This implies that in
this Glauber-Gribov variant, the best models which describe the data are those in which additional
collisions of the proton contribute increasingly less and less energy. On the other hand, the mean
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Figure 7.32: Mean ΣEPbT per Npart as a function of Npart (left) and standard deviation of ΣE
Pb
T
per Npart as a function of Npart (right), for all three Glauber models and two fit models.
ΣEPbT per Npart in the Glauber-Gribov Ω = 0.55 fits rise slowly at low-Npart and then are close to
constant at high-Npart, and with only a small difference between the fit models.
Figure 7.32 also plots the standard deviation per participant σ(ΣEPbT )Npart/Npart. In the
default Glauber model, the two fit models give substantially different values for the widths of
the P (ΣEPbT |Npart) distributions as a function of Npart. In fit model #1, the fluctuations are
substantially larger at all Npart than in fit model #2, as predicted at the end of Section 7.5.2. In
the Glauber-Gribov Ω = 1.01 model, the relative width of the P (ΣEPbT |Npart) distribution shrinks
strongly with increasing Npart. The Glauber-Gribov Ω = 0.55 model is somewhere in between the
two other models, and is also the model for which the two fit models give the closest results in
terms of σ(ΣEPbT )Npart/Npart.
Finally, the correlation between ΣEPbT and Npart can be further investigated by projecting slices
of dN/dΣEPbT for various Npart (e.g. the ΣE
Pb
T distribution from events with a given Npart) and
slices of dN/dNpart for various ΣE
Pb
T (e.g. the relative contribution to this ΣE
Pb
T from events with
a different Npart). This is shown in Figure 7.33 for fit model #1 and Figure 7.34 for fit model #2.
It can be seen that for a given Npart, the default Glauber model gives very fit-dependent results on
the shape of P (ΣEPbT |Npart). Fit model #1 looks more like a Gamma distribution (since k(Npart)
remains small even at high-Npart) while fit model #2 looks more like a Gaussian distribution
(which is the large-k limit of a Gamma distribution). Similarly, fit model #2 gives P (ΣEPbT |Npart)
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Figure 7.33: Correlation between Npart and ΣE
Pb
T from global fits. Left column: contribution
to the total ΣEPbT distribution from Npart = 2, 4, 6, 10, 20 events. Right columns: Npart values
contributing to the given ΣEPbT selections. Results are shown for fit model #1 with Glauber (top
row), Glauber-Gribov Ω = 1.01 (middle row) and Glauber-Gribov Ω = 0.55 (bottom row).
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Figure 7.34: Correlation between Npart and ΣE
Pb
T from global fits. Left column: contribution
to the total ΣEPbT distribution from Npart = 2, 4, 6, 10, 20 events. Right columns: Npart values
contributing to the given ΣEPbT selections. Results are shown for fit model #2 with Glauber (top
row), Glauber-Gribov Ω = 1.01 (middle row) and Glauber-Gribov Ω = 0.55 (bottom row).
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distributions that are more localized in ΣEPbT . In fit model #1, the figures show that a very wide
range of Npart values contribute to the top 0-1% of ΣE
Pb
T events. In fit model #2, the range is
somewhat narrower. That is, the correlation between ΣEPbT and Npart are tighter in fit model #2
than in fit model #1.
7.6 Systematic Uncertainties
The systematic uncertainty on the final extracted geometric quantities are discussed here. There
are five major sources of systematic uncertainty, which are each detailed below. Each systematic
uncertainty is associated with a systematic variation of the global fit procedure, which modifies the
final results. The systematic uncertainty from any variation (or vategory of variatoins) quantifies
the sensitive of the results to that detail, choice or assumption in the analysis.
Of the systematic uncertainties presented here, it should be noted that the differences in the
results between the Glauber models are not considered a systematic uncertainty on the “final”
results. Rather, the different Glauber models are considered to be equally likely descriptions of the
underlying physics of p+Pb collisions and results for each are determined separately.
The effect of the systematic variations on the results are summarized in Figures 7.35 and 7.36
for the default Glauber model. The relative change in the mean Npart to that in the default is shown
for each systematic variation. Similar results for the systematic change in the 〈Npart〉 results within
the Glauber-Gribov models are shown in the Appendix in Figures A.7 and A.8 (for Ω = 1.01) and
in Figures A.9 and A.10 (for Ω = 0.55).
7.6.1 Uncertainty from choice of fit model and MC reference
This systematic accounts for different models of the Npart dependence of P (ΣE
Pb
T |Npart) as de-
scribed in Section 7.5.2, and for using PYTHIA 6 instead of PYTHIA 8 as the MC reference as
described in Section 7.4.4. The 〈Npart〉 results using PYTHIA 6 are systematically higher than that
their PYTHIA 8 counterparts, because PYTHIA 6 has a softer description of inelastic collisions
and thus the fit necessitates a smaller residual contamination at low-ΣEPbT . Thus, more of the
low-Npart part of the total distribution is contained below the 90% centile, enhancing the Npart in
the other bins.
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Figure 7.35: Overview of systematic uncertainty for the default Glauber model. The change in
〈Npart〉 relative to the default value as a function of possible systematic variations is plotted. The
figures here show the effects on Npart in the 0-90% (top left), 0-1% (top right), 0-5% (middle left),
1-5% (middle right), 0-10% (bottom left) and 5-10% (bottom right) centrality bins.
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Figure 7.36: Overview of systematic uncertainty for the default Glauber model. The change in
〈Npart〉 relative to the default value as a function of possible systematic variations is plotted. The
figures here show the effects on Npart in the 10-20% (top left), 20-30% (top right), 30-40% (middle
left), 40-60% (middle right) and 60-90% (bottom) centrality bins.
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The choice of fit model is one of the dominant systematic uncertainties. As described in Sec-
tion 7.5.3, fit model #2 has a quantitatively different description of the fluctuations in P (ΣEPbT |Npart)
at high-Npart, especially in the default Glauber model. Because of this, results with fit model #2
tend to produce somewhat smaller 〈Npart〉 in peripheral selections (e.g. see last plot in Figure 7.36)
and larger 〈Npart〉 in central ones (including as much as 15% higher in 0-1%, as shown in the second
plot of Figure 7.35). This reflects the fact that in the default Glauber fits, fit model #2 has a tighter
correlation between Npart and ΣE
Pb
T .
7.6.2 Uncertainty from MC energy scale
To account for a possible mismatch between the FCal energy scale in the Monte Carlo and data,
the θ0 parameter in the fits to MC which is used to set the Npart = 2 behavior is scaled up by 5%
and 10%. This is appropriate, because θ in a Gamma distribution controls the overall scale of the
distribution (it is the “scale parameter”, whereas k is the “shape parameter”). 10% is seen is as an
energy scale difference between the FCal in data and MC that is plausible from previous studied
of the performance in Pb+Pb events[249], but on the upper limit of possibilities.
As it turns out, the results are relatively insensitive to such changes in the energy scale, since
other free parameters in the model can absorb changes in the energy scale in the fit. Thus, most
of the (small) differences are at low ΣEPbT .
7.6.3 Uncertainty from modeling of the MC reference
The fit parameters in Section 7.4.4 are varied by their uncertainty in a way that respects the
correlations them. The (k, θ) of the Gamma distribution is alternately modeled as (k + σk, θ− σθ)
and (k−σk, θ+σθ) where σk and σθ are the errors on k and θ from the fit, respectively. For similar
reasons as given in 7.6.2, as well as the small level of uncertainty on the Npart = 2 fits, the final
results are relatively insensitive to these variations.
7.6.4 Uncertainty from total inefficiency
The nominal total efficiency (efficiency + residual contamination) for the Glauber cross-section is
estimated to be 98%, with a ±2 uncertainty from differences in the total efficiency and the amount
of residual diffraction. Thus, the final ΣEPbT centrality bins can be redefined assuming a 96% and
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’s.) The Npart values are then determined again using these alternate
definitions.
The most peripheral bins are the most sensitive to systematic variations in the total inefficiency,
with the systematic uncertainty reaching just under 5% in the 60-90% bin (last plot in Figure 7.36).
The effect of this variation decreases with increasing centrality, becoming < 1% by 20% centrality.
7.6.5 Uncertainty from Glauber MC variations
Six independent variations of the parameters in the Glauber MC model are considered, as follows:
 The nucleon-nucleon inelastic cross-section σNN at
√
s = 5.02 TeV is varied by ±5mb, from
65 mb to 75 mb.
 The Woods-Saxon radius R = 6.62±0.06 fm and skin depth a = 0.546±0.010 fm parameters
are varied by their uncertainty in a way that respects the anticorrelation between them.
That is, the default parameters are (R, a)default = 0.546 fm) and the two alternate are
(R, a)syst,I = (6.68 fm, 0.536 fm) and (R, a)syst,I = (6.56 fm, 0.556 fm).
 The hard core radius dmin is varied by ±0.2 fm, from 0.2 fm to 0.6 fm.
For each variation, an alternate Npart distribution entirely is generated, and the global fits are
repeated to this different description of the Glauber p+Pb events.
Of these six variations, the σNN changes have the largest effect (as expected, a higher σNN
increases the range Npart values, and vice versa) and are roughly constant as a function of centrality.
7.6.6 Total systematic uncertainties
The final systematic uncertainty on 〈Npart〉 is derived from adding the largest deviation in each of
the five categories above in quadrature. Positive and negative uncertainties are tabulated separately,
and the final results for all centrality bins are shown in Table 7.6.
To determine the systematic uncertainty on 〈TAB〉, the variations in 〈TAB〉 = 〈Npart − 1〉 /σNN
are tabulated and the largest deviations in each of the fit categories are added in quadrature.
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Centrality selection ΣEPbT range (default) ΣE
Pb




0-1% > 90.87 GeV > 90.59 GeV > 91.17 GeV
0-5% > 65.84 GeV > 65.50 GeV > 66.17 GeV
0-10% > 53.65 GeV > 53.27 GeV > 54.02 GeV
10-20% 39.96-53.65 GeV 39.52-53.27 GeV 40.39-54.02 GeV
20-30% 31.06-39.96 GeV 30.59-39.52 GeV 31.53-40.39 GeV
30-40% 24.15-31.06 GeV 23.63-30.59 GeV 24.66-31.53 GeV
40-60% 13.55-24.15 GeV 13.00-23.63 GeV 14.10-24.66 GeV
60-90% 2.817-13.55 GeV 2.284-13.00 GeV 3.319-14.10 GeV
Table 7.5: ΣEPbT ranges in 2012 p+Pb data for given centrality selections.
Thus, much of the uncertainty from varying σNN in the Glauber MC is reduced from the partial
cancellation of uncertainties in the ratio. The final uncertainty is shown in Table 7.7.
Similarly, the systematic uncertainty in Rcoll is determined by considering the worst change in
Rcoll = 〈Npart − 1〉cent / 〈Npart − 1〉60−90% in each category and adding these in quadrature. Again,
the uncertainty from varying σNN cancels to a large extent in the ratio. However, the uncertainty
from the choice of fit model is correlated in a way to give a large one-sided uncertainty in Rcoll.
This is understood to be because of the differences in how tightly ΣEPbT is correlated with Npart
in fit models #1 and #2. In fit model #2, the central events have a higher mean Npart and (to
compensate), the peripheral events have a lower mean Npart than in fit model #1. Thus, the effect
is amplified in the central-to-peripheral ratio as expressed in the Rcoll. The final uncertainties are
shown in Table 7.8.
7.7 Results
7.7.1 Centrality divisions
As found in Section 7.5.3, the best fit of the Glauber Npart distribution to data is consistent with a
nominal 98% total efficiency, comprising 96-98% of the Glauber inelastic events plus an additional
0-2% of the data being consistent with non-Glauber diffractive events. We define ranges of ΣEPbT
which correspond to given fractions of the Glauber cross section. That is, a centrality selection
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The divisions of the data into centrality bins are shown in the second column of Table 7.5 in the
2012 data. Because of the slightly different treatment of the uncorrected ΣEPbT values in 2012 and
2013 data, the ΣEPbT cuts corresponding to the centrality divisions are slightly different between the
two (though the geometric quantities within those bins are extremely similar). The 2013 centrality
divisions are shown in Table A.1 in the Appendix. The Tables also show how the ΣEPbT cuts change
if they are to be redrawn with different assumptions on the total efficiency.
The most peripheral centile for which geometric quantities are extracted is 90% centile. Events
with an ΣEPbT lower than this threshold are not used for two reasons. First, the determination of
their Npart values suffers from a large systematic uncertainty due to the uncertainty in the total
efficiency. Second, in the Glauber model, Npart = 2 p+Pb collisions are ≈ 18% of the total cross-
section. Thus, selecting events with such low-ΣEPbT actually preferentially selects pp like events but
with a suppressed soft underlying event and multiplicity of produced particles, which biases the
events. Because of these effects, the 60-90% bin is the most peripheral one which should be used
in centrality-dependent p+Pb analyses.
7.7.2 Determination of Npart, TAB and Rcoll
The geometric quantities Npart, Rcoll and TAB are extracted as follows. To determine the mean
Npart within a given centrality selection, the global fit is used to determine the composition of Npart







), the mean number of participants Npart for those events is
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Figure 7.37: Final 〈Npart〉 (top left), Rcoll (top right) and 〈TAB〉 (bottom) results in selected
centrality bins, with final systematic errors. Results are shown from fits to 2012 data, and from all
three Glauber models.



















The ratio of number of nucleon-nucleon collisions in a given centrality bin cent and the 60-90%











where the numerator and denominator are each determined separately in their ΣEPbT bins. The









〉− 1) /σNN (7.18)
For most of the centrality divisions, the ΣEPbT ranges used are taken directly from data as
described above, even though the fraction of events in the model and in data within the given
ΣEPbT range may differ slightly. However, when cutting on small centrality selections at the high
tail of the ΣEPbT distribution, this difference is more problematic. Because no fit describes the
large-ΣEPbT tail well, it is possible that the ΣE
Pb
T range in data which contains the top 1% of events
may contain up to 50% more or fewer events in the model (e.g. the model is known to over- or
undershoot). Thus, the 1% and 5% centile divisions are redrawn to match what they should be in
the model only for the purposes of extracting 〈Npart〉.
Tables 7.6, 7.7 and 7.8 shows the final results for 〈Npart〉, 〈TAB〉 and 〈Rcoll〉 for each of the three
Glauber models along with their final systematic uncertainties. Additionally, these are summarized
graphically in Figure 7.37.
Furthermore, Tables A.2, A.3 and A.4 in the Appendix show the same results in 2013 data.
The agreement between the 2012 and 2013 is extremely good, with most results in agreement to
within < 1% or less.
The results are discussed in Chapter 9.
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Table 7.6: Mean Npart values for all centrality bins in 2012 data, along with total systematic uncer-
tainty (the uncertainty is asymmetric and shown for positive and negative uncertainties separately,
and in absolute and relative terms).
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Table 7.7: Mean TAB values for all centrality bins in 2012 data, along with total systematic uncer-
tainty (the uncertainty is asymmetric and shown for positive and negative uncertainties separately,
and in absolute and relative terms).
Centrality selection standard Glauber Glauber-Gribov Ω = 1.01 Glauber-Gribov Ω = 0.55
2012 data







































































































































Table 7.8: Mean Rcoll values for all centrality bins in 2012 data, along with total systematic uncer-
tainty (the uncertainty is asymmetric and shown for positive and negative uncertainties separately,
and in absolute and relative terms).
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Chapter 8
Inclusive jet production in p+Pb
collisions
Thou’st spoken right. ’Tis true.
The wheel is come full circle. I am here.
King Lear, Act V, Scene III
This chapter describes the measurement of inclusive jet production in 5.02 TeV p+Pb and 2.76
TeV pp collisions. The measured quantities and choice of binning are defined in Section 8.1. The
data, reconstruction and event selection are described in Section 8.2. The jet reconstruction and cal-
ibration procedure, as well as the correction for selection efficiency is described in Section 8.3. The
event filter trigger selection and determination of the trigger efficiency is described in Section 8.4.
The jet performance in ATLAS and the corrections from detector effects are described in Sec-
tion 8.5. Additional cross-checks on the jet energy resolution and scale are described in Section 8.6.
The main results are shown in Section 8.7, with a description of the systematic uncertainties given
in Section 8.8.
8.1 Definition of Measured Quantities
The basic quantity of interest is the double differential per-event jet yield (1/Nevt)(d
2N/dpTdy) for
jets with given transverse momentum pT and rapidity y. Experimentally, the yield is measured in
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pT and y bins with center pT


















Njet(pT ∈ ∆pT, y ∈ ∆y) (8.1)






is always referred to in the center of mass
frame of the p+Pb collision system and is denoted y∗ whenever possible. Rapidity in the laboratory





Njet(pT ∈ ∆pT, y ∈ ∆y) (8.2)
The number of events Nevt is not the number of jet events, but rather the total effective number
of p+Pb events sampled in which the jet yield was measured.
8.1.1 Centrality-dependent jet yields
Per-event jet yields are defined in the different centrality selections by restricting the jet yield and








In this work, the centrality selections considered are 0-10%, 10-20%, 20-30%, 30-40%, 40-60%
and 60-90%. The per-event yield without any requirement on event centrality in Equation 8.2 is
sometimes referred to as the 0-98% or the minimum bias per-event yield.
The two centrality-dependent physics observables are the RpPb and the RCP.
The p+Pb-to-pp nuclear modification factor RpPb
cent(pT, y) for a given centrality selection cent
is the ratio of the per-event jet yield in p+Pb to the jet production cross-section d2σpp(pT, y)/dpTdy




(also known as the nuclear overlap
function) for p+Pb collisions in that centrality class. The RpPb quantifies the deviation of jet
production in different geometric configurations of p+Pb collisions relative to the behavior expected
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The central-to-peripheral nuclear modification factor RCP
cent/60−90%(pT, y) is the ratio of the
〈TAB〉-scaled yields between the jet yield for a given centrality selection cent to that in the peripheral
centrality selection 60-90%. The RCP quantifies the deviation of jet production between different























Although the RCP has historically been used to quantify physics effects when pp reference data
are not available, it actually offers several advantages over the traditional quantity RpPb such as
the partial or full cancellation of large systematic uncertainties from the model-dependent deter-
mination of 〈TAB〉, and other uncertainties such as the trigger efficiency correction and unfolding
of detector effects.





















where Rcentcoll is the ratio of the number of binary collisions in events with centrality cent relative
to that in 60-90%. Rcoll ranges from ≈ 2 as many binary collisions in 40-60% collisions as in 60-90%,
to ≈ 5 as many collisions in 0-10% events relative to 60-90% (see Section 8.2.4).
8.1.2 Choice of binning
Several different choices of binning are used in this analysis, with separate binning options for the
p+Pb jet yields and pp jet spectra.
To better measure the pT dependence with good statistics over more than an order of magnitude,
the jet spectra are binned with exponentially growing bin sizes.
Before corrections for detector effects and jet selection cuts, the following binning is used to
examine and analyze the p+Pb and pp jet yields at the detector scale:
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pT ∈
(
10 · 10n/20, 10 · 10(n+1)/20
)
GeV (8.7)
for bins n = 0 (lower limit pT = 10 GeV) to n = 39 (high limit pT = 1 TeV).
The binning used for the physics results (the RCP and the RpPb) is
pT ∈
(
10 · 10n/10, 10 · 10(n+1)/10
)
GeV (8.8)
for bins n = 0 (lower limit pT = 10 GeV) to n = 19 (high limit pT = 1 TeV).
Additionally, since the 5.02 TeV reference pp spectrum is constructed by xT-scaling the 2.76
TeV pp spectrum, there needs to be a binning in the 2.76 TeV spectrum which is the
√
s-scaled




10 · 10n/10, 10 · 10(n+1)/10
)
GeV (8.9)
for bins n = 0 (lower limit pT = 5.5 GeV) to n = 19 (high limit pT = 550 GeV).
Finally, the 2013 pp spectrum is compared to the 2011 pp spectrum, which uses a standard set
of bins common to all ATLAS jet results, as a cross-check. In this case, the binning is given by the
following bin edges
20, 30, 45, 60, 80, 110, 160, 210, 260, 310, 400, 500, 600, 800, 1000 GeV (8.10)
The y∗ bins are chosen to be identical to that used in the 2.76, 7 and 8 TeV jet cross-section
measurements, which comprise 13 bins,
y∗ ∈ (−0.3,+0.3), (±0.3,±0.8), (±0.8,±1.2), (±1.2,±2.1), (8.11)
(±2.1,±2.8), (±2.8,±3.6), (±3.6,±4.4) (8.12)
In the pp jet analyses (where ylab = y∗), these bins have the benefit that for most bins the bin
boundaries coincide with the boundaries of distinct subdetectors, such that the instrumentation
is the same within any bin. In the p+Pb system, which has a center of mass shift relative to the
laboratory frame, this is no longer the case. However, these bins are kept to be consistent with the
ATLAS pp data, which will serve as the reference spectra for the RpPb measurement.
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8.2 Data Selection
8.2.1 Run conditions
Figure 8.1: Cumulative integrated luminosity in 2013 p+Pb and Pb+p running (left) and daily
peak instaneous luminosity (right) vs. day.
This analysis analyzes the LHC proton-nucleus (p+Pb) and proton-proton (pp) run in January
and February 2013. The proton-nucleus running consisted of two beam orientations. The first is
denoted “period A” or “p+Pb” running, with E = 4 TeV proton bunches in beam 1 (going from
the A to C side of ATLAS) colliding with bunches of E = Z×4 TeV Pb nuclei in beam 2. The per-
nucleon beam energy for the Pb nucleus is (Z/A)×4 TeV = 1.58 TeV. The resulting proton-nucleon
center of mass frame has energy
√
s = 5.02 TeV and is boosted with respect to the laboratory frame
with a rapidity shift ∆y = −0.465. That is, y∗ = 0 coincides with ylab = −0.465. The LHC operated
in this mode for most of January, delivering approximately 17 nb−1, a luminosity estimated using
MC estimates of the luminosity detector response and a p+Pb inelastic cross-section of σ = 2.12
barns.
The second mode is denoted “period B” or “Pb+p” running, with the same proton and nucleus
kinematics but now switched between the two beams (protons in beam 2, nuclei in beam 1). In this
work, y∗ is always referred to by the convention of the period A kinematics. The LHC operated
in this mode until mid-February, delivering approximately 14 nb−1. The cumulative integrated
luminosity and peak luminosity per day for the proton-nucleus running are shown in Figure 8.1.
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Finally, the LHC delivered pp collisions with
√
s = 2.76 TeV, an energy chosen to coincide with
the nucleon-nucleon center of mass energy in E = 3.5 TeV Pb+Pb running. The total delivered
luminosty was 4.7 pb−1, an increase of 20 in statistics from the March 2011 2.76 TeV run.
8.2.2 Reconstruction
The data were reconstructed with low-µ settings, using the LowPt option for the charged track
reconstruction selection cuts[256; 232].
A further set of more stringent tracking cuts were applied offline:
 Track author requirement that corresponds to inside-out tracking algorithms only (imple-
mented by requiring trk patternReco1 & 1 or trk patternReco2 & 16 ).
 pT > 100 MeV, |η| < 2.5
 ≥ 2, 4, 6 SCT hits for pT ∈ 100-200, 200-300 and > 300 MeV, respectively
 ≥ 1 Pixel hits
 At least one hit in the B-layer if one is expected.
 |d0| , |z0 sin θ| < 1.5 mm, where d0 and z0 are constructed with respect to the primary vertex
 |σd0/d0| , |σz0 sin θ/z0 sin θ| < 3. Note that in constructing the uncertainty σz0 sin θ, the full
covariance matrix between z0 and θ is used.
description data set names # runs
p+Pb, minimum bias data13 hip.0021*.physics MinBias.merge.NTUP HI.f* m1312 32
p+Pb, hard probes data13 hip.0021*.physics HardProbes.merge.NTUP HI.f* m1312 32
pp, minimum bias data13 2p76TeV.00219*.physics MinBias.merge.NTUP HI.f519 m1313 6
pp, hard probes data13 2p76TeV.00219*.physics HardProbes.merge.NTUP HI.f519 m1313 6
Table 8.1: Summary of data D3PD’s used in the p+Pb and pp jet analysis.
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8.2.3 p+Pb data and event selection
The data used in this analysis utilize the full 2013 p+Pb and Pb+p run statistics. p+Pb events
in filled crossings are analyzed in lumiblocks when all detector components had good operational
status. Specifically, v.60 of the Good Run List for p+Pb is used,
 data13 hip.periodAllYear DetStatus-v60-pro15 DQDefects-00-01-00 PHYS HeavyIonP All Good.xml
which comprises 32 runs (16 each in the period A and B orientations).
A handful of additional lumiblocks (approximately ten, in four different runs) are excluded
because they lay on the edge of a series of GRL lumiblocks and had a large change in EF prescales
relative to the other lumiblocks.
The minimum bias event definition in p+Pb collisions is the same as described in [263], and
consists of:
 At least one hit in each minimum bias trigger scintillator (MBTS), with the two sides reporting
an event time no more than 10 ns apart
 At least one reconstructed vertex, but no more than one reconstructed vertex with
∑
pT > 6
GeV of tracks associated with it (to reject in-time p+Pb pileup events)
 At least two tracks in the event with pT > 100 MeV which pass minimum bias tracking cuts
(see Section 8.2.2)
 A pseudorapidity gap smaller than ∆ηPb < 2.0 on the Pb-going edge of the detector accep-
tance (to reject events consistent with diffractive excitations of the proton)
The minimum bias trigger consists of at least one hit in each MBTS (MBTS 1 1). The number
of total p+Pb events sampled, used in Equation 8.2 is determined by the prescale-corrected set of
recorded events which pass the above minimum bias event selection cuts. Formally,
Nevt =
∑
i ∈ MBTS 1 1
Ci (8.13)
where the sum is over recorded events meeting the conditions above and Ci is the full event
filter prescale for the event. The prescale for the minimum bias trigger ranged from 2 in low-
luminosity running to up to ≈ 104 in the highest luminosity running. After event selection, the
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prescale-corrected number of minimum-bias p+Pb crossings is Nevt = 5.34× 10+10, corresponding
to an integrated luminosity of approximately 25 nb−1. Table 8.1 summarizes the dataset names.
The η conventions for the first period of p+Pb running are used, with η < 0 corresponding to
the p-going, or “forward”, and η > 0 corresponding to the Pb-going, or “backward”, direction.
8.2.4 Centrality determination
The centrality in p+Pb collisions is measured using the sum of the transverse energy (at the EM
scale) in the Pb-going forward hadronic calorimeter (FCal), ΣEPbT , situated at 3.1 < η < 4.9, and
is described in detail in [263; 264]. The raw ΣEPbT is corrected for a small run-dependent electronic
pedestal and an acceptance factor that changes with the vertex of the p+Pb event. The geometry
of p+Pb collisions is determined using a Glauber model[68] with a nucleon-nucleon cross-section at
√
s = 5.02 TeV of 70 mb. Additionally, an alternative to the Glauber model (the “Glauber-Gribov”
model) is considered in which the nucleon-nucleon cross-section fluctuates event to event[84; 82],
resulting in a different underlying Npart distribution.
The minimum bias event selection efficiency for inelastic p+Pb collisions is determined to be 96-
98% with a 0-2% residual contaminant from p+Pb events consistent with photonuclear or diffractive
excitation of the Pb nucleus. The signal in the measured quantity ΣEPbT is assumed to vary with
Npart according to several different models, the simplest one of which uses a PYTHIA 8 reference
for the ΣEPbT distribution in inelastic pp collisions at
√
s = 5.02 and posits that the contribution
to ΣEPbT from p+Pb events with a given number of participants Npart is equal to the pp signal
convoluted Npart/2 times. Thus, selecting events with a given range of ΣE
Pb
T is equivalent to
selecting p+Pb events with a given mean Npart.
A similar determination of the mean number of participants using the ET in both FCals has
been performed in Pb+Pb collisions in ATLAS[249; 265].
In this analysis, the mean nuclear thickness 〈TAB〉 and the ratio of the number of binary
collisions between centrality bins Rcoll is estimated using the default Glauber model (and not







values, and the total number of prescale corrected minimum bias
events Nevt, for the seven centrality selections used in this analysis.
There is one additional correction made to the centrality determination. The mapping of events
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centrality ΣEPbT range (GeV) 〈TAB〉 (mb−1) Rcoll Nevt
0-10% > 53.7 0.208+0.019−0.005 4.89
+0.83
−0.27 5.45× 10+9
10-20% 40.0-53.7 0.172+0.007−0.003 4.05
+0.49
−0.21 5.45× 10+9
20-30% 31.0-40.0 0.148+0.004−0.002 3.48
+0.33
−0.18 5.45× 10+9
30-40% 24.1-31.0 0.126+0.003−0.004 2.96
+0.21
−0.14 5.45× 10+9
40-60% 13.4-24.1 0.092+0.004−0.006 2.16
+0.08
−0.07 1.09× 10+10
60-90% 2.56-13.4 0.043+0.003−0.004 1 1.64× 10+10
0-90% > 2.56 0.107+0.007−0.006 n/a 4.91× 10+10
Table 8.2: Summary of centrality bins used in the p+Pb jet analysis.
with a given centrality to a class of p+Pb geometries with a mean number of nucleon-nucleon
collisions rests on the assumption that energy in the centrality-determining detector comes from
soft particles in the p+Pb underlying event. Thus, the presence of a high-energy jet can bias the
determination of an event’s centrality. In particular, measuring centrality-selected jet yields in or
near the region of the Pb-going FCal can result in strong autocorrelations between the jet yield
and the centrality of the event.
In this analysis, the contribution to ΣEPbT from jets is subtracted out by examining R=0.4
jets. Reconstructed jets with an ET above 8 GeV at the electromagnetic (EM) scale which contain











EM,FCal · θ(EEMT − 8 GeV) (8.14)
where EEMT is the electromagnetic-scale energy of the jet, ET
EM,FCal is the subset of that energy
in FCal cells and η > 2.8 selects (R=0.4) jets which overlap with the Pb-going FCal. Since the HI
reconstructed jets have underlying event subtraction, the subtraction of the jet energy from ΣEPbT
preserves the underlying event pedestal under the jet. The choice of EEMT > 8 GeV was made by
comparing the jet yield in the FCal in p+Pb data, which contains jets from hard scatterings as
well as underlying event fluctuations, to the truth-matched yield in MC, which only contains the
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former. > 8 GeV was chosen so that jets from UE fluctuations would not be subtracted from the
FCal, which would incorrectly bias the minimum bias FCal distribution. Additionally, the cut is
varied from > 6 GeV to > 10 GeV to determine the systematic uncertainty.
8.2.5 pp data and event selection
The data analyzed in the 2013 pp 2.76 TeV running is selected from v.60 of the GRL for the period,
 data13 2p76TeV.periodAllYear DetStatus-v60-pro15 DQDefects-00-01-00 PHYS HeavyIonP All Good.xml
Since in pp collisions the goal is to measure the jet-cross section (instead of the per-event yield, as
in p+Pb collisions), the event selection cuts are kept to a minimum, requiring only a reconstructed
vertex. Table 8.1 summarizes the dataset names.
8.3 Jet Selection and Reconstruction
8.3.1 HI Jet Reconstruction
The jet reconstruction procedure in p+Pb collisions is similar to that used in ATLAS Pb+Pb jet
results[59; 60; 266; 267], and is designed to function in a heavy ion environment with a large,
fluctuating underlying event. The main details of the underlying event subtraction are summarized
here. Further detail on the reconstruction procedure is available at [268; 269; 270].
The main jet reconstruction procedure consists of seven steps: (1) a preliminary determination
of seeds, areas consistent with jets which should be excluded from the determination of the under-
lying event background, (2) a preliminary determination and subtraction of the underlying event
background, (3) a more sophisticated determination of the seeds, (4) a new background determi-
nation based on the updated seed positions, (5) jet finding, (6) correction of resulting jet energies
from residual misalignment with seeds, and (7) correction of the electromagnetic (EM) scale jet
energy to the final jet energy scale. These steps are described below.
1. First, regions of the calorimeter with a high ET consistent with jet production must be
excluded from the background determination. Failure to properly exclude jets from the
background determination results will lead to an oversubtraction of energy under the jet.
This effect is called the self-energy bias (SEB).
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Calorimeter cells at the electromagnetic scale are treated as four vectors with ET, η and φ
given by the cell energy and position (and m = 0). The cells are grouped through the addition
of their four-vectors into ∆η = 0.1×∆φ = 0.1 sized projective calorimeter towers. Cells with a
large granularity which would span multiple towers have their energy divided equally between
the towers in question. anti-kT jet reconstruction with R = 0.2 is run inclusively on the 64×98
grid of towers. The seeds are taken to be jets in which the highest-EEMT tower has E
EM
T > 3
GeV and for which the discriminant D, which is the ratio of the EEMT in the highest-E
EM
T







〉 > 4 (8.15)
This preliminary set of seed jets is used in the next stage.
2. The EM scale energy measured in each calorimeter cell is modeled as the sum of contributions













In p+Pb collisions, where no significant modulation of the underlying event in φ is expected,





ρ(η) is determined separately in each calorimeter layer and in ∆η = 0.1 strips from the







where the sum is over the N cells in that layer and ∆η = 0.1 strip which were had not been
clustered into a seed jet in step #1.
The cell energies are adjusted by subtracting this estimate of the underlying event via,
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ET
subtracted = ET
total − ρ(η)∆φ∆η (8.19)
where ρ(η) also depends on the calorimeter layer.
3. The background subtracted cells are again grouped into towers, and jet reconstruction is
rerun with R = 0.2. The resulting jets with EEMT > 4 GeV are taken to be the new seed jets,
replacing the preliminary set of seeds determined in step #1.
4. The layer-by-layer background in each η strip is determined again as in step #2, but this
time using the updated seeds to exclude cells from the background determination.
5. Jet reconstruction is run for the third time on the second iteration of the background sub-
tracted towers, this time with the resolution parameter R = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6. With
the exception of one additional correction applied in step #6, the resulting jets are the final
set of jets which are used in the analysis.
6. In this step, any residual misalignment between the seeds in step #3 and the final set of jets
in step #5 is corrected, in a procedure called the self-energy bias correction. The procedure
considers the full set of reconstructed jet with EEMT > 8 GeV and the original seed jets. In
each η strip, the effect on ρ(η) of excluding jet towers not originally excluded by the seeds is
computed, and any over-subtracted energy is added back to the jet. For jets which are well
correlated with a seed jet, the effect of the SEB correction is negligible. For jets which have
no overlap with the seeds, the correction is on the order of 10% for R = 0.4 jets (a geometric
quantity which is derived from piR2/(2R)(2pi) ≈ 0.1). Due to the low threshold on the ET of
the seed jets (> 4 GeV, see step #3), the SEB correction has only a minor effect on jets used
in this analysis, since all reconstructed jets with ET > 15 or so are very well correlated with
a seed jet.
7. Finally, the self-energy bias corrected jets with EM-scale energy pEMT are converted to a full
jet energy pT through a multiplicative correction for the detector response derived from the
numerical inversion procedure, which is described separately in Section 8.3.2.
In the Pb+Pb jet analysis, there is normally another step known as fake jet rejection which
is designed to reject jets from upward fluctuations of underlying event energy (“fake jets”). In
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this step, jets are required to be angularly associated with a charged track jet or a high-energy
calorimeter cluster. In the p+Pb data, where the fake rate is substantially lower, this step is not
applied.
The present results use the R = 0.4 and R = 0.6 jet collections. The jet reconstruction
performance in ATLAS is detailed in Section 8.5.
8.3.2 Energy Scale Calibration
Jets at the EM are scale are corrected to the full hadronic scale through a procedure called numerical
inversion (NI), which closely follows the procedure used to calibrate jets in 7 TeV pp [271].
The NI procedure uses the 5.02 TeV Signal MC (see Section 8.5) to derive a correction factor
which converts the jet EM-scale transverse momentum pEMT to a full jet momentum pT. The




. Jets at a given pEMT are corrected to an
energy pT which is equal to the mean p
truth
T of truth jets which are reconstructed at the given EM
scale momentum.
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The mean response and uncalibrated momentum at each truth value are associated with each other,
and the response as a function of pEMT is parameterized by fitting polynomial up to fourth order in
log-pEMT space.
Thus, the fit interpolates between the (pEMT ,
pEMT
pT ) points and results in the response as a function
of the uncalibrated (not truth) transverse momentum,













T ; η) (8.21)
The residual closure of the numerical inversion is determined in MC by measuring the mean
fractional difference between the reconstructed and truth pT as a function of the truth pT,〈




. The energy scale is evaluated fully in Section 8.5.3.
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8.3.3 Independence of subtracted ET
Since the underlying event subtraction procedure is designed to remove the soft pedestal which is
otherwise not associated with the production of the jet, an important test of the procedure is the
independence of the subtracted energy from the jet energy. Here, the subtracted energy is defined
as the sum of the EM-scale ET subtracted from each of the constituent towers in the reconstructed
jet.
Figure 8.2 shows the mean subtracted energy as a function of jet EM-scale ET and centrality
selection, in selected rapidity bins, for R=0.4 and R=0.6 jets. As expected, the mean subtracted
energy increases systematically from peripheral to central events. The mean subtracted energy is
observed to have a small increase with jet energy. This effect is strongest near mid-rapidity, where
it is observed to increase ≈ 200 MeV from EEMT = 20 to EEMT = 100 GeV. Furthermore, this effect
is present in all centrality bins. Thus, this effect is consistent with a residual self-energy bias effect,
in which a small fraction of jet energy falls outside the nominal anti-kT cone, and is thus included
in the background determination. As the jet energy increases, the fraction of the jet’s energy that
this effect corresponds to decreases. Conservatively, a residual over-subtracted of 200 MeV for
EEMT = 100 GeV jets is consistent with a < 0.2% effect on the final energy scale (since the final jet




To reject reconstructed jets consistent with background, jets are required to pass “BadMedium”
(which rejects jets consistent with noise spikes in the HEC, coherent noise in the EM calorimeter
and out-of-time energy deposits from cosmic rays and beam backgrounds) and “Ugly” (which rejects
jets depositing a majority of their energy in the Tile Barrel to Tile Extension transition region or
in dead cells, since the total energy is not well measured in these cases) quality cuts. The efficiency
of this selection is estimated in Section 8.3.5 and the measured jet yields are corrected for it.
Figure 8.3 shows the fraction of R=0.4 reconstructed jets in data rejected by each of the two
cuts as a function of pT and η. As expected, the BadMedium cut mostly affects jets in the EM
Barrel and HEC regions, but also several jets in the FCal that are consistent with beam background
and cosmic rays. Also as expected, the Ugly cut rejects jets in or near the Tile transition region.
Although Figure 8.3 shows several high-pT bins regions where the rejected fraction is 100%, these
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Figure 8.2: Mean subtracted ET vs. EM-scale reconstructed jet ET in selected rapidity bins for
R=0.4 jets (left) and R=0.6 jets (right), with jets in different centrality selections shown in different
markers.
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fraction rejected by isUgly cut
Figure 8.3: Fraction of jets rejected by BadMedium (left) and Ugly (right) cuts, for R=0.4 jets as
a function of pT and η.
Figures 8.4 and 8.5 show the cleaning cut survival fraction in data as a function of pT in separate
η bins, for R=0.4 and R=0.6 jets. The cleaning cuts have minimal effect on jets within
∣∣ηlab∣∣ > 2.1,
where the survival fraction is > 99.5% in all pT bins. For jets within
∣∣ηlab∣∣ < 2.1, the survival
probability is typically smallest at low-pT, but then saturates at high-pT. For R=0.4 (R=0.6) jets
the smallest survival probability is 93% (86%) for pT = 20 Gev jets in the 0.8 <
∣∣ηlab∣∣ < 1.2 bin,
and > 98% for pT > 40 GeV jets in all bins.
8.3.5 Data-driven efficiency for real jets
The efficiency for real jets passing the cleaning cuts is determined in a data-driven way using a tag
& probe method similar to what is done in [272]. The leading (highest-pT) and subleading (next-
highest-pT) jet in p+Pb events are analyzed without cleaning cuts. We consider events where the
leading and subleading jet are well-balanced according to their angular correlation and asymmetry,








If the leading jet is within
∣∣ηlab∣∣ < 2 and passes a stricter set of cleaning cuts, “BadTight”
and “Ugly”, then this jet is “tagged” and the event included in the good jet sample. Using the
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p+Pb, 5.02 TeV, L
 < +2.1labη+1.2 < 
R=0.4, data
R=0.6, data
Figure 8.4: Fraction of jets surviving cleaning cuts in data, as a function of pT. Each plot shows
a different pseudorapidity range, with R=0.4 and R=0.6 jets shown separately. This figure shows
the range
∣∣ηlab∣∣ > 1.2.
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p+Pb, 5.02 TeV, L
 < +0.3labη-0.3 < 
R=0.4, data
R=0.6, data
Figure 8.5: Fraction of jets surviving cleaning cuts in data, as a function of pT. Each plot shows
a different pseudorapidity range, with R=0.4 and R=0.6 jets shown separately. This figure shows
the range
∣∣ηlab∣∣ < 1.2
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good jet sample, the cleaning cut efficiency is determined by examining the subleading jet as a
function of ηlab and pT. To smooth the statistical fluctuations, the data are fit to a function, which
is phenomenologically chosen to be
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Figure 8.6: Efficiency of cleaning cuts determined from the good jet sample, as a function of pT.
Select pseudorapidity bins are shown for R=0.4 jets.
The fit function in Equation 8.24 was chosen because of its natural asymptotic behavior (at
high pT, → c0 + c1). Figures 8.6 shows the selection efficiency in the good jet sample in a selected
sample of ηlab bins, along with the fits to the data. The bottom panel on each figure shows the
data minus fit difference, with dotted red line indicating the ±0.5% difference. The fits to a good
job of describing the data. In all cases, the data minus fit residuals are statistically consistent with
lying inside the ±0.5% range. The full set of data-driven cleaning efficiencies in all ηlab bins, both
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cone sizes and for the p+Pb and pp data are shown Figures B.1, B.2, B.3, B.4, B.5 and B.6 in
Appendix B.1.
Furthermore, the procedure was repeated using looser and stricter selection criteria on the dijet
pair,
 stricter dijet requirement, ∆φ > 2.8, A < 0.3
 looser dijet requirement, ∆φ > 2.4, A < 0.5
and the observed changes on the fit function are < 0.1% in all bins and at all pT.
The data are corrected for the cleaning selection inefficiency by evaluating the fit function at
the pT value of each jet. Note that the cleaning efficiency correction is applied as a function of jet
ηlab, whereas the centrality-dependent yields are constructed in bins of y∗. 0.5% is taken to be the
systematic uncertainty on the cleaning efficiency correction.
8.4 Trigger Selection
Due to the high luminosity in the p+Pb data-taking, a trigger menu for jets with many EF trigger
jet thresholds was used, with triggers for higher pT jets having sequentially smaller prescales.
To maximize the available statistics at every pT, the per-event jet yields are constructed from
eight trigger streams, with each pT bin populated by one only trigger. All EF trigger jets used
the R=0.4 anti-kT algorithm, but used either a hadronic topocluster (“a4tchad”) reconstruction
without underlying event subtraction or heavy-ion subtraction and reconstruction (“a4hi”). The
performance of the HI trigger jets has been previously evaluated in [273].
Towards the latter half of period A running, the trigger jet type was switched from a4tchad to
a4hi, but in diffrent runs for the intermediate (j20-j40) triggers than the high-pT (j50-j75) triggers.
However, since the ultimate trigger scheme chosen only utilizes triggers where they are > 99%
efficient, the a4tchad and a4hi versions of a given triggers can be considered interchangeable. To
construct the per-event yield of low-pT jets for which the j20 trigger had not yet saturated, MB
events were used.
Table 8.3 gives an overview of the triggers used in p+Pb, the runs in which they applied, and the
total number of triggered events sampled. R=0.4 and R=0.6 offline jets were selected by requiring
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EF jet
trigger
used in runs used in runs used in runs approx.
threshold 217999-8222 218301-38 218391-9114 Nevt
trigger
MB EF mbMbts 1 1 X X X 4.3× 107
j20
EF j20 a4tchad EFFS L1MBTS X 2.2× 106
EF j20 a4hi EFFS L1MBTS X 4.4× 105
EF j20 a4hi EFFS L2mbMbts X 2.0× 106
j30
EF j30 a4tchad EFFS L1MBTS X 1.1× 106
EF j30 a4hi EFFS L1MBTS X 8.8× 104
EF j30 a4hi EFFS L2mbMbts X 1.5× 106
j40
EF j40 a4tchad EFFS L1MBTS X 4.1× 105
EF j40 a4hi EFFS L1MBTS X 2.8× 104
EF j40 a4hi EFFS L2mbMbts X 5.3× 105
j50
EF j50 a4tchad EFFS L1J10 X X 9.9× 105
EF j50 a4hi EFFS L1J10 X 2.1× 106
j60
EF j60 a4tchad EFFS L1J15 X X 1.2× 106
EF j60 a4hi EFFS L1J15 X 8.8× 105
j75
EF j75 a4tchad EFFS L1J15 X X 4.7× 106
EF j75 a4hi EFFS L1J15 X 2.1× 106
fj15
EF fj15 a4tchad EFFS L1FJ0 X 8.3× 105
EF fj15 a4hi EFFS L1FJ0 X X 1.4× 106
Table 8.3: Overview of triggers used in the p+Pb data, showing the groups of runs in which they
are used and the total number of sampled events.
a trigger jet within ∆R < 0.4 of the R=0.4 offline jet. The highest trigger threshold used is the
j75 trigger. Although j80-j100 triggers are sometimes included in the trigger menu, j75 is the first
fully unprescaled trigger so they are not needed.
Section 8.4.1 describes the determination of the trigger efficiency, Section 8.4.2 describes the
trigger scheme chosen including the jet pT and η
lab ranges for which different triggers were used,
and Section 8.4.4 investigates the stability of the trigger-constructed yields.
8.4.1 Trigger efficiency
The trigger efficiency trigger is determined in data using MB jets in
∣∣ηlab∣∣ < 3.2 for the j20, j30, j40
triggers, MB jets with
∣∣ηlab∣∣ > 3.2 for the fj15 trigger and jets matched to j20 triggers in ∣∣ηlab∣∣ < 3.2
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EF jet threshold η pT (R=0.4 jets) pT (R=0.6 jets)
MB
∣∣ηlab∣∣ < 3.2 < 31.6 GeV < 44.7 GeV∣∣ηlab∣∣ > 3.2 < 31.6 GeV < 39.8 GeV
j20
∣∣ηlab∣∣ < 3.2 31.6-39.8 GeV 44.7-56.2 GeV
j30
∣∣ηlab∣∣ < 3.2 39.8-50.1 GeV 56.2-70.8 GeV
j40
∣∣ηlab∣∣ < 3.2 50.1-63.1 GeV 70.8-89.1 GeV
j50
∣∣ηlab∣∣ < 3.2 63.1-79.4 GeV 89.1-100 GeV
j60
∣∣ηlab∣∣ < 3.2 79.4-100 GeV 100-125 GeV
j75
∣∣ηlab∣∣ < 3.2 > 100 GeV > 125 GeV
fj15
∣∣ηlab∣∣ > 3.2 > 31.6 GeV > 39.8 GeV
Table 8.4: Trigger scheme in the p+Pb data, listing which triggers are used in the pT, y bins.
trigger
pT, y range pT, y range Lint [nb−1]
R=0.4 R=0.6
EF mbSpTrk
pT < 20, |y| < 3.2 pT < 20, |y| < 3.2
1.05858 / 8
pT < 22, |y| > 3.2 pT < 32, |y| > 3.2
EF j10 a4tchad EFFS L2mbMbts L1RD0 pT ∈ 20-32, |y| < 3.2 pT ∈ 20-40, |y| < 3.2 11.7184 / 8
EF j20 a4tchad EFFS L2mbMbts L1RD0 pT ∈ 32-50, |y| < 3.2 pT ∈ 40-70, |y| < 3.2 12.9786 / 8
EF j40 a4tchad EFFS L1J5 pT ∈ 50-65, |y| < 3.2 pT ∈ 70-79, |y| < 3.2 288.586
EF j50 a4tchad EFFS L1J10 pT ∈ 65-79, |y| < 3.2 pT ∈ 79-100, |y| < 3.2 832.942
EF j60 a4tchad EFFS L1J15 pT ∈ 79-89, |y| < 3.2 pT ∈ 100-125, |y| < 3.2 1659.44
EF j75 a4tchad EFFS L1J15 pT > 89, |y| < 3.2 pT > 125, |y| < 3.2 4095.26
EF fj10 a4tchad EFFS L2mbMbts L1RD0 pT > 22, |y| > 3.2 pT > 32, |y| > 3.2 12.9786 / 8
Table 8.5: Trigger scheme in the pp data, listing which triggers were used in the pT, y bins, and
the total luminosity sampled.
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for j50, j60 and j75 triggers. Thus, while for the j20-j40 and fj15 triggers, trigger is the efficiency
with respect to EF mbMbts 1 1 triggers, for j50-j75 triggers the trigger is the efficiency with respect
to EF j20 triggers. However, the efficiency for j50-j75 triggers turns on in a region where the j20
trigger has completely saturated ( = 100%) with respect to the MB trigger.
Each offline jet is tested for firing the trigger by examining if it is within ∆R < 0.4 of a
trigger jet above the threshold (pT
trigger > 20 for j20 triggers, etc.) in question. In this way, the
trigger condition used in determining the efficiency is the same as is that used to select jets in
the offline analysis. Because the behavior of the turnon curve is observed to be underlying-event
dependent, the efficiency is investigated as a function of ηlab and centrality for each cone size
(R=0.4 and R=0.6). The efficiency is determined separately for online a4hi and a4tchad jets, but
the reference offline jets are always HI jets, since these are what are used in the final results.
Figure 8.7 shows the η-integrated and centrality-blind, trigger efficiency for each of the 7 triggers.
Efficiency curves are shown for both trigger jet variants (a4tchad and a4hi) and for R=0.4 and
R=0.6 offline jets. Some general features of the efficiency are as follows: for low-pT triggers (the
j20-j40 and fj15 triggers), the efficiency for a4tchad trigger jets turns on earlier than the a4hi
trigger jets. This is because, while the pT-feeding from the underlying event pushes up the pT of
the a4tchad trigger jet, this effect is mitigated by the underlying event subtraction in the a4hi
jets. Furthermore, the turn on curve for R=0.6 offline jets is substantially wider than it is for
R=0.4 offline jets, due to additional resolution and relative energy scale difference between R=0.6
offline jets and R=0.4 trigger jets, which is not there when offline and trigger jets have the same
cone size. Finally, in the forward region, the fj15 trigger efficiency does not appear to saturate until
pT ≈ 30 GeV. This is due to the significant change in the jet energy calibration in the forward
region between the trigger and offline jets.
Finally, it is important to determine any centrality- or η dependence in the trigger efficiencies.
Figure 8.8 plots 1 −  in η bins for j20, j50 and fj15 triggers and both types of trigger jets in the
different η bins. It can be seen that the η dependence of the trigger turn-on curve is stronger in
a4tchad jets (where the underlying event is playing a role) than in a4hi jets and stronger in low-
pT than in high-pT trigger thresholds. Figures B.7, B.8, B.9, B.10 and B.11 in the Appendix plot
the full centrality dependence of all triggers, showing that there are modest centrality-dependent
differences in the turn-on curve, especially in the low-pT trigger thresholds.
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Figure 8.7: Trigger efficiencies of offline jets for the seven EF jet triggers used in this work, showing
j20, j30 and j40 triggers (top row), j50, j60 and j75 triggers (middle row) and fj15 triggers (bottom
row). a4tchad triggers are shown as open squares and a4hi triggers are shown as filled circles.
Results for R=0.4 (left column) and R=0.6 (right column) jets are shown. The results shown here
are centrality-blind and η-integrated within the η-range of the EF trigger.
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Figure 8.8: η dependence of the jet trigger efficiency, shown for j20 triggers (top row), j50 triggers
(middle row) and fj15 triggers (bottom row). a4tchad triggers (left column) and a4hi triggers
(right column) are shown separately. Results are plotted in the form 1 − , with pT bins with
perfect efficiency not shown on the logarithmic vertical axis. Within each plot, the efficiency is
shown for different regions of ηlab.
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As discussed in the next section, jets matched to the various triggers are only used when the
trigger efficiency in question is > 99% (e.g. 1−  < 1%) at all η and in all centralities.
8.4.2 p+Pb jet trigger scheme
The p+Pb trigger scheme for the construction of the per-event yields was chosen with several goals
in mind. For rapidity bins that lie entirely within the barrel or the FCal, each pT bin is only
populated from one trigger, which is chosen to be the highest-luminosity trigger which has reached
> 99% efficiency in all centrality bins for jets in that pT bin. For the center-of-mass rapidity bins
which overlap with both the |η| > 3.2 and |η| < 3.2 regions (in this case, the −2.8 < y∗ < −2.1 and
3.6 < y∗ < 4.4 bins), the bin is filled by an OR of the relevant triggers in the scheme (e.g. both
the fj15 and j20-75 triggers contribute to these bins).
The resulting trigger scheme which satisfied these requirements is shown in Table 8.4 for
the p+Pb analysis. The systematic uncertainty on the possible residual inefficiency or residual
centrality- or η dependence is taken to be 1% within the range 31.6-112 GeV.
8.4.3 pp jet trigger scheme
The determination of the trigger efficiency and final trigger scheme in pp data is substantially
simpler than that used in p+Pb, for two reasons. First, only a4tchad trigger jet reconstruction
was run. Second, there is no “centrality dependence” to check in the trigger efficiency.
Figure 8.9 shows the overall (e.g. η-integrated) trigger efficiency for all EF triggers used. The
j10 trigger efficiency is constructed with respect to jets in the minimum bias (EF mbSpTrk) stream,
the j20 and j40 efficiency with respect to j10-triggered jets and the j50, j60 and j75 efficiency with
respect to j40-triggered jets. As expected, the turn-on curve is sharper for R=0.4 offline jets (since
they have the same R parameter as the trigger jets) than for R=0.6 offline jets (where the turn-on
curve is smeared out due to the energy scale difference between trigger and offline jets). The η
dependence of the trigger efficiency has also been investigated, to ensure that the chosen trigger
scheme has > 99% efficiency separately in each region of the detector. Figures B.12 and B.13 in
Appendix B.2 show the full |η|-dependent trigger efficiency in all triggers.
Table 8.5 summarizes the triggers used in the pp analysis. The pT ranges chosen for a given
trigger are those for which the efficiency is > 99%. There are additional EF jet triggers in the
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Figure 8.9: Summary of jet trigger efficiency in pp data. The efficiency of mid-rapidity triggers for
R=0.4 (upper plot) and R=0.6 (middle plot) offline jets are shown. Each curve is the efficiency
for a different trigger threshold, with respect to a minimum bias or lower threshold trigger. The
efficiency of the fj10 trigger is shown for both R=0.4 and R=0.6 offline jets (bottom plot).
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trigger menu at the time of running, but were not used because they had the same luminosity as
a lower-threshold trigger (this includes the j30 and fj15 triggers as well as any trigger higher than
the j75).
Although there exists a luminosity calibration for the March 2011 2.76 TeV pp data-taking[175],
the final luminosity for the February 2013 running is still being prepared. Therefore, the integrated
luminosity Lint for the triggers was determined using the ATLAS luminosity calculator (lumicalc)
with L1 TE10 used for the livefraction, and using the online calibration as the luminosity tag. For
the L1RD0-seeded triggers, an extra factor of 8 is applied as an effective prescale (since the Level-1
RD0 trigger fires with precisely 18
th
the LHC clock rate).
8.4.4 Stability and distribution of triggered yields
The stability of the per-event jet yields was checked across the 16 period A and 16 period B runs
for each of the triggers used in the trigger scheme. For each of the eight triggers used in the trigger
scheme above (Section 8.4.2) and each p+Pb and Pb+p run, the yield of jets entering the final
spectrum from that trigger is calculated, divided by the effective number of minimum-bias events
in that run, Njet/Nevt. For example, for the j20 trigger this corresponds to the number of j20
trigger-matched jets with |η| < 3.2, pT > pTthreshold,j20 and pT < pTthreshold,j30. For each trigger,
the run-dependent per-event yield is compared to the total yield of jets from that trigger selection
in the full p+Pb and Pb+p data, denoted 〈Njet/Nevt〉. The results are shown in Figure 8.10. For
all trigger-selected yields, the deviations of the run-dependent per-event yield from the mean are
consistent with run-to-run statistical fluctuations.
The ηlab and φ positions of pT > 20 GeV jets in MB p+Pb events, as well as that for jets
matched to online j20, j50 and fj15 triggers, are plotted in Figure 8.11. Jets from Period A and
Period B p+Pb data are shown separately.
8.5 Monte Carlo Simulation and Performance
8.5.1 MC jet samples
Several types of MC sets are used to understand the performance of jet reconstruction and quantify
the effects of the p+Pb underlying event. In all cases, the underlying event generator is PYTHIA
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Dataset name
MC sample orientation Nevt σ [nb] ×  R=0.4 truth jet pT, η∗ range
mc12 5TeV.147760.Pythia AUET2BCTEQ6L1 jetjet JZ0R04.recon.e2166 s1675 s1586 r4893
JZ0 period A 150× 103 (45.7× 106)× (0.996) 10 GeV < pT < 20 GeV
mc12 5TeV.147761.Pythia AUET2BCTEQ6L1 jetjet JZ1R04.recon.e2166 s1675 s1586 r4893
JZ1 period A 625× 103 (45.7× 106)× (4.09× 10−3) 20 GeV < pT < 80 GeV
mc12 5TeV.147762.Pythia AUET2BCTEQ6L1 jetjet JZ2R04.recon.e2166 s1675 s1586 r4893
JZ2 period A 625× 103 (11.0× 103)× (4.82× 10−2) 80 GeV < pT < 200 GeV
mc12 5TeV.147763.Pythia AUET2BCTEQ6L1 jetjet JZ3R04.recon.e2166 s1675 s1586 r4893
JZ3 period A 625× 103 (165)× (3.18× 10−2) 200 GeV < pT < 500 GeV
mc12 5TeV.147764.Pythia AUET2BCTEQ6L1 jetjet JZ4R04.recon.e2166 s1675 s1586 r4893
JZ4 period A 250× 103 (1.29)× (1.36× 10−2) 500 GeV < pT < 1 TeV
mc12 5TeV.147752.Pythia AUET2BCTEQ6L1 jetjet JZ0R04 MaxEta m2p7.recon.e2166 s1675 s1586 r4893
JZ0 period A 500× 103 (45.7× 106)× (0.996) 10 GeV < pT < 20 GeV, η∗ < −2.7
mc12 5TeV.147753.Pythia AUET2BCTEQ6L1 jetjet JZ1R04 MaxEta m2p7.recon.e2166 s1675 s1586 r4893
JZ1 period A 500× 103 (45.7× 106)× (4.00× 10−4) 20 GeV < pT < 80 GeV, η∗ < −2.7
mc12 5TeV.147760.Pythia AUET2BCTEQ6L1 jetjet JZ0R04.recon.e2167 s1675 s1586 r4893
JZ0 period B 250× 103 (45.7× 106)× (0.996) 10 GeV < pT < 20 GeV
mc12 5TeV.147761.Pythia AUET2BCTEQ6L1 jetjet JZ1R04.recon.e2167 s1675 s1586 r4893
JZ1 period B 625× 103 (45.7× 106)× (4.09× 10−3) 20 GeV < pT < 80 GeV
mc12 5TeV.147762.Pythia AUET2BCTEQ6L1 jetjet JZ2R04.recon.e2167 s1675 s1586 r4893
JZ2 period B 625× 103 (11.0× 103)× (4.82× 10−2) 80 GeV < pT < 200 GeV
mc12 5TeV.147763.Pythia AUET2BCTEQ6L1 jetjet JZ3R04.recon.e2167 s1675 s1586 r4893
JZ3 period B 625× 103 (165)× (3.18× 10−2) 200 GeV < pT < 500 GeV
mc12 5TeV.147764.Pythia AUET2BCTEQ6L1 jetjet JZ4R04.recon.e2167 s1675 s1586 r4893
JZ4 period B 250× 103 (1.29)× (1.36× 10−2) 500 GeV < pT < 1 TeV
mc12 5TeV.147767.Pythia AUET2BCTEQ6L1 jetjet JZ0R04 MinEta 2p7.recon.e2267 s1675 s1586 r4893
JZ0 period B 500× 103 (45.7× 106)× (0.996) 10 GeV < pT < 20 GeV, η∗ > 2.7
mc12 5TeV.147768.Pythia AUET2BCTEQ6L1 jetjet JZ1R04 MinEta 2p7.recon.e2267 s1675 s1586 r4893
JZ1 period B 500× 103 (45.7× 106)× (4.00× 10−4) 20 GeV < pT < 80 GeV, η∗ > 2.7
Table 8.6: MC Signal datasets (boosted 5.02 TeV PYTHIA)
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Figure 8.10: Run dependence of the per-event jet yield Njet/Nevt normalized by the mean per-
event yield in all runs, shown for jets in the pT ranges of the triggers from which the final yields
are constructed. Period A p+Pb (Period B Pb+p) runs are shown in the left (right) column.
The top row monitors the yield constructed from MB, j20, j30 and j40 triggers, while teh bottom
row monitors the yields constructed from the j50, j60, j75 and fj15 triggers. The errors bars are
statistical.
6.4[259], with parameters taken from the “AUTE2B” tune[260] to ATLAS 7 TeV pp and 1.96 TeV
CDF and D0 pp¯ data and using the CTEQ6L1[261] pdf sets. The three MC sets used are the 5.02
TeV Signal MC (pure PYTHIA pp events, with the p+Pb COM energy and kinematics), 5.02 TeV
Overlay MC (PYTHIA pp events embedded into real p+Pb data events) and the 2.76 TeV MC
(pure PYTHIA pp events, with
√
s = 2.76 TeV), and are described below.
Table 8.6 lists the 5.02 TeV pp Signal MC samples, which consist of a full detector simulation of
PYTHIA dijets at
√
s = 5.02 TeV. Two versions of the Signal MC are generated, corresponding to
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, R=0.4, fj15 triggersTanti-k
Figure 8.11: η/φ positions of jets in MB events (with pT > 20 GeV, top row), jets matched to j20
triggers (second row), j50 triggers (third row) and fj15 triggers (bottom row). Jets are shown from
period A (left column) and period B (right column) separately.





























































p+Pb MC, 5.02 TeV
 R=0.6Tanti-k
Figure 8.12: Total JZ-combined spectrum of jets in the p+Pb Overlay MC for R=0.4 (left) and
R=0.6 (right) truth jets.
the period A and period B kinematics (e.g. the resulting generator event is boosted by ∆y = ±0.465
depending on the kinematics). The generator-level events are filtered on the requirement of a R=0.4
truth jet within a certain kinematic range. Five different kinematic ranges are used to cover the
range 20 GeV < ptruthT < 1 TeV, referred to as JZ0 (10-20 GeV), JZ1 (20-80 GeV), JZ2 (80-200
GeV), JZ3 (200-500 GeV) and JZ4 (500 GeV - 1 TeV). Furthermore, there are two additional
MC sets with JZ0 and JZ1 truth jets, but filtered on the truth jet being at forward rapidity,
corresponding to η∗ < −2.7 in the period A kinematics sample and η∗ > 2.7 in the period B
kinematics sample.
Table 8.7 lists the p+Pb Overlay MC samples, which consist of
√
s = 5.02 TeV PYTHIA dijets
overlayed onto real minimum bias p+Pb data, along with the number of generated events, the
PYTHIA cross-section and efficiency of trigger truth reconstruction. In the MC Overlay, PYTHIA
truth jets with p+Pb period A kinematics (e.g. with an overall center of mass shift ∆y = −0.465)
are embedded into p+Pb data from period A. Just like the MC Signal, the MC Overlay sets are
also generated in five different JZ samples, with an additional two samples selecting forward jets
with η∗ < −2.7. The centrality of the original p+Pb events used in the MC Overlay was recorded,
meaning that the performance can be evaluated in a centrality-dependent way. The Overlay MC
is known to have a defect in which the energy from jets captured in Tile Barrel and Tile Extension
cells is degraded. This occurs because of a software bug in the reconstruction of the overlaid data,
in which Tile cells switching from the high gain to low gain setting due to the presence of additional
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Dataset name
MC sample Nevt σ [nb] ×  R=0.4 truth jet pT, η∗ range
mc12 5TeV.147760.Pythia AUET2BCTEQ6L1 jetjet JZ0R04.recon.NTUP HI.e2166 d773 r4642 tid01320078 00
JZ0 1.3× 106 (45.7× 106)× (0.996) 10 GeV < pT < 20 GeV
mc12 5TeV.147761.Pythia AUET2BCTEQ6L1 jetjet JZ1R04.recon.NTUP HI.e2166 d773 r4642 tid01320079 00
JZ1 1.3× 106 (45.7× 106)× (4.09× 10−3) 20 GeV < pT < 80 GeV
mc12 5TeV.147762.Pythia AUET2BCTEQ6L1 jetjet JZ2R04.recon.NTUP HI.e2166 d773 r4642 tid01320082 00
JZ2 1.3× 106 (11.0× 103)× (4.82× 10−2) 80 GeV < pT < 200 GeV
mc12 5TeV.147763.Pythia AUET2BCTEQ6L1 jetjet JZ3R04.recon.NTUP HI.e2166 d773 r4642 tid01320085 00
JZ3 1.3× 106 (165)× (3.18×−2) 200 GeV < pT < 500 GeV
mc12 5TeV.147764.Pythia AUET2BCTEQ6L1 jetjet JZ4R04.recon.NTUP HI.e2166 d773 r4642 tid01320088 00
JZ4 1.3× 106 (1.29)× (1.26× 10−2) 500 GeV < pT < 1 TeV
mc12 5TeV.147752.Pythia AUET2BCTEQ6L1 jetjet JZ0R04 MaxEta m2p7.recon.NTUP HI.e2166 d773 r4642 tid01320102 00
mc12 5TeV.147752.Pythia AUET2BCTEQ6L1 jetjet JZ0R04 MaxEta m2p7.recon.NTUP HI.e2166 d773 r4642 tid01320103 00
JZ0, MaxEta2p7 2.6× 106 (45.7× 106)× (0.9996) 10 GeV < pT < 20 GeV, η∗ < −2.7
mc12 5TeV.147753.Pythia AUET2BCTEQ6L1 jetjet JZ1R04 MaxEta m2p7.recon.NTUP HI.e2166 d773 r4642 tid01320106 00
mc12 5TeV.147753.Pythia AUET2BCTEQ6L1 jetjet JZ1R04 MaxEta m2p7.recon.NTUP HI.e2166 d773 r4642 tid01320107 00
JZ1, MaxEta2p7 2.6× 106 (45.7× 106)× (4.00× 10−4) 20 GeV < pT, η∗ < −2.7
Table 8.7: p+Pb MC Overlay samples (boosted 5.02 TeV PYTHIA embedded into minimum bias
p+Pb data)
energy from the PYTHIA event are inadvertently masked off. Thus, the EM-scale energy of truth-
associated jets is systematically low for high-pT jets. This effect turns on between 100 GeV and
200 GeV. Therefore, with these caveats, the Overlay MC is only used for jets outside the Tile-
instrumented region (|η| > 1.7) and for pT . 200 GeV jets within |η| < 1.7, and only to understand
the centrality dependence in the response and not the absolute response.
Table 8.8 details the 2.76 TeV pp MC samples, which consist of a full detector simulation of
PYTHIA dijets at
√
s = 2.76 TeV. As with the other MC samples, the 2.76 TeV MC is divided
into five separate subsets, each selecting on a different range of R=0.4 truth jet pT. Unlike the 5.02
TeV Signal and Overlay MC, there are no forward jet enhanced subsamples.
In the inclusive p+Pb jet analysis, the Signal MC is used to perform the jet calibration (see
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Dataset name
MC sample Nevt σ [nb] ×  R=0.4 truth jet pT, η range
mc12 2TeV.147760.Pythia AUET2BCTEQ6L1 jetjet JZ0R04.recon.e2201 s1647 s1586 r4895
JZ0 1.9× 106 (41.3× 106)× (0.998) 10 GeV < pT < 20 GeV
mc12 2TeV.147761.Pythia AUET2BCTEQ6L1 jetjet JZ1R04.recon.e2201 s1647 s1586 r4895
JZ1 5.0× 106 (41.3× 106)× (1.56× 10−3) 20 GeV < pT < 80 GeV
mc12 2TeV.147762.Pythia AUET2BCTEQ6L1 jetjet JZ2R04.recon.e2201 s1647 s1586 r4895
JZ2 5.0× 106 (3.23× 103)× (3.65× 10−2) 80 GeV < pT < 200 GeV
mc12 2TeV.147763.Pythia AUET2BCTEQ6L1 jetjet JZ3R04.recon.e2201 s1647 s1586 r4895
JZ3 5.0× 106 (33.3)× (1.96× 10−2) 200 GeV < pT < 500 GeV
mc12 2TeV.147764.Pythia AUET2BCTEQ6L1 jetjet JZ4R04.recon.e2201 s1647 s1586 r4895
JZ4 2.0× 106 (0.129)× (3.41× 10−3) 500 GeV < pT < 1 TeV
Table 8.8: 2.76 TeV PYTHIA MC datasets
Section 8.3.2) and evaluate the jet reconstruction efficiency, energy resolution, any residual non-
closure in the jet energy scale and other indicators of the performance. On the other hand, the
Overlay MC is used to gauge the centrality dependence in the jet performance introduced by the
p+Pb underlying event in different centrality bins. The Overlay MC is used to determine the pT
range in which the detector effects on the p+Pb yields are centrality-independent. Then, the Signal
MC is used to correct the measured p+Pb yields to the truth level through a bin-by-bin unfolding
method.
In the inclusive pp jet analysis, the 2.76 TeV MC is used to check the energy scale and resolution,
and used to unfold the p+Pb jet yields though a bin-by-bin unfolding.
In any of the MC samples, variables related to the jet performance are typically constructed
by combining the results from the individual JZ samples in accordance with the generator cross-
section for each subsample. The total spectrum of truth jets in a given y∗ bin can be constructed













dpT (pT) is the spectrum in a given JZ sample, and
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wJZ ≡ σJZ × JZ∑
JZ′ σJZ′ × JZ′
(8.26)
is the cross-section times generator efficiency weight, normalized to 1. Figure 8.12 shows the
total JZ-combined spectrum as a function of pT and y
∗.
8.5.2 Reconstruction efficiency
For each truth jet with ptruthT > 10 GeV, an attempt is made to find an associated reconstructed jet
within ∆R =
√
(ηtruth − ηreco)2 + (φtruth − φreco)2 < 0.4. Only reconstructed jets with precoT > 10
GeV are considered. If there are multiple reconstructed jets within ∆R < 0.4, by default the nearest
jet is taken to be the associated jet (but note that when determining the jet energy scale closure
and resolution, an isolation cut is applied to ensure a 1 ↔ 1 truth to reconstructed corresponce).
If there are no reconstructed jets above threshold within ∆R < 0.4, the truth jet is taken to not be
successfully reconstructed.
Note that since the data is corrected for the efficiency of the cleaning cuts using a data-driven
method, and that the MC is not known to model the effect of the cleaning cuts well, the cleaning
cuts are not included in the definition of the reconstruction efficiency. However, as an investigation
of how well the cleaning cut relevant variables are modeled in MC, the efficiency in MC is plotted
alongside the survival fraction in data in Figures 8.4 and 8.5.
Unlike the cross-section weighted spectrum in Equation 8.25, the total reconstruction efficiency
must be determined in another way. In each JZ sample, let N truth(JZ) be the total number of truth
jets at some pT and N
matched
(JZ) be the subset of those successfully reconstructed. Then the efficiency
in a given JZ sample is





with the variance on  estimated assuming a binomial distribution with P =  and N =
N truth(JZ). The total weighted efficiency is
(pT) =
∑
JZ wJZ ·N truth(JZ)(pT) · (pT; JZ)∑
JZ wJZ ·N truth(JZ)(pT)
(8.28)
where the uncertainty on each (pT; JZ) is propagated to the total efficiency (pT).
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ATLAS Simulation Internal
p+Pb 5.02 TeV
Figure 8.13: Reconstruction efficiency vs. truth jet pT in the 5.02 TeV Signal MC, for R=0.4 (left
column) and R=0.6 (right column) jets, showing jets in mid-rapidity bins (top row), at intermediate
rapidities (middle row) and forward and backward rapidities (bottom row).




























































































































































Figure 8.14: Reconstruction efficiency vs. truth jet pT in the 5.02 TeV Overlay MC, for R=0.4 jets,
for selected rapidity bins. The efficiency in central (peripheral) events is plotted with black (red)
markers.
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The reconstruction efficiency in the 5.02 TeV Signal MC is shown as a function of truth jet pT
in different y∗ bins in 8.13. In all rapidity bins, the reconstruction efficiency is > 97% (> 92%)
above pT > 20 for R=0.4 (R=0.6) truth jets, and is > 99.5% at pT > 30 GeV for both R values.
Additionally, the centrality dependence of the efficiency has been investigated in all rapidity bins
in the 5.02 TeV Overlay MC (where it is possible to tag the p+Pb event centrality). Figure 8.14
shows the efficiency in the most central 0-10% and the most peripheral 60-90% centrality selections
in selected rapidity bins for R=0.4 bins. The centrality dependence of the reconstruction efficiency
is < 1% for 20 GeV truth jets in all rapidity bins.
8.5.3 Jet energy scale closure and resolution
Matched pairs of truth and reconstructed jets are used to evaluate the response of the detector to
jets. In order to measure the response of the detector to a single jet precisely as possible, several
isolation criteria are required to eliminate contributions to ∆pT/p
truth
T from splitting at the truth
or reconstructed level, as well as (in the case of the Overlay MC) the presence of jets in the original
p+Pb data event. In this way, only “1↔ 1” correspondences between truth and reconstructed jet
are used to determine the jet energy scale (JES) closure and jet energy resolution (JER).
The isolation criteria are:
 No other truth jet (above ptruthT > 10 GeV) within ∆R < 1.5×R, where R is the jet resolution
parameter
 No other reconstructed jet (above EEMT > 7 GeV) within ∆R < 1.5 × R, where R is the jet
resolution parameter
Furthermore, when evaluating the JES closure or JER in the MC Overlay, one additional
isolation cut is used:
 No jet from the original p+Pb data event (above EEMT > 7 GeV) within ∆R < 1.5×R, where
R is the jet resolution parameter
Matched pairs of truth and reconstructed jets are contained in a transfer matrix, Aij , where i (j)
are indices into the ptruthT (p
reco
T ) bins, and each entry in the transfer matrix is the (JZ cross-section
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weighted) number of truth-reco jet pairs falling into the given pT bin. The transfer matrices from







Transfer matrices in all y∗ bins and both R parameter values are shown in Figures 8.15, 8.16, 8.17




The JES closure and JER are determined by first calculating the distribution of ∆pT/p
truth
T =
(precoT − ptruthT )/ptruthT for matched pairs of truth and reconstructed jets, in bins of ptruthT . The
∆pT/p
truth
T distributions are combined from each JZ sample by weighing according to the generator
cross-section in the standard way. Then, the JES closure and JER are determined by Gaussian fits
to the resulting ∆pT/p
truth
T distributions within a restricted range. At low p
truth
T , the lower end of
the fitted range is restricted to account for the minimum pT of the reconstructed jets.
Figures 8.19 and 8.20 shows the JES closure and JER in the p+Pb Signal MC, while Figures 8.21
and 8.22 show the JES closure and JER in the pp Standalone MC.
8.5.4 Constraint on centrality dependence of correction factors in p+Pb
The measured jet yields in p+Pb and pp collisions are corrected for the jet energy resolution and
residual non-closure through the use of bin-by-bin correction factors. Three separate sets of bin-
by-bin correction factors are derived from each of the three MC samples for different purposes.
The Overlay MC is used to investigate how the correction factors change in the different p+Pb
centrality bins. (The actual correction factors applied to the p+Pb and pp yields are described
below in Sections 8.5.5 and 8.5.6) Although the Overlay MC is known to have an energy scale
problem for high-pT jets (pT > 200 GeV or so), it is still used at low-pT to understand centrality-
dependent differences in the bin migration. Ultimately, the p+Pb yields are only used in a pT
region where the bin migration effects have become centrality-independent. This is determined by
comparing the correction factors in central to peripheral overlay events.
The bin-by-bin machinery and correction factors are defined as follows. Working with truth
and reconstructed bins of the same size, the bin-by-bin quantities can be defined as follows. Let Ti
be the spectrum of truth jets, where i denotes the ith truth pT bin. Ti can be separated into two








































































































































































































































-2.1 < y* < -1.2
Figure 8.15: Transfer matrices Aij in the 5.02 TeV Signal MC. R=0.4 jets (left column) and R=0.6
jets (right column) are shown separately. The matrices here show the rapidity bins −4.4 < y∗ <
−1.2.








































































































































































































































+0.3 < y* < +0.8
Figure 8.16: Transfer matrices Aij in the 5.02 TeV Signal MC. R=0.4 jets (left column) and R=0.6
jets (right column) are shown separately. The matrices here show the rapidity bins −1.2 < y∗ <
+0.8.








































































































































































































































+2.8 < y* < +3.6
Figure 8.17: Transfer matrices Aij in the 5.02 TeV Signal MC. R=0.4 jets (left column) and R=0.6
jets (right column) are shown separately. The matrices here show the rapidity bins +0.8 < y∗ <
+3.6.


























































+3.6 < y* < +4.4
Figure 8.18: Transfer matrices Aij in the 5.02 TeV Signal MC. R=0.4 jets (left column) and R=0.6
jets (right column) are shown separately. The matrices here show the rapidity bins +3.6 < y∗ <
+4.4.
components, the set of truth jets which are reconstructed (e.g. matched with a reconstructed jet)








Let Ri be the spectrum of the truth-matched reconstructed jets, where i denotes the i
th reco




T ) transfer matrix. The elements of the
vectors and matrices are the number of counts per bin, and not the bin size normalized dN/dpT or
d2N/dptruthT dp
reco











where to recover the truth-matched reco spectrum, we sum over the truth axis of the transfer
matrix and to recover the truth spectrum with a match, we sum over the reco axis of the transfer
matrix.
Two quantities of merit which quantify the extent of the bin migration are the bin-by-bin
efficiency Ei, which is the fraction of jets in a given truth bin which remain in that bin, and the
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Figure 8.19: Jet energy scale closure (left column) and resolution (right column) for R=0.4 jets
in the 5.02 TeV Signal MC, in bins of y∗. Each plot shows a selection of rapidities grouped into
mid-rapidity (top row, |y∗| < 1.2), intermediate rapidity (middle row, 1.2 < |y∗| < 2.8) and
forward/backward rapidity (2.8 < |y∗| < 4.4).
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Figure 8.20: Jet energy scale closure (left column) and resolution (right column) for R=0.6 jets in
the 5.02 TeV Signal MC, in bins of y∗, in the 5.02 TeV MC. Each plot shows a selection of rapidities
grouped into mid-rapidity (top row, |y∗| < 1.2), intermediate rapidity (middle row, 1.2 < |y∗| < 2.8)
and forward/backward rapidity (2.8 < |y∗| < 4.4).
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Figure 8.21: Jet energy scale closure (left column) and resolution (right column) for R=0.4 jets in
the 2.76 TeV Standalone MC, in bins of y∗, in the pp 2.76 TeV MC. Each plot shows a selection
of rapidities grouped into mid-rapidity (top row, |y∗| < 2.1) and intermediate/forward rapidity
(middle row, 2.1 < |y∗| < 4.4).





Pi = Aii/Ri (8.34)
note that Aii denotes the (i, i) element and not an Einstein summation over the diagonal
elements. Note that the in this definition, the bin-by-bin efficiency is defined from the subset of
truth jets which were reconstruction– e.g. it does not contain the effect of the truth reconstruction
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Figure 8.22: Jet energy scale closure (left column) and resolution (right column) for R=0.6 jets in
the 2.76 TeV Standalone MC, in bins of y∗, in the pp 2.76 TeV MC. Each plot shows a selection
of rapidities grouped into mid-rapidity (top row, |y∗| < 2.1) and intermediate/forward rapidity
(middle row, 2.1 < |y∗| < 4.4).
efficiency. This reconstruction efficiency (see Section 8.5.2) is corrected for separately, after the
effects of the bin migration. The errors on the Ei (Pi) are determined according to a binomial




Ei and Pi quantify the bin migration in the chosen bins. In the limit where they are both high
(& 0.5) and the input spectrum is well constrained, a set of correction factors Ci can be determined
via
Ci = Ti/Ri (= Pi/Ei) (8.35)
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where the uncertainty on the Aii (the jets that remained in the same bin) is binomial and the
uncertainty on the quantity
∑
j 6=iAij (the jets that migrated from outside the bin) is taken to be
Poisson.
The correction factors are used as a multiplicative factor on the data to correct the measured









We would like to determine how different the correction factors in the different centralities.
This is equivalent to deriving the correction factors on the RCP, which is the binary collision scaled
ratio of jet yields in central events relative to peripheral events. A centrality-dependent correction















where the 0-10% and 60-90% bins are used just for the sake of example, and the equation holds
for other centrality bins.
These centrality dependent correction factors are derived from the Overlay MC, which contains
the real effects of the p+Pb underlying event on the bin migration. That is, the transfer matrix
Acentij is determined separately for MC events in which the original p+Pb data event was of a given
centrality class.
Normally, the ratio C0−10%i /C
60−90%
i is susceptible to statistical fluctuations in the underlying
truth distribution (as well as the isolation criteria removing slightly different amounts of truth,
reco jet pairs in the different centralities). Therefore, the transfer matrices Acent,uncorrii are re-
weighted along the truth axis such that the underlying truth distribution T fulli is the full centrality-






















































































































































































































































Figure 8.23: Bin-by-bin correction factors on the 0-10% / 60-90% RCP, shown for R=0.4 jets (black
points) and R=0.6 (red points), derived from the 5.02 TeV Overlay MC. Results are shown for the
eight rapidity bins y∗ < 0.8.























































































































































Figure 8.24: Bin-by-bin correction factors on the 0-10% / 60-90% RCP, shown for R=0.4 jets (black
points) and R=0.6 (red points), derived from the 5.02 TeV Overlay MC. Results are shown for the
five rapidity bins y∗ > 0.8.
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By construction, the T centi terms in the ratio in Equation 8.38 now cancel, and the correction











where the errors on the Rcenti are statistically independent, since they come from disjoint MC
events. In the pT region where the correction factors on the RCP are 1, the response for jets in
p+Pb is centrality-independent.
The correction factors on the RCP are shown in Figures 8.23 and 8.24. At high-pT (e.g. pT > 100
GeV at mid-rapidity), the corrections on the RCP are ≈ 1, since at high-pT the bin migration effects
are the same for all centralities. At lower pT (e.g. 40-80 GeV at mid-rapidity), the correction factors
are < 1 and decrease with decreasing pT, as the centrality-dependent differences in the JER have
more of an effect. That is, this region of the RCP is artificially high at the raw scale and should
be corrected down. The size of this correction is larger at mid-rapidity and backward rapidities
(y∗ > 1) than it is at forward rapidities (y∗ < −1) due to the differences in the underlying event.
Furthermore, they are larger for R=0.6 jets, which are more susceptible to the underlying event.
At very low pT (e.g. pT < 30 GeV), the correction factors come back up, but this is an artifact of
the minimum pT in the transfer matrix, since the full effects of the migration into bins near the
> 10 GeV threshold are not fully captured.
The pT range for which the effect of the correction factors cancels (and thus demonstrated that
they are centrality independent) is determined in a systematic way. For each rapidity selection
y∗ < 2.8, the lowest pT value is determined above which all the correction factors are consistent
with 1 within the statistical uncertainty on the MC. This value is called pT
cut, and varies with
rapidity y∗ (it is smaller in the more forward bins, where the underlying event is smaller) and
cone size (it is larger for R=0.6 than R=0.4 jets, since they are more suscpetible to the underlying
event).
8.5.5 Correction factors on the p+Pb yields
Having determined that p+Pb jets above a certain pT threshold have a detector response and bin
migration effects independent of centrality, the jets above this pT are corrected for detector effects
from the jet energy resolution and any residual non-closure.
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y∗ pTcut, R=0.4 pTcut, R=0.6
−4.4 < y∗ < −3.6 25 GeV 25 GeV
−3.6 < y∗ < −2.8 30 GeV 40 GeV
−2.8 < y∗ < −2.1 30 GeV 60 GeV
−2.1 < y∗ < −1.2 40 GeV 60 GeV
−1.2 < y∗ < −0.8 80 GeV 100 GeV
−0.8 < y∗ < −0.3 80 GeV 100 GeV
−0.3 < y∗ < +0.3 100 GeV 100 GeV
+0.3 < y∗ < +0.8 100 GeV 100 GeV
+0.8 < y∗ < +1.2 100 GeV 100 GeV
+1.2 < y∗ < +2.1 100 GeV 100 GeV
Table 8.9: Value of pT
cut in each rapidity bin and cone size for which the bin-by-bin correction
factors on the p+Pb jet yields above pT > pT
cut are centrality-independent.
The raw p+Pb yields are corrected for detector effects using a bin-by-bin unfolding method.
The Signal MC is used to understand the bin-by-bin purity and efficiency, and derive the correction
factors. As a reminder, only p+Pb yields with pT > pT
cut as determined in the previous section
are used.
The bin-by-bin purity, efficiency and correction factors are shown in Figures 8.25, 8.26, 8.27
and 8.28 for both jet R parameters and in all y∗ bins. At very low pT (pT < 20), the purity and
efficiency are artificially high due to the low pT cutoff in the transfer matrix – the migration of jets
near the threshold to lower pT values is not properly accounted for. For pT > 20, the purity and
efficiency slowly increase, reflecting both the growing size of the pT bins and also the decreasing
jet energy resolution. Thus, the correction factors asymptote to a value near 1 as the growing bin
size and increasing absolute resolution roughly cancel out.
Unfortunately, due to the choice of bins in which the pT
truth truth jet filtering is performed at
the generator level and choice of analysis bins that lie very close to these, the raw correction factors
suffer from statistical fluctuations near the regions of transition from one MC JZ subsample to
another. This is especially pronounced in the JZ1 sample, which covers the range 20 < pT
truth < 80
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GeV, which has to cover a factor of 4 change in the pT. (Comparatively, the JZ2 sample covers
the range 80 < pT
truth < 200 GeV, which is a ×2.5 range.) The fluctuations are visible by eye in
the purity and efficiency, usually in the bin just below or above 80 GeV. In these cases, the purity
and efficiency are smoothed in the region 70 < pT < 100 GeV through a fit to data points in the
region. These fits are shown as dotted red and black lines in the plots on Figures 8.25-8.28.
Before the correction factors are applied to the uncorrected per-event yields, the data/MC ratio
at the reconstructed pT scale is examined for any pT dependence. In fact, the MC underpredicts
the slope of the 0-90% p+Pb yields by a small amount (a spectral index difference of about ≈ 0.15).
Thus, to derive a set of correction factors appropriate for the observed p+Pb spectral shape, the
transfer matrices are reweighted in each rapidity bin along the truth axis by the data/MC ratio.
This way, the MC used for the unfolding has the same shape as the data and thus properly describes
the effects of bin migration on a falling spectrum.
The reweighing procedure is repeated separately for the finer centrality selections (0-10% to
60-90%), since the p+Pb yields in different centrality bins have slightly different spectral shapes
(in fact, as it turns out, this is a physics effect).
8.5.6 Correction factors on the pp spectrum
Bin-by-bin correction factors are also computed for the pp cross-section using the 2.76 TeV MC
following the same methodology. The correction factors are determined for two sets of bins, the
bins used in the default ATLAS jet analyses (so a comparison of the 2013 results can be made
to the 2011 results) and the
√
s-scaled version of the binning used for the p+Pb yields (so that
the cross-section at
√
s = 2.76 TeV can be used to construct the pp reference for the RpPb). The
purity, efficiency and correction factors for the former are shown in Figures 8.29 and 8.30. For
the pT range of interest, the bin by bin purity and efficiency are > 50%, with the discontinuous
behavior at high-pT arising from changes in bin sizes. Similarly, Figures 8.31 and 8.32 show the
same quantities but for the second set of binning.
Before the correction factors are applied to the data, the data/MC ratio at the reconstructed pT
scale is examined for any pT dependence. As can be seen in Figures B.16 and B.17 in the Appendix,
the MC underpredicts the slope of reconstructed data. Just as with the p+Pb correction factors,
the transfer matrices for the pp unfolding are reweighted in each rapidity bin along the truth axis

























































































































































































Figure 8.25: Bin-by-bin efficiency Ei (black points) and purity Pi (red points) for R=0.4 jets.
Results are shown for the eight rapidity bins y∗ < 0.8.
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by the data/MC ratio. This way, the MC used for the unfolding has the same shape as the data
and thus properly describes the effects of bin migration on a falling spectrum.
8.6 Jet Energy Scale and Resolution
8.6.1 Fluctuation analysis
As a check on the underlying event energy subtracted from the jet (Section 8.3.3) and the contri-
bution to jet energy resolution from event-to-event fluctuations of the underlying event ET (Sec-
tion 8.5.3), an independent study of the mean and fluctuations of the underlying event ET was
performed. This study follows what was done in a similar study in Pb+Pb[274].
First, the calorimeter is segmented into 14 ∆η = 0.7 slices, from η = −4.9 to +4.9. Second,
each η-slice is segmented into non-overlapping ∆φ = 7× pi32 ≈ 0.687 regions, called windows, which
are each a 7 × 7 square of 0.1 × 0.1 calorimeter towers. The result is 9 non-overlapping windows
per η slice. The windows were chosen so that the size of the window area corresponds to that of a
circular R=0.4 anti-kT jet (pi(0.4)
2 ≈ 0.50).
Then, the EM-scale transverse energy in each window (ET
7×7) is recorded in many p+Pb events,
as a function of the ET in the Pb-going FCal (ΣE
Pb
T , which is used to determine event centrality).
Lint = 0.5µm
−1 of period A p+Pb data was used for this study. Figure 8.33 shows the scatterplot
of the ET
7×7 plotted against ΣEPbT for windows in select η slices. In every η slice, the mean ET
7×7
increases monotonically with increasing ΣEPbT .
To determine the mean
(〈
ET
7×7〉) and standard deviation (σET7×7) of the window ET for
events within the p+Pb centrality bins, the following procedure is used. First, the total ΣEPbT
distribution in the event sample, dN/dΣEPbT (ΣE
Pb
T ) is determined. Second, the mean and standard
deviation of the ET
7×7 are determined in fine bins of ΣEPbT (in this case, ∆ΣE
Pb




7×7〉 (ΣEPbT ; η) and σET7×7(ΣEPbT ; η), where the η dependence is a reminder that
this procedure is performed separately for windows in each η slice. Third, the centrality-dependent
mean and standard deviation are assembled by taking the dN/dΣEPbT -weighted average of the
ΣEPbT -dependent mean and standard deviation for ΣE
Pb
T values which fall into that centrality bin.
In this way, the standard deviation in each centrality bin is not artificially large due to the change
in the mean window ET in events within the centrality bin.
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Formally, the mean and standard deviation of the ET
7×7 in p+Pb events with centrality cent,
where the centrality bin is defined by ΣEPbT
low































7×7(ΣEPbT ; η) (8.42)
Figure 8.35 shows the final
〈
ET
7×7〉 and σET7×7 as a function of window η and event centrality.
Within each η slice, the mean window ET increases from peripheral to central events, as expected.
The difference between peripheral and central events becomes larger for η slices closer to the
centrality-determining FCal (3.1 < η < 4.9). Similarly, the standard deviation is ordered in
centrality, being larger in more central events and smaller in peripheral events. The standard
deviation also increases at mid-rapidity and decreases at large values of η. This serves as a cross-
check on the subtracted ET in jets as a function of η and centrality (see Section 8.3.3), which
display the same pattern.
This cross-check has also been repeated for 11x11 windows, chosen to approximately correspond
to the area of circular R=0.6 jets (pi(0.6)2 ≈ 1.13). This is done in eight η slices of width ∆η = 1.1
from η = −4.4 to η = +4.4, with only five windows fitting in each ∆η slice.
Figure 8.34 shows the scatterplot of the ET
7×7 plotted against ΣEPbT for windows in select η
slices. Figure 8.36 shows the final
〈
ET
11×11〉 and σET11×11 as a function of window η and event
centrality. The results look very similar to the 7×7 results in Figure 8.35, with the mean ET larger
by a factor ≈ (11/7)2 = 2.5 and the standard deviation larger by a factor (11/7) = 1.6.
8.6.2 Associated track jets
The HI jet energy scale has been cross-checked against that of the track jet collections. The track
jets are anti-kT R=0.4 jets run on pT > 0.5 GeV tracks with a nominal set of reconstruction cuts.
Each HI jet is associated with the closest track jet which is within ∆R < 0.4 of the HI jet. For
every such HI + track jet pair, the relative energy scale between HI and track jets is evaluated as
the ratio




and is plotted as a function of the track jet pT. Figure 8.37 shows the mean pT ratio as a
function of track jet pT, in different rapidity bins, in p+Pb data. For track jets with pT > 20 GeV
up to pT ≈ 200 GeV, the ratio is very nearly constant at ≈ 75%, setting an upper limit on changes
in the relative energy scale.
8.6.3 Associated topo cluster jets
The HI jet energy scale has also been cross-checked against that of the LCTopo jet collections, which
are used in pp jet analyses. Each HI jet is associated with the closest LCTopo jet which is within
∆R < 0.4 of the HI jet. For every such HI + LCTopo jet pair, the relative energy scale difference











and is plotted as a function of the LCTopo jet pT. There is a caveat with this comparison,
which is that no official calibration for the LCTopo jets yet exists in the low-µ 2013 data. That
is, residual energy scale differences between the collections are possible. Thus, the purposes of this
cross-check are to see the scale of the difference and make sure that the comparison looks sensible.
Figure 8.38 summarizes the mean (〈∆pT/pT〉) and standard deviation (σ∆pT/pT) of the relative
energy scale as a function of pT
LCTopo in the ηlab bins in p+Pb data. At small values of LCTopo
jet pT (< 20-30 GeV), the mean energy scale is affected by the > 15 GeV minimum cut on the HI
jet. At intermediate values, the energy scale is negative due to the underlying event subtraction in
HI jets which is not present in the LCTopo jets. That is, with respect to a not-subtracted LCTopo
jet, the HI jet has less pT. As the jet pT increases, the differences due to the subtraction becomes
a smaller effect, and the relative energy scale difference converges to 0.
Using the current calibration, the energy scale for R=0.4 jets at mid- and intermediate- rapidities
is < 1-2% between the two collections. It is somewhat worse in the forward regions, asymptoting
to < 5% at high-pT. The lack of an UE subtraction in LCTopo jets has a larger effect for R=0.6
jets than for R=0.4 jets, since the effect of the pT-feeding in the LCTopo jets scales with the area
of the jet.
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8.7 Results
8.7.1 Centrality dependent yields in 5.02 TeV p+Pb collisions
As noted above, measuring the centrality dependence of jet yields requires the selection of crossings
with one and only one inelastic p+Pb event. Thus, the construction of the per-event jet yields must
be done in a different manner than the measurement of the cross-section in pp analyses (where
the cross-section for each trigger is simply (1/Lint)(dNjet/dpT) where Lint is the total integrated
luminosity for the trigger in the selected runs). For pT bins populated from MB events, the per-








where Njet(lbn) is the number of jets recorded in MB events in the given lumiblock, and N
evt,MB
(lbn)
is the number of MB events in the lumiblock. The situation is more complicated for pT bins which
are filled from a jet trigger. In a given lumiblock, the per-event yield is instead,
(Njet/Nevt)(lbn) = Njet(lbn) × P trigger(lbn)
/
N evt,MB(lbn) × PMB(lbn) (8.46)
where P trigger(lbn) and P
MB
(lbn) are the prescales of the jet trigger and the MB trigger in the lumiblock,
respectively. That is, N evt,MB(lbn) × PMB(lbn) is the total number of (unprescaled) p+Pb events sampled
by the DAQ in the lumiblock and Njet(lbn)×P trigger(lbn) are the effective number of (prescale-corrected)
jets in the lumiblock. The sum over lumiblocks can be done in two ways, either via
Njet/Nevt =
∑





which can be thought of as constructing the total pre-scale corrected jet yield and dividing by






(lbn) × PMB(lbn)/P trigger(lbn)
(8.48)
which can be thought of as measuring the yield of jets in a given trigger and then normalizing
by the effective fraction of MB events which are theoretically available to be sampled by the trigger,
given the prescale.
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In the limit of slowly-changing trigger prescales and large statistics, the two converge to the
same result. Furthermore, for the very high-pT triggers (such as the j75 for which P
j75 = 1) and
Equations 8.47 and 8.48 are identical. In this work, the method in Equation 8.48 is used.
The centrality-dependent yields are constructed in a similar manner, except that the Nevt and
Njet are made only from events within the given centrality selection.
Furthermore, proper care is taken to construct the statistical covariance in data.
The uncorrected per-event jet yields in all (0-98%, or minimum bias) p+Pb collisions are shown
in Figure 8.39 in the rapidity bins. The yields are shown at the calibrated jet energy scale and
are corrected for the cleaning selection efficiency, but are not corrected for other detector effects
such as the jet energy resolution and residual non-closure of the jet energy scale. Figures 8.40
and 8.41 show the per-event yields in the six centrality bins, from the most central (0-10%) to most
peripheral (60-90%).
The corrected yields, in the rapidity bins used in the final results and truncated above pT > pT
cut
(the pT range determined in MC in which the jet response is centrality-independent), are shown in
Figures 8.42.
8.7.2 Jet RCP
The geometric-scaled central-to-peripheral ratio RCP is constructed as a function of y
∗ and with
different selections on the central bin.
In each rapidity bin, the RCP is constructed with the pT region of the jet yields in which the bin
migration effects and detector response are independent of the p+Pb event centrality (pT > pT
cut,
see above in Section 8.5.4). As described above, the numerator and denominator of the RCP are
corrected for detector effects through the use of bin-by-bin correction factors. Although the same
transfer matrix is used, it is reweighed for use in the numerator and the denominator to have the
same shape as that observed in data. Thus, the corrected RCP differs from the uncorrected RCP
by the ratio of reweighted correction factors. The effect of this reweighing (also discussed in the
systematic uncertainty section) is small, typically 2-3% and only as large as 5-10% at very low pT.
The RCP is shown in Figures 8.43, 8.44 and 8.45 for R=0.4 and R=0.6 jets. The RCP is
constructed as in Equation 8.5, using the Ncoll estimated from the default Glauber model[263] (and
also Chapter 7).
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Figures 8.46 and 8.47 shows the same data, but organized such that each plot shows the RCP
for a different centrality selection in the six most forward rapidity bins (from −0.8 < y∗ < −0.3
to −4.4 < y∗ < −3.6). Figures 8.48 and 8.49 show the same data but scale the x-axis in a y∗-
dependent way. Specifically, the results are plotted against the quantity p = pT cosh 〈y∗〉, where
〈y∗〉 are the midpoints of the y∗ bin (e.g. 〈y∗〉 = −4 for −4.4 < y∗ < −3.6).






































































Figure 8.26: Bin-by-bin efficiency Ei (black points) and purity Pi (red points) for R=0.4 jets.
Results are shown for the five rapidity bins y∗ > 0.8.

























































































































































































Figure 8.27: Bin-by-bin efficiency Ei (black points) and purity Pi (red points) for R=0.6 jets.
Results are shown for the eight rapidity bins y∗ < 0.8.






































































Figure 8.28: Bin-by-bin efficiency Ei (black points) and purity Pi (red points) for R=0.6 jets.
Results are shown for the five rapidity bins y∗ > 0.8.


























































































































































p+p 2.76 TeV MC
Figure 8.29: Bin-by-bin efficiency Ei (black points), purity Pi (red points) and correction factors
Ci (blue points) for R=0.4 jets in the 2.76 TeV MC, in the ATLAS pp jet analysis bins.


























































































































































p+p 2.76 TeV MC
Figure 8.30: Bin-by-bin efficiency Ei (black points), purity Pi (red points) and correction factors
Ci (blue points) for R=0.6 jets in the 2.76 TeV MC, in the ATLAS pp jet analysis bins.


























































































































































p+p 2.76 TeV MC
Figure 8.31: Bin-by-bin efficiency Ei (black points), purity Pi (red points) and correction factors
Ci (blue points) for R=0.4 jets in the 2.76 TeV MC, in the
√
s-scaled binning of the p+Pb bins.


























































































































































p+p 2.76 TeV MC
Figure 8.32: Bin-by-bin efficiency Ei (black points), purity Pi (red points) and correction factors
Ci (blue points) for R=0.6 jets in the 2.76 TeV MC, in the
√
s-scaled binning of the p+Pb bins.
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Figure 8.33: Distribution of the ET in 7× 7 tower windows as a function of Pb-going FCal ET, for
windows in select η locations shown in different plots. The trend lines show the mean window ET
at the given ΣEPbT .
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Figure 8.34: Distribution of the ET in 11× 11 tower windows as a function of Pb-going FCal ET,
for windows in select η locations shown in different plots. The trend lines show the mean window
ET at the given ΣE
Pb
T .
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Figure 8.35: Mean (left) and standard deviation (right) of the ET distribution in 7 × 7 tower
windows as a function of the window η position, shown for different selections on the p+Pb event
centrality.
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Figure 8.36: Mean (left) and standard deviation (right) of the ET distribution in 11 × 11 tower
windows as a function of the window η position, shown for different selections on the p+Pb event
centrality.
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Figure 8.37: Mean ratio of the pT in R=0.4 track jets to HI jets, pT
track jet/pT
HI in p+Pb data. The
vertical error bars are the standard deviation of the ratio, and not the statistical uncertainty on the
central value. Results are shown for R=0.4 HI jets (left column) and R=0.6 HI jets (right column)
and separately for the five bins closest to mid-rapidity (top row), four intermediate-rapidity bins
where track jet reconstruction is possible (bottom row).
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LCTopo in p+Pb data. The vertical error bars are the standard deviation of the
∆pT/pT and not the statistical uncertainty on the central value. Results are shown for R=0.4
jets (left column) and R=0.6 jets (right column) and separately for the five bins closest to mid-
rapidity (top row), four intermediate-rapidity bins (middle row) and four most forward/backward
bins (bottom row).
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Figure 8.39: Per-event jet yields in minimum bias p+Pb collisions in y∗ bins for R=0.4 (left) and
R=0.6 (right) jets. Jet yields shown are at the reconstructed level, corrected for selection efficiency
but before corrections for detector resolution and other effects.
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Figure 8.40: Per-event jet yields in minimum bias p+Pb collisions in y∗ bins for R=0.4 jets. Each
plot shows the yields in a different selection on the p+Pb event centrality. Jet yields shown are at the
reconstructed level, corrected for selection efficiency but before corrections for detector resolution
and other effects.
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Figure 8.41: Per-event jet yields in minimum bias p+Pb collisions in y∗ bins for R=0.R jets. Each
plot shows the yields in a different selection on the p+Pb event centrality. Jet yields shown are at the
reconstructed level, corrected for selection efficiency but before corrections for detector resolution
and other effects.
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Figure 8.42: Per-event jet yields in minimum bias p+Pb collisions in y∗ bins for R=0.4 (left) and
R=0.6 (right) jets. Jet yields shown are corrected for all detector effects.
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8.7.3 Cross-check on raw RCP with track jets and pp-reconstruction jets
As a cross-check on the HI jet RCP results (especially on possible centrality-dependent problems
with the energy scale), RCP is also constructed as a function of two other jet collections:
 AntiKt4LCTopo and AntiKt6LCTopo, which are the anti-kT R=0.4 and R=0.6 topocluster
based jet collection used in pp jet analyses
 antikt4Track, which are the result of anti-kT R=0.4 jet reconstruction run on charged tracks
with pT > 0.5 GeV
Each HIItrEM jet is associated with the nearest LCTopo jet within ∆R < 0.4 of the HI jet and
also the nearest Track jet within ∆R < 0.4 of the HI jet, where R=0.4 HI jets are associated with
R=0.4 LCTopo and track jets, and R=0.6 HI jets with R=0.6 LCTopo and R=0.4 track jets (since
there was no R=0.6 track jet reconstruction).
The RCP is replotted, but as a function of the associated LCTopo jet pT, if any, in Figures B.18
and B.19 for R=0.4 jets and Figures B.20 and B.21 for R=0.6 jets. These can be found in Ap-
pendix B.4 That is, the same collection of objects is shown (since the LCTopo jets are associated to
the HI jets), but at a different energy scale. Results are shown for LCTopo jets with pT > 30 GeV,
where the relative energy scale between LCTopo and HI jets is well understood (see Section 8.6.3).
Since the LCTopo jets do not have an underlying event subtraction, the RCP suffers from an
artificial increase due to the centrality-dependent pT-feeding. Thus, the RCP is somewhat higher
than that in the HI jets, especially at low-pT. However, the same suppression, which is systematic
with η and pT, can be unambiguously seen in the LCTopo jets.
The RCP is replotted, but as a function of the associated R=0.4 track jet pT, if any, in Fig-
ure B.22 for R=0.4 jets and Figure B.23 for R=0.6 jets, which can be found in Appendix B.4. In
this case, the y∗ bins are restricted to those with tracking acceptance (−2.1 < y∗ and y∗ < 2.8,
which approximately correspond to −2.55 . ηlab and ηlab < 2.35). Although the range of y∗ does
not allow a comparison of the full y∗ dependence of the suppression, the same pT-, centrality- and
y∗-dependent suppression in the RCP can be observed.
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Figure 8.43: RCP for R=0.4 jets (left column) and R=0.6 jets (right column) in the four rapidity
bins with −4.4 < y∗ < −1.2. The RCP is corrected for detector effects. The vertical bars along the
left side of the dotted line RCP = 1 denote the systematic uncertainty from Rcoll.
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Figure 8.44: RCP for R=0.4 jets (left column) and R=0.6 jets (right column) in the four rapidity
bins with −1.2 < y∗ < +0.8. The RCP is corrected for detector effects. The vertical bars along the
left side of the dotted line RCP = 1 denote the systematic uncertainty from Rcoll.
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Figure 8.45: RCP for R=0.4 jets (left column) and R=0.6 jets (right column) in the three rapidity
bins with +0.8 < y∗ < +2.8. The RCP is corrected for detector effects. The vertical bars along the
left side of the dotted line RCP = 1 denote the systematic uncertainty from Rcoll.
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Figure 8.46: RCP for R=0.4 jets in the five centrality selections, showing the six rapidity bins with
y∗ < −0.3 (the p-going direction). The RCP is corrected for detector effects. The vertical bars
along the left side of the dotted line RCP = 1 denote the systematic uncertainty from Rcoll.
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Figure 8.47: RCP for R=0.6 jets in the five centrality selections, showing the six rapidity bins with
y∗ < −0.3 (the p-going direction). The RCP is corrected for detector effects. The vertical bars
along the left side of the dotted line RCP = 1 denote the systematic uncertainty from Rcoll.
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Figure 8.48: RCP for R=0.4 jets in the five centrality selections, showing the six rapidity bins with
y∗ < −0.3 (the p-going direction). The RCP is plotted as a function of p = pT cosh 〈y∗〉, where 〈y∗〉
is the center of the y∗ rapidity bin. The RCP is corrected for detector effects. The vertical bars
along the left side of the dotted line RCP = 1 denote the systematic uncertainty from Rcoll.
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Figure 8.49: RCP for R=0.6 jets in the five centrality selections, showing the six rapidity bins with
y∗ < −0.3 (the p-going direction). The RCP is plotted as a function of p = pT cosh 〈y∗〉, where 〈y∗〉
is the center of the y∗ rapidity bin. The RCP is corrected for detector effects. The vertical bars
along the left side of the dotted line RCP = 1 denote the systematic uncertainty from Rcoll.
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8.7.4 Jet cross-section in 2.76 TeV pp collisions
The jet cross-section in pp collisions is somewhat simpler to construct than the per-event yields in






N jet,trig(pT ∈ ∆pT, y ∈ ∆y) 1
∆pT∆y
(8.49)
where N jet,trig is the total yield of jets selected by the trigger, Ltrigint is the luminosity for the
trigger, and ∆pT and ∆y are the width of the (pT, y) bin. Figure 8.50 shows the pp jet cross-section
at the uncorrected pT scale for R=0.4 and R=0.6 jets, for three choices of binning.
Figures B.14 and B.15 in Appendix B.3 shows power-law fits of the form c0 ·pT−c1+c2pT to data
at the uncorrected scale. Interestingly, this simple form is able to describe the data very well in all
pseudorapidity bins. Furthermore, the ratio of the data to fits show no unusual jumps that are not
consistent with statistical fluctuations.
Figures B.16 and B.17 in Appendix B.3 show the comparison of data to the 2.76 TeV PYTHIA
MC, with both at the detector scale. While the ratio is near unity in all bins, a small but consistent
slope is observed in the ratio in most of the bins, with a slope in log pT-space of approximately
≈ 0.1-0.2 · logpT.
As a check on the pp cross-section results before they are used in the RpPb, the present results
are compared to the
√
s = 2.76 TeV jet cross-section with the 2011 data[275; 272]. The ratio of
the 2013 result (the present one) to the published ATLAS 2011 result for the
√
s = 2.76 TeV cross-
section is shown in Figure 8.51 for R=0.4 jets and Figure 8.52 for R=0.6 jets. The black vertical
lines are the statistical uncertainty on the 2013 data, the red boxes are the statistical uncertainty
on the 2011 data, and the blue boxes are the total systematic uncertainty on the 2011 data. There
is an additional 2.7% on the systematic uncertainty from the luminosity in the 2011 data which is
not plotted.
There are a few features in the comparison. First, the ratio is consitent with flat for 20 GeV
< pT < 200 GeV. Thus, the shapes of the corrected spectra are generally consistent. Second, the
ratio seems to be systematically below 1 by ≈ 10% in a way that is nearly independent of rapidity.
This implies there may be an overall normalization effect (such as from the lack of a preliminary
calibration for the 2013
√
s = 2.76 TeV luminosity) remaining.
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Figure 8.50: Jet cross-section in pp collisions at
√
s = 2.76 TeV in y bins for R=0.4 (left) and
R=0.6 (right) jets. Results are shown with three separate binnings: the nominal reconstructed-
level binning (top row), the
√
s-binning to be used in the xT-interpolation (middle row) and the
standard ATLAS jet binning (bottom row). The jet cross-section is shown at the reconstructed level,
corrected for selection efficiency but before corrections for detector resolution and other effects.
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Figure 8.51: Comparison of the present results to the 2011 ATLAS jet cross-section at
√
s = 2.76
TeV, for R=0.4 jets. The black vertical lines and red boxes are the statistical uncertainty on the
current and 2011 result, respectively, and the blue boxes show the total systematic uncertainty on
the 2011 result. An additional 2.7% uncertainty from the luminosity calibration in the 2011 data
is not shown.
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Figure 8.52: Comparison of the present results to the 2011 ATLAS jet cross-section at
√
s = 2.76
TeV, for R=0.6 jets. The black vertical lines and red boxes are the statistical uncertainty on the
current and 2011 result, respectively, and the blue boxes show the total systematic uncertainty on
the 2011 result. An additional 2.7% uncertainty from the luminosity calibration in the 2011 data
is not shown.
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Third, in the three bins closest to mid-rapidty, there is spike in the ratio between 200-300 GeV,
and at very high-pT (> 300 GeV in 0.3 < |y| < 0.8, and > 100 GeV in the two 2.1 < |y| < 3.6 bins),
the ratio suddenly drops. However, these are regions where the 2011 measurement was running
out of statistics and the central value of 2011 cross-section results had deviations from the pQCD
prediction.
8.7.5 Interpolated 5.02 TeV pp reference
The pp cross-section at
√
s = 2.76 TeV is interpolated to the reference center of mass energy of
√
s =
5.02 TeV needed to construct the RpPb. The interpolation is based on an ATLAS measurement of







· σ(xT; y, 2.76 TeV)






s/dpTdy in the pT bin corresponding to pT = xT
√
s/2. (That is, ρ
in the bins xT = 0.1 to xT = 0.2 is the ratio of d
2σ/dpTdy at 2.76 TeV in the range pT = 138 GeV
to 276 GeV to d2σ/dpTdy at 7 TeV in the range pT = 350 GeV to 700 GeV.)
ρ(xT; y) can be thought of as an effective correction to the power law behavior of the jet cross-
section pT
−n which varies slowly with xT. The form in Equation 8.50 can be rewritten to constuct
the pp cross-section at another
√
s, given the spectrum at
√








· σ(xT; y, 2.76 TeV) (8.51)
This equation requires one other value of
√
s to be constrain n(xT). The values of ρ published in
[275] are used for this purpose. Rewriting Equation 8.51 with the definition of ρ in Equation 8.50,















n(xT) = 3 + log ρ(xT)/ log(7/2.76) (8.54)
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Thus, the
√
s = 5.02 TeV pp cross-section can be constructed according to Equation 8.51 with
the measurement of n(xT) given in Equation 8.54.
A linear fit in log(xT) space is performed to the ρ(xT) data, and the result of the fit is evaluated
at the mid-point of chosen xT bins. Figures 8.53 and 8.54 shows the ρ data and fits for R=0.4 and
R=0.6 jets. The fits do a good job of describing the data.
The 2.76 TeV pp data are rebinned in the (2.76 TeV/ 5.02 TeV)-scaled equivalent of the pT
bins used in the p+Pb analysis, and corrected with bin-by-bin correction factors. Then, the 5.02
TeV pp reference is created following Equation 8.51. An important systematic uncertainty that
enters directly into the final results is the systematic uncertainty on ρ. This will be discussed in
Section 8.8.6. The xT-interpolated pp results are shown in Figures 8.55 and 8.56 for R=0.4 and
R=0.6 jets, respectively.
8.7.6 Jet RpPb
The nuclear modification factor RpPb is presented here.
The p+Pb yields above pT > pT
cut (where the bin migration effects are independent of the p+Pb
underlying event) are corrected for detector effects with the bin by bin correction factors. They
are divided by the TAB-scaled pp cross-section at 5.02 TeV. The results are shown in Figures 8.57
and 8.58 for R=0.4 jets and Figures 8.59 and 8.60 for R=0.6 jets. The 0-90% RpPb, which is
expected to be ≈ 1, appears to sit systematically high at ≈ 1.1-1.2. This may be related to the fact
that the 2013 pp data appears to be systematically lower than the 2011 pp result (since the TAB-
scaled pp reference is in the denominator, this would manifest itself as a systematically high RpPb).
However, the RpPb is generally flat in pT. Furthermore, the RpPb for each centrality selection is
interesting. The peripheral RpPb appears to rise, while the most central RpPb decreases, with the
other centrality selections in between these. As in the RCP, the centrality dependence increases
with pT and onsets earlier the more forward the rapidity bin.
As an alternate check on the results, the RpPb is also constructed using the TAB-scaled truth
jet cross-section in the 5.02 TeV MC Signal as the denominator, denoted RpPb
PYTHIA. The
RpPb
PYTHIA is shown in Figures 8.63 and 8.64 for R=0.4 jets and Figures 8.65 and 8.66 for R=0.6
jets. The 0-90% RpPb
PYTHIA is near 1 and almost flat but for a very gradual slope with pT. This
slope was also seen in the comparison of the pp jet cross-section to MC, where the ratio had a














































































































































































3.6 < |y| < 4.4
, R=0.4Tanti-k
Figure 8.53: Fits to the ATLAS measurement of ρ, which is the ratio of 2.76 TeV and 7 TeV pp jet
cross-sections in xT = pT/(
√
s/2) bins, shown for R=0.4 jets. Vertical error bars are the statistical
uncertainty on the measurement, while the height of the boxes is the total systematic uncertainty,
which are extremely correlated in xT.














































































































































































3.6 < |y| < 4.4
, R=0.6Tanti-k
Figure 8.54: Fits to the ATLAS measurement of ρ, which is the ratio of 2.76 TeV and 7 TeV pp jet
cross-sections in xT = pT/(
√
s/2) bins, shown for R=0.6 jets. Vertical error bars are the statistical
uncertainty on the measurement, while the height of the boxes is the total systematic uncertainty,
which are extremely correlated in xT.
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Figure 8.55: Construction of the
√
s = 5.02 TeV pp reference using an xT-scaling based interpolation
of the
√
s = 2.76 TeV results, for R = 0.4 jets.
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Figure 8.56: Construction of the
√
s = 5.02 TeV pp reference using an xT-scaling based interpolation
of the
√
s = 2.76 TeV results, for R = 0.6 jets.
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Figure 8.57: RpPb for R=0.4 jets. Each row is a different rapidity bin. The 0-90% RpPb is shown
in the column on the left, while the centrality-dependent RpPb is shown on the right. Results are
shown here for the four rapidity bins y∗ < −1.2. Additional 4.3% and 3% systematic uncertainties
from the 2011 and 2013 luminosities, respectively, are not shown.
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Figure 8.58: RpPb for R=0.4 jets. Each row is a different rapidity bin. The 0-90% RpPb is shown
in the column on the left, while the centrality-dependent RpPb is shown on the right. Results are
shown here for the four rapidity bins −1.2 < y∗ < +0.8. Additional 4.3% and 3% systematic
uncertainties from the 2011 and 2013 luminosities, respectively, are not shown.
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Figure 8.59: RpPb for R=0.6 jets. Each row is a different rapidity bin. The 0-90% RpPb is shown
in the column on the left, while the centrality-dependent RpPb is shown on the right. Results are
shown here for the four rapidity bins y∗ < −1.2. Additional 4.3% and 3% systematic uncertainties
from the 2011 and 2013 luminosities, respectively, are not shown.
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Figure 8.60: RpPb for R=0.6 jets. Each row is a different rapidity bin. The 0-90% RpPb is shown
in the column on the left, while the centrality-dependent RpPb is shown on the right. Results are
shown here for the four rapidity bins −1.2 < y∗ < +0.8. Additional 4.3% and 3% systematic
uncertainties from the 2011 and 2013 luminosities, respectively, are not shown.
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Figure 8.61: RpPb for R=0.4 jets in the six centrality selections, showing the six rapidity bins with
y∗ < −0.3. The RCP is corrected for detector effects. The vertical bars along the left side of the
dotted line RpPb = 1 denote the systematic uncertainty from TAB.





















































































Figure 8.62: RpPb for R=0.4 jets in the sixe centrality selections, showing the six rapidity bins with
y∗ < −0.3. The RpPb is plotted as a function of p = pT cosh 〈y∗〉, where 〈y∗〉 is the center of the y∗
rapidity bin. The RpPb is corrected for detector effects. The vertical bars along the left side of the
dotted line RpPb = 1 denote the systematic uncertainty from TAB and the luminosity.
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Figure 8.63: RpPb
PYTHIA for R=0.4 jets made with a PYTHIA jet cross-section as the pp reference.
Each row is a different rapidity bin. The 0-90% RpPb is shown in the column on the left, while the
centrality-dependent RpPb is shown on the right. Results are shown here for the four rapidity bins
y∗ < −1.2.
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Figure 8.64: RpPb
PYTHIA for R=0.4 jets made with a PYTHIA jet cross-section as the pp reference.
Each row is a different rapidity bin. The 0-90% RpPb is shown in the column on the left, while the
centrality-dependent RpPb is shown on the right. Results are shown here for the four rapidity bins
−1.2 < y∗ < +0.8.
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p+Pb, 5.02 TeV, L
Figure 8.65: RpPb
PYTHIA for R=0.6 jets made with a PYTHIA jet cross-section as the pp reference.
Each row is a different rapidity bin. The 0-90% RpPb is shown in the column on the left, while the
centrality-dependent RpPb is shown on the right. Results are shown here for the four rapidity bins
y∗ < −1.2.
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p+Pb, 5.02 TeV, L
Figure 8.66: RpPb
PYTHIA for R=0.6 jets made with a PYTHIA jet cross-section as the pp reference.
Each row is a different rapidity bin. The 0-90% RpPb is shown in the column on the left, while the
centrality-dependent RpPb is shown on the right. Results are shown here for the four rapidity bins
−1.2 < y∗ < +0.8.
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slope that was approximately linear in log pT. On the other hand, the RpPb
PYTHIA for the different
centrality selections has a centrality dependence that increases with pT and is stronger at more
forward rapidities. This is a reflection of the centrality dependence seen in the RCP above. Fig-
ure 8.61 and 8.62 show the RpPb at fixed centrality, with multiple rapidities overlaid on the same
plot, plotted as a function of pT and p = pT cosh(y
∗). Although the systematic uncertainties are
somewhat larger, a similar scaling behavior is observed.
8.8 Systematic Uncertainties
This section gives an overview of the major sources of systematic uncertainty on the p+Pb and pp
jet yields and the RCP and RpPb. Figure 8.67 summarizes the systematic uncertainty breakdown
by source in the RCP, Figure 8.68 summarizes the systematic uncertainty breakdown by source in
the RpPb, and Figure 8.69 summarizes the systematic uncertainty breakdown by source in the RpPb
PYTHIA. The different sources are described below.
8.8.1 Uncertainties due to trigger efficiency
A systematic uncertainty of 1% from the trigger efficiency is applied to the p+Pb and pp jet yields in
the region of 20 < pT < 125 GeV, where results from different EF jet triggers are patched together
(described further in Section 8.4.2). This systematic uncertainty is taken to be uncorrelated in the
different y∗ and centrality bins. Thus, it shows up in quadrature in the RCP (which is the ratio of
p+Pb yields) and the RpPb (which is the ratio of p+Pb yields to the pp cross-section).
8.8.2 Uncertainties due to cleaning efficiency
A systematic uncertainty of 0.5% on the correction due to the jet selection efficiency is applied, as
is detailed in Section 8.3.5. The uncertainty arises from the maximum possible deviation from the
efficiency observed in data from the fits used to parameterize the efficiency. Conservatively, the
uncertainty is treated as uncorrelated between the centrality bins and between the p+Pb and the
pp yields, and is taken to be the same in all y∗ bins. Thus, it shows up in quadrature in the RCP
and the RpPb.
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Figure 8.67: Breakdown of the systematic uncertainty on the RCP from different sources, shown for
a selection of rapidities in each row and the 0-10%/60-90% RCP (left column) and 30-40%/60-90%
RCP (right column). The overall Rcoll uncertainties are pT and y
∗ independent, and are not shown.
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Figure 8.68: Breakdown of the systematic uncertainty on the RpPb from different sources, shown
for a selection of rapidities in each row and the 0-10% RpPb (left column) and 60-90% RpPb (right
column). The overall TAB uncertainties and luminosity uncertainties are pT and y
∗ independent,
and are not shown.
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Figure 8.69: Breakdown of the systematic uncertainty on the RpPb
PYTHIA from different sources,
shown for a selection of rapidities in each row and the 0-10% RpPb (left column) and 60-90% RpPb
(right column). The overall TAB uncertainties are pT and y
∗ independent and are not shown.
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Figure 8.70: Systematic uncertainty in the JES (left) and JER (right) as a function of jet pT and
y.
8.8.3 Uncertainties in the jet energy scale and resolution
A systematic uncertainty is assigned to the RCP and RpPb from the possible variation in the jet
energy scale and resolution.
First, there is the uncertainty from the jet energy scale. This quantifies how the bin-by-bin
correction factors (described in detail in Section 8.5.4) for the p+Pb yields and the pp cross-section
are affected by the assumption that the jet energy scale is higher or lower than what is used
in the MC. This uncertainty is a pT, and y-dependent quantity, and is determined from in situ
ATLAS studies of the calorimeter response and systematic variations in the jet response in MC
simulations[276]. It is determined with the 00-08-06 tag of the JetUncertainties package. The
left plot in Figure 8.70 shows the JES uncertainty as a function of pT and y.
The scale in MC is varied by this uncertainty to generate alternative correction factors. For
each truth jet, the JES uncertainty X is calculated at the truth jet’s pT and y. The correction
factors are determined again, with the precoT of each truth-matched reconstructed jet in the Signal
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with the + and − systematic changes in the correction factors recorded separately. While a
variation in the JES of ≈ X% typically results in a ≈ 5X% change in the yield (since it is a scale
error on a steeply-falling power law spectrum), the JES uncertainty largely cancels in the ratio
between p+Pb yields at different centralities. It also largely cancels in the RpPb (the p+Pb/ pp
comparison), but less so, for two reasons. First, the pp results are xT scaled and thus the change
in the RpPb at fixed pT is caused by changes at different pT values in the 2.76 TeV pp and 5.02
TeV p+Pb spectra. Second, the pp and p+Pb systems have a relative shift between their centers
of mass, so that a given value of y∗ in one system corresponds to different values of ylab between
the two. Thus, the cancellation in the RpPb is not as complete as in the RCP.
Second, there is the uncertainty from the jet energy resolution. This quantifies how the bin-by-
bin correction factors are affected by the assumption that the jet energy resolution is systematically
higher than what it described by the MC. This is modeled as an additional resolution σsyst, and is
determined in data from in situ studies of dijet energy balance[277]. It is provided by the 02-00-02
tag of the JetResolution package. The right plot in Figure 8.70 shows the JER uncertainty as a
function of jet pT and y.
For each truth jet, the σsyst is determined. Then, a smearing factor Y is determined from
sampling a Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation σsyst. The correction factors




,old + Y ptruthT (8.57)
This has the effect of increasing the effective resolution from the original resolution σ to√
σ2 + σ2syst. Similarly, the JER uncertainty mostly cancels in the RCP, and largely but not com-
pletely cancels in the RpPb.
8.8.4 Uncertainties in the unfolding procedure from the spectral shape
This quantifies the uncertainty arising from a mismatch between the shape of the truth spectrum
used to generate the correction factors and the data to which they are applied. In all cases where
correction factors are used, the MC truth is reweighted by the ratio of data/reconstructed MC so
that the MC better captures the spectral shape observed in data.
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This effect is small for the pp cross-section and the 0-90% p+Pb yields, where the data and MC
only have small differences in their shape. Thus, the scale of the correction is < 2-3%. However, the
change in shape of the centrality-dependent p+Pb yields (a physics effect) is larger. The correction
factors can change by as much as 5% in the RCP for the most central to the most peripheral, with
the change larger at small pT, up to 10% at the lowest pT values used. On the other hand, this
uncertainty is smaller in the RpPb, since the shape differences between any individual centrality-
selected p+Pb yield and the pp spectrum are smaller than they are between the yields in the two
most outlying p+Pb centralities.
For the results presented here, the whole magnitude of the change in the correction factors
from reweighing the truth is conservatively taken as the systematic uncertainty in the unfolding
procedure due to the shape uncertainty.
8.8.5 Uncertainties in the determination of geometric quantities (TAB, Rcoll)
The systematic uncertainties on the geometric quantities Rcoll and TAB are described in detail in
[263]. Rcoll, which is used in the RCP, is the ratio of the number of binary nucleon-nucleon collisions
in the given centrality selection relative to the 60-90% centrality (Equation 8.4), and the nuclear
thickness function TAB, which is used in the RpPb, is the nucleonic luminosity for p+Pb collisions
in a given centrality (Equation 8.6).
The uncertainty is derived from a number of sources in the centrality analysis, including the
energy scale in MC, the total event selection efficiency, the description of the inelastic pp reference,
variations on the Glauber model (including the uncertainty on the assumed inelastic pp cross-section
at
√
s = 5.02 TeV), and the uncertainty from modeling the response in the FCal as a function of the
number of nucleon participants. The uncertainties are generally asymmetric and are summarized
in Table 8.2. They are centrality-dependent, but independent of pT and y.
8.8.6 Uncertainties due to xT interpolation
The pp cross-section reference at 5.02 TeV is sensitive to the systematics of the xT interpolation
procedure, which is detailed in Section 8.7.5. In particular, the measurements of ρ used for the
interpolation has systematic uncertainties. Since ρ is the ratio of two jet cross-sections measured in
ATLAS, there is a partial cancellation of systematic uncertainties between the two measurements.
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Thus, the remaining uncertainty is treated as completely uncorrelated with the present
√
s = 2.76
TeV measurement. Furthermore, the systematic uncertainties are extremely correlated in xT (and
therefore pT) point to point.
From Equations 8.51 and 8.54, the dependence of the
√







σpp ∝ ρ(xT)log(2.76/5.02)/ log(7/2.76) ≈ ρ(xT)−0.643 (8.59)







Since ρ is measured in different bins than the
√
s = 2.76 TeV pp cross-section used here, the
uncertainty on the xT-scaled cross-section at a given xT is taken by interpolating the systematic
uncertainty from the neighboring bins used in the measurement. The uncertainties on ρ are pT and
y∗ dependent, being larger in the more forward rapidities and at lower pT. ρ is one of the dominant
systematics in the measurement. At mid-rapidity and high-pT, where the uncertainty is smallest,
it is 5%.
In addition to the systematic uncertainty visible on the plots of ρ, there is a 4.3% overall
uncertainty from the uncertainties on the luminosity for the 7 TeV and 2.76 TeV datasets. Since
this is an overall luminosity uncertainty, this 4.3% is stated separately in the Figure caption rather
than shown on the plot.
8.8.7 Uncertainties due to luminosity
The determination of the pp cross-section depends directly (d2σ/dpTdy ∝ 1/Lint) on the luminos-
ity calibration, which unfortunately is in a preliminary stage. On advice of ATLAS luminosity
analyzers, a systematic uncertainty of 3% is applied to the pp cross-section and the RpPb. This
uncertainty is independent of pT and y.
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Chapter 9
Discussion
If we shadows have offended,
Think but this, and all is mended,
That you have but slumber’d here
While these visions did appear.
And this weak and idle theme,
No more yielding but a dream,
Gentles, do not reprehend:
if you pardon, we will mend:
Midsummer Night’s Dream, Act V, Scene I
The results presented here represent the first attempt to systematically map out the partonic
structure of the nucleus when probed at LHC energies. Several distinct measurements have been
presented which, when told together, paint a surprising but consistent picture of cold nuclear
matter effects on hard scattered partons. First, fully reconstructed jets were measured in deuteron-
gold (d+Au) collisions at mid-rapidity at RHIC. The RHIC data showed an unexpected centrality
(impact parameter) dependence in the rate of hard processes. When compared against the expected
rate from the geometric overlap of the deuteron with the local nuclear thickness, the apparent rate
of jets from the periphery of the nucleus (tagged as low-activity events) was found to be increased,
while the rate of jets in the center of the nucleus (tagged as high-activity events) was found to
be decreased. On the other hand, when integrating over impact parameter, no modification of
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the jet rate relative to the total partonic content in the nucleus was observed. Such a centrality
dependence in the modification factor for jets was unexpected.
Shortly after the observation of this anomalous centrality dependence, the LHC recorded proton-
lead data with a factor of 25 increase in the center of mass energy and substantially more accessible
kinematic range for jet measurements. Before any impact parameter-dependent measurements
could be performed, the proton-lead (p+Pb) data had to be understood in a way that made the
different geometric configurations of proton-nucleus collisions experimentally accessible. Thus, the
quantities of interest were extracted by mapping the range of p+Pb events in a geometric model
to the data. Finally, the rate of fully reconstructed jets was measured as a function of p+Pb
event centrality (and thus, apparent impact parameter) over many units of rapidity and to nearly
1 TeV in the transverse momentum of the jets. Just as was seen at RHIC, the relative rate of
jets coming from events with small impact parameter was smaller than the geometric expectation,
while the rate of jets from events with a large impact parameter was larger. On the other hand,
the impact parameter integrated rate of jets was not found to be strongly modified. Furthermore,
the suppression and enhancement patterns in all rapidities were found to obey a simple scaling
behavior in the total jet energy.
We discuss each of the results here in turn.
9.1 Jets in d+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV
The geometric-scaled rate of jets in central d+Au collisions compared to that in peripheral d+Au
collisions (RCP) is shown in Figure 9.1. At pT = 10 GeV, the RCP in all centrality selections is
consistent with 1, signifying a jet rate in line with the geometric expectation. However, the RCP
monotonically decreases with increasing pT in all the centrality selections. The most central to
most peripheral ratio 0-20%/60-88% reaches ≈ 0.6 at pT ≈ 40 GeV. This is a strong effect – it
represents a relative increase of 2.5× more jets in peripheral d+Au events relative to central d+Au
events when all of the geometric factors have been taken out. Figure 9.2 shows the geometric-scaled
rate of jets in inclusive, central and peripheral collisions, but this time compared to a pp collision
reference. The left side of the Figure shows the RdAu for 0-88% (minimum bias) d+Au collisions,
which is everywhere flat and consistent with 1. Despite the significant modification observed in
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Figure 9.2: Nuclear modification factor, RdAu, for jets in inclusive (left) and centrality-selected
(right) d+Au collisions at RHIC, from Chapter 6.
the RCP, the minimum bias RdAu is consistent with no effect. Thus, the absolute modification in
the central and peripheral RdAu must be such that together they cause the observed effect in the
RCP while giving no effect when averaged over. At pT = 10 GeV, the RdAu in both central and
peripheral events is consistent with 1, signifying no change in the jet rate from cold nuclear matter
effects. However, the central RdAu decreases, and the peripheral RdAu increases, with pT up to the
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limit of statistics, where they reach ≈ 0.85 and ≈ 1.3, respectively. The data can be interpreted
as the total number of jets from the geometric expectation being preserved, but moved around in
centrality.
The data are challenging to explain. A slight suppression in central events could probably be
made consistent with initial state energy loss calculations without tension. However, the central
RdAu is actually consistent with 1, just barely within the full systematic uncertainties of the mea-
surement. On the other hand, the rise in the peripheral RdAu is unambiguous. Furthermore, the
uncertainties in the RdAu arising from the pp reference are completely correlated, and the centrality
dependence in the jet rate is definite and large. In fact, the suppression in the RCP can be seen by
eye before any corrections for the trigger efficiency or bin migration in jet pT from the presence of
the d+Au underlying event (UE). Furthermore, a recent measurement of neutral pions in the same
data set also sees a similarly suppressed RCP, albeit with a different sensitivity to the energy scale.
Thus, the measurement is experimentally robust.
This relatively large centrality dependence is difficult to explain within theoretical frameworks.
At such high-Q2, nPDF effects are expected to be very small, and nPDF fits which model the im-
pact parameter dependence of the modification cannot accomodate such large centrality-dependent
changes. Furthermore, it is difficult to have a physical picture of the Cronin effect and/or trans-
verse momentum broadening which causes a stronger increase in peripheral collisions than it
does the central. Several other explanations can be suggested but none are immediately satis-
factory. For example, perhaps the deuteron structure function at high x is not well known[247;
248]. Actually within the kinematic range measured here (x ∼ 0.1-0.5), this not the case. Another
suggestion is that perhaps the centrality determination is just wrong. But the geometric-scaling
in the d+Au centralities works very well for single particles with pT < 10-15 GeV, and there are
cross-checks on the Glauber model results available in data. A third suggestion is that while for
the minimum bias d+Au events, the centrality categorization works, perhaps there is a bias in the
centrality selection in which jets are preferentially associated with low-activity events not reflective
of the d+Au event geometry. Actually, studies of the possible “centrality bias” in the presence of a
jet in PHENIX[244] show that if anything the measured RCP is systematically higher than it really
is (e.g. the effect goes the other way). However, we will return to this point.
It should also be noted that this data does not challenge the picture of jet quenching observed
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Figure 9.3: Mean number of nucleon participants, 〈Npart〉, in the p+Pb centrality selections. The
three Glauber model variants are each shown, from [264].
at RHIC. The RdAu and RCP for jets is consistent with no CNM effect at pT = 10 GeV, and
measurement of single hadrons in Au+Au collisions show that they are suppressed by a factor of
approximately 5 below this pT. The data do, however, complicate the use of centrality-selected
data in the extraction of impact parameter dependent nPDF’s.
9.2 Centrality determination in p+Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV
The mean number of nucleon participants in each p+Pb centrality selection are shown in Figure 9.3,
with comparisons between the default Glauber model and Glauber-Gribov variants. It can be seen
that while the three models agree very well on the mean number of participants in minimum bias
(0-90%) p+Pb collisions, they give substantially different results for the number of participants in
extremely central (for example, 0-1%) or peripheral (for example, 60-90%) events.
The centrality analysis included a few features, born out of necessity, which were not used in the
centrality categorization of d+Au collisions at RHIC, where the mapping of the Glauber Npart dis-
tribution onto the observed data has historically been more straightforward. First, the p+Pb event
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topologies and contributions to the minimum bias event sample from diffractive and photonuclear
excitation were investigated with a study of the reconstructed pseudorapidity distributions on either
pseudorapidity edge of the detector. Second, the centrality signal in p+Pb events was explicitly
corrected for effects such as the vertex-dependent changes in acceptance and small time-dependent
variations in electronic pedestals. In this way, no additional decorrelation between the Npart of
p+Pb events and the centrality, as measured in the Pb-going forward calorimeter, is introduced.
Third, two alternatives to the Glauber model were used to generate the probability distribution
for a p+Pb event to have Npart total nucleon participants, based on the idea that in high energy
p+A collisions, there must surely be event by event fluctuations in the partonic configuration of the
projectile. Thus, at fixed impact parameter, fluctuations in the number of participants arise not
only from event-by-event fluctuations in the nucleon positions but also from different “snapshots”
of proton wavefunction.
Although the data was able to be reproduced by each of the three models, there were several
indications that the Glauber-Gribov models, especially the model with the smaller σNN fluctuations
(Ω = 0.55), may be a more appropriate model of high-energy proton-nucleus collisions. First, while
the results in the default Glauber model suffered from large systematic changes in response to the
choice of fit model, the Glauber-Gribov model with Ω = 0.55 required fewer non-linear deviations
from the “wounded nucleon” assumptions in the best global fits. That is, the Glauber-Gribov model
could reproduce the p+Pb data with a more natural description of the Npart dependence of the
soft underlying event ET. Second, the Glauber-Gribov model better describes the data in the low
event activity (peripheral) region, where the composition of p+Pb events selected by a small FCal
ET are not well understood and may easily have a different composition than what it suggested by
the default Glauber model. Interestingly, the best Glauber-Gribov fits also include a contribution
of events that are consistent with diffractive excitation of the Pb nucleus, underlining the growing
need to understand the role of diffraction in hadronic collisions at LHC energies.
Third, a recent measurement of the ATLAS soft charged particle multiplicity in p+Pb collisions[264]
could help interpretating which Glauber model should be taken as a more appropriate model of the
p+Pb geometries. Figure 9.4 shows the multiplicity per participant pair plotted as a function of the
number of participants for each of the three models. It can be seen that using the default Glauber
model to estimate the mean number of participants results in a substantial rise of multiplicity per
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Figure 9.4: ATLAS measurement of the charged particle multiplicity per participant pair, plotted
in rapidity bins as a function of the number of participants. Results with Npart extracted from the
different Glauber model variants are shown, from [264].
nucleon pair, increashing 50% per pair when the number of participants changes from Npart ≈ 12
to Npart ≈ 18. On the other hand, the Glauber-Gribov models show either a flat Npart dependence
(Ω = 0.55) or a small decrease in the per pair multiplicity after a few collisions (Ω = 1.01), both of
which are more physically plausible.
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Figure 9.5: Nuclear modification factor, RCP, for jets in p+Pb collisions at the LHC, six rapidity
bins, from [278].
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9.3 Jets in p+Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV
The geometric-scaled rate of jets in different p+Pb centrality selections compared to that in periph-
eral collisions is shown in Figure 9.5 for two rapidity selections: near mid-rapidity (−0.8 < y∗ <
−0.3) and at mid-forward rapidity (−2.1 < y∗ < −1.2, where y∗ < 0 corresponds to the p-going
direction and thus small nuclear-x and large proton-x). Within the Glauber model, the central-
ity selections correspond to probing different regions of the Pb nucleus. The RCP is constructed
in the region where the detector response to jets has been determined to be independent of the
p+Pb centrality. The RCP is monotonically decreasing with increasing pT in all centralities and,
furthermore, is also monotonically decreasing (with the exception of statistical fluctuations) with
increasingly central events. All of the centrality selected yields, even the 40-60%, appear to have
a steeper pT distribution than the 60-90% reference. Furthermore, the RCP appears to be broadly
consistent with a linear decrease as a function of log pT. Another way to think about this pattern is
that the nuclear modification results in each centrality-selected spectrum being successively steeper
with more central selections. The suppression is quite strong. For example, for pT = 300 GeV
jets in −2.1 < y∗ < −1.2, the RCP ≈ 0.3 in the 0-10%/60-90% selection, implying a factor of 3
difference in the relative rates of jet production between the core and periphery of the Pb nucleus,
once the geometric factors have been scaled out.
Furthermore, the suppression pattern has an interesting rapidity dependence. The left side
of Figure 9.6 shows the RCP in the six most forward rapidity bins, separately in two centrality
selections. Thus, at fixed centrality and pT, the RCP also evolves monotonically in rapidity, with
a systematically larger suppression in increasingly forward (y∗ < 0) bins. Interestingly, the linear
trend of all the RCP’s on a logarithmic pT scale suggests that there may be a scale transformation
relating them all. In fact, the horizontal axis of the data can be rescaled by a factor cosh(y∗) so that
all the RCP series are plotted as a function of function of p ≈ pT cosh(y∗), where y∗ is the midpoint
of the rapidity bin and p is thus the approximate total jet energy. The RCP plotted against p is
shown on the right side of Figure 9.6. Remarkably, when plotted this way the RCP in the different
rapidity bins seem to line up together, suggesting that
RCP(pT, y
∗) = RCP(p) (9.1)
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Figure 9.6: Nuclear modification factor, RCP, for jets in p+Pb collisions, for 0-10%/60-90% (top)
and 30-40%/60-90% (right) centrality selection, showing multiple rapidity bins on the same plot.
The panels on the right show the RCP plotted as a function of p, from [278].
This phenomenon is present in each centrality bins, with a different slope for the RCP(p) in
each. This scaling behavior suggests that the mechanism responsible for the suppression may have
a common origin and only be a function of a simple kinematic variable – the total jet energy.
While the RCP indicates that the relative prevalence of jets is a function of the impact parameter
in an x-dependent way, only the RpPb can measure changes in the absolute rate of jets. The RpPb
for 0-90% p+Pb events is shown in Figure 9.7 for several rapidity bins. The central value of the
inclusive RpPb are consistent with a slight enhancement (≈ 1.1) in the jet yield at fixed pT relative
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Figure 9.7: Nuclear modification factor RpPb for 0-90% events, shown in four rapidity bins.
to pp collisions scaled by a geometric factor accounting for the thickness of the nucleus. However,
the systematic uncertainties preclude a strong statement about the size of the enhancement. In all
rapidity bins the RpPb is flat and in most bins it is consistent with 1 within uncertainties. Certainly,
any large modifications in the jet yield are ruled out. Thus, when p+Pb collisions are considered
integrating over impact parameter, the jet rate is consistent with the geometric scaling expectation
(or only very slightly above it). By contrast, the RCP has a very strong centrality dependence. By
the definition of the RpPb and the RCP, no effect in the inclusive RpPb and a strong effect in the
RCP constrains the central and peripheral-selected RpPb results to lie on opposite sides of RpPb = 1.
Figure 9.8 shows the centrality-dependent RpPb for the same rapidity bins as the previous figure.
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Figure 9.8: Nuclear modification factor, RpPb, for different centrality selections, shown in four
rapidity bins.
The most central (0-10%) RpPb has a negative slope and is consistent with an overall suppression
at high-pT. On the other hand, the peripheral RpPb (60-90%) has a positive slope and is consistent
with an overall enhancement. Generally, RpPb values in the other centrality selections fall smoothly
between them. Interestingly, the RpPb in a mid-central bin (20-30% centrality) is the closest to flat.
Furthermore, the centrality-dependent RpPb’s seem to monotonically increase or decrease up to the
limit of statistics. At no point in pT do they appear to saturate. Finally, the rapidity dependence
of the most central and most peripheral RpPb is plotted in Figure 9.9. There is a strong rapidity
dependence in the size of the modification, but when plotted as a function of p, the central and
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Figure 9.9: Nuclear modification factor, RpPb, for jets in p+Pb collisions, for 0-10% (top) and
60-90% (right) centrality selection, showing multiple rapidity bins on the same plot. The panels on
the right show the RpPb plotted as a function of p.
peripheral RpPb each appear to be a simple function of the total jet energy.
As with the PHENIX data, these results are not yet fully understood. Qualitatively, the mid-
rapidity results are remarkably similar to PHENIX, in which the large effect in the RCP is split
between an enhancement in peripheral collisions and a suppression in central one, with no net
modification in inclusive p+Pb collisions. Also as with the PHENIX result, it is difficult to come
up with an easy theoretical explanation for the data. For one, the magnitude of the effect actually
increases at higher pT, whereas all nuclear-enhanced leading twist contributions are suppressed
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by powers of Q−2. Second, it is challenging to come up with a physics effect (for example, such
as transverse momentum broadening) which would cause an apparent increase of jets at fixed in
peripheral jets while simultaneously causing a supression in central jets, while also having a larger
effect at higher pT. Third, the impact parameter dependence of nPDF sets is very small compared
with the size of the effect in data.
It has been suggested that the data can be explained by an effective “rapidity shift”, in which se-
lecting central or peripheral events systematically boosts the jet dN/dy distributions in the nucleus-
going or proton-going direction, respectively. However, this explanation is not theoretically well
founded, since impact-parameter-dependent rapidity shifts of the parton-parton center of mass sys-
tem do not naturally enter into a pQCD/factorization approach. Second, an examination of the
data shows that this observation is not correct. If, whatever the physical mechanism, the results
corresponded to an overall shift of the jet rapidity in the different centralities, then the trend in the
RCP should be reversed for backward rapidity y
∗ > 0, such that the RCP and central RpPb would
rise above 1 and the peripheral RpPb would fall below. In fact, data in the backwards bins used in
this analysis show precisely the opposite effect.
While one of the original goals of this measurement was to explore the transition from the dilute
to saturated partonic regime at low-x using low-pT forward jets, the large modification observed at
forward rapidities complicates any measurement of non-linear QCD effects, which are not expected
to survive at such high pT. Finally, the geometric factors in the RCP and RpPb shown here have
been derived exclusively from the default Glauber model. The main feature of the Glauber-Gribov
model, which is the fluctuating transverse size of the low-x partons in the proton, may not be
applicable in a straightforward way to p+A events with a hard scattering. Thus, only the default
Glauber model is used although, if the Glauber-Gribov variant models were used to estimate Rcoll
and TAB, the observed suppression and enhancement in central and peripheral events, respectively,
would actually increase in magnitude.
9.4 Conclusion
Taken together, the PHENIX and ATLAS data are intriguing. Qualitatively, they demonstrate
similar patterns in the modification of the jet rate in central and peripheral p+A (in this case,
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Figure 9.10: Comparison of the RCP for mid-rapidity jets in d+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV
and p+Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV, as a function of x.
d+Au and p+Pb) collisions, in two collision systems which differ by a factor of 25 in the center
of mass energy. In both systems, the high-pT jet yield in central events is suppressed relative to
geometric expectations, and enhanced in peripheral events. Since the rapidity dependence of the
results in ATLAS appear to be explained by a single kinematic variable, it may be possible that
the PHENIX and ATLAS results could be related through a simple scaling, as well. The most
natural choice for such a scaling is to compare the results at mid-rapidity (where PHENIX has
acceptance) and scale the horizontal axes by the nucleon beam energy (Ebeam = 100 GeV in d+Au
collisions at RHIC, and = 2.5 TeV in p+Pb collisions at the LHC). Thus, Figure 9.10 plots the
most central to most peripheral RCP in both systems as a function of the variable pT/Ebeam (which
at mid-rapidity ≈ x). The RCP is qualitatively similar at RHIC and the LHC. The central values
of the data points imply that the modification at the LHC begins at a lower x than it does at
RHIC. However, the data as a function of x are actually consistent at the two energies within
uncertainties. Figure 9.11 shows the inclusive RdAu or RpPb in both systems. Figure 9.12 shows
the most central and most peripheral RdAu and RpPb plotted as a function of x. The PHENIX
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Figure 9.11: Comparison of the inclusive RdAu and RpPb for mid-rapidity jets in d+Au collisions
at
√
sNN = 200 GeV and p+Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV, as a function of x.
and ATLAS data have qualitatively similar shapes. Again, although the central values of the data
suggest that the modifications at the LHC begin at a lower x relative to those at RHIC, the data
are actually consistent within uncertainties.
One early interpretation of the ATLAS and PHENIX data could be that there is a not yet
understood correlation between the production of a jet and the underlying event far away from
the jet in hadronic collisions. In fact, it is known that the mean event multiplicity and transverse
energy in pp collisions increase with the highest-pT object in the event. Assuming the same effect
exists in p+A collisions, it is almost certain that events with jets would be categorized as having
a higher centrality than they normally do, resulting in an enhanced (decreased) jet rate above the
geometric expectation when selecting on central (peripheral) collisions. However, this effect has
the opposite sign as what is observed in data.
Conceivably, requiring even higher pT jets in the event could at some point suppress the under-
lying event activity, resulting in the opposite effect. For example, perhaps selecting high-x partons
in the proton biases the distribution of the low-x partons in such a way that the soft multiplicity
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Figure 9.12: Comparison of the most central and most peripheral RdAu and RpPb for mid-rapidity
jets in d+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV and p+Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV, as a function
of x.
arising from multiple parton interactions (MPIs) besides the high-x parton participating in the
hard scattering is lowered. That is, the configurations of the proton wavefunction with a high-x
parton tend to be more localized in space or otherwise have a smaller effective cross-section. If this
is the case, it is happening at a fairly small value of proton-x at the LHC (since pT = 100 GeV jets
at mid-rapidity are x = 0.04).
The simple scaling in the total jet energy suggests that the observed effects may be related to
initial state effects arising from interactions of the partons in the nucleus before the hard parton-
parton scattering. If this is the case, the data may be evidence of a heretofore unknown initial state
mechanism. Ultimately any explanation of the underlying physics processes would have to address
the smooth centrality dependence, the scaling behavior across the entire rapidity range and the pT
dependence of the observed modification. In particular, the underlying mechanism must address
the enhanced rate of jets in peripheral collisions, where nuclear effects have na¨ıvely been expected
to be negligible.
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An exciting possible implications of the ATLAS data is that nuclear effects over a wide range
of rapidity could have a common origin. Within the ATLAS results, scaling behavior suggests that
the relatively modest cold nuclear matter effects at pT > 100 GeV at mid-rapidity are actually
connected to the strong effects for pT > 20 GeV jets four units of rapidity away. If the same is
true at RHIC energies, this implies that the modification observed in high-pT jets at mid-rapidity
measured in PHENIX may be caused by the same mechanism responsible for (some of) the strong
suppression of forward hadrons observed by all the RHIC experiments.
This work achieves several experimental milestones in modern heavy ion physics. It is the
first measurement of the centrality-dependent yields of fully reconstructed jets in deuteron-nucleus
collisions at RHIC and, separately, in proton-nucleus collisions at the LHC. It also represents the
first experimental determination of the proton-nucleus event centrality at the LHC.
Despite this success, the measurements presented here are intended to be only the beginning
of a detailed and systematic study of how hard processes are affected by the cold nuclear medium.
It is important to investigate how, if at all, the jets in different centrality selections are modified.
For example, the nuclear modification may be more pronounced for quark jets than gluon jets.
Additionally, examining the energy balance of jet-photon or dijet pairs might better isolate what,
if any, part of the suppression in central events could be consistent with initial state energy loss.
Furthermore, other hard probes are available, which have different sensitivity to cold nuclear matter
effects. Thus, it may be that precise and differential measurements of the rates of heavy flavor
quarks, quarkonia and electroweak bosons, as well as reconstructed jets at lower pT, are needed for
a fuller understanding of the results presented here.
In the future, an Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) may help shed light on the same nuclear effects
explored here through e+A collisions, which offer the advantage of a clean initial state in the
projectile and the ability to precisely reconstruct the (x,Q2) kinematics event by event by measuring
the outgoing electon. Furthermore, using leptons to probe the nucleus could serve as a control
against effects which are speculated to arise from fluctuations in the hadronic wavefunction of
protons in p+A collisions.
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A.1 Centrality fits to 2013 p+Pb data
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Figure A.1: Fits to 2013 p+Pb data using the default Glauber model, showing fit model #1 (first
row), fit model #2 (middle row) and fit model #3 (bottom row). The left column shows the model
prediction and ΣEPbT distribution in data, and the right column shows the data/model ratio.
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Figure A.2: Fits to 2013 p+Pb data using the Glauber-Gribov Ω = 1.01 model, showing fit model
#1 (first row), fit model #2 (middle row) and fit model #3 (bottom row). The left column shows
the model prediction and ΣEPbT distribution in data, and the right column shows the data/model
ratio.
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Figure A.3: Fits to 2013 p+Pb data using the Glauber-Gribov Ω = 0.55 model, showing fit model
#1 (first row), fit model #2 (middle row) and fit model #3 (bottom row). The left column shows
the model prediction and ΣEPbT distribution in data, and the right column shows the data/model
ratio.
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A.2 Centrality fits with PYTHIA 6 reference
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Figure A.4: Fits to 2012 p+Pb data using the default Glauber model, showing fit model #1 (first
row), fit model #2 (middle row) and fit model #3 (bottom row). The left column shows the model
prediction and ΣEPbT distribution in data, and the right column shows the data/model ratio.
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Figure A.5: Fits to 2012 p+Pb data using the Glauber-Gribov Ω = 1.01 model, showing fit model
#1 (first row), fit model #2 (middle row) and fit model #3 (bottom row). The left column shows
the model prediction and ΣEPbT distribution in data, and the right column shows the data/model
ratio.
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Figure A.6: Fits to 2012 p+Pb data using the Glauber-Gribov Ω = 0.55 model, showing fit model
#1 (first row), fit model #2 (middle row) and fit model #3 (bottom row). The left column shows
the model prediction and ΣEPbT distribution in data, and the right column shows the data/model
ratio.
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Centrality selection ΣEPbT range (default) ΣE
Pb




0-1% > 91.01 GeV > 90.71 GeV > 91.30 GeV
0-5% > 65.95 GeV > 65.60 GeV > 66.29 GeV
0-10% > 53.69 GeV > 53.30 GeV > 54.07 GeV
10-20% 40.01-53.69 GeV 39.57-53.30 GeV 40.43-54.07 GeV
20-30% 31.03-40.01 GeV 30.55-39.57 GeV 31.50-40.43 GeV
30-40% 24.07-31.03 GeV 23.55-30.55 GeV 24.58-31.50 GeV
40-60% 13.40-24.07 GeV 12.83-23.55 GeV 13.95-24.58 GeV
60-90% 2.55-13.40 GeV 2.00-12.83 GeV 3.07-13.95 GeV
Table A.1: ΣEPbT ranges in 2013 p+Pb data for given centrality selections.
A.3 Tables of results for centrality fits to 2013 data
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Table A.2: Mean Npart values for all centrality bins in 2013 data, along with total systematic uncer-
tainty (the uncertainty is asymmetric and shown for positive and negative uncertainties separately,
and in absolute and relative terms).
A.4 Summary of systematic uncertainties for Glauber-Gribov re-
sults
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Table A.3: Mean TAB values for all centrality bins in 2013 data, along with total systematic uncer-
tainty (the uncertainty is asymmetric and shown for positive and negative uncertainties separately,
and in absolute and relative terms).
Centrality selection standard Glauber Glauber-Gribov Ω = 1.01 Glauber-Gribov Ω = 0.55
2013 data







































































































































Table A.4: Mean Rcoll values for all centrality bins in 2013 data, along with total systematic uncer-
tainty (the uncertainty is asymmetric and shown for positive and negative uncertainties separately,
and in absolute and relative terms).
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Figure A.7: Overview of systematic uncertainty for the Glauber-Gribov Ω = 1.01 model. The
change in 〈Npart〉 relative to the default value as a function of possible systematic variations is
plotted. The figures here show the effects on Npart in the 0-90% (top left), 0-1% (top right), 0-5%
(middle left), 1-5% (middle right), 0-10% (bottom left) and 5-10% (bottom right) centrality bins.
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Figure A.8: Overview of systematic uncertainty for the Glauber-Gribov Ω = 1.01 model. The
change in 〈Npart〉 relative to the default value as a function of possible systematic variations is
plotted. The figures here show the effects on Npart in the 10-20% (top left), 20-30% (top right),
30-40% (middle left), 40-60% (middle right) and 60-90% (bottom) centrality bins.
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Figure A.9: Overview of systematic uncertainty for the Glauber-Gribov Ω = 0.55 model. The
change in 〈Npart〉 relative to the default value as a function of possible systematic variations is
plotted. The figures here show the effects on Npart in the 0-90% (top left), 0-1% (top right), 0-5%
(middle left), 1-5% (middle right), 0-10% (bottom left) and 5-10% (bottom right) centrality bins.
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Figure A.10: Overview of systematic uncertainty for the Glauber-Gribov Ω = 0.55 model. The
change in 〈Npart〉 relative to the default value as a function of possible systematic variations is
plotted. The figures here show the effects on Npart in the 10-20% (top left), 20-30% (top right),
30-40% (middle left), 40-60% (middle right) and 60-90% (bottom) centrality bins.
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B.1 Data-driven cleaning efficiency in p+Pb and pp
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p+Pb, 5.02 TeV, L
Figure B.1: Efficiency of cleaning cuts determined from the good jet sample, as a function of pT,
for R=0.4 jets in p+Pb. This figure shows pseudorapidity bins with the range
∣∣ηlab∣∣ < 1.2.
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p+Pb, 5.02 TeV, L
Figure B.2: Efficiency of cleaning cuts determined from the good jet sample, as a function of pT,
for R=0.4 jets in p+Pb. This figure shows pseudorapidity bins with the range
∣∣ηlab∣∣ > 1.2.
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p+Pb, 5.02 TeV, L
Figure B.3: Efficiency of cleaning cuts determined from the good jet sample, as a function of pT,
for R=0.6 jets in p+Pb. This figure shows pseudorapidity bins with the range
∣∣ηlab∣∣ < 1.2.
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p+Pb, 5.02 TeV, L
Figure B.4: Efficiency of cleaning cuts determined from the good jet sample, as a function of pT,
for R=0.6 jets in p+Pb. This figure shows pseudorapidity bins with the range
∣∣ηlab∣∣ > 1.2.
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p+p, 2.76 TeV, L
Figure B.5: Efficiency of cleaning cuts determined from the good jet sample, as a function of pT,
for R=0.4 jets in pp. Each of the seven pseudorapidity bins are shown separately.
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p+p, 2.76 TeV, L
Figure B.6: Efficiency of cleaning cuts determined from the good jet sample, as a function of pT,
for R=0.6 jets in pp. Each of the seven pseudorapidity bins are shown separately.
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B.2 Trigger efficiency in p+Pb and pp
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Figure B.7: Centrality dependence of the R=0.4 jet trigger efficiency, shown for j20 triggers (first
plot), j30 triggers (second plot) and j40 triggers (third plot). Results for a4tchad (left column)
and a4hi (right column) triggers are shown.
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Figure B.8: Centrality dependence of the R=0.6 jet trigger efficiency, shown for j20 triggers (first
plot), j30 triggers (second plot) and j40 triggers (third plot). Results for a4tchad (left column)
and a4hi (right column) triggers are shown.
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Figure B.9: Centrality dependence of the R=0.4 jet trigger efficiency, shown for j50 triggers (first
plot), j60 triggers (second plot) and j75 triggers (third plot). Results for a4tchad (left column)
and a4hi (right column) triggers are shown.
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Figure B.10: Centrality dependence of the R=0.6 jet trigger efficiency, shown for j50 triggers (first
plot), j60 triggers (second plot) and j75 triggers (third plot). Results for a4tchad (left column)
and a4hi (right column) triggers are shown.
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Figure B.11: Centrality dependence of the R=0.6 jet trigger efficiency, shown for fj15 triggers in
R=0.4 jets (top row) and R=0.6 jets (bottom row). Results for a4tchad (left column) and a4hi
(right column) triggers are shown.
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Figure B.12: η dependence of the jet trigger efficiencies in pp data, for R=0.4 jets. The efficiency in
∆η = 0.8-sized bins is shown for j10 triggers (top left), j20 triggers (top right), j40 triggers (middle
left), j50 triggers (middle right), j60 triggers (bottom left) and j75 triggers (bottom right).
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Figure B.13: η dependence of the jet trigger efficiencies in pp data, for R=0.6 jets. The efficiency in
∆η = 0.8-sized bins is shown for j10 triggers (top left), j20 triggers (top right), j40 triggers (middle
left), j50 triggers (middle right), j60 triggers (bottom left) and j75 triggers (bottom right).
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Figure B.14: Fits of the function c0 ·pT−c1+c2pT to pp jet spectra, for R=0.4 jets, showing the ratio
of data to the fit. Each |η| bin is shown separately.
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Figure B.15: Fits of the function c0pT
−c1+c2pT to pp jet spectra, for R=0.6 jets, showing the ratio
of data to the fit. Each |η| bin is shown separately.
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Figure B.16: Ratio of pp jet spectra to PYTHIA, at the uncorrected detector scale for R=0.4 jets,
showing the ratio of data to MC. Each |η| bin is shown separately.
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Figure B.17: Ratio of pp jet spectra to PYTHIA, at the uncorrected detector scale for R=0.6 jets,
showing the ratio of data to MC. Each |η| bin is shown separately.
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Figure B.18: RCP for R=0.4 jets, but plotted as a function of the associated LCTopo jet pT. The
RCP in this cross-check is not corrected for detector effects. Results are shown in the eight rapidity
bins with y∗ < 0.8.
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Figure B.19: RCP for R=0.4 jets, but plotted as a function of the associated LCTopo jet pT. The
RCP in this cross-check is not corrected for detector effects. Results are shown in the five rapidity
bins with y∗ > 0.8.
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Figure B.20: RCP for R=0.6 jets, but plotted as a function of the associated LCTopo jet pT. The
RCP in this cross-check is not corrected for detector effects. Results are shown in the eight rapidity
bins with y∗ < 0.8.
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Figure B.21: RCP for R=0.6 jets, but plotted as a function of the associated LCTopo jet pT. The
RCP in this cross-check is not corrected for detector effects. Results are shown in the five rapidity
bins with y∗ > 0.8.
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Figure B.22: RCP for R=0.4 jets, but plotted as a function of the associated track jet pT. The RCP
in this cross-check is not corrected for detector effects. Results are shown in the eight rapidity bins
with tracking acceptance, −2.1 < y∗ < 2.8.
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Figure B.23: RCP for R=0.6 jets, but plotted as a function of the associated track jet pT. The RCP
in this cross-check is not corrected for detector effects. Results are shown in the eight rapidity bins
with tracking acceptance, −2.1 < y∗ < 2.8.
